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INTRODUCTION

In 1945, the city of Cologne, like so many other Germans cities, lay in total ruins. The air

wars leveled the metropolis of 770,000 inhabitants by 90%, with fewer than 40,000 resident

remaining. As Nazi forces withdrew across the Rhine, they ceased referring to it as a city,

reporting only that they were abandoning the “rubble pile Cologne.” All twelve of the city’s

famous Romanesque churches lay in ruins, with corpses strewn through the streets. The Cologne

Cathedral, having suffered only minor damage, was amazingly left towering above the silent

ruins. Citizens who emerged from their places of refuge to purvey the destroyed landscape

described not a constituent part of a destroyed nation, but rather a shattered place of past personal

life and the threatened extinction of their locality. As one resident recounted, wandering from

destroyed personal sites, he felt in the ruins that his earlier life had been irrevocably lost. Further

finding no one from his old communities, he feared that “Heimat,” (home) was no more.1 Yet,

within months, a deluge of citizens flooded back into the city in overwhelming numbers. Experts

were flabbergasted at the extent of such materially-irrational and premature return. Incoming

citizens and local newspapers recounted how it was informed by strong desires for local Heimat.  

Heimat, the subject of this study, is sometimes translated as “home,” but is perhaps better

conveyed by the idea of  “being at home” in a local or regional place. It refers not only to the

domestic abode, but also a harmonic relationship between an individual and their local world.

Helpful terms used to describe it include “near space,” “experienced space,” “satisfaction space,”

“personal geography,” or a local “symbolic relationship to place,” in which social networks and

communities are situated.2 It represents a deep emotional attachment to such places as sites of

community, belonging, orientation, life memory, and identity.

In early postwar Cologne, as in other rubble cities, the loss of Heimat and its desired
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recreation bore heavily on the minds of beleaguered citizens. By 1946, a profusion of observers

in the Rhenish metropole noted the pervasive “wild-growing Heimat culture” of the rubble

world, the surprising renaissance of local culture amidst starvation diets, the rapid rise of their

local worlds in sentiment, and how such a turn to local Heimat resulted from a search for new

“sources of life.” Each month, thousands of dislocated citizens continued to pour back into the

city on foot. They often reporting singing on these voyages not Deutschland über Alles, but

rather a local Colognian song, Heimweh noh Kölle, which recounted a local overcome by

homesickness and wanting to walk home. 

Such preoccupation with local Heimat continued for nearly two decades. Examining the

profusion of discussions on Heimat during this period, we find two developments. The first is

prolific reference to Heimat feeling reaching unprecedented heights. The second is significant re-

formulation of local and regional identities. In Cologne, early postwar locals claimed “life-

affirmation,” “democracy,” “world-openness,” and “tolerance” as tenets of local identity. They

further replaced nationalist definition of their region as a border fortress, defining it instead as a

“world-open bridge” that could facilitate western rapprochement. These terms of local identity

were largely uncontested and discussed not in terms of guiltlessness for the past, but rather in

terms of an uncertain future and the role of Heimat in de-centering and democratizing the nation. 

What is most surprising is not that these developments happened in Cologne, but that

they happened in regions and localities throughout the Federal Republic. This study traces a

strong cultural and emotive turn to local and regional places in the aftermath of World War II. 

It does so through case studies on Cologne, the Hanseatic cities, the German Southwest,

federalist attempts to create regional “Heimat states,” and a study of the expellee tradition “Tag

der Heimat” (Day of the Heimat). These five case studies offer both a thematic and geographical
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cross-section. After 1945, I argue, local and regional places of Heimat emerged as new

redemptive geographies that rapidly displaced notions of expansive nation as the guarantor of

future personal lives. This geographic-emotional turn stands in contrast to the years after World

War I. Facing the partial defeat of 1918, as Peter Fritzsche points out, “the most authoritative

means by which individuals made sense of their losses was by identifying their own fate with that

of the nation.”3 In turn, a grandiose vision of nation, for many, became a redemptive geography.4

After World War II, circumstances proved quite different, with a storm of factors converging that

effected a strong emotional turn to local geographies of home.

Amidst defeat, tainted national identities, and destroyed landscapes of past lives, citizens

rapidly turned away from the idea of expansionary nation as a redemptive force. Four factors

proved decisive. First was absolute defeat and discredited nationalism. The nation was eliminated

as a sovereign actor, while many citizens sought out positive and flexible sources of identity.

Localities and regions provided them and simultaneously offered federalist de-centralization. The

second factor was loss and feared loss of locality and community; preoccupation with local

Heimat has notably often been connected to its loss. Unlike in World War I, the home front after

1945 was a site of utter devastation. The third factor that informed the local turn was the

protection, orientation, and community solidarity that local Heimat offered. Citizens actively

discussed the role of Heimat and local community in confronting trauma and postwar struggles.

Fourthly, and finally, localities offered a sought after space of private life that had been

diminished through ideological appropriation and almost entirely extinguished by war. Local

Heimat offered a place of restored civilian life that would no longer be smothered under the

weight of destructive geo-political struggle and ideology. Such insistence on a sacrosanct space

of private life was often articulated as a political act that harmonized with democracy. 
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Observers in a host of localities and regions after 1945 repeatedly argued that local

sentiment reached unprecedented heights. Whether it be a Rhenish city administration reporting

on “wild-growing Heimat culture,” a Hanseatic mayor recounting how attachment to Heimat

proliferated in the ruins like never before, or a Lake Constance archivist noting that Heimat had

become a greater value than in times of peace, we find that lay citizens were quite conscious that

local geographies had gained a more prominent place in the popular imagination. This study

traces a collection of indices that demonstrates this psychic turn, including the rapid proliferation

of new Heimat publications and societies, precipitous return to local places of home and resulting

discourses, and the early and emotionally-charged re-awakening of local traditions and culture. 

Reformulation of local and regional identities proved crucial to this story. While national

identity proved stubbornly immovable, local and regional identities were more flexible and

capable of facilitating conceptual identification with a new democratic system. In a host of

localities, citizens re-invented traditions and reformulated local historical memories to posit

“democracy,” “world-openness,” “republicanism,” and “tolerance” as tenets of local identity. In

border and maritime areas, regionalists tossed aside notions of themselves as defensive national

walls, emphasizing instead the role of their Heimat in international mediation. This forged

crucial identifications that disarmed the notion that democracy and European unification were

foreign bodies. Progressive groups also picked up language of localist world-openness and

tolerance to argue for embracing new outsider groups as a practice of local tradition.

This project engages with and contributes to two broad fields of research. The first of

these is on the Heimat concept. Through an empirical excavation of how Heimat deeply informed

early postwar culture, this study reveals the complex developments that informed its rise and

probes its heretofore unexplored decline and cultural devaluation in the 1960s. This study pushes
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beyond discussions of Heimat as a generic trope, focusing instead on analysis of Heimat as

specific places–particularly in the shattered cities. This study further breaks new ground in

comparing expellee and West German understandings of Heimat and illustrates how this

relationship proved crucial to the cultural vicissitudes of the concept. While expanding our

understanding of how Heimat was used after 1945 to imagine a de-centered, federalist, and

democratic nation, this study further moves beyond consideration of Heimat’s role in imagining

nation. Heimat was also about the relationship between individuals and their place of home and

community–a relationship that underwent tremendous rupture during the war. On a broad scale,

we must consider how the relationship between individual and place embodied in Heimat could

be shaped in ways that may encourage more permeable and democratic notions of community.

This study is very much concerned with such shapings of Heimat, and, in aggregate, intervenes in

an ongoing debate on whether Heimat is a concept with progressive possibilities, or as many

continue to maintain, an inherently regressive, undemocratic, and exclusionary principle.

The second field of research to which this study contributes is democratization in West

Germany. Current work often focuses on imposed democratic institutions that seemingly

concealed a non-committal population, followed by conservative stabilization in the 1950s, and

the actual breakthrough of democracy in the 1960s. Few studies have explored conceptual

identifications or popular discourses on democracy in the earliest postwar years, looking instead

at yardsticks of what democracy is supposed to look like. This study underscores conceptual

identification with democracy and the alternative cultural routes–in this case localities and

regions–that could facilitate them. We should not underestimate the cataclysmic force of defeat,

death, and destruction in rapidly re-shaping conceptual identifications, even if it did not do away

with many underlying mind-sets and practices.
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Heimat: Between Trope and Experienced Spaces

Over the past several decades, research on Heimat has crossed the spectrum from

examining Heimat as a cultural trope in which it is an idyllic, rural, and generic space and

contrasting empirical examination of Heimat as actual places. Most research on the concept has

focused on questions of the concept’s modernity and its role in imagining nation. The modern

Heimat concept itself derives from an early-modern term for right of settlement. Infused with

new meaning in the early nineteenth century, it quickly came to refer to an emotive feeling of

home. Throughout the nineteenth century, amidst growing mobility, industrialization,

urbanization, and national unification, the rapidly changing world increased the concept’s

prominence. Much work has focused on this period to assess Heimat’s modernity and role in

imagining nation. Celia Applegate illustrates how Heimat was a mediating force in imagining a

de-centered nation, often used to refer to locality, region, and nation, bridging the chasm between

local experience and the abstract nation. She argues for Heimat as a modern concept and shows

its ideological flexibility and appeal to democratic groups.5 Subsequent studies, looking at a

range of nineteenth-century localities and regions have illustrated how Heimat could become part

of liberal politics, environmentalism, and locally-rooted visions of a “vernacular modernism.”6

Another study on Heimat and nation by Alon Confino goes beyond arguing for local

Heimat as a mediating point, reducing it to a mere strategy of imagining nation. Looking past the

myriad of sources of Heimat as a specific place, Confino frequently isolates generic depictions of

locality in propaganda where they were evoked simply to represent the nation. He elevates these

sources as representative of the Heimat phenomenon in its totality. In order to make strategies of

national self-depiction into the singular function of Heimat, Confino truncates the concept’s

history, blocks out a host of factors beyond national unification that led to its rise, and slights
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anthropological works on Heimat as about relationships between individuals and local place.

Though he shows harmonizing processes between local and national memories after national

unification, he goes further, arguing it created a single “local-national memory.”7 Seemingly,

local historical memory after 1870 could serve no purpose without reference to the nation. Yet, if

we look beyond narrow evidence where a generic church tower or wood-work house stood for

the locality and nation and look at the bulk of discourses on Heimat, we find that it was anything

but a generic place or empty signifier. The question of nation in such sources is also frequently

peripheral or absent entirely.

Nevertheless, Confino’s study provides evidence reaffirming Heimat as a modern

phenomenon used by different political groups. This contrasts with other works such as Werner

Hartung’s study of nineteenth-century Lower Saxony which argues that Heimat was irredeemably

anti-modern, racist, undemocratic, pre-industrial, conservative, and used by elites to dominate

society. Martina Steber has made a similar argument in a work on the rural interior region of

Bavarian Swabia, pointing to regionalists’ use of Stamm (tribe) as a proto-racist search for

“ethnic certainties.” She does not, however, examine the complexities and diverse uses of Stamm

and other terms. Heimat enthusiasts, she concludes, were largely conservative, regressive, and

anti-democratic.8 Stamm, as we shall see, was not always so straightforwardly about ethnicity,

and was evoked by some postwar citizens to promote regional democratic identifications.

Much research on the nineteenth century Heimat movement ends in World War I, when

the concept was used to link the war effort to the home front. Some have pushed further to

consider the Weimar Republic and the Nazi period. While Steber argues that Weimar Heimat

enthusiasts were largely undemocratic, Applegate illustrates how the concept held appeal to

conservative and democratic groups. Turning to the Nazi era, Applegate shows how the regime
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often drained Heimat of its localness and did away with associational independence. This did not

mean that many Heimat enthusiasts had not been “willing victims” of the regime.9 Nazi abuse of

the concept has been a continued point of debate. Some work, placing regional administrative

and party structures as stand-ins for “Heimat” have argued for its prominence under the regime.

It often ignores contradictory evidence, such as how Nazi eagerness to uproot millions of

Germans to expand national territory represented a tremendous disregard for local Heimat.10 We

know that the Nazis turned away from Heimat as a subjective and local term, reducing it to the

single objective nation.11 Focus on Heimatkunde decreased, as did publication of Heimat books.12

As one Nazi pedagogue insisted, they should only teach children history rooted in spaces of

“national destiny.” Historical views based on “Heimat,” he argued, were products of a “liberal”

world-view that must be scrapped.13 The Nazis shuttered many Heimat societies and took control

of others, though the extent of such Gleichschaltung remains a matter of debate.14 While many

Heimat enthusiasts after 1945 emphasized local spheres as sacrosanct spaces that should not be

appropriated for ideology or outward expansion, Nazism required precisely the opposite. Like

other dictatorships, the regime sought to funnel all local resources and sentiments into the

national war effort.15

After 1945, a series of factors came together effecting a tremendous cognitive and

emotional turn to local worlds of Heimat. The paucity of empirical research on Heimat in the

early postwar period is itself reflected in the tenacious myth of Heimat as tainted after 1945.

Scores of works, without offering examples or evidence, continue to describe Heimat

immediately after 1945 as a “verbum non gratum,” a “taboo word,” and “unusable term.”16 Yet,

in pouring over tens of thousands of pages of early postwar discourses on Heimat from a large

range of genres, authors, and places, we find not only numerous references to Heimat sentiment
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reaching unprecedented heights, we also find virtually no reference to it as tainted. Nor can we

find defense against the idea of a taint–an idea that seemingly no one was perpetuating. Even in

the GDR, it was not stigmatized. Though none have looked at desires for Heimat amidst crucial

dislocation and shattering of Eastern cities, Jan Palmowski has illustrated how the regime used

Heimat to promote identification with the artificially-created state, while pushing a socialist

definition of Heimat–often inhibiting Heimat societies’ independence in the process.17 The state

did remain skeptical of Heimat enthusiasts, smothering what would likely have been a more

popular local turn.18 Unlike with West Germans, East Germans found themselves subject to

forced politicization of private spaces and could not freely form Heimat societies, push a Heimat-

infused federalism, or independently re-fashion local identities.

In contrast to the GDR, for West Germany, we have little empirical research. Applegate

provides a useful chapter on the Pfalz that shows how Heimat was one of the few ideas not

tainted, used not against nation but as a check on excessive Germanness. She also points to how

occupation and fragmentation left Germans to rebuild in localities and regions.19 Some work has

also been done on dislocation, POWs, urban evacuees, and “returning home” as a shared

experience and literary theme.20 Heimat also appears in fragmented histories on education,

environmentalism, radio, and processing the past.21 Heimat-infused environmental protection, for

example, continued after 1945, even if citizens in shattered cities were often not preoccupied

with the state of the trees in the countryside. In one study, Willi Oberkrome plugs in the ruralist

environmental activities of one of the most conservative Heimat societies as representative of

“German Heimat” and concludes that Heimat is anti-modern, ethno-centric, and conservative.22 

For those who have not fallen into the Heimat-as-tainted myth, the assumption has often

been that it was simply about repressing the past.23 Of course, localities and regions were equally
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as lacking as the nation in confronting guilt.24 Yet relying on repressing the past as the key

explanatory factor for early postwar actions proves problematic. Behind such explanations is an

assumption that early postwar citizens anticipated that peace, stability, and successful democracy

were just around the corner. They could sweep Nazi crimes under the rug by simply “turning to

the ‘carefree’ rebuilding of a country in ruins.”25 But the rubble world was not a place for

carefree rebuilding, and those in the ruins saw themselves as living anywhere but in the

“prehistory of better times.”26 They feared renewed war, potential failure of democracy, and again

plunging into dictatorship, with the infant republic in many ways, the “catastrophe that never

happened.”27 Uncertainty and fear of disaster proved a great engine of action.

Following the trend of Heimat as primarily about forgetting, Confino, looking at early

postwar tourist pamphlets, argues that Heimat was about repression and a turn to tourism as a

strategy of national self-portrayal. Promotional tourist literature, he points out, depicted the

nation as “an innocent victim of war and occupation.” As Heimat, for Confino, is primarily an

empty-signifier as a strategy of national self-depiction, his account largely ignores violent

postwar dislocation, shattering of personal geographies, jarring ruptures between individuals and

place, and the postwar need for local home as a site of protection and restored civilian life.

Instead, Heimat remains a generic image that represented the nation.28 However, as Christian

Graf von Krockow argued, tourism often erases Heimat as a “concrete” experience of space,

transforming it into kitsch and clichés.29 Heimat was anything but a generic space for those in the

postwar rubble. It was a concrete place that was lost with actual communities that had been

displaced. The need for Heimat as a source of real social solidarity had never been greater.

Finally, much work in film studies has looked at Heimat as a trope in early postwar

cinema, often concluding that Heimat was escapist, regressive, and about repressing the past.30 In
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a helpful work revising many of these positions, Johannes von Moltke finds in Heimat films

negotiation between modernity, mobility, and rootedness. He argues that they reflected

conservative modernization and rejects the notion that Heimat was inherently about excluding

the foreign.31 Certainly, as we shall see in this study, popular Heimat enthusiasts also used

Heimat to imagine rooted visions of modernity and promoted permeable notions of Heimat.

Through film, however, it is difficult to get at citizens’ relationship to ravaged places of home

and their dreams of its future restoration. As Ina-Maria Greverus notes in a study of Heimat in

literature, one should not take Heimat as a literary trope as representative of notions in society.32

Film, requiring even larger amounts of capital, expertise, and state support represented the least

accessible genre for lay people. They viewed such films in large numbers, but it does not follow

that they did so because the films reflected their own Heimat sentiment. If we look at discourses

on Heimat as actual places or imagined rebuilt home towns, we find that film was almost never

mentioned. When it was, Heimat enthusiasts often highlighted its lack of representativeness.33

Cinematic depictions of the city as anti-Heimat certainly conflicted with those for whom such

cities represented a deeply cherished Heimat.34 Divergences between Heimat as cinematic trope

and popular experience, in short, calls for empirical observation of Heimat as specific places and

reconstructed sites of home that were seldom imagined to be in a generic stretch of countryside. 

An empirical approach illustrates how the ravaged cities and shattered landscapes of the

early postwar world represented focal points of the local turn.35 While few studies have examined

Heimat in cities, the existence of urban Heimat feeling has had its defenders.36 Sociologists,

psychologists, and anthropologists have been the clearest in pointing to the reality of urban

Heimat feeling, which has also appeared as a theme in literature.37 Only through empirical

consideration of Heimat as actual places do we discover how it deeply informed early postwar
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culture, federalist visions, and attempts to bridge torn life narratives, gather energies for

reconstructions, and imagine new postwar civilian lives. Such an examination also provides the

means to confront the outstanding question of what happens to local and regional identities when

nations fail.38 In the case of West Germany, the answer was: a great deal.

Probing these developments necessitates looking at sources from a broad array of

provenances and genres, including source from non-societal Heimat enthusiasts and multiple

societies that engaged in different activities. The sources used in this study include Heimat

journals, Heimat society papers, Heimat chronicles, Heimat books,39 Heimat poetry, Heimat

songs, city government reports, amateur historical writings, extensive local newspapers, auto-

biographies, and pamphlets and programs from local Heimat festivals. What we find through

these sources is the popular roots of desires for local Heimat in a precarious and uncertain world.

Geographies of Life After Death: Local Heimat as a Site of Postwar Cathexis 

“Hamburg,” Wolfgang Borchert wrote, was for him and his fellow early postwar locals,

“more than a pile of stones;” it was their “will to exist.”40 Early postwar scholars have asked how

Germans after 1945 sought “life after death.”41 However, none have considered what geographies

became the containers for visions of life after death–a question with significant ramifications for

politics and culture. In rubble cities, locals often described Heimat as a site of “life affirmation”

and conflated their future personal lives with that of their locality. Rather than looking to

expansionary nation to redress their plight, they sought to begin anew by “holding together on the

small bit of earth left...from the earth of the Heimat” in the “small circle” of their regional

community.42 The Nazi regime had promoted the nation as the singular redemptive force, and it

resulted in total destruction, occupation, and defeat. The collapse between home front and war
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front brought tremendous disillusionment as home towns became the center of warfare.43 The

rubble world was filled with rupture and latency in which the past was cut off from them and the

future seemed anything but certain.44 Heimat emerged as a means of bridging across this rupture.

An inherent binary of the Heimat concept proved crucial: on the one hand it was a past

experienced space–a place of personal biography, memory, and community; on the other, it was

an imagined ideal relationship between individual, place and the “possibilities of community.”45

Heimat proved capable of unifying a lost past with an imagined future, while offering a much

desired site of civilian normality. Such desires reflected hunger for private spheres and domestic

places of home that can be found throughout war-torn Europe.46 Though early postwar

“normality” has been challenged as a misnomer since pre-war socio-economic circumstances

were never restored, the point was not restoring earlier social conditions.47 Rather, it was about

restoring a local world where private life would not be sacrificed on the altar of ideology, geo-

politics, and warfare.

Finally, the turn to local Heimat as a site of life after death, I argue, resulted from strong

desire for community solidarity amidst trauma and insecurity. Desire for protection and security

are not only associated with early postwar culture, they are also associated with Heimat and local

community. Such communities were integrative forces in a world fraught with challenges that

threatened to tear apart inter-human bonds.48 Citizens re-awoke local culture, often noting how it

provided glue for community feeling and compensated for the lost built environment. Local

cultural renaissance brought citizens together in both real and imagined ways. This phenomenon

helps answer the recently posed question of how the social fabric of such “post-catastrophic

cities” have historically been reconstructed. In early postwar West Germany, the Heimat concept

proved crucial.49 Moreover, it was not just in the destroyed cities that Heimat had great attraction. 
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The countryside too had been flooded with millions of evacuees and expellees, and faced torn

communities from death and dislocation.50 They too looked to Heimat as a site of life after death. 

 Looking to normal localized civilian lives meant that, unlike after 1918, citizens were no

longer looking to an assertive nation as redeemer. This study therefore strongly disagrees with

the assessment that desires for normality hindered democratization.51 The shift to focusing on

normalized local civilian life ultimately proved crucial to cultural demobilization, which required

the dismantling of the values and mind sets of war.52 Turning to Heimat and politics in the early

postwar period, we further find that many saw turning to local worlds as anything but sticking

one’s head into parochial sands.

Federalism and the Local Turn

Far from retreating into private life, many Heimat enthusiasts articulated the turn to local

Heimat as a part of an essential democratic realignment between the private and ideological

spheres. They described how focus on local worlds was crucial to federalism and rejecting Nazi

“Nibelungen-like large spatial thinking.” As one Badenese regionalist held the “germ of

dictatorship,” could be found in the “herd that has the ambition to be ever more numerous, ever

more unitary, ever more powerful.” Within the “visual range of the Heimat-like church tower” or

the “reach of the Heimat-like parliament,” he argued, citizens had a comprehensible realm in

which they could realize popular democratic participation.53 In articulating the role of the local in

democracy, Heimat enthusiasts revived historical memories of German federalisms and evoked

federalist theories from beyond their region. Through Heimat-infused federalism, citizens

emphasized a de-centralized vision of nation. Historically, Heimat could be used either to

promote the national idea or contain or “modify” its breadth.54 After 1945, the modifying role
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became crucial, with Heimat enthusiasts addressing how they could serve the nation by

moderating disproportionate focus on broad national geographies.

This study rejects the notion that desires for cultural federalism and local geographies of

private life represented either cultural pessimism or “fearful efforts at containment of

modernity.”55 By contrast, it represented a search for a “vernacular modernity”(Umbach and

Hüppauf) that balanced local rootedness with modern changes. Heimat enthusiasts often argued

for harmonizing tradition, development, progress, and local rootedness. Their concern with

“massification,” moreover, made them neither anti-modern nor anti-democratic, as current

historiography would maintain.56 Rather, Heimat enthusiasts often discussed massification as a

danger to democracy, that was reflected in how Nazism and Soviet Communism treated

individuals as part of a fungible mass. Heimat enthusiasts described localities as

“comprehensible spaces” and “elementary schools of democracy.” Vast bureaucratic structures,

they believed, resulted in a realm controlled by elites, mass state machinery, and powered

interests. 

Creating structures for a Heimat-infused federalism, however, proved a challenge.

Several advocated a federalism made up of regional “Heimat states.” Attempts to redraw the map

according to regional Heimat, however, was unprecedented. Geographers, historians, research

institutes, politicians, and Heimat societies which sought to discover such geographies found

pervasive disagreement. No factors, including confession, Stamm, dialect, ritual traditions, urban

centers, or past states forged universally shared cognitive maps. Heimat permitted tremendously

subjective and diverse constructions of belonging, both in geographic and qualitative terms. This

allowed for more individualistic definitions of Heimat, while at the same time making it

problematic as the basis of new structures. Though visions of Heimat-infused federalisms were
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abandoned by the mid to late 1950s with the ascendance of a more functionalist federalism,

Heimat enthusiasts proved more effective in transforming local and regional identities. 

Localities, Regions and Forging Identity with Postwar Democracy

While national identity in the early postwar period proved stubbornly inflexible, local and

regional identities, I argue, proved malleable and capable of being reformulated to facilitate

identification with a new system. Heimat enthusiasts almost immediately after 1945 rapidly

forged notions like “Hanseatic republicanism,” “Colognian democracy,” “Badenese democracy,”

or “Swabian-Alemannic democracy,” as explicit local values. Reconfiguring historical memories

and re-inventing local traditions proved key to their construction. Such notions of local and

regional identities, rather than the product of a clear advocating group, was advanced

interchangeably by a range of actors, including Heimat societies, amateur authors, local

historians, and local politicians. Such claimed tenets of local identities quickly became dominant.

Collective historical memory, as Maurice Halbwachs argued, is shaped by the

circumstances and social pressures of a given period.57 Studies of postwar Germany, however,

have not looked at how popular memory of the long haul of German history was used to

reformulate identification at a time when many feared a second Weimar.58 Useful historical

memories varied by place, making the similarity of results all the more striking. Hanseatic

localists drew on their histories as republics, discussing their use in the “gradual overcoming of

their great German distress!”59 Colognian Heimat enthusiasts looked to their history as a free

city, “guild democracy,” and hotbed of nineteenth-century democratic activities. Badenese

regionalists looked to their region’s prominence in the revolutions of 1848 and the Weimar

Republic. Swabians pulled on similar histories and historic federalist fragmentation of their
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region. Negative historical memories proved equally useful. Across West Elbian Germany,

localists pulled upon and magnified anti-Prussian sentiments, arguing for hostility to Prussian

militarism, authoritarianism, centralization, rigid class structure, and submission to authority as

the foil to their own identities. The allies often praised such reformulations, sharing hostility to

the Prussian tradition.60 Beyond historical memory, re-inventing local traditions played a

prominent role. In Cologne, locals promoted Cologne Carnival as an embodiment of democratic

participation, freedom of speech, anti-Prussianism, rejection of authority, and mockery of

militarism. In places like Lübeck, citizens could re-awaken their Volks- und Erinnerungsfest,

created by the 1848ers, strip it of nationalist interpretations, remove sharp-shooter events, and

observe it as a celebration of local democratic histories. Whether or not such histories and

traditions “truly” contained such meanings, they facilitated new identities and provided a

medium for dis-identifying with centralization, nationalism, and National Socialism. 

In uncovering the growth of such local identities in the early postwar years, this study

contributes to research on West German democratization in several important ways. Historians

continue to debate the overarching narratives, years of caesura, and key factors in the “democracy

wonder” in West Germany.61 Grand narratives have ranged from Americanization and

Modernization to Liberalization and Westernization.62 Current work, however, has not looked in

depth at either early popular identifications or lay discourses on democracy. It emphasizes the

1960s as the actual breakthrough in democratization, with the early Federal Republic often

viewed as an institutional democratic shell that concealed an unreceptive population.63 Some

have noted a “modernization under conservative auspices” in the earlier years, with conservative

integration, economic growth, and stabilization redounding to the benefit of democracy.64 On the

whole, however, scholars have downplayed the importance of the period to democratization. This
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study does not seek to diminish the role of pluralization in the 1960s in West German

democratization. Rather, it expands discussion to consider how West Germans used alternative

media in the earlier years to forge new identifications. 

For the period of the late 1940s and 1950s, a number of historians, often attacking the

thesis of a zero hour, have rightly highlighted persisting racist attitudes, lack of a critical press,

undemocratic views of authority, backward gender norms, and failure to prosecute former

Nazis.65 We are quite justified in being skeptical of absolute ruptures, whether in West Germany

after 1945 or in any other historical time and place. Nevertheless, the grand narrative of these

years as a time of undemocratic “continuity” proves problematic. Such continuity is often created

by isolating strands from their broader context, obscuring interactions with a range of other

forces that could ultimately contribute to the habituary phase of democratization.66 “Continuity,”

rather than referencing persistence of Nazi beliefs, is often evoked without demonstrating its

significance or deeper meaning, used to describe continuities such as scarcity and destruction or

the strength of the social state.67 For these reason, this study eschews vague categories of

continuity and rupture in favor of focusing on the interaction of different strands and how old

traditions could be reformulated within a complex system. Taking the example of Heimat, one

could say that there were “continuities” such as environmental protection, local dialects, or

festivals. Yet this is hardly significant and obfuscates more than it enlightens. It conceals re-

formulations and re-inventions beneath the surface that resulted in very different trajectories.

In looking at Heimat enthusiasts’ discussions of democracy, this study moves beyond

elite actors and intellectuals to consider the importance of realms of everyday life in the story of

developing identification with democracy. As one recent volume notes, much work remains to be

done on how private and personal realms figured into democratization in postwar Germany.68
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While historians have measured West German democratization through contemporary

benchmarks of practice–whether it be embrace of American Rock and Roll youth culture or

developing a critical press–democracy is a constantly changing idea that must be historicized.69

Beyond imposing current definitions of what democratic practice should look like, we must ask

how lay people talked about and forged identification with the “search for democracy.”70 In

pointing to the earliest postwar years, I would argue that we must not underestimate the force of

the Nazi “battle until self-destruction” and the subsequent calamity in rapidly shifting

identifications. Defeat and catastrophe can be strong legitimizing forces, and were impossible to

interpret as anything but the result of Nazism.71 Even if a host of continuous mentalities and

practices remained, dis-identification with Nazism was often swift.

Finally, this study contributes to recent debates on the role of interior versus external

impulses in West German democratization. One recent volume has argued that it combined both

outside impulses with re-framed German traditions.72 This project expands this research into the

realm of identifications in which reformulated historical memories and traditions played an

important role. Democracy could not simply be imposed by the outside, and the allies would

have had an infinitely more difficult task if they did not have a receptive audience that felt they

could draw on their own traditions.73 Nothing could have been worse for the prospects of German

democracy than the notion that it was utterly foreign. Through local identities, democracy could

be seen as in harmony with tradition. At the same time identification did not equate to adept

practice, and the “search for democracy as a life form” was long and arduous.74 

Attenuating National Borders: Heimat and a Unified Europe

In addition to the search for democracy, early postwar citizens faced the task of imagining
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a new Europe, tearing down borders, and scrapping enemy images vis-a-vis the West. Some

scholars have described democratization itself as a “long path” to and “arrival” in the West.75

Though some have stereotyped Heimat as “anti-western” and hostile to the outside, this study

argues that, in the early postwar world, it often proved anything but.76 Heimat enthusiasts were

frequently among the most strident advocates of European unification. Border areas from the

Southwest to the Rhineland to the coastal Hanseatic cities rapidly inverted nationalist definitions

of themselves as the most deeply German guardians of the border. For the years before 1945,

several scholars have demonstrated the prominence of such nationalist and Nazi definition of

border regions–whether it be the Pfalz, Schleswig-Holstein, or the German Southwest. Such

ideas were well reflected in the idea of the Rhineland as a Watch on the Rhine.77 After 1945,

border regions tossed these narratives of place overboard, and underscored the mediating role of

their region, including historic influences on their regions from beyond Germany and the

function of their Heimat in re-creating fluid borderlands. Many also argued for a parallelism

between inner-German federalism and a unified Europe.

 As early as the mid 1940s, we find strong evidence of these developments. Rheinländer

drove the nails into the coffin of the Watch on the Rhine and emphasized notions of their region

as a “world-open bridge” to the West. Hanseatic citizens reformulated notions of themselves as

“gates to the world” to emphasize mediation and giving and receiving, rather than being exit

points of German power onto the global stage. Heimat enthusiasts of the Southwest emphasized

world-openness as a regional value and their role in mediation and creating porous borderlands

vis-a-vis France and Switzerland. These definitions of place went largely unchallenged, in spite

of these regions having recently undergone harsh allied occupation.78 Such identifications de-

constructed enemy images, whose removal proved crucial to cultural demobilization.79 In forging
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such identities, reformulation of historical memory and re-invention of traditions again proved

instrumental. Histories of foreign influence, international trade and movement, and pre-national

eras with fluid borderlands all proved useful. Hanseatic citizens emphasized their sea-faring and

commercial traditions, and Hamburger revived and reformulated the “Over Seas Day” tradition.

Colognians emphasized Roman influences and medieval histories of the Christian Abendland,

while showcasing these notions of regionalness at special events. Many in the Southwest

emphasized French influence on their culture and their historical connections to the Swiss.

Competing regionalists arguing for different federal states in the Southwest argued back and

forth on which vision of region would facilitate a better “world-open bridge” to their neighbors.

Creating world-open bridges to the West through Heimat contrasted with the “burned

bridge” vis-a-vis the Eastern bloc.80 Pre-existing enemy image vis-a-vis the East were only

slightly altered after the war.81 Heimat enthusiasts often lumped together the Soviet Union,

Nazism and Prussia, as anti-Heimat forces that uprooted individuals at will for purposes of state.

Many also argued that lack of personal freedoms created an anti-Heimat, pointing to the Soviet

Union’s mistreatment of non-Russian minorities, the “prison” of the GDR, and Soviet expulsion

of the expellees. Encoding the Eastern bloc as anti-Heimat paralleled bloc propaganda which

depicted the West as imperialist abusers of the Heimat concept.

Local “World-Openness,” “Tolerance,” and the Arrival of Outsiders

Beyond using ideas of local world-openness to encourage identification with Europe,

progressive localists used such claims to confront the influx of outsiders–in particular millions of

expellees. Tensions and hostilities vis-a-vis such newcomers have been well documented. Some

Heimat groups did little to include outsiders or sought to explicitly exclude them, while others
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became vocal advocates of integration, using claims to local world-openness to promote

embracing outsiders as a practice of local traditions. Historical memories of outsider integration

proved valuable in this project. Another strategy for inclusion entailed emphasizing the

universality of Heimat; progressive Heimat enthusiasts argued that by looking to their own

Heimat and imagining its searing loss, natives could develop sympathy with expellees. Several

further argued for using ritual local traditions to integrate and teach newcomers about local

cultures. Expectations that expellees would shed former regional cultures in the process varied.

By the mid 1950s and 1960's, many promoted Hanseatic tolerance and Colognian

tolerance as local values. In the more rural Southwest, claims to tolerance as a regional value,

while occasionally appearing, never gained popularity. Many Heimat enthusiasts drew on the

same historical memories and traditions to anchor ideas of local tolerance that they used in

articulating notions of local “world-openness.” In Cologne localists drew on histories of outsider

integration, trade, and Cologne Carnival as a performance of tolerance. Local tolerance further

proved to be a sliding signifier, used over time to reference to new outsiders groups. Though

early postwar Germany was more ethnically homogenous than ever before, foreign immigrants

later arrived in large numbers. Some progressive localists used claims of local tolerance to

encourage integration. They further appealed to Heimat as a human metaphor, arguing that all

people are capable of understanding those, including foreign immigrants, who lost their Heimat.

Illustrating further sliding signification, in contemporary Cologne and Hamburg, ideas of local

tolerance have been claimed by and applied to sexual minorities.

These remained proscriptive tenets of identities rather than descriptive realities. The

challenge of fashioning close-knit, yet tolerant communities was an on-going project. We should

not underestimate continued exclusion in practice. Reprimands for failure to live up to claimed
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values could result. At the same time, identification with local tolerance contradicts notions of

Heimat as conceptually regressive, exclusionary, and hostile to outsiders. Though exclusionary

strains of Heimat have been propagated, tolerance was not incompatible with the core tenets of

Heimat: belonging, local rootedness, spaces of familiarity, and valuing personal memories

inscribed in local places. Many Heimat enthusiasts sought to demonstrate this compatibility, even

if their practices of such principles could prove clumsy and bound by the restraints of their time. 

Between the West and Lost East: Divergences in Understandings of Heimat

Finally, in considering how Heimat deeply shaped early postwar society, it is essential to

consider the scores of expellees forced to leave their homes in the East. While historiography on

the expellees has become quite large, none have considered how their use of the Heimat concept

fits within the concept’s broader history, nor have they considered divergences between West

German and expellee societies in their understandings of Heimat. Few sources offer us more

insight into this question than a surprisingly unresearched tradition, the expellee “Tag der

Heimat”–a tradition that combined personal reunion and aggressive national politics. While

failing as a national tradition, it commanded vast expellee attendance and became a discursive

site on Heimat. Major clefts emerged between expellee societies and West Germans. The most

prominent was on the relationship between Heimat and nation. While Western Heimat

enthusiasts emphasized Heimat as a decentralizing agent that moderated nation, vocal expellees

maintained visions of assertive nation as the sole redemptive geography capable of either

regaining their lost Heimat or recognizing injustice by maintaining theoretical territorial claims.

The Tag der Heimat tradition illustrated the funneling of expellees’ lost personal world of

Heimat into aggressive national politics. Facilitating temporary reconstruction of lost
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communities, the tradition was simultaneously used to emphasize national self-assertion, with

expellee societies lecturing West Germans on their insufficient national sentiment and excessive

local orientations. Expellee discourses were filled with vocabulary that was absent from West

German Heimat discourses, including notions of national Lebensraum and “complete-German

duties.” Beyond the historic strength of nationalism in the East, these bifurcations can be traced

to diverging experiential profiles. While West Germans could return home and look to localities

as sites of reconstruction, repaired community, and reformulated identities, this was impossible

for expellees. Expulsion based on nationality also made the national category more prominent in

confronting their circumstances.82 Both groups also differed on how expellees should regain

Heimat. West German speakers often encouraged emotive integration into a new Heimat, while

expellee speakers encouraged only functional integration as the first step to return. There were,

however, points of agreement. Expellees and West Germans both held Heimat to be against

massification and communism, while being harmonious with European unification.

The expellee societies’ wielding of the Heimat concept in the Cold War politics played an

instrumental role in the concept’s cultural devaluation in the 1960s. Through expellee politics,

the Heimat concept entered into a discursive realm quite different from the intralocal discourses

that took place in rubble cities. Expellee claims to a right to the Heimat destabilized international

politics and could be heard in London, Washington, and Moscow. Tag der Heimat alone evoked

massive denunciation from the Eastern bloc press. The tradition was subjected to Neo-Nazi

invasions and students protests that demanded expellee stop telling “Heimat lies.” To achieve

rapprochement, the political left sought to discredit Heimat by appropriating histories of Nazi

misuse of the concept.83 Subsequently, the concept would be ever more associated with Nazi

propaganda–an association fundamentally absent for nearly two decades after 1945. 
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Such a cultural devaluation would not have occurred without the convergence of other

factors. Generational shifts played a decisive role, with the youth not having experienced

dislocation, torn life narratives, and destroyed places of home. This generation associated the

word closely with its misuse in Cold War politics. The long-term effects of the Economic

Miracle also played a role, though in its earliest stages, economic boom facilitated Heimat

through reconstruction, domestic nesting, and the end of forced dislocation. The relationship

between Heimat and economy was not as black and white as they appear in theories of Heimat as

either a capitalist tool or as inherently anti-industrialist and anti-consumerist. By the 1960s,

however, long-term material stabilization meant less need for compensatory local solidarities.84

Tracing the turn to local Heimat and its later decline, this study begins in Chapters I and

II with early postwar Cologne. Chapter I examines the proliferation of Heimat activities and

association of Heimat with “life-affirmation,” while Chapter II illustrates the emergence of

Colognian democracy, world-openness, and tolerance. A similar turn in the Hanseatic cities is

examined in Chapter III, which shows the development of ideas of Hanseatic democracy, world-

openness, and tolerance. Chapter IV probes regional identities and the popular spatial imaginary

during debates over the Southwest state, followed in Chapter V with an examination of Heimat

enthusiasts’ failed advocacy of new Heimat states and the radical divisions in geographic

imaginings of Heimat that it laid bare. Heimat-infused federalist activities declined by the late

1950s, though the episode revealed the plasticity of the Heimat concept and its ability to facilitate

individualized understandings. Finally, Chapter VI, through the lense of Tag der Heimat, traces

West German vs. expellee-society understandings of Heimat and the expellee societies’ role in

the cultural devaluation of the concept. A brief Coda examines the concept’s tabooization and

tepid re-valuations in subsequent years. In the late 1970s and the 1980s, the Heimat concept saw
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a lukewarm revival resulting from several factors including technocratic administration,

environmental exploitation, and lack of space for private life in the abstract thought of the 68ers.

Though subsequent revivals have seen precipitous claims that the taboo on Heimat has

been cast aside, stereotypes of the concept as inherently regressive have persisted. One recent

work, for example, disavowing empirical observation and looking at philosophical principles,

has concluded Heimat to be a “disturbing part of the German-speaking people’s attempt to make

sense of the world” that is inherently exclusionary, classist,  “pre-modern,” “anti-enlightenment,”

patriarchal, “xenophobic,” anti-urban, “völkisch,” “autistic,” and part of a “narcissistic

personality structure,” that must be abandoned to develop “the ability to think.”85 Far from an

isolated positions, such preconceptions have colored ongoing attitudes toward the concept.

 Whether or not one prefer the word Heimat be struck from the popular lexicon, one can

hardly cast overboard so easily individual needs for comprehensible spaces, community, and sites

of private life memory–all so intrinsic to Heimat. This brings us to a question that studies of

Heimat have invariably confronted: whether it is a broader anthropological need or simply a

German concept.86 Rather than taking either of these positions, I argue that the question itself

presents us with a false binary. Instead, this study conceives of Heimat as combining individual

needs for locality, belonging, and orientation on the one hand, and on the other cultural views

through which they are refracted. The question is therefore not whether we should do away with

Heimat, but rather how such needs can be managed and culturally encoded in ways that make it

more tolerant, inclusive, and democratic. Investigating this question, I argue, represents a crucial

way to heed the challenge of making Heimat “think big.”87 An analysis of Heimat in the early

postwar period, moreover, helps us answer questions about how citizens in this war-torn era re-

constructed communities, rebuilt, reformulated identities, and imagined a life after death.
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            “Because only desire drove me to you,

             to you my Heimat Cologne on the Rhine.”

            -Karl Jahn,“Ming Heimat”(Carnival, 1946)1

Chapter I

“Colonia Deleta:” Heimat Revival and Redemptive Locality in Postwar Cologne

As Colognian citizens fled the bombing raids in the final war years, many recalled the

increasingly foreign nature of the local landscape. Streets, squares, and historic structures that

marked the city and served as sites of personal memories were destroyed beyond recognition.

Over 90% of Cologne was laid to waste, and few inhabitable domiciles remained. Looking across

the destroyed landscape, Heinrich Böll recalled that the city’s rubble had something that prewar

Cologne never had: a look of “seriousness.”2 Indeed, Cologne’s exuberant Carnival tradition

defined the city’s claims to local natures of “Colognian jollity” for nearly two centuries. The

postwar city felt worlds away from the one that they had known. Thoroughfares that bustled with

civilian sounds and trolley cars were replaced by deafening air raids. For the 40,000 of the

770,000 inhabitants who stayed in the city, by the end of the war these explosions quickly

transformed into an odd silence. Heinrich Schroder, an amateur artist, reported on the peculiar

“soundlessness of the rubble world,” as he sketched the surreal landscape. (Figure 1-1) He

recorded a city littered with charcoaled bodies and deformed street cars. Cologne, he believed,

ceased to exist, describing it as “Colonia Deleta” – deleted Cologne.3

  Though many citizens expressed fears that the city had been irrevocably destroyed, within

months, it witnessed an overwhelming deluge of returning citizens who, rather than trumpeting

national slogans, insisted that desire for their local Heimat motivated their return. Experts and

returnees both noted how desires for Heimat overpowered the materially irrational aspect of

return. Within a matter of a year or two, returning citizens ushered in a vibrant local cultural
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renaissance. In 1947, the city administration noted the “wild-growing Heimat cultural activities”

that thrived in the ruins. Cologne’s rubble citizens, often living on diets of around 1000 calories,

produced a profusion of dialect songs, poems, and works of prose on the city’s remembered

form, its current ruins, and its imagined future. They established Heimat societies and

publications in droves, held numerous Heimat evenings, and re-awoke a host of local traditions.

Everyone was talking of their locality, their determination that it not “fall asunder,” and, how

strong local sentiment would fuel reconstruction.

The aftermath of wars, particularly in German history, frequently involved cultural and

structural re-negotiations between local worlds and the nation. After 1945, with the nation in the

ruins of defeat, national identity tainted, and feelings of anxiety and loss greater than ever, a

grandiose vision of nation rapidly ceased to function as the imagined vehicle of securing a future

utopia; instead, local worlds of Heimat as sites of future civilian life emerged as redemptive

geographies. Locals cognitively and emotionally fused their personal plight with that of their

local Heimat to a significant degree.

This case study traces these developments in the rubble of Cologne and examines the

forces that informed their development. A sense of lost Heimat and traumatic rupture of personal

lives played a significant role– fueling desires for local places of home: “Foreign, very foreign,

appeared that most familiar” one Cologne citizen wrote in 1949 regarding his city quarter. He

consequently insisted that love of Heimat would not break during these “apocalyptic times.”4

Scholars have noted how turn to Heimat is frequently linked to its loss, though none have

heretofore applied this to the ruptures of the postwar world.. Citizens in the rubble processed

these destroyed landscapes not as constituent parts of a destroyed nation, but rather as shattered

private lives that had taken place in lost spaces of Heimat.
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 Richard Bessel and other historians have raised the question of how postwar Germans

created a sense of “life after death.”5 Visions of restored local places of home, I argue, became a

site of pre-occupation in imagining life after an era of mass death and destruction. While rubble-

filled home towns were barometers of personal loss, ideas of restored local Heimat concurrently

acted as a bridge to an imagined future. Tellingly, Colognians used the word “Heimat” in

conjunction with “life-affirmation” to a stunning degree. They strongly evoked Heimat to rally

energies for rebuilding and to bridge across torn life narratives. Images of normalization, in turn,

focused less on reconstructed nation as such, than on a reconstructed local stage.6

In illustrating these thematic developments, this chapter follows a series of indices that

demonstrate the emergence of a local turn. The first index can be found in the immense evacuee

influx back to the city beginning in 1945/46 and the discourses that ensued. Karl Jahn, an

evacuee, reflected popular sentiments in his 1946 Cologne Carnival song “Ming Heimat:” desire

for Heimat drove them back. The second index of the local turn can be found in the proliferation

of Heimat societies and publications that followed. Only the foliage growing over Cologne’s

rubble mounds seemed to match the pace of local Heimat groups popping up in the city. This

popular network of societies pushed local culture and community feeling, describing their

activities as collecting “energies” for rebuilding and rallying against fears of lost Heimat. This

institutional flowering partially informed the third index of the local turn: the local cultural

renaissance that gripped the rubble city. Locals ushered in a vibrant revival of local traditions,

dialect, customs, history, Heimatkunde (education on the local world), along with extensive

creation of Heimat songs and poetry. Cologne Carnival re-emerged as a center piece of the

revival–a tradition which locals interpreted as embodying Colognian “life-affirmation.” The

compensatory function of this local cultural renaissance did not escape Colognians, many of
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whom noted that it could make up in part for the physical destruction of their city. The revival

further functioned as the glue of deeply desired community feeling, a point of common

engagement, and a means to bridge the chasm between a lost local past and an imagined future.

In uncovering a turn to local Heimat in a metropolis–and a rubble city at that–this chapter

rejects stereotypes of Heimat as simply idyllic, generic, and rural places. Such images, I argue,

reflect a priori stereotypes which do not correspond to empirically observed relationships of

individuals to their local places of home. Rubble Cologne was quite a different place from the

bucolic world of Heimat film that dominates our conception of Heimat in the postwar period. Its

landscape was anything but scenic. As a Swiss journalist reported upon visiting Cologne, it was a

site of ubiquitous destruction, peopled by citizens with poor diets, who lived among the smell of

bodies rotting underneath the rubble.7 “Heimat,” as the early postwar Colognian localist, Joseph

Klersch argued, does not corresponded to preconceived tropes. Rather it is an individual “inner-

experience” of place, which, in the ruins of Cologne, he believed, did not require fitting aesthetic

stereotypes.8 In the end, one need not rely on the historian’s narrative to establish that there was a 

turn to Heimat in the rubble city; those in Cologne and other destroyed urban centers noted

themselves that the word “Heimat” was everywhere and that a major awakening of local culture

and community feeling was taking place.

“It must be Cologne:” Local Heimat and Evacuee Return

From 1942 to 1945, bombing campaigns over Cologne prompted near complete

evacuation. By 1945, around 95% of its population had abandoned the city. In 1945/46,

precipitous return in overwhelming numbers provides one of the first measures of local Heimat’s

emergence as a site of postwar cathexis. Evacuees themselves reached a similar conclusion. Their
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preoccupation with their local world began even before return–with the experience of leaving.

Early accounts reveal how bombing and evacuation triggered a shift from preoccupation with the

national effort to focus on the locality. In processing the bombings, evacuating locals described

Cologne’s destruction not in national terms, but rather as obliteration of personal lives. This can

be clearly seen in the scores of amateur dialect poetry written by evacuees. In one poem, a local

doctor wrote of the surrealism of the bombed places where he spent his entire life. The Cologne

native expressed his desire to see prior to his death, not a rebuilt Germany, but the rebuilt city of

Cologne.9 His relation reflected broader sentiments. Willy Klett, a Colognian songwriter,

similarly reflected on the pulverized city in a dialect lyric. Instead of reflecting on the defeated

nation, Klett was overwhelmed by disintegrated personal memories of lost locally-situated

friendships, family life, and familiar places of home. Klett’s dialect lyrics ended not by declaring

that “Germany” must be rebuilt, but rather that “Colonia” could not be allowed to disappear.10

Such emphatic statements that Cologne and local Heimat must not cease to exist became an ever-

reappearing theme in local discourses. A dialect poem entitled “Kölle ming Heimat,” (Cologne,

my Heimat), for instance, wrote in the same vein that, in spite of being a rubble pile, the local

world must not fall asunder. After relating the wrenching feeling of evacuation, the unknown

author insisted that he would hold tightly to his local Heimat.11

Many accounts from everyday citizens demonstrate how destruction and dislocation drew

away from psychic emphasis on grandiose national visions, and toward local places of home.

Pervasive violence, insecurity, and scarcity generated a need for protection, community, and

orientation– all values traditionally associated with Heimat. As a result, signifiers of Heimat

acquired tremendous valuation amidst war-driven dislocation. Observers noted, for example,

how nearly all Colognian evacuees had a picture of the Cologne Cathedral somewhere in their
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make-shift residences, used to display emotive attachment to Heimat. Years later, Cologne

carnivalists parodied the trope with a float of a Colognian evacuee, sleeping in a barrel, with the

inevitable picture of the cathedral nailed to his barrel wall.12 (Figure 1-4) Evacuees drew on yet

other signifiers of Heimat. One citizen even recounted taking a bottle of Eau de Cologne (4711)

from his bombed house. The smell of “Heimat air,” as he termed it, represented for him a

panacea in a situation of disorientation.13 

Undeterred by the ruined state of their home town, a cascade of returnees filled the city

from 1945 to 1947, an act described by locals as a barometer of local Heimat sentiment. In the

first eight months alone, a whopping 400,000 poured into a city that had been over 90%

destroyed.14 As Heinrich Böll pointed out, many Colognians viewed returning to their home city

as the “only opportunity to have hope.”15 Citizens recounted traveling hundreds of kilometers to

reach Cologne, often setting out on foot, by bicycle, or other means, for trecks that lasted several

weeks. Accounts of citizens like that of Maria Harff were fairly common. The former secretary

from Cologne recounted walking two weeks from Bamberg, being filled with homesickness,

ultimately finding a hole where her house formerly stood.16 The renewed feeling of lost Heimat

upon seeing their destroyed city only generated more desires for its reacquisition. 

Local administrators confessed themselves flabbergasted at the irrational behavior of

returning evacuees; they would have been materially better off staying in rural places. The local

press similarly explained it as indicative of a turn to local Heimat. In the first newspaper

published in the rubble, one article insisted that, in spite of the destruction of 58,000 houses,

streets filled with rubble, burnt out street cars, and strewn electric wires, the citizens of Cologne

were “loyal to Heimat” and would rather live in basement ruins in their home town than in a

perfect house outside the city.17 In 1946, another newly founded local newspaper reported that the
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dominant attitude could be described by the phrase: “No, it must be Cologne!”–a relation from a

determined recently-returned evacuee.18 An article in the Westdeutsche Zeitung in 1949 echoed

these sentiments, asking the question in reference to Cologne: “Are these large cities of our time,

in particular the large rubbled settlements, Heimat in a deeper sense to those people who reside

within them?” The question was rhetorical. The article continued that the droves of 500,000 who

returned provided a clear answer. Colognians did not see the city as a material or national

commodity. Rather, they saw it as “Heimat.”19 Illustrating how strongly this idea reverberated

throughout the rubble world, one 1948 poem, “Kölle-uns Heimat,” recounted how, in spite of the

disappearance of all personal local landscapes, Cologne would remain their “Heimat.”20 

Many Colognians, often for reasons beyond their control, stayed in evacuation for years.

Their home city suffered from a housing shortage for nearly two decades, meaning that many

simply had to remain elsewhere for prolonged periods.21 Millions of West Germans still in

evacuation often insisted on their continued membership in distant local communities through

overt displays of Heimat sentiment.22 Those Colognians forced to remain in evacuation

frequently expressed a preoccupation with Heimat that proved more melancholic. They often

wrote on the subject of Heimat and their strong desires to return.23 Fellow localists in Cologne

aided them by pressuring authorities to prioritize the evacuee question and to give them equal

settlement rights as the expellees. The city administration itself established an evacuee caritative

agency.24 Dislocated Colognians particularly used local traditions to express desires for home.

Carnival provided a case in point. In 1949, the first postwar Carnival Prince received stacks of

mail from dislocated citizens, some of whom recounted listening to “Heimat sounds”of Cologne

Carnival on the radio.25 As far away as Chicago, former Colognians came together to celebrate

Carnival, sending a dialect telegram to  Cologne expressing their wishes that they could help
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rebuild their old “Heimat.” In subsequent years, Carnival Princes continued to receive evacuee

letters which expressed  “homesickness” and desire for “Heimat.”26 The city administration even

arranged for special trains to bring evacuees to celebrate Cologne Carnival, with a flood of

evacuees pouring into the city for celebrations, reportedly singing of their “homesickness for

Cologne.” Evacuees appeared in the parade with signs reading “dearest Heimat, best greetings,”

and local papers reported that events conveyed the feeling of old Cologne and the solidarity

between “Mother Colonia” and her dislocated “children.”27 In spite of such sentiment, not all

evacuees returned. Many felt a torn sense of Heimat after years in evacuation, hesitating to return

to a now unfamiliar city. By the mid 1950's, the evacuee issue ebbed, with isolated incidents of

return taking on mostly symbolic importance for the local community.28

Yet another critical dislocated group pined for local Heimat, and their return would be

couched even more in terms of transformation from war to peace: German soldiers and POWs.

As Frank Biess has shown in a study of returning POWs, they often held strongly to mythical

images of Heimat that resulted in renewed feelings of loss when they returned to destroyed and

changed places of home. He also notes that they saw returning home not as return to the nation,

but rather as return to a “distinct locality.”29 In Cologne, both of these phenomenon are clearly

visible. Colognian soldiers, having left localities long before civilians, often pined for home long

before becoming POWs. In the closing years of the war, the Nazis officially forbade Colognian

soldiers from singing the localist song “Heimweh noh Kölle,” as it implied a desire to return

home and abandon the war effort.30 After the war, the song could be heard, among other places,

in trains of POWs returning to Cologne over the Hohenzollern bridge.31 For returning soldiers,

Heimat offered the same vision of a restored civilian life. It also offered them a path from soldier

to re-localized civilian without confronting their possible war crimes. Similar to their civilian
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counterparts, POWs expressed desire for Heimat through localist media like dialect poetry.

POWs like Heinz Weber recalled in one poem his desire to be in Cologne, see the cathedral, go

to the Hänneschen Theater, cook Rhenish foods, and shop on the Aldemaat–trappings of a

restored civilian life.32 The civilian population encouraged this transition from soldier to a

civilian of one’s Heimat. Cologne’s Lord Mayor, Ernst Schwering, for example, positively

recounted how Heimat could transform POWs into local civilians and called for POW

“Heimatkehrer” to feel a connection to their “Heimat city.”33 While seeking to make peaceful

civilians out of soldiers, this process ignored the need to work through the crimes in which

“Heimatkehrer” were often implicated. 

In considering those Colognians who lost Heimat, it would be wrong to forget (as many

postwar locals themselves did) a group of former localists who lost Heimat in a far more vicious

and violent manner, and who, unlike the postwar civilian population, were unambiguously

victims: Cologne’s former Jewish population. Many postwar locals were complicit in Cologne’s

Jews’ violent loss of local places of home. The sense of loss of home for former Cologne Jews

should not be underestimated. Barbara Becker-Jákli, in interviews with former Colognian Jews

and Kirsten Serup-Bilfeldt, in her history of Jews in Cologne, have both noted the striking local

Heimat sentiment of Colognian Jews prior to 1933. Local patriotism and Judaism, Serup-Bilfeldt

argues, were quite compatible and could be seen in all social classes of Colognian Jews before

1933.34 Holocaust survivors and Colognian Jews in exile often expressed tremendous feelings of

lost Heimat. Wilhelm Unger, one of the few Jews who returned to Cologne after the war, wrote

of the anguish of lost former lives, community, and the wrenching feeling of lost “Heimat.” Long

before Colognian evacuees sang Heimweh nach Köln, Unger recalled how, feeling a sense of lost

Heimat, he and a group of Colognian Jews sang the song in an Australian refugee camp. Unger
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recalled thinking of the Cathedral as a symbol of a lost “Heimat” that had accompanied him

through his former life.35 With Jews in postwar Germany viewed as an unwelcome reminder of

German crimes, those like the pre- and postwar Jewish Colognian, Günther Ginzel, were the

clear minority in attempting to retain local Heimat sentiment. Ginzel recounted, among other

things, the“attractive power of the Carnival festival” on him and other prewar Colognian Jews

and how it gave him “a rooted feeling of Heimat,” which he recounted for him “could not even

be fully extinguished by Auschwitz.” Ginzel praised how postwar Cologne Jews invited localist

Carnival singers into their Synagogue in 1946.36  Ginzel, however, was far from representative.

As Jean Améry, a former Auschwitz internee, Jewish-Austrian author, and commentator on the

Holocaust wrote on Jewish loss of Heimat, German Jews, unlike groups like the expellees, were

denied the collective sense of “we” that was impossible to restore.37 

Few former Colognian Jews would ever have dreamed of returning. Those survivors,

living mostly abroad, recounted a searing, irreparable loss of home that could not be mended.

One Colognian Jew, Artur Joseph recorded such emotional wounds after being forced to leave

the city. In exile, he recounted every year during Carnival being filled with his “desires for his

old Heimat” and being overcome with a desire to sing Heimweh nach Köln. Once encountering a

group of Rheinländer celebrating Carnival in Los Angeles, he again conveyed his sense of loss.

Looking through the “clouds of smoke,” that surrounded his memories of  “Heimat,” he reported

taking mental walks through the streets of his old “father city.”38 Many Jews who survived had a

tortured sense of lost Heimat and permanently disconnected life narratives.39 Colognians in the

rubble failed to reflect and remember their plight, in part to avoid facing their own complicity in

crimes of the Third Reich, and in part due to preoccupation with their own trauma. Those like

Heinrich Böll, who pushed against repression of such memories, were, sadly, in the minority.40 
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Heimat as a Site of “Life affirmation:” Repairing Torn Life Narratives

While lost past lives triggered preoccupation with local worlds, strong desires for future

private lives on the restored stage of Heimat sustained it. Few sources better convey desires for

the civilian life of Heimat so vividly as one article published in the Kölnier Kurier in August

1945. The article by a Cologne citizen conveyed a relation that would never reach the pages of a

contemporary paper. Entitled “Heimatliche Melodie” (Heimat-like melody), the article recounted

how one morning, the writer woke up to hear a “platsch-platsch-platsch” from next-door—the

sound of a neighbor cleaning a carpet by banging it out of an open window. The writer confessed

being baffled at the sound–taken aback, he confessed, that such an act existed. What would

normally be a perturbing sound, he wrote, struck his ears with the most melodious sounds. Such

sounds, he wrote, had not been heard for years–since before the war! The sound was for him a

“heimatnachbarlichen Haushaltmelodie” (Heimat-neighborly household melody). It brought him

an “unusual feeling of newly won, no, more, a newly gifted sense of home (Beheimatung).”41 

Why publish an article of this nature when there was much to report, and when paper

scarcity meant that they could publish only one short newspaper each week? The relation clearly

resonated with the editors, who would have understood prospective return of localized civilian

lives as captivating. It represented the possibility of recreating personal lives in neighborly

spheres that would no longer be controlled and determined by expansive ideology, geo-political

imperatives, disruptive destruction, the constant threat of death, and broad developments that

superceded the intimacy of local worlds. It was a desire for “normality” where personal lives

could again be pursued on the local stage of Heimat. The same sentiment came through in one

local picture book of the city ruins produced for evacuated Colognians, in which the author

juxtaposed pervasive death and loss with local life-affirmation. He wrote first of how Cologne
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appeared as a “corpse” in the shadow of the cathedral–a site of “desert-like absence of Heimat”

where the living and the dead wandered. But, the locality, he continued, was not fully dead:

within Cologne’s “motherly depths slumber the seeds for new life.”42 Notably, they highlighted

not the nation, but their home town as containing such seeds. Visions of an expansive nation as

the guarantor of future life was suddenly gone. 

Throughout local discourses in the ravaged city, it is striking the extent to which locals

conflated their personal fates with that of their home town. In such discourses, the promise of

future life was to be found not in national action and the reconstruction of “Germany” as such,

but in local reconstruction of city and community as a stage of private life. While some have

collapsed local Heimat and imagining nation into a single phenomenon, it was the local and not

the national that was saturated with sites of personal life memory.43 An illustration cover of a

work of Heimat poetry from the rubble well illustrates how local Heimat acted as a vessel for

entire individual life narratives (Figure 1-5). The image depicts the life cycle from birth to

childhood, courtship, marriage, to decline, and ultimate death, as a localized process. The local

situatedness of private life is symbolized here by the Cologne Carnivalist, the Rhine Schifffahrt,

the Colognian Heinzelmännchen, the crib (a historic topos of Heimat), and the figure of death

juxtaposed against the Cologne Cathedral. The final of these, the relationship of Heimat to death,

is a much neglected topic. Indeed, the grave and cemetery frequently appear as topoi of Heimat.44

Given the surfeit of personal sites of memory in local worlds, citizens most felt a sense of torn

life narratives when seeing their home town’s ruined state. While one local song recounted how

“memories” drove them home,45 finding a pulverized landscape upon return generated feelings

that they belonged to a lost world. The homey/uncanny (heimlich/unheimlich), a Freudian binary

central to Heimat,  permeated the urban rubble. The uncanny, Freud noted, is not complete
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foreignness, but–much like the rubble of one’s Heimat– the familiar in a disturbed form.46 The

tension within this binary acted as a driving force behind the local turn. Heimat was where

citizens sensed ruptured personal lives and emerged as the only place where it could be repaired.

The driving force of this binary can be seen in a thematic matrix that suffused discourses

on the locality in early postwar Cologne. These three, ever interwoven topoi included: i.

description of lost individual pasts in terms of lost Heimat, ii. equation of the rubble city with

individual plight, and iii. restoration of future life through an imagined reconstructed local

Heimat. In this thematic matrix, Heimat ever functions as a bridge between lost past and an

imagined future. While research on reconstruction has focused on modern vs. traditional building

styles, scholars have neglected how lay people processed rubble worlds more in terms of

disappeared personal worlds of Heimat than architectural style.47 As one former citizen recounted

upon seeing the vanished sites of his former local life, he was overwhelmed with the feeling that

his “youth had withered away.” He felt perplexed that no one from his former community was

there to greet him and say “there are you again.” “Heimat,” he concluded, appeared to be no

more.48 The Heimat society Alt-Köln in 1948 reported that many presented dialect poems at their

events that recounted a lost world of Heimat.49 As one local wrote in a 1947 dialect poem,

underneath the rubble was a buried world of former neighbors, streets filled with local dialect,

gabled houses, and all elements of a former personal world.50 One avid Cologne carnivalist

similarly recalled in verse his lost life and personal relationships buried in the ruins. “Youth and

beauty are gone,”...“that on which my heart hung,” he continued, “has all been destroyed.” To

counteract this, he insisted that Colognians must reanimate the rubble, and maintain their local

natures so that no one would ever say:  “Cologne–once upon a time.”51 

Local dialect lyrics, a historically popular genre in Cologne that everyday locals produced
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in droves, drew on the same thematic Heimat matrix. Almost in formulaic fashion, dialect lyrics

recounted lost local-personal worlds, followed instantly by rebuilding and securing a life-

affirming future through restored Heimat.52 In such pieces, accounts of lost Heimat and personal

lives are followed with insistence on reconstruction and reacquisition of Heimat as a route to

securing a life-affirming future. Colognian lyrics that elucidate these patterns include titles such

as: “Köln du kannst niemals untergehn,” (Joachim Henning, 1945),  “Ming Heimat,” (Karl Jahn,

1946), “Köln, mein Köln, du wirst wiedererstehn,” (Rudolf Roonthal) “Ming herrlich Kölle”

(Jupp Schmitz, 1947), and “Kölle, domols un jetz” (Wilhelm Stumpf). Such pieces typically

begin by recounting disappeared local childhoods and erased personal sites of memory and the

rubble world’s surrealism. They evoked the cyclical markers of a past local life including

celebrating Carnival with their communities, taking family walks through the city, or regular

meetings with friends. As Henning emphasized in the opening of his 1945 lyrics, “Heimat”

churned up memories of a world that was gone, a former world that now appeared to him “as a

dream.” Jahn’s lyrics “Ming Heimat” recounted a lost private past, symbolized by evaporated

childhood places and other physical sites of Heimat. Schmitz’s lyrics recounted how, amidst the

rubble, no one hung onto “Heimat” like Colognians, but he subsequently asked “where are your

streets? Where is my house?”53 Rather than seeking to memorialize their own “victimhood,” all

of these lyrics juxtapose lost Heimat with determination to overcome loss. The word “victim”

itself seldom appeared in Western Heimat discourses. These lyrics almost inevitably turned to

rebuilding, recreating Heimat, and healing. Roonthal’s lyrics transitioned from lost private lives

to emphasis on reconstructing the city in spirit, even if it would be physically foreign. Local

sentiment remained strong, he insisted, in spite of the city’s destroyed state. Karl Jahn’s 1945

lyric, “Ming Heimat,” after recounting disappeared local lives, maintained that Cologne
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nonetheless remained “Heimat.” Defying the city’s obliteration Jahn’s repeated: “that is my

Heimat, Cologne here on the Rhine.” “Desire,” drove him back, he wrote; Cologne could not

“fall asunder,” and all would help rebuild “until our Heimat Cologne is again standing.” In the,

by now, predictable discursive pattern, Hening’s localist lyrics turned from reflection on his lost

local past to insistence that Cologne would remain Heimat and  “never disappear.”54 The same

can be said of Colognian poet Waldemar Cosson’s rubble verse, which followed his reflections

on the city’s destruction with a magniloquent “vow of fidelity” to the city and repetition of the

ubiquitous phrase that their locality “could not fall asunder.” The piece leads to a “life-affirming”

conclusion, insisting that local citizens would turn away from preoccupations with their

afflictions to look toward a future when “new life” would “bloom” from the ruins. Thus,

“Colognian life,” Cosson concluded, would never fade.55 

If we look to the host of popular local poetry produced in the rubble, we find the same

discursive trends, with yet again the same salient three-pronged matrix of lost personal past

described as lost Heimat, conflation of the rubble city with personal plight, and restoration of

local worlds as the route to life after death. Amateur dialect poetry proliferated, offering lay

people a medium to emotionally process destruction through a language steeped in an intimate

familiarity. The rubble dialect poetry of local Lis Böhle offers one example. Between 1945 and

1947, her writings conveyed personal disjuncture by recounting the places she no longer

recognized, lost memories, vanished people, and the need to shape the future in a “human” way.

After such motives, her verses turn rapidly to local Heimat as a site of what she called

“affirmation of life” that could unify a new city with the memory of the lost one. When

reconstruction of Cologne was well underway, Böhle wrote that the city, which many declared

dead, was returning to life. Bringing all Colognians back to their “Heimat,” she wrote, was the
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final goal before they could declare “Cologne is there again!” Attempting to overcome

disjuncture, Böhle later wrote a series of poems taking leave of memories attached to disappeared

local places.56 The national valence as a vehicle of securing restored private lives was completely

absent in her writings, as it was in that of so many others.

Such localists sentiments were harnessed to encourage public involvement in rebuilding.

Projects like “Kölle Bliev Kölle” (Cologne will remain Cologne) attracted volunteers to clear

rubble through emotive dialect posters (Figure 1-6). Other locals encouraged reconstruction

volunteerism by appealing to their local Carnival tradition. One 1946 Carnival song insisted that

Colognians would keep up their good spirits through localist humor and that Cologne carnivalists

would spit on their hands and rebuild. A Carnival society enshrined the call on their membership

cards inscribed with an image of rebuilding carnivalists.57 (Figure 1-7) Reinhold Louis, in a

collection of Colognian songs, has noted how Carnival particularly became a site of awakening

energies for rebuilding. Citizens could scarcely resist the call, with the phrase “Kölle darf nit

ungergonn” (Cologne cannot perish) echoing throughout the chambers of local discourse.58

Of course, not all locals were of the age that they could anticipate a long personal future

in a new city. Still, elderly locals exhibited similar preoccupations with local reconstruction and

the desire to see the rebuilt city before their death. Laurenz Kiesgen, a Cologne native, in his late

70's, wrote his own dialect poetry recounting his Cologne childhood and his inner-conflict in the

postwar world. He hoped for a local rebirth to refute the power of death. Reference to any

national rebirth in his poetry, by contrast, is entirely absent.59 Peter Felten, a Cologne doctor

nearing his eighties, similarly wrote in dialect during evacuation, recounting his early Cologne

childhood, memories of a familial past inscribed on different local places, and lost people he

once knew. “Heimat no longer exists,” Felten wrote. He expressed the desire to see the rebuilt
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city before he died, and to be interred in Cologne’s Melaten cemetery with his wife and

children.60 Similarly, the Cologne opthomologist Paul Boskamp, also of advanced age, expressed

in dialect his disillusion and disbelief at lost sites of a personal past. Addressing pre-war Cologne

as a personified figure, he wrote: “What for Muslims is Mecca, what for Hindus is Benares, what

for the Christian is Rome, and what for the world is Jerusalem”–“so were you to me.”61

Those younger Colognians who could anticipate future lives in a new city, however,

evoked the term Heimat in conjunction with words like “life-affirmation,” “affirmation of life,”

or “life-affirming optimism” to a stunning degree. The carnivalist Hans Jonen conveyed this in

his carnivalist writings, proclaiming: “we still exist! Let the word be noted!” He wrote that, in

spite of losing old Cologne, defiance would help them confront postwar challenges and not

buckle under destruction and loss. The Heimat enthusiasts Joseph Klersch reported on how

Colognians in the rubble maintained “Heimat love,” “Heimat pride,” and a “life-affirming

optimism” that left no doubt that the city would be reconstructed. “Local Heimat sentiment”

(engere Heimatgefühl), he wrote was a strong source of moral and material support, and created

strong community feeling. He described this not as national resurrection, but as “Cologne saying

yes to life.”62 This affiliation persisted and even grew as reconstruction was well underway.

Some, like Adam Wrede, the author of his own dialect dictionary, even wrote in the mid 1950s

on “affirmation of life” as a specifically Colognian characteristic.63 Around the same time, the

new Cologne Almanach reported that, though many formerly feared that Cologne had ceased to

exist, they had proven that “Cologne lives!”64  Konrad Adenauer similarly insisted that

Colognians demonstrated a “will to live, bravery, and love of Heimat.” He praised the city for

maintaining local culture, and welcomed a future localism where tradition and a “progressive

spirit” would be kept in harmony.65 
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But why was Heimat so able to unify and bridge over a lost personal past and imagined

future? Throughout these sources, we find the answer in a crucial binary intrinsic to the Heimat

concept that proved tremendously useful in the rubble world. While many have emphasized the

Heimat concept’s ability to contain ideal visions, as the expellee author and historian Christian

Graf von Krockow argues: “Heimat is either concrete or nothing at all.”66 Heimat clearly referred

to actual experience of lost local places. At the same time, it also contained, on the other hand, an

imagined ideal relationship between the individual and their local environment. Chasms between

ideal and reality resulted in mobilization of the Heimat idea to take action to improve this

relationship. It allowed a simultaneous recognition of personal past, while providing an imagined

path into reconstructed localized civilian life. As a 1948 article in Unser Köln recounted, out of

feelings of lost Heimat grew a sense of “life-affirming desire for the future.”67 Amidst this

process, messianic nation as the guarantor of personal future was displaced; visions of restored

local Heimat took its place.

Renaissance of Local Culture and Compensatory Spaces of Heimat

The question remains how locals would recreate Heimat in the ruins and later in a slowly-

rising city that would be utterly foreign. Of course locals and Heimat societies urged

reconstruction of key identity-laden structures, such as the exteriors of Cologne’s twelve

Romaneque churches and the medieval Gürzenich. They would often battle technocratic city

planners, who were giddy at the thought of being able to create a new city from scratch.68

Nevertheless, most lay citizens knew that the new city would be largely unrecognizable. The

historical and cultural loss from the bombings was indeed staggering. In an indexed list of

destroyed historical sites in the North Rhineland, the entry for Cologne spanned over fifty pages,
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reporting that virtually all of the old city was gone.69 Early photographic compilations of

Cologne’s “crater landscape” conveyed a clear message to evacuated locals: the built

environment of Heimat could not be salvaged.70 This left Colognians with non-material anchors

of Heimat feeling that gained tremendous prominence in the rubble, leading to the local cultural

renaissance that gripped the rubble world already in 1945 and 1946.

Scholars have often noted the flourishing of high culture in the rubble, including a turn to

the humanism of the Weimar classics, but have overlooked the parallel awakening of local

cultures. This oversight is in part due to its unexpectedness. In a population without stable

dwellings, living on daily diets around 1000 calories, we would not at first expect a wave of

interest in dialect poetry, local traditions, Heimat societies, teaching local history, founding

Heimat publications, and so forth. Nevertheless, all of these activities surged immediately after

1945 in rubble cities. Such a local cultural renaissance can be clearly seen in Cologne, and

provides the second index of the early postwar turn to local Heimat. Beginning in 1945, rubble

Cologne saw an explosion of new Heimat societies, localist publications, Carnival societies,

dialect works, revived ritual traditions, and emphasis on Heimatkunde (localist youth education).

Local officials from 1945-1947 noted the local hunger for culture and Heimat triggered by the

city’s physical destruction and a search for sources from which “new life” could bloom from the

ruins.71 The local cultural flourishing would be sustained for nearly two decades. 

The local cultural renaissance served four functions in the rubble world. Firstly, it served

as a compensatory space of Heimat amidst physical destruction. Citizens candidly discussed how

local cultural practices could compensate for physical loss. Like the lost built environment, these

cultural practices served as sites of personal memory. The second function can be found in how

local culture facilitated a much pined after local community feeling; it offered a medium to repair
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torn communities, bringing citizens together in real and imagined ways. Colognian citizens

frequently discussed such local community feeling as crucial in overcoming trauma from war.

The third function can be found in the role that local culture played in bridging across a

generational cleft. Fearing that their children were growing up in a local landscape foreign from

the one that they knew, the parent generation emphasized teaching children local culture and

traditions to repair the intergenerational Heimat chasm. As we shall see in the next chapter, the

fourth role of the local cultural turn was how it permitted shaping new notions of local values.

The local cultural awakening can be witnessed in several media in the immediate postwar

years, including revivals of dialect, Heimat poetry, local historical writing, traditional Carnival

and Kirmes celebrations, local St. Martin’s processions, localist Old market theater pieces,

dialect theater, and so forth. One useful yard stick, however, can be found in a profusion of new

Heimat societies and publications from 1945 to 1949. Such Heimat societies included, among

others, the recreated Heimatverein Alt-Köln, the Rheinischer Verein für Denkmalpflege und

Heimatschutz, the Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Rheinischen Geschichtsvereine, the Kölner

Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Heimatpflege, a Rhenish Vereinigung für Volkskunde, and new Heimat

magazines which included Alt-Köln, Unser Köln, and the youth Heimat publication Jung-Köln.

This proliferation of Heimat works reflected recorded publication trends in localities throughout

West Germany.72 They were read prolifically by locals in the rubble and scores of evacuees

pining for home.73 The first edition of Alt-Köln in 1947 elucidated why locals created such new

publication. The editors held that their publication was centered on a mental re-orientation

(Rückbesinnung) to local Heimat as a place to collect energies for future challenges. They wanted

to reach the entire local populace, rather than catering to a narrow group. In the first edition, the

Lord Mayor Hermann Pünder and Konrad Adenauer both praised the new publication. Pünder
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urged the spread of “Heimat thoughts” and teaching children “sincere love of Heimat” to give

them a bold trust in the future. Adenauer, whose house in Rhöndorf was decorated with historic

images of Cologne, similarly praised Heimat sentiment as one of the few things that Colognians

had left at their disposal.74

 Cologne also had its own unique form of Heimat institution: Carnival societies, which

Colognians founded or re-founded in droves from 1945 to 1947. Members of one prominent

Carnival society, the locally-patriotic Rote Funken, saw its re-establishment as so pressing that

they fled to Walporzheim in the French zone to circumvent a temporary British ban on society

establishments in 1945. Many other Carnival societies still active in Cologne trace their original

founding to the early rubble years. As in prewar Cologne, Carnival societies formed crucial hubs

of local community and cultural practice. Deeply active in the rubble, they held numerous events

year-round, described in terms of community togetherness and helping overcome trauma.75 

These grassroots cultural activities found subsequent support from prominent local

figures and institutions. Local newspapers, for example, traditionally known as forces of cultural

leveling, made significant efforts to make room for localist Heimat articles and works. The editor

of the Kölnische Rundschau insisted on the obligation of journalism to promote local

community, the local past, and Heimat. In view of these goals, he wrote, his newspaper decided

to frequently publish dialect works; they also published regular Heimat newsletters.76 The level

of demand for such works must have figured into such decisions. A representative of one local

paper, the Kölnische Rundschau, noted the growth of local sentiment in the rubble, and the

resulting interest in literature on Heimat. He argued that the city’s physical destruction triggered

the massive interest in local tradition, though he maintained that their paper’s focus on local

tradition and dialect since before 1948 was not a business venture, pursued at great material
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expense. The paper insisted that it took up such activities to fulfill their self-appointed role as a

“guardian of Heimat.”77 

As the local cultural turn grew “wildly” from 1945 to 1946, the city administration,

viewing the grassroots turn positively, offered its own support, opening a new city office in 1947

called the Amt für Kölnisches Volkstum. The office’s proponents held that these “wild-growing

Heimat cultural activities” should have a center point that tied their forces together and gave the

local turn endurance. From the outset, the office’s existence was justified in terms of maintaining

local culture as an “essential part of spiritual rebuilding of the city.” The goal of the office, as a

follower and not a leader of the popular turn, included promoting Heimat sentiment, local

culture, history, dialect, traditions, and to support re-establishing local cultural institutions. The

office’s creators stressed that it would have no “policing control” over popular Heimat activities,

though it could provide moral guidance when necessary. Despite its extensive activities, it

followed this principle and played only a supporting role. The office assiduously promoted

dialect poetry, localist music, theater, and marionette productions–all traditional media of localist

discourses in Cologne. It also supported revivals of local traditions, including Carnival, the

Cologne Kirmes, a new “children’s Carnival,” the Old Market Festspiele, Krippenspiele, the

Rhenish “Heimat days,” and celebration of the 1900-year Cologne anniversary in 1950, which

included a series of localist exhibitions. The office also tended to Colognian evacuees by holding

“Heimat evenings” outside of Cologne and sending them localist publications. It further

established itself as an information source for Heimat enthusiasts on local history and traditional

practice, and actively promoted local historical research, archival activities, and publication.

Locals’ reception of the organization was overwhelmingly positive.78

Illustrating consciousness of why they were turning to Colognian cultural practices, locals
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discussed openly how the turn to local culture offered a compensatory space of Heimat. In 1946,

the localist Hans Jonen and the Cathedral Capitular of Cologne both wrote in a new Heimat

publication how Cologne would never physically be what it once was. They argued that

Colognians needed to bring the old city into the new one by maintaining local spirit in language,

memories, and cultural uniqueness. Konrad Adenauer wrote to the same effect. After praising the

creation of the new Heimat journal, he insisted that, beyond the questions of what could be

rebuilt, Colognians needed local culture to restore traditions. This included dialect, a hobby horse

of the former mayor.79 Upon receiving honorary Colognian citizenship, Adenauer renewed his

support for local cultural revival. Citizens must, he proclaimed teach their children “what a

Heimat is, what a Heimat means, and what Cologne is.”80 In a similar tone, the Heimat enthusiast

Joseph Klersch wrote in 1947 on the vanished “exterior image of Cologne” that formerly

anchored a “strong support of Heimat sentiment and love of Heimat.” In a postwar world, he

argued, Colognians must maintain Heimat feeling to make up for the city’s physical loss; the

goal was to prevent “yesterday and tomorrow” from being “ripped apart in today.” Here, Heimat

appears yet again as the means of repairing rupture. Years later, Klersch reaffirmed that the loss

of Cologne’s “architectural-cultural substance” meant that citizens felt a pressing need to secure

Heimat in sentiment.81 Dialect poetry conveyed similar desires for compensatory non-material

anchors of Heimat. One dialect verse by a lay citizen recounted how the destroyed physical city

contrasted with the “spirit of the city,” the latter of which would remain a steadfast site of local

tradition. Yet another dialect poem made the same distinction between the city’s “dead”

physicality vs. vibrant cultural spirit; despite physical destruction, subsequent generations, it

held, would spiritually be instilled with “Heimat-like character.” (heimatlichen Art).82 

The use of dialect to convey such sentiment was no coincidence. While citizens could not
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reconstruct for their eyes the familiar built environment of Heimat, they could bring the familiar

sounds of Heimat to their ears. Dialect, dialect poetry, and dialect theater, were among the most

easily recreated symbols of Heimat and therefore one of the earliest that appeared.  Locals after

1945 often feared that dialect could be lost amidst postwar dislocation.83 Such speech represented

both an expression of local community and a site of personal memory. To hear and speak local

dialect evoked memories of former lives viscerally connected to its sounds. As one local wrote in

a postwar poem, dialect represented “mother language, father language, Heimat language, and

childhood language,” and reminded one of local childhood memories and past lives. Dialect in

speech, poetry, and theater was one of many dishes that palliated hunger for sites of familiarity

and community-generating tradition. Explosion of dialect theater and poetry had already begun

by 1945/46. This included the restoration of the tradition Hänneschen Theater, which received

material support for nearly a decade from the Amt für Kölnisches Volkstum. The local puppet

theater, founded in the early nineteenth century, historically performed dialect pieces, making it a

central discursive site on the localism. Colognians for generations had adopted its stock

characters as embodiments of their own local natures. Performing again in make-shift

establishments since 1946, by 1948 reports held that it gained tremendous popularity. The

Millowitsch-Bühne, another localist theater, garnered equal popularity after petitioning the

American occupiers in May 1945 to re-establish their institution. With the added support of

Konrad Adenauer, the localist theater rebuilt in remarkable time, re-opening its doors in 1946.84

Dialect plays performed in the ruins contained themes on how community solidarity was

instrumental in overcoming their struggles and highlighted local tradition as a source of energy

for the future. One theatrical dialect piece from 1948 “Et Gespens om Schötzefeß” thematized

lost local history and the urgent need to tend to local historical legacies. The piece particularly
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looked back to dark local histories, such as Cologne during the black plague. The play ended by

drawing a parallel between such morose local histories and their present-day circumstances. The

piece insisted that life after periods of bleakness and mass death could be achieved through local

community.85 Locals could look to Cologne’s worst historical moments, rather than an idyllic

past, to transform reconstruction and overcoming trauma into a local tradition. Similar use of

dismal local histories for such purposes can be found throughout other postwar German cities.

Dialect poetry, as it did not require institutional support, became a prominent, accessible,

and personal compensatory space of Heimat. Colognians privately turned to the genre both to

process trauma and emphasize local cultural uniqueness. While some dialect poets suggested

founding an academy of Heimat poets, a congress of Rhenish dialect poets in March 1948

decided against the move, arguing that it would barricade off everyday citizens from an

important realm of Heimat activities; dialect poetry was to retain its popular roots. The congress

did resolve to promote dialect programs in radio and education. The group of amateur poets fully

acknowledged that they were promoting dialect as a compensatory space of Heimat. As Klersch

asserted during the 1948 meeting: “The more Heimat is exteriorly destroyed, all the more must

we reconstruct it indestructibly in the heart of the old and the young.” Klersch concluded by

arguing that their “Heimat” is no longer beautiful, but that dialect poetry could act as a way to

make up for this, and should therefore be made part of local youth and humanist education.86

Klersch’s evocation of the youth hit on a point that concerned many local parents

regarding their lost Heimat. They not only felt rupture between their own pre- and postwar lives,

they equally feared an intergenerational Heimat chasm between themselves and their children.

They often discussed how children were growing up in a physically foreign place to which they

had no connection. Parents in the early postwar period also felt a deep desire to give their
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children what they themselves had lacked.87 For many, this was an intact sense of Heimat, local

community, and rootedness. One medium for addressing this concern was Heimatkunde 

(education on the local world). Heimat enthusiasts used Heimatkunde both to bridge over this

intergenerational gap and to integrate displaced children into a new city. Heimatkunde, was itself

both a subject and a teaching theory. It taught about local worlds, its history, culture, and

traditions, while also acting as a method of teaching other subjects through a local prism.

Heimatkunde quickly achieved prominence in Cologne schools, which incorporated dialect and

Heimat poetry into the curriculum. Given the lack of resources, schools petitioned for materials

to instruct in Heimatkunde. The Kölnische Rundschau, among others, responded by producing

collections of Heimat pamphlets and dialect publications.88 The school subject enjoyed reciprocal

support from above and below. At the top, one could find supporters as high up as the state

minister president, Karl Arnold. As a speaker at the “Rhenish Heimat Days” in the early 1950's,

Arnold underscored the subject’s importance. The youth, he argued, must be won over for the

“Heimat concept” as they had been uprooted by war and needed feelings of belonging. Arnold

did not intend for Heimatkunde to create myopic, self-satisfied localists, arguing that the youth

should have a parallel sense of “world-openness.”89 Lay Heimat enthusiasts agreed on the

subject’s importance in giving children a sense of rootedness; as the Rheinischer Verein für

Denkmalpflege und Heimatschutz argued, they must lead the youth “to the concept of Heimat.”90 

The youth Heimat magazine created by the Amt für Kölnische Volkstum offers us a

glimpse into the content of Heimatkunde in the early postwar city. The periodical Jung Köln,

founded in 1949, was based on an earlier youth Heimat publication of the same name shut down

by the Nazis in 1933. The publication took up a self-proclaimed goal of strengthening Heimat

feeling and the youth’s connection to Cologne’s past and present. It was to emphasize local
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tradition, history, uniqueness, and dialect. In its first edition, editors noted that a massive cultural

revival of “Heimat traditions and Heimat dialects” was already underway in rubble Cologne– 

belying fears that dislocation extinguished Heimat. The editors proclaimed that their magazine

would be part of the broader renaissance of “Heimat traditions.”91 The Heimatkunde magazine

later received praise for realizing this goal and their success in instilling the youth with Heimat

sentiment.92 Ultimately, the publication did not present a perfectly rosy picture of local history. It

included articles that taught children about the Kristallnacht in Cologne, Colognian Jews in the

Holocaust, and discrimination against Jews in medieval Cologne.93 Such articles, nonetheless,

did not appear with adequate frequency. The Heimat magazine’s engagement with history

primarily sought to mobilize local history for the present, arguing that histories such as that of

industrious Colognian Renaissance burgher, for example, encouraged “love of Heimat” and

inspiration for the rebuilding of Cologne.94

Nevertheless, by approaching Heimat as coming from knowledge and experience of

space, rather than ethnicity and race, postwar Heimat enthusiasts demonstrated the limits of 

Nazi definitions of Heimat. Nazi propaganda treated Heimat not as local places of subjective and

personal life experiences, but exclusively as race and ethnicity. As a member of the Rheinischer

Verein held, Heimat was “acquired” by the individual gradually over the course of their life.95

These notions of Heimat paralleled the Weimar ideas of Eduard Spranger.96 In seeking to

ameliorate a rupture in Heimat between parents and children, Colognians drew on notions of

Heimat as knowledge, experience, and culture. As we shall see in chapter six, a similar, though

more pronounced intergenerational Heimat cleft can be seen among eastern expellees. Expellees

similarly attempted to repair this rupture through local culture, but were ultimately unsuccessful,

as their children had no personal experience of the East or contact with former local
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communities.97 Westerner’s advantage in having a center point for rebuilding, recollecting

community, and reviving local culture proved crucial to their contrasting success.

The community-strengthening element in local culture was perhaps the most critical in

sustaining the local cultural awakening. As scholars of trauma have argued, the ability to cope is

often directly linked to community solidarity. Moreover, the forces of the rubble world

threatened to further tear people yet further apart. Many Colognian citizens discussed this need

for community solidarity explicitly in terms of overcoming trauma. A 1949 piece in the Kölner

Rundschau entitled “On Heimat,” for example, expounded on the intense “warmth” of Heimat

which brought the individual from loneliness and gave them a source of comfort for sorrows.98 It

offered a panacea against trauma and isolation. In turn, everyday citizens, like the Colognian

Günther Hochgürtel, referenced how local community feeling and cooperation pervaded the early

postwar city.99 Heimat enthusiasts like Adam Wrede insisted that the greatest duty of the hour

was to meld together all the citizens of the city through keeping local tradition alive.100 Revival

of local culture, as such assertions demonstrate, was not only about culture for culture’s sake; it

was the mortar of local community feeling implicit in the word “Heimat.” The use of local

community feeling to process trauma, in turn, re-enforced the connection made between Heimat

with and “life affirmation.” As a Carnival song from 1946 recounted, Colognians would help one

another to overcome difficult times, bringing them “fresh courage to face life.”101 Expression of

this fusion between local Heimat and life-affirmation through Carnival, as we shall see, was not

coincidental. Cologne Carnival, as we shall see, was not only their primary Heimat tradition; it

was an ecstatic performance of local community, a founding corner stone of the local cultural

renaissance and the center of claims to local uniqueness. It was a major forum where citizens

proclaimed their local world to be a place of “life-affirmation.” Its celebration reflected nearly all
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of the strands of Heimat enthusiasm in early postwar city, providing a useful aggregating lense

into the local turn.

Performing Heimat: Cologne Carnival and Making “Life affirmation” a Local Value

In mid February 1946, many Colognians, looking out at the snowfall, or standing in line

at the black market, saw to their astonishment spontaneous Carnival processions winding through

the rubble.102 The frequent re-tellings of these sighting in later years attest to its emotional

resonance. Cologne Carnival, among the largest in Northern Europe, was the high season of

expressing Heimat sentiment in Cologne. For at least two centuries, it was the central tradition

through which Colognians articulated their local natures. After years of non-observance during

war and dearth, it re-emerged in a truly organic fashion from 1945 to 1948. Many celebrated

spontaneously in private groups, while Carnival societies emerged in droves. Members of one

new society recounted at their 1946 celebrations that trauma, while keeping some away, had

mostly driven massive crowds to the local tradition.103 The next year in 1947, in spite of the city

council forbidding public parades, masked balls, or costumed events, spontaneous processions

again made their way through the snow-covered ruins (Figure 1-8). Carnival societies also began

holding regular year-round social events couched as “Colognian events.” As one carnivalist

insisted, they held these year-round events to get through “grey daily life” for a few hours

together. Again in 1947, reports noted that attendance at Cologne Carnival events was bursting at

the seams.104 The British occupiers held no objection, having removed all restrictions so long as

carnivalists observed curfews. A pre-war Colognian Jewish carnivalist, in particular, helped

convince the British that the tradition was not a military demonstration.105

Carnival’s dramatic re-emergence offers a unique prism into the local turn in Cologne– 
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vividly bringing together all the strands that informed the appeal of local Heimat. Citizens

discussed Carnival as compensating for the city’s physical loss, as a bridge across torn life

narratives that restored feelings of “old Cologne,” and as a site of personal memory. They further

described how it conveyed strong local community feeling and how, like Heimat, it offered a

means to heal from postwar trauma. All of these elements combined in the association of Cologne

Carnival with a “Colognian” spirit of “life-affirmation.” The degree to which Cologne Carnival

functioned as a forum of local Heimat sentiment after 1945 can hardly be overstated. As the early

postwar carnivalist Hans Jonen argued, their local tradition “embraces the entire Heimat

complex.” He described how his own Carnival society reflected “Heimat thought,” and refused to

concede the Heimat concept to a “fanatic-brutal dictatorial statist idea.” Jonen’s statement is

among the rare early postwar references to Nazi propagandistic manipulation of the Heimat

concept. Instead of relinquishing the definition of the Heimat concept to Nazi racial and national

propaganda, Jonen held his Carnival society to be an expression of a “loyal Rhenish sense of

Heimat”–insistence that Heimat referenced an intimate regional space and not an expansive

national one. This notion shines through in his description of how Carnival conveyed a feeling of

belonging to a local “family.”106 As another local argued, “love of Heimat” was the first and

foremost element in the celebration’s arrangement.107 

Compared to other media of local culture, Cologne Carnival proved far more potent as a

compensatory space of Heimat, as it offered a recurring sensual, participatory, ecstatic, and

unified performance of local community. Descriptions of the tradition as protecting a sense of

Heimat threatened by physical destruction and dislocation proliferated in postwar Carnival

speeches, songs, poems, and private accounts. Jonen again conveyed this in his 1948 Carnival

song “Kölsche sin nit klein zo krigge” (Colognians cannot be kept down). The song proclaimed
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that, amidst the ruins and starvation conditions, local carnivalists stood “shoulder to shoulder”

with their local community in order to keep from “losing themselves.” “Colognians cannot be

kept down” the refrain insisted, pushing against fears that physical destruction dissolved local

bonds. The next year, Jonen composed another Carnival song that insisted that, though their

houses were destroyed, with the last shirts on their body they would proclaim “We are still

here–so long live Cologne!” A proliferation of other Carnival songs from the late 1940s echoed

these sentiments. The song “Fruhsenn trotz aller Nut,” (Joyousness in spite of all adversity)

proclaimed that “When Colognian carnivalists stand, Cologne can never fall asunder.” Another

entitled “Kölle bliev Kölle” (Cologne remains Cologne) held that, in spite of much suffering and

lack of physical homes, the “Colognian heart,” still remained. Another 1948 Carnival song,

“Hundert-fünfundzwanzig Johr Fastelovend,” (One-hundred and fifty years of Carnival) took a

similarly defiant tone against fears that their Carnival tradition would disappear after years of

interruption; the refrain proclaimed that their tradition will never fall asunder. The next year, a

Cologne Carnival song entitled “Wat uns blevv vum ale Kölle,” (dialect: “What remains for us of

Old Cologne”) similarly recounted that, while little was left of their former city, they would hold

strongly to that which remained and that their tradition and local natures “cannot fall asunder.”

The same year, yet another Carnival song defiantly insisted:  “As long as we live in Cologne,

Carnival will exist.” Colognians continued in later years to use Carnival as a defiant and

compensatory space of Heimat. As the Cologne government president asserted, Cologne Carnival

was the “high festivals of Colognian custom, father-city tradition, and love of Heimat,” and, as the

Cologne Carnival song “We are the Sons of the Rhine,” maintained two years later, Rhineländer

refused to forget “Heimat.”108

This element of community cohesion in performed communal traditions like Carnival
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 made them quite useful in processing trauma. While all such traditions facilitated performance of

local community, Carnival excelled above all others in this function, as it tore down formal

interpersonal distance. As the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin notes, Carnival is “without

footlights”–that is, it is an inherently participatory festival with no stable boundary between

performers and spectators.109 Early postwar Colognians combined Carnival’s emphasis on

indulging positive human emotions with the tradition’s community-forming principle to articulate 

“life affirmation,” as a specifically Colognian value rootd in their local tradition. To promote such

an interpretation of Cologne Carnival, many locals re-channeled a tradition of Colognian humor,

bringing it into discourse with the war’s “erasure” of positive emotion. Locals further described

its celebration as a harbinger of future times of peace. Description of Cologne Carnival as life-

affirming appeared in the very first ad hoc postwar celebrations. The Heimat enthusiast Joseph

Klersch described spontaneous events in 1946 and 1947 as displaying a “bravery to live,” noting,

among other things, a celebration attended by bearers of prosthetic limbs. Cologne Carnival, he

held, mirrored all “Colognian life” and represented a Colognian desire for life. His

contemporaries echoed these views. His fellow carnivalist, and head of his own Carnival

organization, Albrecht Bodde, wrote of the Colognian bravery to live displayed in Carnival. This

informed his view that supporting the tradition was a crucial task of rebuilding.110 A few years

later, Bodde re-enforced these sentiments, describing their tradition as a “health fountain of

Colognian happiness” that provided “healing water for wounded souls.”111 This intentional

juxtaposition of Cologne Carnival and its life-affirming powers with trauma can be seen

throughout postwar celebrations. One image from the Rheinische Zeitung from the 1950

Carnival presents us a visual illustration of this juxtaposition that appeared throughout discourse.

(Figure 1-9) The theme of this year’s Carnival, scrawled in local dialect at the top of the image,
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memorialized the 1900 year anniversary of the city. Below, we see the figure of the Cologne

carnivalist shaking his stick at the ruins of Cologne around the Cathedral. Here the jarring contrast

of the rubble world to the Cologne carnivalist is underscored. It succinctly depicted local views of

their tradition as a means of pushing back against trauma. They saw this process of processing

trauma as occurring in a decidedly local framework. The juxtaposition itself required little artifice;

it reflected a clashing duality that could be physically seen in the visual landscape of early postwar

Carnival celebrations. (Figures 1-10, 1-11, 1-12).

Illustrating the breadth of views of Carnival as a site of Colognian life-affirmation, several

local newspapers were filled with articles that contrasted their local tradition’s “life affirming”

powers with stimuli of trauma. They reported, for example, on special Cologne Carnival events

which gathered together those who suffered war damage, brain injuries, or lost limbs. Reports

described Carnival and its localist humor as providing brief opportunities to take leave from their

downtrodden circumstances and effect a temporary return of positive human emotion.112

Ascription of healing powers to their local tradition appeared in yet other media. Cologne’s

Theodor Milles publishing house, for example, iterated similar views in a collection of Carnival

speeches by Karl Küpper–a speaker banned during the Third Reich for his Nazi jokes. The

publisher presented Cologne Carnival as “soul medicine” that would help them confront the

challenges of the time.113 Other carnivalist performers and poets shared this view. The carnivalist

singer and speaker, Gebhard Ebeler, in an early postwar Carnival speech, described the local

celebrant as the optimist who says “yes to life.” Similarly, Johannes Leptien’s 1948 Carnival

poem, “Alaaf die Köllsche Gecke” described Cologne Carnival as an aide in emotionally coping

with the city’s destruction.114 Adding to the profusion of such expression, Hans Mollitor, a

member of the Carnival Honor Guard declared that, in times of crisis, the “life-affirming
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Colognian” emerges to confront it.115

In asserting Cologne Carnival as a pillar of localist “life-affirmation,” Colognians re-

appropriated their local tradition of carnivalistic humor with particular ease, bringing it directly

into dialog with postwar trauma. For generations, Cologne’s citizens identified with their unique

style of local humor. According to the early postwar carnivalist Hans Jonen, re-shaping this

tradition to cope with postwar circumstances resulted in a Colognian “tragi-comic” gallows

humor, which he argued was about creating a sense for the “life-affirming.”116 Ironic localist

humor blurbs written in chalk could be found throughout bombed out buildings in Cologne,

seemingly blunting the ruin’s traumatic force.117 Illustrative of the power of such localist humor,

one citizen reportedly played a symbolic localist song on a piano that had been freshly dragged

out of a burning building: The local song was entitled “Et hät noch immer immer got gegange”

(Things have always always gone great).118 Heinrich Lützeler, an early postwar Rhineländer,

emphasized the importance of such localist gallows humor as a means of coping and remaining

“human.” He held that Colognian humor was used to deal with threatening situations and create a

space of security.119 Konrad Adenauer certainly recognized this as he encouraged a reawakening

of localist humor in the ruins, calling a group of local dialect humorists to “go onto the rubble and

bring humor again to the Colognians.”120 Descriptions of Cologne Carnival humor as restoring

positive human emotions appeared quite frequently. The Rheinische Zeitung, in the lead up to the

first official Carnival celebrations, recounted that, in their world, humor was itself impossible– 

destroyed by war. The inverse of this world, it insisted, could be found in Cologne Carnival. Re-

establishing “true Colognian humor,” would help restore the city and a sense of protection. The

article concluded by arguing that the Carnival call “Kölle Alaaf” (long live Cologne), included not

only a sense of joy, but also responsibility, and “admonition.”121 The point was not to suppress
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past trauma through Carnival gaiety, but rather to enter into dialog with it.

Following the unofficial Carnival celebrations from 1946 to 1948, the official celebrations

after 1949 continued to be pervaded by the same notion of their tradition as a site of “Colognian

life affirmation.” The theme of the first official observances in 1949 made this clear, entitled:

“Mer sin widder do und dun wat mer künne” (dialect: we are here again and will do what we can).

The Westdeutsche Zeitung reported that the theme was not a haughty expression of pride, but

rather of their “right to exist.” “Life wisdom” the author held, could be found in Carnival and their

local humor.122 The Lord Mayor Robert Görlinger similarly commented on the theme while

handing the city keys to the Prince at the opening festivities. Görlinger held that the theme

demonstrated that Cologne was not dead and that citizens would do what they could to confront

their circumstances and rebuild. The Prince receiving the keys reaffirmed this views, proclaiming:

“the mentality of our Colognian hearts will give us the power to overcome all that is repugnant,

and it will give us the bravery to look into the future, because we know today, with joy, everything

can be overcome.” Those who lived in joy, lived in peace, the Prince argued as he declared “joy

and peace ” the official theme of his Carnival government.123 

Their Heimat tradition provided a medium through which to confront the trauma of the

rubble in a decidedly local framework. A grandiose national idea would not be the peoples’

redeemer, rather restored local communities and their spheres of private like took its place. Their

Heimat tradition, as a report that year recorded, provided a few hours in which to see only the

“optimism of the Rhenish people” that cleared their hearts of the rubble that surrounded them.

Their eyes, used to greyness and squalor now “bathed joyfully in the variegated play of colors”

that thrived in their local tradition.124 And, indeed, as the first postwar Rose Monday parade

proceeded through the streets in 1949, the color of make-shift costumes contrasted sharply with
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the drab tones of the ruins. The rubble mounds themselves served as bleachers. City officials

continually warned against celebrating on rubble piles– a warning they annually re-issue into the

late 1950s. In the early years, however, few other places were available. With few large standing

structures, outdoor neighborhood celebrations proved quite successful and reportedly conveyed a

particularly strong community feeling.125 Locals, including the Prince himself, recorded the strong

community sentiment in these early celebrations, including its sense of “life affirmation,” and

Heimat sentiment. The 1949 Prince described the tradition as representing the “unbroken bravery

for life of the citizens of this destroyed city.” He declared himself proud to be Colognian given

“their will to live and their bravery for life.” The carnivalist Hans Jonen, who composed the report

for the 1949 celebrations, reported how the large crowds had delivered a positive referendum on

its revival and symbolized a triumph of the “mentality of the Rhineländer,” which relieved

political and economic pressures. They had seemingly been drawn in by the tradition’s “life

affirming doctrine.” As if repeating a broken record, Jonen described that year’s Rose Monday

parade as conveying an “unbroken bravery to live” with Colognians feeling like “a single large

family.”126 In all of these accounts, local tradition, Heimat, community, and desire for Carnival’s

“life affirming forces” proved inseparable topoi.

Beyond the earliest rubble years, the connection of Carnival, local Heimat, and Colognian

life-affirmation continued. This can be seen in public discourses and official Carnival themes such

“Cologne in Minor and Major Keys.” Prince Edmund I, in 1951, pointed to the theme as

expressing an optimistic “Rhenish mentality,” and ordered his Carnival empire to proceed with

the “mobilization of life-affirming forces.” Their theme, Edmund argued, referenced looking back

on sorrows while looking ahead to joy. Colognians, he claimed, were a peaceful people who

maintained a laughing eye next to a sobbing one. Their tradition, he repeated, was about moving
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from “depression” to “life affirmation.”127 While an era of past warfare meant refraining from

both their Heimat festivals and everyday civilian life, the tradition’s return seemed to harbinger a

different time.  As yet another Prince argued, the tradition seemingly re-emerged as “the first

representative of a beginning time of peace.”128

After 1945, all types of performed communal traditions throughout West Germany gained

tremendous prominence as sites of local community feeling used to compensate for the lost built

environment of Heimat. Such traditions proved one of the main channels through which the

energies of the Heimat movement flowed. One Rhenish Heimat enthusiasts made precisely this

point at the “Rhenish Heimat day,” noting how festivals and local culture shaped feelings of

“community” and “Heimat.”129 Performed traditions were particularly powerful in that they

subsumed public spaces, facilitated simultaneous sensual performance of local community, and

could easily be recreated. The calendrical rhythms of such these traditions also often meant that

they functioned as recurring sites of personal memory, representing a lost personal past, and

helping to repair disjuncture in personal life narratives.

In Cologne itself, Carnival was far from the only performed local tradition, and given the

many reasons for the attraction of such traditions, it is little surprise that Colognians sought out

yet other localist festivals and public events. The Kirmes, a summer fun fair festival, was among

those localist festivals revived. The Cologne dialectician, Adam Wrede, described how Kirmes,

like Carnival, possessed  “community-forming powers.”130 Cologne further revived annual

Altermarktspiele, which featured localist plays on the public square by city hall. Hungering for yet

other communal gatherings, postwar Colognians arranged special events in which they could

celebrate local Heimat. Three far-reaching events were held from 1946 to 1950, including the

“Cologne culture days” (1946), the “Cathedral Jubilee” (1948), and the 1900-year Cologne
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anniversary (1950). The Cologne Culture Days (Kölner Kulturtage), organized by the city

administration, situated their local culture within a European culture of the “Occident,” rather than

a narrowly national context, while also seeking to demonstrate that physical destruction had not

destroyed their local “cultural will.”131 Two years later, Colognians held the Cathedral Jubilee,

which celebrated the 700 year anniversary of the Cathedral’s cornerstone laying. Many recounted

the event as embodying localism and local community.  A 1948 dialect song about the jubilee

stylized it as a symbol of Colognian “determination to live” (Levvensmot) and the city returning to

life.132 The similarity of this discourse to Carnival is unmistakable. Citizens noted that the jubilee

marked a major upswing in the city, attracting thousands of attendees who crammed into the

Cathedral square for the events (Figure 1-13).133 Wrede recounted that it strengthened local

traditional consciousness, while a Cologne professor reflected on how it helped make the

Cathedral identical with “Heimat feeling,” irrespective of a person’s religion. As long as the

Cologne Cathedral remained standing, he wrote, Cologne remained “Heimat.”134 Finally,

organizers presented the event and the cathedral bells as symbols of a new time of “peace” and

collection of forces for the future.135

Only two years later, Colognians held a slew of events to observe the 1900-year city

anniversary. As early as 1945, the upcoming anniversary was propagated as an opportunity to

emphasize local community, history, and tradition. The anniversary, as Jeffrey Diefendorf has

argued, was used to teach returnees about local history, and eased their return to everyday life.136

Konrad Adenauer first promoted the upcoming anniversary in the Kölnischer Kurier in the

Summer of 1945, insisting that it should be used to awaken the spirit of the old city, and its

inheritance as a city of Rome, Europe, Germany, Christianity, and Humanism. After encouraging

anniversary observances, Adenauer concluded his article by discussing German guilt and
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perpetration of war crimes.137 Years later, citizens celebrated the anniversary with a string of

events, theater pieces and dialect songs, which presented Cologne’s 1900-year history as an

inspiration for rebuilding.138 Numerous exhibitions, special events, publications, and Carnival

celebrations contributed to the anniversary. Locals yet again acknowledged how such events

compensated for a destroyed built environment. As one citizen wrote in a special newspaper

printed for the 1900-year anniversary: after the bombings, what remained of Cologne could, in

their time, be found only in the immaterial realm: those things that could not be destroyed by

“explosives and phosphorous.” 139

Conclusion

 The turn to local Heimat in the rubble of Cologne tells us much about the postwar turn to

Heimat. The Freudian binary of the homey (heimlich) and the uncanny (unheimlich) that pervaded

the rubble of German cities did much to jump-start the turn. The experience of evacuation and

return, insecurity, disorientation, and obliteration of past individual worlds triggered an inward

reorientation toward the local stage and away from an expansive idea of nation as the guarantor of

future life. This effected a crucial psycho-geographical cognitive and emotional transference.

Rather than projecting anxieties and future hopes onto the surface screen of national ambition, the

intimate world of local Heimat came to the fore as the place where anxieties and torn life

narratives registered. Local Heimat simultaneously offered a place where locals could bridge over

rupture and imagine new personal future. As the case of Cologne demonstrates, loss and fear of

loss ultimately fueled the movement. Nothing pushed emphasis on Heimat more than the specter

of “Colonia Deleta,” and feelings that past personal lives had been irrevocably buried underneath

the rubble.
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Several indices in Cologne evinced the strong turn to local geographies of home after

1945. Locals demonstrated clear awareness that local culture and Heimat activities had reached

unprecedented heights. Amidst desires for family and friends, community, and places of restored

civilian life, local evacuees discussing their own premature return held that desire for local

Heimat drove them back– a sentiment expressed in the phrase “it must be Cologne.” The

explosion of new Heimat societies, Heimat publications, discourses on the local world, dialect

poetry, Heimatkunde, emphasis of performed local tradition, and so forth, all displayed the turn to

Heimat. Extraordinary events like the Cologne Culture Days, Cathedral Jubilee, and city

anniversary offered yet more channels for the movement to unfold. In attempting to overcome a

sense of a lost former local world, Colognians used these and other “non-material” aspects of the

local as compensatory spaces through which locals could convince themselves of the continued

existence of Heimat.

 Early postwar Cologne witnessed a revival of the three primary pillars of the Heimat

concept: desire for comprehensible territory, emphasis on community, and tending to cultural

uniqueness.140 The local turn began with emphasis on physical return, followed by emotive revival

of local community and an explosion of local cultural activities in the rubble. This chapter has

examined many of the factors that motivated these developments. Nevertheless, a consideration of

the ideological framings of the local turn remains outstanding. The following chapter addresses

this question by looking at how locals reformulated local identities through re-invention of local

traditions and historical memories. Also left unanswered is how many Heimat enthusiasts saw the

local turn as fitting within a new federalist democratic system. This question too is worthy of

further examination.
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“Cologne is in all things of life a tolerant city.”1

-Peter Sabel, Kölner Stadtanzeiger (1963)

Chapter II 

Democratic, World-Open, and Tolerant: 

Colognian Tradition and Re-shaping Heimat Values

After 1945, locals in rubble Cologne confronted more than just the challenges of piecing

together ravaged communities, rebuilding lost Heimat, repairing torn private lives, and finding a

space of “life after death.” Like other West Germans, they also faced the daunting task of forging

identification with a new democracy, scrapping entrenched enemy images vis-a-vis the West, dis-

identifying with Nazism, and realizing the nascent goals of European unification. They also had

to grapple with leaving behind a centralized dictatorship and rebuilding a German federalism.

Finally, after an era that witnessed promotion of fundamentally exclusionary notions of

community, postwar locals confronted an unprecedented influx of outsiders into the city. The

arrival of Eastern German expellee in the early years would be followed a decade and a half later

by the arrival of yet other outsider groups of different nationalities. 

In coming to grips with these many challenges, nothing could have been more lethal than

the idea that democracy, European unification, and more open forms of community were utterly

foreign bodies. At the same time, national identity proved problematic in facilitating new

identifications. Local identities, by contrast, proved tremendously malleable, and the veritable

torrent of discourses on local Heimat in early postwar Cologne reveals tremendous

reformulations of local identities. Most importantly, we see the emergence of new claimed tenets

of local identity: Colognian “democracy,” “world-openness,” and “tolerance.”

These dynamic identity claims pervaded localist discourses in the city, but citizens did not

need to read proliferating Heimat journals, attend any of the many Heimat evenings, or read local
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newspapers to encounter them or participate in their construction. Such reformulation of local

identity could just as easily be seen on the stage of the city’s disheveled streets during public

events, festivals, and anniversaries. From the Cologne Culture Days in 1945 to the Cathedral

Jubilee in 1948, Colognian citizens, through processions, speeches, and public events, heralded

their region as a  “world-open bridge” vis-a-vis the West. Similarly, during the 550-year

anniversary of the Cologne constitution and during the 1900-year city anniversary, one could

hear speeches, watch theater pieces, or visit historical exhibitions that underscored their city’s

“democratic” histories. Perhaps one of the most telling scenes appeared in the second official

postwar Carnival where celebrants cheered a float of the personification of Cologne being

injected with syringes of “demokratin;” it was itself a succinct microcosm of what was

happening with local identity. Following such displays, carnivalists, as seemingly permissive,

democratic, and anti-militarist Colognians, often dressed up in Prussian uniforms and mocked

authoritarian Prussian traditions.

Local identity, in short, came to the fore as a highly effective resource at a moment of

crisis, offering a medium to dis-identify with Nazism and forge conceptual identification with a

new system and new goals. The flood of writings about Heimat and the locality in early postwar

Cologne reveals the strongly popular roots of ideas of Colognian democracy, world-openness,

and tolerance. Soon after 1945, they became dominant and went largely unchallenged. Two

mechanisms proved most essential to their construction: reformulation of local historical memory

and re-invention of local traditions. Colognians had a large body of historical matter at their

disposal, including the city’s Roman origins, pre-national “Christian occidental” history, their

medieval guild democracy, status as a border region, history of international trade, status as

hotbed of nineteenth-century radical democratic politics, and their historic anti-Prussianism. Re-
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invention of tradition, particularly of Cologne Carnival, also proved a prominent tool in

reformulating identifications. The tradition had defined local identities for generations, and it

shaped local social life year-round. The tradition’s meaning, moreover, was historically flexible

and underwent radical re-invention from its medieval origins to the nineteenth century.2 After

1945, its perceived meaning continued to evolve in tandem with local identities, with its

antagonism to authority, class leveling, anti-Prussianism, popular inclusion, free speech, and

facilitation of anti-militarist displays all decisive assets.  

Shifts in local identities were nowhere more apparent than in early articulation of 

“world-openness” as a local value. Its emergence was accompanied by the swift death of the

notorious trope of the “Watch on the Rhine.” Since the nineteenth century, the figure flourished

in local discourses, symbolizing the Rhineland as a national fortress.3 Tossing the figure

overboard, postwar Colognians instead described their city and region as an international bridge,

emphasizing historical memories from their city’s pre-national past, Roman influences,

international connections and trade, and position at the center of Christian Europe. Identification

with medieval Christian Europe as a denationalized idea did, admittedly, bring it own regressive

baggage. However, conceiving of their local Heimat as “world-open,” aided in turning away

from nationalism and toward European unity. These developments ultimately proved essential to

cultural demobilization. While war culture relied on the type of absolute enemy images that the

Nazis had carefully tended, cultural demobilization, by contrast, required their removal–

something never fully realized after World War I.4 After 1945, on the level of the locality and

region, we see contrasting developments vis-a-vis the West.

Early postwar Colognians linked local Heimat and democracy in two ways: through the

specificity of their local identities and through articulation of how local orientation itself was
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crucial to a decentralized democratic system. Many Heimat enthusiasts emphasized how, in a

federalist democracy, local worlds must be sacrosanct sites not subjected to grandiose national

spatial visions. Local spaces, many argued, also offered accessible sites of democratic political

participation, while geographically expansive polities were often the realm of political machines,

privileged elite interest groups, and aspiring dictators. Such advocacy for a Heimat-infused

federalist democracy went hand-in-hand with articulation of democracy as a specifically

Colognian value. In promoting ideas of Colognian democracy, many locals emphasized the

history of their “guild democracy,” Free Imperial city, and their hostility to Prussian

authoritarianism and militarism. Many further interpreted Cologne Carnival as a democratic

tradition, emphasizing its permissiveness of speech, anti-hierarchical veins, participatory nature,

its anti-militarism, and its hostility to the Prussian tradition. Of course, ideas of Colognian

democracy did not suddenly make citizens adept practitioners of democracy; in democratic

practice, West Germans fell short on multiple fronts. Such identities also did little to help coming

to grips with German crimes of the recent past, even if locals seldom argued that they absolved

them of guilt. Still, through such ideas, many citizens found a medium through which to identify

with the postwar search for democracy and defuse the notion that it was a foreign entity. 

Ideas of Colognian world-openness and democracy dovetailed with the later emergence of

the idea of “Colognian tolerance.” In the immediate postwar years, some Heimat enthusiasts did

evoke local “world-openness” to reference embrace of outsiders. But it was not until the mid

1950s that the idea of Colognian tolerance came into its own–used to reference tolerance toward

outsiders and toward their own fellow citizens who had different political or life views. The idea

emerged at a time when the city saw a notable influx of non-natives and expellees, and it

gradually displaced older, more rigid categories of local citizenship. Reformulated historical
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memory and re-invention of tradition–particularly Cologne Carnival– again provided the idea

with historical roots. With the arrival of a growing immigrant population into the 1960s,

progressive Heimat enthusiasts again used the idea to argue for their acceptance as a practice of

local tradition. Colognian tolerance, moreover, proved a sliding signifier that persists in the

present day city and has been claimed by and used in reference to new groups. 

In addition to articulating tolerance as a specifically Colognian value, many Heimat

enthusiasts also promoted a tolerant Heimat idea by arguing for Heimat as a human metaphor.

They argued that by reflecting on one’s relationship to their own Heimat, they could understand

newcomers to the city who lost their own–whether those newcomers be expellees or foreign

immigrants. Several wrote on how this made Heimat and cosmopolitanism compatible principles.

Of course, both Colognian tolerance and theories of tolerant Heimat, like ideas of Colognian

democracy and world-openness, remained proscriptive concepts rather than descriptive realities. 

Creating more permeable and open forms of community proved an ever ongoing challenge.

While the previous chapter demonstrated the turn to local Heimat in the rubble of

Cologne, this chapter concludes by outlining the factors that informed the concept’s cultural

devaluation during the 1960's. The long-term effects of the Economic Miracle played a role in its

decline, though in its earliest stages, economic boom facilitated rebuilding and a domestic

nesting that harmonized with desires for Heimat. The relationship between Heimat and economy,

in short, was not as black and white as they appear in theories of the concept as either anti-

materialist or about capitalist exploitation. Generational and intellectual shifts also contributed to

the decline of the Heimat movement in the 1960s. The youth had very different memory profiles,

not having experienced the same ruptures, dislocation, and lost Heimat as their parent generation.

Around the same time, the expellee societies used the Heimat idea ever more provocatively in
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Cold War conflicts, which increasingly shaped a new generation’s attitude toward the concept.

While Heimat sentiment after these years persisted, later staggered revivals paled in comparison

to the strong local turn of the early postwar years.

The Death of the Watch on the Rhine: Local Heimat as a World-Open Bridge

In 1945, as Colognians feared the loss of their local history from the physical destruction

of its many edifices, they quickly discovered much older ones that had long been buried. Sorting

through stone mounds overgrown with weeds, and digging out old foundations, locals found a

host of Roman ruins from a pre-national past; the volume of discoveries ultimately required a

new scheme to house the finds. The unearthings came at a convenient moment, presenting

citizens with one of the first usable pasts that they would appropriate to articulate ideas of their

region not as the most German of places and bulwark of the nation, but as a historic “world-

open” bridge to the West that had historic influences from beyond Germany. As the finds were

still being made, a local event in 1946, the “Colognian Culture days,” promoted a denationalized

democratic localism with much fanfare. The events included a series of speeches, a local history

exhibition, theatrical and operatic performances, and the unveiling of a local theater and a new

museum building which would house Cologne’s newly-found Roman relicts. The event’s theme

underscored its purpose. Entitled “the Rhine and Europe,” it sought to awaken memories of the

city’s Europeanness. The mayor, Hermann Pünder, opened the Cologne Culture Days

proclaiming emphatically: “Cologne lives!” His speech drew on Cologne’s pre-national history

as a center of “Christian occidental culture,” a tradition which he argued persisted despite the

city’s ruined state. He pointed to the Roman Dionysus mosaic, the Cologne Cathedral, the city’s

cultural traditions, and medieval histories to anchor Cologne’s  self-understanding as a European
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city. Their mission in rebuilding, Pünder announced, would be to recreate the city as a historical

site of the “European Occident.” Their local European tradition, he continued, had become their

“duty of the present,” with the European idea containing “Christian love and human tolerance.”

Identification with the European idea, he insisted, should be held not out of calculation, but of

conviction. Rather than throwing the national idea completely overboard, he insisted that the

European and national ideas were compatible and that Cologne, with its German, Roman, and

Christian histories, was an ideal site from which to recognize this compatibility.5 

The Cologne Culture Days were a harbinger of popular changes in local self-

understandings after 1945, with Colognian and Rhenish Heimat enthusiasts rapidly shifting from

seeing their city and region as a national fortress to understanding themselves as an international

bridge. The Culture Day events strongly hit home how their local history made their city a

democratic bridge between national peoples. The Cologne culture secretary couched the events

as building a bridge across hate, mistrust, and divides between Germany and Europe. Cologne,

he continued, was a city of the “European middle”– at the “heart of Europe.”6 In a different event

speech, another local used the opening of the new city history exhibition to address the historic

duty of their local Heimat in a postwar democracy. He proclaimed that “the Heimat-enthusiast

and Heimat-proud Colognian people” had the obligation to remember their local history, which

for him meant maintaining their local-historical “push toward freedom.” Citizens who listened to

his speech later entered the exhibition to see the medieval “democratic” city constitution, the

Verbundbrief  (1396).7 City reports held that the events demonstrated the dedication of their

“Rhenish cultural metropole to international understanding on a cultural basis.”8 

These new narratives of place evinced a decisive break from those promoted by

nationalists and later National Socialism. Of course, it has become fashionable to construct
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narratives of continuity across the 1944/45 divide, often by isolating strands from their broader

context, and privileging the 1960s as the actual period of democratization. While not seeking to

challenge the importance of the 1960s in democratization, I would argue that we must examine

early postwar discourses on the democratic and European project to consider how many postwar

citizens came to identify with the search for democracy and western rapprochement much earlier.

Local identities provided but one media through which such conceptual identifications could be

forged.

In Cologne, the earliest caesura of the early postwar years can be most clearly been seen

in the death of the Wacht am Rhein. After 1945, the symbol of their regionalness as a defensive

German wall was nowhere to be found, and would never reappear as a significant figure of local

self-understanding. Tossing overboard such nationalist tropes, Colognians in the wake of the war

continually emphasized the connection of their localness to international reconciliation and

European Unification. Only two years after the Cologne Culture Days, locals used the Cologne

Cathedral Jubilee in 1948 for yet another dramatic demonstration of local history as inspiring a

bridging across nationalized borders. While the church used the events for its own propaganda,

others argued that the event represented the victory of a different European German tradition

over an exclusionary tradition that prevented international reconciliation.9 In the lead up to the

1948 jubilee, interpretations of Colognian history, tradition, and geography, as fashioning a

“world-open” and “European” identity, reverberated throughout popular local discourses. The

Heimat publication, Unser Köln, for example, published articles that defined being a Rhineländer

as balancing Germanness with being world-open, and European. The Rhine, such articles

insisted, did not separate people, it joined them. They encouraged fellow Rhineländer to turn

away from nationalism and toward a regional tradition of freedom.10 Such narratives of world-
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open Colognian natures continued beyond these years, evoked continually throughout the 1950s

and 1960s. The local Joseph Haubrich, for example, later argued for Cologne as an “entrance

gate” of the western world to Germany, while others like local professor Hans Peters described

their locality a bearing the “soul of contemporary European culture.”11 Societal Heimat

enthusiasts, like those in the society Alt-Köln took up the same idea of Colognianness as

balancing local rootedness and “world-open” Colognian tradition.12 In propagating such

identifications, postwar Colognians appealed to a notion of local Heimat as serving the nation by

de-centering it and rendering its boundaries porous. In the process, pre-national histories went

from representing what nationalists saw as abhorrent divisions of national unity, to becoming

positive histories to be revived in a new federalist, unified Europe.

Heimat enthusiast also sought to convey to their children through Heimatkunde the notion

that local-rootedness and world-openness were compatible values. Instead of promoting a myopic

view of localness, the youth Heimat publication Jung-Köln used local teaching to foster awareness

of the outside world and broad concepts. Articles on the history of local innovators, industries,

flora and fauna, architecture, history, theater, travel, transportation networks, practiced traditions,

and so forth, all served to teach children about both the local world and the broader one outside of

it. The Heimat publication’s regular sections on Colognians’ global travels particularly sought to

harmonize local Heimat sentiment with a broader global purview, encouraging local children with

a strong sense of Heimat, to become interested in and to respect other world cultures and practices

by reflecting on other peoples’ relationship to the places that they too saw as Heimat.13 Heimat

appeared here not as a metaphor of Germanness, but as an anthropological metaphor for the local

situatedness of the human condition.

Promotion of world-openness as a local value had parallels throughout West Germany. It
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also reverberated in Rhenish areas beyond Cologne. Karl Arnold, the North-Rhine Westphalia

state president, for instance, at the 1954 “Rhenish Heimat day” discussed “world-openness” and

“Heimat” vis-a-vis the youth. Rhenish children, he declared, should be brought up to be “world-

open.” This world-openness he believed, was not achieved by hectic running about the globe

photographing tourist attractions. Rather, he believed Heimat itself could facilitate world-

openness; by understanding their relationship to their own regional Heimat, they could understand

others’ relationship to their own places of home. By others, he did not mean only fellow nationals;

he believed that Heimat, when understood as an inherent human experience, contained a spirit of

world-openness.14 

The rapid increase in localist identification with Europe and the proliferation of more

permeable concepts of Heimat represented crucial breaks with earlier notions of region.15 

These development were significant, even if they came with their own substantial pitfalls. To

provide but one example, identification with Colognian world-openness through historical

memory of the Christian occident, while facilitating dis-identification with national egoism, also

proved laden with resurgent conservative Christian tropes that informed an era of sexual

repression. Strains of the Christian Occident idea were also used to buttress divisions with the

Eastern block. The aggressive postwar ambition of the Catholic Church to re-Christianize

Germany through the Occident idea could be seen, among other places, at the Cologne Cathedral

Jubilee in 1948.16 Ultimately, however, emphasis on world-openness as a local value represented

an early, if at times clumsy, attempt to conceptually harmonize Heimat with cosmopolitanism.

Affiliating Local Heimat with Postwar Democracy

Like the affiliation of Heimat with world-openness, postwar Colognian localists linked
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Heimat with democracy through two means: firstly by articulating notions of local-rootedness and

Heimat as essential to democracy, and secondly through the idea of democracy as a specifically

Colognian value. Locals often articulated such ideas with a sense of urgency about an uncertain

future. Before considering the emergence of “democracy” as a specific tenet of Colognian

identity, it is necessary to examine Heimat enthusiasts’ arguments that Heimat and local

orientation were themselves essential to the establishment of a new decentralized democracy.

Such notions were rooted in recent experience of totalitarianism, and reacted against the

subjugation of local worlds to mass geo-political goals. Heimat enthusiasts frequently argued that

local Heimat was to be the center of a restored vibrant private sphere that must be sacrosanct and

above being harnessed for grandiose ambitions. Psychic emphasis on local and regional spaces,

many argued, would have a structural and cultural decentralizing effect, described not as anti-

national, but as fostering a healthier vision of nation. Learning perhaps the wrong lesson from the

rise of Nazism, many local enthusiasts further argued that mass political parties, creatures of the

national stage, were harmful to democracy; decision-making instead should be invested in local

communities. Local Heimat, they often argued, would act as a “comprehensible forum” for

increased public political participation that would achieve the opposite of complex mass political

systems which they described as shutting out normal citizens. Some localist charges against the

dictatorship were quite legitimate. Nazi use of the Heimat concept itself rejected valuation of local

worlds for their own sake, insisting that they must look toward outward expansion and militarist

struggle.17 Postwar Heimat enthusiasts made the same charges against the Soviet Union,

skewering the Soviet dictatorship as an anti-Heimat state given the regime’s willingness to uproot

people from their localities for mass geopolitical ends. In charging the Soviet Union with a

disregard and undemocratic contempt for Heimat they often cited not only uprooting of the
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expellees, but also Soviet treatment of non-Russian cultures (in such evocations, Heimat again

was not simply a German feeling, but about individual relation to place). Democracy, they often

argued, must respect individuals’ roots in their local worlds; expansive visions, in contrast

denigrated individuals by forcing them into a depersonalized utilitarian mass. In some areas, these

were legitimate critiques of the dark face of modernity implicit in totalitarianism. Historians of the

early postwar period, however, have often precipitously labeled such concerns– often articulated

through the language of “massification”– as itself inherently anti-modern and anti-democratic.18

As we shall see, Heimat enthusiasts typically discussed the dangers of massification in terms of its

threat to democracy, illustrating at the very least their identification with the postwar search for a

democratic system.

The idea that a democratic re-orientation could be bolstered by elevating the status of local

worlds had popular appeal throughout West Germany. It proved equally prominent in Cologne.

While many examples can be found, the early postwar writings of the Colognian Heimat

enthusiast Joseph Klersch provide a salient example. The amateur historian, carnivalist, and

localist, though not a man of any significant political influence, wrote frequently on Heimat as

crucial to a postwar democracy. Klersch argued that rootedness in local space fostered a “feeling

of responsibility,” and was an “elementary school of politics” that contrasted to mass political

systems and their barriers to grassroots participation. For Klersch and other local enthusiasts,

everyday citizens needed local venues of democratic governance to avoid becoming Untertanen–

subservient subjects.19  “Metaphysical rootedness” in a place, he argued, instilled one with

democratic responsibility toward their locality; “atomization of society,” by contrast, was the

death knell of democracy by breeding  “helplessness and passivity.” It allowed political

speculators to prey on their “libidinal urges” and “forgetfulness,” and then “ruthlessly” misuse
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them.20 Intimate communities and face-to-face relationships, Klersch argued, meant that one did

not become the “robotic” “mass man,” of totalitarianism. In comprehensible space of local

Heimat, the individual acquired the “capability of judgement.” Heimat preserved individuality and

prevented uprooted individuals from falling for demagogic “rat catcher melodies.” What Klersch

did not advocate, however, was backward ruralism. They must, he argued, expiate the notion of a

fountain of health in the German village which supposedly contrasted to the “ill cities.”21

In Klersch’s writings, he further described local worlds as a means of pushing against an

expansionary national idea. “Real Heimat feeling” he saw not as outward national sentiment, but

rather, “daily experiences of a trusted environment.” This did not mean that Heimat was without

dangers; Klersch argued that Heimat enthusiasts must avoid falling for “romanticism” or “false

ideology.”22 Other localists throughout West Germany similarly referenced the need of Heimat

enthusiasts to avoid romantic or utopian visions of Heimat. Their “Heimat movement,” as Klersch

termed it, was about giving people a new sense of humanity by protecting local spaces from

dehumanizing “massification.” Heimat, moreover, was not to be anti-modern in spirit; local

culture and traditions should, according to Klersch, be reconciled with modern circumstances and

a technological world. It should not be exclusionary, but encourage understanding between native

localists and outside groups like the expellees.23 

Other Colognian locals echoed Klersch’s views of local Heimat as a site of democratic

potential. Max-Leo Schwering, who took over at the city office for the promotion of local culture

at the end of the 1950s, argued that “Heimat” offered a means of avoiding the creation of “robotic

masses” who did not think for themselves and who took no responsibility. Leveling individuals

into malleable masses, he believed risked creating a political passivity that provided rich soil for

dictatorship. “He who has no Heimat,” Schwering argued, risks losing public spirit and not caring
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for their fellow man.24 Concurring voices could be found throughout the Rhineland. At the

Rhenish Heimat Day in 1953, Karl Arnold, a figure once hounded by the Nazis, held that

“Heimat” was neither backwards nor reactionary; it was the foundation of a state that would be

the “anti-thesis of modern nationalism”–the key to a “constructive future.” He affiliated absence

of Heimat with dictatorship, pointing to how non-Russian nationalities in the Soviet Union were

uprooted in a utilitarian spirit. Soviet massification, he argued, created a society without Heimat;

economic utility, he insisted, should never trump Heimat.25 Through such examples we see that,

while Heimat could be used to tear down enemy images in the West, it helped to sustain them via

the East, which West Germans encoded as a space of “anti-Heimat.”

Other Rhenish localists underscored how, in a postwar democracy, they needed a modern

notion of Heimat, open to change, that harmonized traditional consciousness with modern

impulses. Heimat enthusiasts like Adolf Flecken and his Rheinischer Verein für Denkmalpflege

und Heimatschutz were among those who voiced such views. Heimat sentiment, Flecken wrote,

should avoid false romanticism and be geared toward the “duties of the present.” The society was

to make the rich heritage of their “Rhenish Heimat” useful for the present and the future.

Modernity, he continued, required change, but this did not mean dispensing with Heimat and

regional tradition; it meant finding a harmonic balance between “traditional and modern forces.”26

The Heimat society held to this view, re-iterating again at their yearly meeting the need to support

Heimat while rejecting “false romanticism” and “sentimentalism.”27 Those in another Heimat

society, the Rheinischer Heimatbund, felt the same, insisting that Heimat should not be a relict of

the past or an element of museum work. Rather, it must be modern and “close to the times.”28 The

point was not regressive backwardness, but to make local intimacy compatible with modernity

and a new democratic system. 
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Colognian Democracy as a Local Value

While articulating theories of local rootedness as beneficial to modern democracy, many

Heimat enthusiasts simultaneously pushed the idea of democracy as a specific tenet of local

identity. Their tools in this project were reformulation of local historical memory and re-invention

of tradition. Colognians had a panoply of unique traditions and histories to draw from. Moreover,

affiliation of Colognian identity with democratic colorings was not entirely new. Inchoate ideas of

Colognian democratic and anti-militarist natures fluctuated throughout the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. James Brophy, for example, demonstrates how nineteenth-century Rhenish

Carnival acted as one of the earliest forums of a democratic public sphere, with nineteenth-century

regionalists positing a certain connections between Rhenish identity and “constitutional rights and

participatory politics.”29 Interpretation of Cologne’s primary Heimat festival as a democratic, anti-

Prussian, and anti-militarist tradition oscillated throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries.30 Reinhold Billstein, and a host of other historians have further demonstrated the

existence of a host of prewar democratic traditions in Cologne, while Jonathan Sperber has shown

how radical democratic groups flourished in the nineteenth-century Rhineland, fomenting an

otherwise successful revolution in 1848-1849 until it was crushed by the Prussian military.31

Historically, there was more than stereotype to the Rhineland having more democratic leanings

than East Elbian Germany. Nevertheless, articulation of democratic Colognian identity in earlier

periods was ever inchoate, incomplete, and contested.32

In the early postwar years, this affiliation went from inchoate to hegemonically articulated.

In 1950, at the peak of Carnival, we see perhaps the most theatrical glimpse into these

developments. The Rose Monday parade that year memorialized the city’s 1900 year anniversary

with scenes from local history. Floats could be seen with Konrad Adenauer being crowned a local
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democratic hero, while others blasted Prussian militarism and rigidity. At the end of the parade,

the final section, entitled: “the 1000 year empire,” mocked Nazi visions of grandeur. Here, a float

appeared that presents us with a succinct microcosm of how local identity was developing. The

float, entitled “Tünnies is being denazified,” depicts Tünnies, the personification of Cologne and

its local natures, receiving medical treatment after Nazi efforts to inculcate him with negative

values. (Figure 2-1) A team of physicians surround him with medicines titled anti-Nazin cream,

anti-Nazi powder and doses of demokratin. One doctor’s resemblance to Adenauer, is

unmistakable–his second appearance in the parade. Locals continued memorializing him as a local

democratic hero in later years.33 The 1950 Tünnies float presented a stunning visual summary of

the project of infusing local identity with democratic affiliations. 

Local historical memory would prove crucial to the construction of ideas of Colognian

democracy. As Maurice Halbwachs argued, historical memory is inherently shaped by the needs,

circumstances and social pressures of a given historical period. Scores of scholars have confirmed

the validity of this observation in different historical contexts.34 Much work on memory for early

postwar Germany, however, has focused almost exclusively on questions of guilt suppression,

often neglecting the many ways in which postwar society simultaneously sought to shape

historical memory of the more distant past as they faced an unstable future. Facing a new Cold

War, economic disaster, and the influx of expellees whose loyalty to the new state seemed

uncertain, postwar Colognians and other West Germans palpably feared a second Weimar.35 The

early Federal Republic itself has been usefully described as the “catastrophe that never

happened.”36 In turn, many local Heimat enthusiasts often discussed memory of the distant past in

terms of its use in confronting a turbulent future for which they needed to solidify identification

with new values. While national memory proved a difficult medium for forging such
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identifications, localities proved a more fruitful avenue. In propagation of “local” democratic

values, locals seldom argued or even hinted that it reduced their responsibility for Nazi

crimes–though the idea of Colognian democracy did nothing to help come to grips with local

culpability for the past. As the historian Celia Applegate convincingly argues, Heimat after 1945

was often perceived as a medium of rehabilitation.37 Notably, local histories that would have been

more effective in suppressing local culpability for the Nazi past seldom appeared in discourses on

local identity. Such histories included the status of Cologne-Aachen as the district with the lowest

voting levels for the Nazis. Reference to this history was surprisingly low, though the Nobel prize

recipient Heinrich Böll pointed to the low level of Nazi voters in Cologne-Aachen as one of the

reasons that made him feel comfortable living in the Rhineland. Böll was otherwise known for

emphasizing local processing of their complicity in Nazi crimes.38

   But what local historical memories proved useful in establishing democracy as a perceived

Colognian value? As elsewhere in rubble Germany, histories of eras prior to national unification

and centralized territorial states were re-valued en masse. While nationalists and National

Socialists had viewed histories of German fragmentation as abhorrent, after 1945, Heimat

enthusiasts frequently appropriated them to advance a federalist and more de-centered image of

nation. Cologne was no exception, and already in 1946, a convenient memorial arrived. In this

year, the city celebrated the 550 year anniversary of the Cologne city constitution written in 1396.

The constitution had overthrown an oligarchy of ruling families and established the city as a

“guild democracy.” If not for their postwar circumstances, it is questionable whether the

anniversary would have been observed. But in 1946, it provided the perfect opportunity to link the

city’s old “guild democracy” and history as a Free Imperial City to a local value of “democracy.”

Postwar Colognians held several events to memorialize their “democratic constitution,” including
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theatrical performances where locals saw enactments of the 1396 revolution where “subjects”

became “free citizens.”39 While the Englishman could look to the Magna Charta to posit

democracy as part of his national identity, the Colognian citizen could do the same in

reformulating notions of local identity. In forging such identifications, it was aside from the point

that historical matter seldom aligns neatly with popular memory.

The Heimat enthusiast and amateur historian Joseph Klersch avidly promoted the guild

democracy as giving Colognian democracy historical roots. In 1947, in a new Heimatblatt,

Klersch wrote that the 1396 constitution was the origin of a “democratic tenor” that Colognians

had in their local natures. He underscored a Colognian feeling of equality, proclaiming that a

spirit of democracy still lived in the city. Klersch later took this message to the youth, insisting

that their medieval guild democracy, while not a true democracy in the modern sense, contained

an “old transmitted Colognian democratic mind set” that citizens should identify with.40 Klersch

was explicit about the function that such historical memory should play in present-day Cologne: it

taught Colognians that people who think differently should have equal rights.41 

Klersch was not alone in promoting historical memory of the guild democracy as a pillar

of Colognian democratic identity; Max-Leo Schwering, the Cologne museum director, did much

the same. Schwering did not aim to exculpate locals through narratives of Colognian democracy;

rather, as head of the city museum, he pushed confrontation with local complicity for the Nazi

past more than many locals would have desired.42 Others like Cologne architectural

conservationist, Hans Vogts, also pushed memory of the guild democracy, with similar goals in

mind. Known for his sensual verbal tours through images of the prewar city, Vogts described

Cologne and its guild democracy as a “democratic local community” which left behind no

elaborate Duchal palaces. He described buildings like the old city hall as representing Cologne’s
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status as a city of humanism and occidental spirit.43 Emphasis on democratic traditions in local

architecture could also be found in discussions about rebuilding historical structures described as

containing democratic symbolism. Localists underscored reconstructing the old city hall, whose

history extended back to the Free Imperial City days, describing it as a historical marker of

“Colognian city democracy.” The city hall’s Hansasaal and the Platzjabbeck, a figure on the

tower, were both particularly interpreted as democratic symbols. Heimat enthusiasts also

emphasized rebuilding the Gürzenich– a medieval social meeting hall that they some described as

having democratic symbolism; the first days of its reconstruction itself became a localist Carnival

event.44 As a youth Heimat journal argued in 1949, the Gürzenich was a symbol of “freedom.”45

Some locals clearly recognized that the guild democracy was anachronistic and only a vague point

of inspiration. For localists like Werner Holbeck, they were not to be mimicked, representing but

pre-modern “beginning realization of basic rights” with which Colognians should identify.46

Even more than Cologne’s medieval guild democracy, the city’s nineteenth and twentieth-

century conflicts with Prussian rigidity and militarism offered a prime foil against which postwar

notions of “Colognian democracy” developed. Prussia stood in the minds of many as the spiritual

ancestor of Nazism, rooted in submission to authority, strident militarism, authoritarianism,

territorial expansion, and rigid class structure. These affiliations were not purely postwar

inventions, with many in the prewar years also viewing the Nazis, for better or for worse, as the

spiritual inheritors of Prussian tradition.47 Nor was anti-Prussianism in Cologne something new,

having existed to varying degrees since the early nineteenth century. In the immediate postwar

period, however, anti-Prussian sentiment n Cologne reached unprecedented levels and served new

purposes. By rallying against the “Prussian tradition,” Colognians and Rheinländer posited anti-

militarism, anti-hierarchy, challenging of authority figures, and democracy as overtly local values.
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Heimat enthusiasts were not alone in viewing cultural “de-Prussianization” as akin to

denazification. The British, Americans, and French allies all explicitly emphasized abandoning

Prussian tradition as a postwar imperative. These attitudes circulated at all levels of allied

administration–including the likes of Charles de Gaulle and Winston Churchill. After 1945, the

occupiers looked positively on the popular anti-Prussian sentiment that exploded in postwar

Cologne. As the British Lieutenant J.M. White wrote while stationed in Cologne in 1946, their

Rhenish tradition should be emphasized in order to turn away from the dark traditions of Prussia.

Germany needed to learn democracy, White continued, by encouraging individual personality,

community, and abandoning soulless Prussian state machinery.48 Cologne’s citizens themselves

similarly associated Prussian tradition with depersonalizing mass state structures and an atomized

“massified society.” Hans Schmitt-Rost, a Cologne Heimat enthusiast with a knack for anti-

Prussianism, for example, argued that Colognian nature included a penchant for “human scales”

in which they mistrusted the “apparatus,” “the masses,” and the “machine.”49 By turning to face-

to-face personal relationships of Colognian Heimat, and respecting individuality, he believed, they

could turn away from a system of mass political manipulation that was spiritually linked to the

Prussian tradition. Joseph Klersch similarly reflected this view in his writings on the “duties of

Heimat” in their time. “Heimat,” he wrote, was about “tending to personality” in an era of

“massification.” The point was not to indulge in a solipsistic anti-modernism–rather, as Klersch

made clear, Heimat was about seeing the “smallest entity in its largest context.”50 

Whatever Prussian tradition truly contained, its imagined substance functioned as a screen

against which locals articulated ideas of political participation, decentralization, greater social

equality, and democracy as local values. In so doing, they increasingly stigmatized submission to

authority, rigid social structure, and centralized state machinery. Locals sought out several media
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for expressing hostility to such seemingly Prussian values, including attempts to rename the

traditional Hohenzollern bridge, or instilling their children with opposition to Prussian tradition

through Heimatkunde.51 Beyond re-configuring local historical memory to forge notions of

Colognian “democracy,” locals had yet other tools for reformulating local identities. Re-invention

of performed traditions served a similar purpose, and, in Cologne, no tradition was more

important to local identity than their traditional Carnival. Often referred to as their “father-city

festival,” the tradition was saturated with expression of “commitment to Heimat,” with the

refrains of its songs triumphantly declaring “Cologne is our Heimat.”52

 

Re-invention of a Heimat Tradition and Colognian Democracy

Cologne Carnival, a tradition with medieval origins, underwent tremendous re-invention

over the course of its history, keeping many continuous forms that later took on radically different

meanings. While medieval Carnival symbolized the Kingdom of Hell as the counterpoint to

Lent–the evil of human natures to be rejected– by the nineteenth century, the tradition had fused

with local and regional identities and became a performance of positive Rhenish jollity, and a

“healthful” break from forces of rigidity–values to be promoted and embraced beyond Carnival.

Many factors informed the Heimat tradition’s historical malleability, including its inherently

participatory nature, and its lack of boundaries between performers and spectators, making it

difficult for a single group to control the tradition.53 After 1945, the tradition’s perceived meaning

continued to evolve in tandem with local identity, and its re-invention offered yet another route to

affiliate democracy with their localness.

The idea of Cologne Carnival as a democratic tradition was not completely new. Over the

centuries, absolutist rulers distrusted the tradition given its disorder, mockery of authority, social
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leveling, and free speech. Early nineteenth-century Cologne Carnival reformers were strident

democrats who filled Carnival with politically encoded symbolism, including tropes of the city’s

freedoms prior to Prussian annexation. The Carnival form itself acted as a re-occurring discursive

space on societal orders.54 Throughout the nineteenth century, Cologne’s citizens projected

different politicized meanings onto the tradition, including inchoate interpretations of Carnival as

a democratic, anti-Prussian, and/or nationalist tradition. After 1945, however, inchoate notions of

Cologne Carnival as democratic and anti-Prussian surged, and formerly contested symbolism

interpreted as democratic were magnified; this included interpretation of the Carnival number

“11," as an equality symbol and Carnival uniforms as mocking militarism.55 Other democratic

symbolisms created by early-nineteenth century Carnival reformers also proved of value,

including the “Kölsche Boor” and “Kölner Jungfrau,” personages in the Carnival triumvirate who

represented Colognian free citizens. Postwar citizens emphasized the figures as symbols of their

democratic civic spirit, and praised  nineteenth-century reformers for pushing their tradition into

“true democratic channels.” Others believed that “the democratic and the permissive” elements of

Cologne Carnival had even longer historical roots.56

The earliest postwar celebrations saw theatrical expressions of their Heimat traditions as

being a bastion of local democracy. In February 1951, as the grey rubble world bathed in a sea of

colorful costumed citizens, the Carnival Prince, in addition to elaborating on the tradition as a site

of Rhenish optimism and mobilizing “life-affirming forces,” asserted that his Carnival Kingdom

was the “most tolerant democracy on earth.”57 As the first postwar Prince similarly proclaimed,

his Carnival Empire was a monarchy in name only, and his subjects had a true “democratic

(jesters-) freedom.”58 The locally-patriotic carnivalist Hans Jonen echoed this in posing the

question “What does Carnival have to do with politics?” His answer was “very much!,” as he
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touted its satire’s democratic function.59 Other prominent carnivalists loudly proclaimed the

tradition’s contrareity vis-a-vis Prussian bureaucratic natures, while playing up Carnival

symbolism as representing a Colognian “democratic disposition.”60 Locals often used celebrations

to advance a politics of democratic unity, while denouncing dictatorship and Nazism in new

Carnival songs like “D’r Molli,” which insisted that in future, they would be wary of dictators.61 

Theatric carnivalistic expression of hostility to Prussian militarism was particularly salient

in early postwar celebrations. Locals easily pulled on anti-militarist and anti-Prussian tropes that

were already latent in their tradition. For over a century, for example, societal carnivalists donned

eighteenth-century military uniforms, carried fake wooden rifles, and often appeared as a rag-tag

disordered force that engaged in the Stippeföttche–a dance consisting mostly of posterior rubbing.

Throughout the nineteenth century, the idea circulated that the uniformed figures and their

theatrical non-sense mocked Prussian militarism, though this was a contested interpretation. In the

postwar period, however, many locals re-appropriated and magnified such anti-militarist

interpretations, using both discourse and visual persiflage to skewer militarists.62 Postwar parades

offered a prime venue for such expressions. Floats mocked Prussia and the need to dismember its

traditions. One float depicted the Prussian bureaucrat as the heathen with Viking horns, while yet

another mocked the figure of the cantankerous Prussian policemen. Another float roasted military

re-armament, depicting it as a wing-man with a propelling cone sticking out of his anus, while

another attacked re-armament with the image a distressed angel of peace, riding on a tank with

Prussian spiked helmets, with the inscription “who is to pay for this?”63

Promotion of anti-militarism as a tenet of local tradition appeared elsewhere in Carnival,

including in the first postwar Carnival constitution issued by Prince Theo I in 1949. In the most

important article of his constitution, “§11,” the Prince made a demilitarization declaration; his
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dutiful scribe further referred in song to their local tradition as a “festival of peace.”64 Such anti-

militarism, however, was not entirely uncontested. The next year, anonymous individuals put up

posters denouncing celebrating Carnival when they should be thinking of the German POWs.

Celebrants tore down the posters and proceeded with events.65 Anti-militarist sentiment in their

Heimat tradition continued throughout the 1950's and 1960s. Local writers such as Partykiewicz

(pseudonym), Hans Jonen, and Eva Stünke, continued to write about how their tradition mocked

Prussian militarism.66 Others used Carnival to make jokes about the Federal Army, while some

present-day locals continue to see anti-Prussianism and anti-militarism in the tradition.67

This magnified layer of anti-Prussian/anti-militarist meaning in their local tradition fed

directly into ideas of democracy as a local value. Heinrich Lützeler, a local professor in the early

1950's, spoke on the democratic nature of Colognian Carnival humor at the “Wednesday

discussions,” a forum of democratic discussion held weekly in the Cologne train station.68

Lützeler recorded his thoughts in two booklets on the philosophy of Colognian humor and how it

informed Colognian democracy. Their local value of democracy, he argued, was not a “theory of

state,” but rather a “life feeling.” Rhenish tradition, he argued, was, as reflected in carnivalistic

and humorist traditions, rooted in the West and against Prussian military traditions. Lützeler also

believed that Colognian hostility to rigid class boundaries was inscribed in their local humor and

Carnival tradition, and informed the life-feeling of “Rhenish democracy.”69 

Adding to their assets in identifying their Heimat tradition with democracy, Carnival

historically contained class-leveling elements, which fit neatly with early postwar notions of

democracy requiring a strong Bürgertum and the doing away with rigid Prussian class structures.70

Carnival’s class-leveling aspects included renouncing the formal Sie (thou-speech) regardless of

class or authority, and the mocking of authority figures. Contested equality symbolism, like the
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Carnival number “11,” similarly gained prominence. The number, which contrary to legend did

not originate as a symbol of equality, represented in the medieval period the wicked overstepping

of the ten commandments, re-interpreted by some of their nineteenth-century ancestors as

symbolizing equality between the classes (1 to 1), inscribed onto Jacobin-like Carnival caps.71

Postwar Colognian citizens magnified these perceived meanings in claiming opposition to

rigid class structure as a local tradition.72 Heinrich Böll reflected these interpretation by insisting

on class leveling as a value of Cologne Carnival and an intrinsic part of Colognianness and

Rhenishness. The difference between Cologne Carnival, and, say Bavarian “Fasching” he

insisted, was that the former was “classless, like an infection, that does not know the difference

between classes.” Böll used this interpretation of the tradition to answer the question: “What is

Colognian?”73 Böll was not alone in emphasizing a socially progressive democratic local identity.

Others, like the museum director Max-Leo Schwering did the same by teaching Colognian

children socially-progressive local histories to promote identification with Cologne as a city of

“trail-blazing social progress,” which helped the poor and challenged authority.74

Finally one of the less obvious ways in which locals viewed their tradition as democratic

was its strengthening of local community bonds. This notion was founded upon the idea that

atomization and massification threatened democracy, while forces that tended to local community

redound to the benefit of democracy. The notion of community participation as key to democracy

was quite prominent amongst Heimat enthusiasts. Localists like Joseph Klersch, viewed local

solidarity as a means of overcoming ideological fervor by putting face-to-face relationships above

geopolitics. In 1947, he wrote how “love of Heimat” and values of local community helped

overcome the “spiritual and moral collapse” of their people.75 Their local Carnival tradition and

other performed ritual traditions, in turn, offered a medium to perform the primacy of local
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solidarity over ideology and geopolitical struggle. Community-promoting traditions seemingly

protected against the isolation and massification that provided tinder for aspiring dictators. For

this reason, Klersch believed they should emphasize passing on Cologne Carnival to their children

as part of an “upraising to democracy,” given how it encouraged community participation.76 

The theme of placing local unity over dangerous ideological division can be seen

throughout early postwar celebrations. Eberhard Hamacher, the head of a prominent Cologne

Carnival society wrote in 1948 that their society symbolized a “peaceable spirit” and “love of

Heimat” that respected all citizens regardless of their politics.77 The following year, Carnival

Prince Theo I transformed this philosophy of local unity over ideological allegiance into practice.

At a prominent Carnival event, the Prince called representatives of the Liberal, Socialist, Christian

Conservative, and Communist parties to appear on the stage arm in arm. He proclaimed Carnival

as the space where all of their hostilities against each other could be reconciled in a realm above

partisanship.78 Other Carnival Princes propagated this same localist notion, with one declaring

their tradition to be a “true connecting link” that brought together locals from “different types and

different classes...as only a truly democratic people could wish.”79 Local unity through Heimat,

they believed, placed loyalty to fellow man over loyalty to ideology. With the Weimar years fresh

in their memories, heated party rivalry seemed to be one of the greatest dangers to democracy.

Heimat, by contrast, seemed to offer a space of consensus.

The Birth of Colognian Tolerance as a Local Value

While postwar ideas of Colognian democracy had some earlier precedents, the emergence

of “Colognian tolerance” as an explicitly claimed local value was without precedence. This is all

the more surprising given the prominence of the idea in the contemporary city. One need not dig
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deeply in present-day localist discourses to find references to the term. Peppered throughout

dialect rock songs, the notion has been appealed to for different purposes, including use by

progressives to fight hostility toward foreigners. Colognian tolerance has also been used to

reference contemporary embrace of the city’s large gay and lesbian population. Colognians,

unsurprisingly, posit “Kölner Toleranz” as timeless. Even scholars have failed to question such

assumptions. Helene Klauser, in a book on Cologne Carnival, for example, argues that the spirit

of “Colognian tolerance” originated with the Ubier,  the tribal people that the Romans invited to

settle the city.80 However, in sifting through discourses on Heimat and local identity in prewar

sources, “Colognian tolerance” is nowhere to be found. It can first be found in the early postwar

period. As with other early postwar developments in local identity, Colognian tolerance derived

from re-formulations of historical memory and local tradition. It emerged at a time of significant

outsider influx, including expellees, and later, immigrants. Colognian tolerance, like democracy,

was a prescriptive ideal, and was understood within the limited framework of the time. A local

utopia of acceptance of sexual, cultural, racial, or ethnic otherness their city was not. It was,

moreover, like the rest of the West, a time of regressive sex and gender norms. 

Nevertheless, defining localness through tolerance belies interpretations of Heimat as

conceptually backward and exclusionary. While exclusionary strains of Heimat have been

propagated, tolerance was by no means conceptually incompatible with the core tenets of Heimat,

namely: local rootedness, belonging, need for familiarity, and valuing private life memories

inscribed in local spaces. Many West German Heimat enthusiasts sought to demonstrate this

compatibility in re-shaping local identities. Cologne reflects this pattern. As an edited postwar

volume by Heinrich Böll held, Cologne was neither exclusively a world city nor a provincial

city–it hovered above one-or-the-other dualities. Heimat and cosmopolitanism could seemingly be
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harmonized, and Cologne, the article continued, could be “Heimat” and have aspects of a world

city. Other early postwar localists similarly described Cologne as a city that was large and

cosmopolitan but not “depersonalized.”81  In such references, Heimat does not appear as the

essence of Germanness. As one Colognian wrote in 1950, it would be “arrogant” to claim Heimat

as simply a German phenomenon. Heimat, he argued, was something that described peoples’

relationship to their places of home across the globe.82

Many of the same historical memories used in claiming Colognian world-openness proved

equally useful in articulating tolerance as a local value. While evocations of local world-openness

appeared almost immediately after 1945, references to local tolerance first surfaced in the 1950's

and early 1960's.83 Useful histories included past outsider and refugee integrations and Cologne’s

historic interaction with foreigners in its role as a trade hub. By emphasizing how outsiders

historically found refuge in Cologne, progressive localists portrayed integration of new outsiders

as a performance of local tradition rather than a challenge to it. Adam Wrede, a pre- and postwar

Heimat enthusiast and local dialect expert promoted such a conception of local tradition in 1948.

In a new Heimatblatt, he wrote on the “maintenance of Colognian uniqueness” and argued that

Cologne was historically adept at maintaining tradition amidst massive change. Turning to the

expellee issue, he argued that Cologne historically succeeded in “melting together and

Colognifying natives and immigrants.” He pointed, among other things, to the twelfth-century

integration and extension of citizenship to artisans from diverse geographic backgrounds and

Dutch refugees who integrated into Cologne in the 1500's. After 1945, the Colognian “duty of the

hour,” he wrote, was to meld together old Colognians with new citizens.84 Wrede’s statements

preceded the emergence of Colognian tolerance as a concrete idea, but demonstrate early

antecedents. The same historical memories used to affiliate Colognian identity with European
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unity also proved effective in shaping ideas of Colognian tolerance. This included Cologne’s

history as a Roman and “occidental” city, which seemingly made the city a “world-open bridge”

that hovered between nationalizing spaces. Joseph Klersch, like Wrede, held that Colognians had

a historical “world-openness” and “tolerance,” (Duldsamkeit) that helped Colognians make

outsiders into insiders. To demonstrate this local value, he cited a Colognian poem which

recounted the outsider being invited in Colognian fashion to sit down at their local table. For

Klersch, local history cemented these values, including their Roman history and historic

geography on the Rhine, which gave Cologne “farsightedness and world-openness.” Klersch

believed that the city, rather than being rigidly nationalized, had a western, European culture,

which attracted outsiders, for whom the city quickly became “Heimat.”85 He was not alone in

advancing a more tolerant vision of Heimat through local historical appeals. Adenauer advanced a

similar view, as did the Lord Mayor, Theo Burauen, who held that Cologne’s history as a trade

and transport center instilled citizens with a “tolerant, world-open spirit.”86

Cologne Carnival also became a site of articulating tolerance as a local value. In many

ways, the tradition was uniquely suited to such an appropriation. Carnival was a topsy-turvy space

that permitted greater deviance and subjective indulgence expressed in ostentatious performance.

As early as 1949, locals used their tradition to express notions of Heimat as balancing local

rootedness with openness toward otherness,  describing how, through Carnival, Colognians hang

“onto their Heimat with love” while having a “world-open sense.”87 In 1951, one of the first overt

descriptions of Cologne Carnival as embodying tolerance appeared in Edmund I’s reference to his

empire as the “most tolerant democracy of the world.”88 Cologne carnivalists used some older

historical mortar to cement an interpretation of their tradition as being explicitly about Colognian

tolerance. One useful historic concept was the “Jeck”–a Colognian Carnival term going back to at
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least the sixteenth century, referencing an individual and their unique proclivities.89 In Cologne, it

also became a playful way to refer to one’s fellow man in everyday life–often implying that the

person had a unique character. By the nineteenth century, Carnival dialect aphorisms used the

Jeck concept to enumerate the tradition’s values. These aphorisms included “Jeck sin mer all,

ävver jeder Jeck es anders” (We are all Jecks but all Jecks are different) and “Jeck los, Jeck elans”

(Jeck, let the Jeck pass). These remain well-known tropes of local self-understanding, first

interpreted in the 1950's as explicitly making tolerance a local value. The phrases have

occasionally been called the Colognian “tolerance edicts” and continue to appear as laws in the

mock Cologne constitution. A local newspaper article during Carnival in 1954 demonstrates early

descriptions of the Jeck concept as embodying Colognian tolerance. Written to teach non-

Colognians dialect, the article held that to be a Jeck, was not derogatory; it was about building

bridges between people, developing understanding for different views and individual peculiarities.

The localist concept, it continued, represented a “right to individuality” imbued with “tolerance”

and “benevolence.” The concept, the writer continued, brought no judgement, no offense, and no

exclusion.90 Equivalent interpretations of the Jeck concept and Jeck aphorisms persist in

contemporary Cologne.91

The lack of boundary between performer and spectator in Carnival also bolstered its

function as a site of localist tolerance. Few mechanisms, barring state intervention, permitted

control over who could celebrate. Its inherently participatory nature is precisely what made the

modern tradition an ecstatic, recurring performance of local community. Given the role of

Carnival in shaping local community, enlightened postwar Heimat enthusiasts encouraged its use

to integrate newcomers. In a non-nativist spirit, Carnival Princes declared that one must not be

native, and can “learn” local uniqueness through participation in Carnival, therein becoming
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Colognian.92 Progressive localists seeking to marshal Carnival for integration also underscored

teaching the tradition to outsiders who did not speak dialect.93 One Carnival Prince hit home how

their local tradition embraced all citizens, old and new and possessed a “power of assimilation.”

Carnival and the “spirit of Colognian tolerance,” he declared, were enviable. Carnival organizers

themselves bragged about how the number of Carnival Princes not native to Cologne affirmed

“Colognian tolerance.” By 1960, Colognian tolerance, crystalized into a fully enshrined local

value, bolstered through affiliation with their Heimat tradition.94 In 1963, locals like Peter Sabel

declared: “Cologne is in all things of life a tolerant city.” A lecturer on Colognian humor whose

presentation Sabel attended the evening prior agreed with such sentiments.95 Such affiliation of

Carnival with tolerance, moreover, proved infectious, popping up in other Rhenish cities.96 

As locals increasingly adopted notions of tolerance as a local value, more rigid categories

of local citizenship began to lose currency. While designations of belonging based on duration of

a family’s residence in Cologne held sway during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

such as Alt-Kölner, Eingesessenen, or Alteingesessenen, they receded in the early postwar period.

By the mid 1950's, Hans Schmitt-Rost described how such older categories had fallen apart. The

question of “who is Colognian,” he wrote, could no longer be described with these rigid

designation, even if there was lingering arrogance of older Cologne families who saw themselves

as “patent Colognians” in contrast to the “Imis” (imitation Colognians). Schmitt-Rost held that:

“in regards to Cologne: here everyone becomes Colognian!”97 The concept of the “Imi,”moreover,

was a tricky localist term that vacillated between being exclusionary, neutral, and in some

circumstances, a positive designation of local belonging for non-natives. It implied not outsider,

but one who had learned local culture after relocation. Some individuals self-identified as Imis,

with one Carnival song proclaiming that the Imi had Colognian tradition deep within them.98  In
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other circumstances, the Imi concept was used in playful jest, but could have a potential for

exclusion, which turned some against it. By 1960, the Lord Mayor and the president of the

Standing Committee of Cologne Carnival stated that the word Imi was obsolete and should be

done away with. Cologne, they argued, was a city of Europe.99

To witness the clear shift in local identity effected by ideas of Colognian tolerance, one

only need look at tropes of localism from a few decades earlier when the songwriter Willi

Ostermann complained in song about how the “foreign stuff” in the city is regrettable, and that, in

adopting the “dance of the day” people rejected “Heimat.”100 Several decades later, a different

tune could be heard. Member of the Kölnische Karnevals-Gesellschaft, e.V. 1945, for example,

insisted that their local Heimat festival was about bringing “good tradition” and “the newly

formed” into harmony.101 One member rhapsodized about how he was not from Cologne or the

Rhineland, but had found his “second Heimat” there through their “great Heimat festival,” which

instilled natives and non-natives with a sense of belonging.102 Early postwar progress in inclusion,

of course, should not be overstated. Colognian tolerance was by no means a descriptive reality.

Exclusion through localism continued to be a problem. One local woman even took to the pages

of the Kölnische Rundschau to insist that only “real Colognian girls” should celebrate

Weiberfastnacht, the Carnival Thursday when women turn male authority upside-down.103

Nevertheless, Colognian tolerance remained as a crucial ideal in localist discourse. Decades later 

figures like the president of the Society of Friends and Promoters of Colognian Folk Culture, still

underscored the importance of inclusion through venues like Carnival, and insisted that locals

must remain vigilant against turning their Heimat tradition into either an exclusionary event.104

Transforming ideals into performance, however, remained an ever ongoing project.
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The Challenge of Performing Local Tolerance and Heimat as a Human Metaphor

These shifts raise the question of how Colognian tolerance played out in relation to two

major outsider groups: expellees and immigrants. It is no coincidence that the idea emerged

amidst outsider influx. While expellees resided primarily in rural areas immediately after 1945, a

second phase of inner-German movement later increased their urban presence. The myriad of

factors that challenged expellee and immigrant integration cannot be recited here. The primary

question is how Heimat enthusiasts responded to outsider arrival through localist activities. What

did expellee influx mean for the city’s self-understanding and notions of Heimat? In the late

1950's and 1960's, a narrative of successful expellee integration held sway throughout West

Germany. Historians have recently challenged this as myth, some replacing it with an inverse

myth of failed integration.105 This question will be examined in greater detail in Chapter VI.

Needless to say, expellee integration in Cologne saw a clear mixture of tensions, rejections, and

pro-active attempts by Heimat enthusiasts to integrate the expellees. Localists also differed on

whether expellees should conform to local culture or be allowed to maintain cultural difference. 

Cultural differences proved a point of tension. Anti-Prussianism, rife throughout the

Rhineland, proved a case in point. Ideas of Colognian western orientations, used to promote

rapprochement with Western neighbors, in some circumstances led to an arrogance vis-a-vis East-

Elbian expellees. The avid anti-Prussianist Hans Schmitt-Rost, for example, wrote in 1955 that

the 40,000 expellees who lived in Cologne had, after some conflict, given up the role of being an

“Untertan” by having “dissolved themselves into the free West.”106 Other locals expressed

irritation when expellees chaffed at the Colognian culture. Many locals also expressed frustration

that expellees had legal privilege over evacuees in housing, which prevented many evacuated

Colognians from returning home.107 Paul Wagner, an expellee and former Mayor of Neidenburg,
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pushed back against Colognian anger at expellee settlement privileges, arguing that the expellees

would gladly return home on foot if they could–a jabbing reference to the Colognian song, often

sung by local evacuees, which recounted how locals’ homesickness drove them home. Wagner

insisted that West Germans should support the expellee “battle for their rights.”108 Local-expellee

conflicts, however, were more mild in Cologne as it did not witness the same expellee influx as

cities like Lübeck, which saw its population double with expellee arrival. In 1950, around 26,000

expellees lived in Cologne, with 60,600 East Elbian Germans in total when including those from

the GDR; 13,900 foreigners also resided in Cologne. The city population further consisted of

363,800 native Colognians and 99,500 from other North Rhenish cities.109 Numerical dominance

likely made Colognians feel less threatened and therefore more wiling to adopt slogans of

tolerance. By 1956, an article in the Kölnische Rundschau, for example, pointed out that from

1880 to 1956, the percentage of native Colognians in the city remained nearly unchanged. It

emphasized that Colognians should respect non-natives, while also expressing the view that

natives should remain the majority.110 The preparedness for tolerance, in short, clearly had limits. 

Beyond cultural differences, expellees confronted numerous other challenges that inhibited

integration, including lost social networks and clear economic disadvantages. Integration anxiety

also surfaced, with much expellees harboring fears that full emotional integration would result in

the loss of native cultures and relinquishing landscapes of past personal lives. This included

distress over their children integrating into places disconnected from the landscapes of their

parents’ former lives. Ultimately, the threat of dissolving into the new population hovered as

many expellees’ greatest fear. While West Germans generally accepted the permanence of

expellee settlement much earlier, many expellees entertained illusions of return for years.

In Cologne, amidst mixed solidarity and conflict, Heimat enthusiasts could be found
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among the msot strident voices calling for greater integration and giving expellees a feeling of

Heimat. They used the idea of Heimat as a metaphor of personal experience to rally sympathy for

the expellees. By looking to their own relationship to local Heimat, many argued, they could 

develop compassion for expellees who had lost theirs. This argument proved a leitmotif in West

German Heimat discourses vis-a-vis the expellees. As a Colognian school inspector argued in a

youth Heimat publication, understanding and appreciating one’s Heimat is a means of

understanding others’ relationship to their Heimat.111 Joseph Klersch was among such vocal

proponents of a tolerant Heimat idea, arguing in 1948 that while Colognians lost the built

environment of Heimat, the expellees lost Heimat in the most absolute terms. He accepted their

permanent settlement in the West and insisted that a Colognian goal would be to give them a

“new Heimat.” He later wrote on the particular need to give expellee children a sense of Heimat;

while one could reconstruct a physically destroyed Heimat, Klersch concluded that when a “young

tree is transplanted” it had to be tended all the more carefully so that it could grow new roots.112

For Klersch, Heimat did not divide locals and expellees; it could forge common understanding.113

The city office for local culture subsequently adopted as an official duty tending to expellees and

helping them “find a new Heimat” in Cologne.114 City administrators supported such integrationist

impulses. Lord Mayor and avid localist, Theo Burauen, recalled how city policy makers sought to

unify locals and expellees by pursuing reconstruction models that prevented segregation.115 In

Rhenish Heimat publications, one could also find articles emphasizing rebuilding in a way that

promoted acquisition of a second Heimat for both natives and newcomers.116

Propagation of a more tolerant Heimat idea can be found in other mainstream localist

media. This included popular dialect poetry. One early postwar dialect poem, published in a new

Heimatblatt, wrote that “those who come from the outside to the Rhine, burdened with sorrows,”
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should be “surrounded with love,” and “given Heimat,” with a stretched out “hand of

brotherhood.”117 Here, the uniqueness of dialect was not used to articulate exclusion; it sought to

rally those who understood it to embrace outsiders. Inclusive attitudes could also be found in

Heimatkunde. The youth Heimat publication, Jung Köln encouraged tolerance toward expellees,

insisting on the Colognian duty to help them find a new “Heimat” in Cologne.118 These notions

reverberated throughout the Rhineland more broadly. Peter Altmeier at the Rhenish Heimat Day

urged solidarity with expellee’s “right to Heimat” which for him meant not return to the east, but

finding a second Heimat in the West.119 Expellee Heimat conventions also offered opportunities

for Colognians and Rheinländer to express solidarity with the expellee plight. The local

administration used the 1950 Silesian meeting in Cologne to announce a cultural sponsorship for

the city of Breslau, even if they hesitated to divert sparse financial resources to it.120

Most interesting in Colognian arguments for a tolerant Heimat concept vis-a-vis expellees

is the sparsity of appeals to Heimat as a national commonality. Rather than appealing to nation as

a “local metaphor,” Heimat appeared primarily as a human metaphor. That is, one could reflect on

their own personal relationship to their local place of home to sympathize with and embrace those

who had lost theirs. Embeddedness in local places of home became the common metaphor that

Heimat enthusiasts used to encourage solidarity with the expellee plight. Understandings of

Heimat as a human rather than a national metaphor also allowed it to be later transposed to

promote local integration of foreign immigrants. By the early 1960s, just as foreigner influx was

about to begin, Colognians increasingly believed that expellee integration was complete. Joseph

Klersch argued by mid-decade that expellee children had found “Heimat” in Cologne, while G.

Wilczek, writing on Cologne’s Breslau sponsorship, held that Breslauer in Cologne had already

become full citizens of their new home.121 Claimed successful integration was not necessarily
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positive, often overlooking continuing tensions. Derogatory terms for expellees still circulated in

Cologne as they did throughout West Germany, and, after two decades in the West, many West

Germans balked at expellee leaders’ trumpeting of their losses and demands for return of Eastern

territories. Expellee financial benefits also caused tension. In one derogatory song from the

1960's, the expellee appeared as he who gets “everything” except for “homesickness.”122

   Nevertheless, progressive Heimat enthusiasts continued to promote tolerance as a tenet of

Colognian identity, appealing to Heimat as a means to accept outsiders by conceiving it as an

inherent human experience regardless of its particular geography. The Rhenish Heimat

enthusiasts, Adolf Flecken, in his 1965 speech at the Rhenish Heimat day, declared that in having

a Heimat, people of all countries and landscapes were similar: it was about personal experiences

of space. Heimat was not an ethnic category, rather, it was “acquired” and in a spirit of love of

fellow man, it could be “created.”123 Such a view of Heimat as a universal experience can also be

found at the grass-roots Heimat poetry. As Albrecht Bodde, an amateur poet wrote in a Carnival

poem entitled “De Heimat,” it was irrelevant whether one’s Heimat was a small rural village or

urban metropolis, or whether or not it had a large cathedral and ornate palaces. The value of

Heimat, the poem held, came from being a place of individual human experience.124 Heimat in

such understandings was, in short, first and foremost about individual human experience of space

as anthropologically analogous.

In Cologne, as expellee integration matured in the wake of the Economic Miracle, foreign

groups, largely of Italian and Greek origins, arrived in the city–often displacing expellee-West

German tensions.125 Cologne’s immigrant population, which stood at a modest 20,035 in 1961,

expanded greatly throughout the decade.126  The challenges and exclusions that immigrants faced

in West Germany have been well documented, and Cologne was no exception. Racism circulated
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in the Rhineland as it did elsewhere in the West. Progressive Heimat enthusiasts, however, can

again be found among those arguing for greater acceptance. They used once more historical

memories of Cologne’s historical ability to draw people from the outside and make the city

“Heimat” for them– an argument appropriated in the 1958 Cologne Almanac, whose editors

promoted a pro-European, anti-Prussian, anti-totalitarian vision of local identity.127  Nor were

Colognians the only ones to evoke local historical memory to argue for embrace of new Greek and

Italian immigrants. At the Rhenish Heimat day, their fellow regionalist Adolf Flecken did the

same. In the nineteenth century, he argued, immigrants came to the Rhineland from France, the

Netherlands, Poland, Italy, and Belgium. Two generations later, he held, they became natives,

rather than segregated appendages. Flecken continued that his Heimat society aimed not only to

integrate the expellees; they also sought to help immigrants find a second Heimat in the

Rhineland. Given the origin of most immigrants from the Mediterranean, Flecken drew on the

Rhineland’s Roman histories, noting how influx from Mediterranean historically enriched their

culture. It was typical for their “Heimat,” he insisted, to have immigrant influx while maintaining

a basic Rhenish component. By portraying the two as compatible, he sought to disarm 

immigration as a threat to Heimat.128

Notions of Colognian-world openness and tolerance vis-a-vis immigrant newcomers were

again iterations of ideals and not descriptive realities. Discrimination against foreigners remained

rife. Reprimands for failure to live up to claimed local values vis-a-vis foreigners could result.

Wolfgang Schulze-Olden, a University of Cologne student, and student association president

(AstA) addressed their city’s self-understanding as “world-open,” calling attention to where it was

lacking. Foreign students in Cologne, he argued, still experienced exclusion, subjection to highly

offensive stereotypes, and housing discrimination. Criticizing gaps between value claims and
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performance, Schulze-Olden issued a renewed call to embrace foreign students.129 Outsiders could

also call out locals when they did not adequately perform local values. One foreign exchange

student, in a letter to the Kölnische Rundschau demonstrated this, pointing to how Colognians

jokingly referred to non-natives with phrases such as “Pimock,” and “Imi,” which he held were

often used in jest, but could still inhibit a feeling of belonging.130 

Nevertheless, the seriousness with which many took tolerant ideals of Heimat was

reflected in attempts to convey them to local children. Emphasis on Colognian tolerance, world-

openness, and the idea of Heimat as a human metaphor could also all be found in Heimatkunde.

The youth Heimat magazine, Jung-Köln particularly propagated this view. Next to articles on

local history and culture, publishers included regular columns on immigrant experiences in

Cologne. They further used accounts of locals’ world travel to promote a cosmopolitan localism,

in which their relationship to Cologne was analogous to peoples’ relationship to their local places

of home throughout the globe. The youth Heimat journal often recounted stories of immigrants to

Cologne from areas including Greece, Afghanistan, Turkey, and Indonesia, demonstrating their

struggles leaving behind social networks, adjusting to a new culture, and confronting treatment as

second-class citizens. The articles encouraged tolerance and acceptance. Recounting the story of a

Greek girl who arrived in their Rhenish metropolis, for example, the journal invited young readers

to speculate whether, having left friends and familiar places behind, if she would find a sense of

“Heimat” in her new place of residence.131 Here, Heimat appears not as a national trope, but rather

as a human metaphor that described a harmonious relationship between individual and place that

could be experienced by all people in different global localities.132 This and other examples clearly

illustrate how more tolerant notions of Heimat had clearly gained a foothold in local discourses.

They remained but small tools that could be appropriated to help tackle a mammoth problem for
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which there would be few easy solutions.

Dwindling Enthusiasm: Cultural De-Valuations of the Heimat Concept

In spite of attempts to articulate more tolerant notions of Heimat, Cologne, like the rest of

West Germany saw a mounting cultural devaluation of the Heimat concept throughout the 1960s,

reaching a peak during battles over Ostpolitik at the end of the decade. This cultural devaluation

was preceded by the political victory of a purely structural federalism in the mid to late 1950s,

which brushed aside many Heimat enthusiasts’ visions of a more culturally-rooted federalism.

Diverse factors informed the cultural devaluation of the Heimat concept during the 1960s. As we

shall see later, the expellee movement wielded the idea of their “right to the Heimat” against

rapprochement, with Ostpolitik supporters responding by drudging up Nazi misuse of the concept

and fashioning it into a political weapon against the expellees. Prior to the 1960s, affiliation of

Heimat with Nazi propaganda was fundamentally absent, and almost never referenced or even

hinted at in Heimat discourses, whether for apologist purposes or otherwise. Only in subsequent

generations would a myth of the Heimat concept as tainted after 1945 take hold. The political

philosophy of the 68ers further emphasized a singularly global geographic purview, in which the

specificity of private life and intimate realms of personal experience held little significance. 

Yet other factors influenced the decline of the Heimat concept, such as long-term

stabilization and completed reconstruction. In Cologne, 1958 saw many of the last rubble

structures disappear; the city opera which stood for over a decades its ruined form came crashing

down, as did the pot-marked neo-Romanesque masts of the Hohenzollern bridge towering above

the Rhine. Coincidentally, 1958 also saw the opening of a new city museum. The Lord Mayor

declared that it would “deepen love of Heimat” and increase local historical consciousness.133 By
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1961, a writer in Jung-Köln declared that Cologne’s war wounds had healed, even if scars

remained.134 As a sense of instability, vulnerability and lost Heimat subsided, feverish

preoccupation slowly with it leveled off.

The long-term effects of the Economic Miracle certainly played a role in the decline of

local Heimat enthusiasm. Material stabilization meant that protective spaces of local solidarity

were less needed. Employment-driven movement also, over time, rendered local community

bonds more soluble. We should not, however, posit a black-and-white relationship between

Heimat on the one hand, and industry, capitalism, and consumerism on the other. Positions on

Heimat and economy have fallen into such extremes, either viewing Heimat as a source of

sublimating class interest (the Marxist charge against the Heimat concept), or as an inherently

anti-consumerist and anti-materialist concept. Kurt Stavenhagen argued that “capitalist work

machinery” is incompatible with Heimat because it made people into an economic commodity and

forced them to be an uprootable working force.135 Willi Oberkrome in a study of postwar

Westfalen-Lippe repeats this stereotype of Heimat as a rejection of modern industry and economic

consumption.136 Heimat, however, for centuries had a material element. Its early-modern meaning

referred to a community’s material responsibility to those with Heimatrecht.137 In the modern

context, the sense of protection associated with Heimat necessitated a level of material security.

The Economic Miracle laid bare a more ambiguous relationship between Heimat and economy. In

the short term, as locals transitioned out of extreme scarcity, material consumption fueled

domestic nesting, and was therefore harmonious with Heimat.138 One advertisement in an early

postwar Heimat publication succinctly illustrates this harmony. (Figure 2-2) The ad, selling

appliances for new domestic nests demonstrates how material acquisitions facilitated Heimat’s

reconstruction. The individuals ecstatically dance in their re-furnished home. Above them is the
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restored landscape of Cologne topped by a Colognian crest (this image did not reflect the heavily

rubble-covered landscape of 1951). Consumerism here did not challenge Heimat, it promoted it. 

As the eminent German sociologist and member of the “Cologne School,” René König

argued, Heimat is not inherently in conflict with a modern industrial and urban society. König

argued that, when industry and urbanity become part of the local experience, they often become

part of individuals’ relationship to Heimat.139 The assumed incompatibility of Heimat with

industry, in short, is too rigid, and, in the short term, the Economic Miracle facilitated Heimat

enthusiasm. Stimuli connected to local industry and consumption, as constituent parts of local

experience, could inform a sense of Heimat in some circumstances, while harming it in others.

One need look no further than Heinrich Böll’s reference of how Heimat was evoked for him by

the smell of cocoa puffing out of Cologne’s Stollwerck plant, and seeing their vending machines

when he was away from the city. Memories of playing cowboys and Indians as a child behind

Kotthof’s paint factory, likewise evoked Heimat associations for Böll.140 In the 1950's economic

growth also fueled local cultural activities. It permitted the creation of new works, publications,

exhibitions, societies, and more complete restoration of old traditions. In 1961, localists displayed

awareness of how economic revival assisted revival of tradition, as displayed in a Carnival float

entitled “tradition’s wonder children,” with “the economic miracle” inscribed in dialect (Figure 2-

3). The meager 1945 Carnivalist, “under-developed” figure is juxtaposed to the “well-developed”

tradition’s wonder child of 1961. Here we see evidence supporting the argument that folk culture

is compatible with a modern technological world and economic growth.141

On the other hand, when consumerism and industrialization conflicted with cultural ideas

of what Heimat should look like, or when it hampered local rootedness, it could and did concern

Heimat enthusiasts. One early postwar Rhenish Heimat society, for example, went on a crusade to
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ban oversized advertizing, which they believed was taking over the local landscape.142 At the

Rhenish Heimat day, to present another example, Karl Arnold warned against dislocating forces

of unrestrained industrialization that could lead to people becoming “industry nomads” with no

connection to “Heimat.”143 Heimat enthusiasts for generations had criticized the industrial

economy’s compulsion of individuals to uproot themselves for purely materialist reasons. It is no

coincidence that Heimat songs and poetry often historically juxtaposed Heimat and acquisition of

wealth as contrasting binaries. As Fritz Hönig wrote in a late nineteenth-century Cologne Carnival

song, entitled “Kölle Alaaf:” “What would a pile of money bring” if it meant he could not

participate in their local tradition?144 Postwar citizens continued to sing the song. As the postwar

local enthusiast Albrecht Bodde wrote in his dialect poem De Heimat: “You can offer me

whatever you want, a large mountain of money. My answer will be: keep your rubbish. My

Heimat is my world!”145 His fellow localist Augusten Schnorrenberg similarly wrote in local

Carnival song, reflecting on incentives to be uprootable: “Here we want to stay, here we are at

home, no devil, no devil, will get us out.”146 Such critiques of economic compulsion to be

uprootable made Heimat enthusiasts neither cultural pessimists, nor anti-modern. Indeed, they

touched on an issue of enduring significance. In any case, the Economic Miracle reflected the

ambivalent relationship of Heimat to industry, materiality, and economic growth. While

facilitating domestic nesting, reconstruction, and stabilization in the short-term, in the long-term,

it also brought challenges. While the economic boom took longer to effect culture and popular

mentalities than previous assumed, by the mid-1960's, amidst greater stability, reconstructed

cities, and material security, need for protective spaces declined.147 

Different generational memory profiles also had an influence on cultural devaluation of

Heimat. New generations of youth did not share their parents experiences of lost local worlds. For
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them “old Cologne,” was only an abstract concept. Hilde Domin, a notable Jewish-German

author, and native of Cologne, provides us with an example of this split in her poem “Cologne.”

The piece recounts how, while others walk through the streets, she “swims” through the “sunken

city.” Old Cologne and new Cologne were like two celluloid strips on top of one another, she

argued, with the same outline but different lights–identical, but not identical.148 For the younger

generation, a sense of torn and lost Heimat was absent, and they increasingly associated the

concept with nationally-strident career expellees using the concept in political battles. As Heinrich

Böll noted, while many in the West lost Heimat through the war’s destruction and death, this did

not figure into expellee leaders’ “political-propaganda vocabulary.”149 For the progressive youth

generation of the 1960's who grew up in more intact places of home, internationalism was

seemingly the call of the day. “Heimat” many believed contradicted this goal.

Whatever the precise mixture of these factors that ultimately caused the decline in Heimat

enthusiasm, such a downturn can be seen in local cultural life in Cologne. In 1958, the city folded

the office for promotion of local culture into the new city museum, which into the 1960s failed to

tend to local Heimat sentiment with the same vigor. By the latter half of the 1960's, the youth

Heimat publication Jung-Köln ceased to publish much on Heimat or local culture at all, and was

discontinued in 1969. This paralleled rejection of Heimatkunde as a primary school subject

throughout West Germany. Formerly localist publications like the Cologne Almanach also ceased

to publish on local history, culture, tradition, and Heimat sentiment. By their 1969/1970 edition,

articles on industry, commerce, economics, and construction projects fully replaced Heimat-

oriented articles.150 Rhenish citizens demonstrated clear awareness of the turn against the Heimat

concept. The 1965 Rhenish Day of Heimat saw two speeches which addressed the developments.

The first noted that the geographical purview of their time was expanding–not a negative
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development the speaker argued, but it proceeded in a way that led people to abandon the idea of

Heimat. A broad global purview, he insisted, was not incompatible with Heimat, and he

encouraged parallel geographic orientations. The final speaker closed the festivities by noting how

the youth of their time were coming to view the Heimat concept with disinterest. He continued by

pressing the importance of Heimat as facilitating respect of different peoples. To respects one’s

Heimat, he believed, was a prerequisite to respecting other peoples’ relationship to their local

places of home.151 In advocating a harmony between inwardness and outwardness, however, these

figures brushed against an emerging Zeitgeist that favored theories of global purview in which

local rootedness was viewed as a regressive barrier.  

While traditions like Carnival, according to one Colognian, remained a  “haven” of local

culture and “Heimat,” changing attitudes toward local rootedness even made their primary Heimat

festival an area of concern.152 Localist increasingly noted the need to tend to Carnival’s localness

and “save it for coming times as a symbol of old Cologne” and as a “Heimat festival.”153 Max-Leo

Schwering, later raised awareness of delocalization in Carnival celebrations, based on “mis-

understood cosmopolitanism” which incorrectly saw “Heimat” as the “most beautiful word for

backwardness.”154

Into the 1970s and 1980s, with Ostpolitik settled, gradual and tepid re-appearances of the

Heimat concept surfaced in new circles, including amongst the Greens. The ensuing Heimat

“boom,” “renaissance,” or “discussion,” as it has been variously called, was, however, different

from the turn to Heimat in both the late nineteenth century and the early postwar period. After the

1960's, Germans never again embraced the term so universally. Staggered revivals in different

political, ecological, literary, cinematic, and scholarly milieus have resulted in precipitous

declarations of a Heimat revival. Despite the allure of claiming to overcome a taboo, however,
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such revivals have had only fragmented appeal. The late 1970's and 1980's did see modest

improvement in cultural valuation of Heimat. One historian briefly postulated that this resulted

from the public’s inability to situate the specificity of their private lives into the broad, abstract,

and dogmatic theories of earlier protest cultures–making Heimat itself a new concept of protest.155

Hermann Bausinger similarly pointed to reappearance of Heimat as a reaction to technocratic

administration of the 1970s, its shutting out of the grass-roots, and industrial exploitation of the

landscape.156 In Cologne and throughout West Germany, however, throughout the 1970s and

1980s, one still finds frequent reference to Heimat as outmoded. In 1977, for example, while the

concept was again being used in some progressive circles, Peter Hasenberg of the Heimatverein

Alt-Köln noted how, in their day, the Heimat concept was being pushed back in school and among

everyday people. His Heimat society, he insisted, would work all the harder. Around the same

time, Cologne witnessed significant decline of dialect and an architectural overhaul of the city that

focused on mechanical function over individual relationship to the built environment.157 Heinrich

Böll noted how, after feeling alienation between prewar, rubble, and reconstructed Cologne, the

architectural high-modernist overhaul of the city in the 1970's created yet another alienating

landscape, destroying the social life of the street. The new “auto-Cologne,” he argued, sequestered

individuals into fragmented isolating spaces.158 

Amidst fluctuating cultural attitudes toward the Heimat concept, however, ideas of

Colognian tolerance and world-openness persisted and acted as sliding signifiers that subsequent

generations reformulated. In present-day Cologne, “Colognian tolerance” is frequently evoked in

reference to the city’s gay and lesbian population. This was certainly not the intended reference

group of the 1950's and 1960's. In those years, one could find articles in Heimat publications

which proscribed rigid gender norms, where women were to be creatures of the domestic sphere,
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men the breadwinners, and children the obedient followers.159 Cologne’s gay subculture in the

1950s and 1960s encountered the same pervasive rejection that homosexuals did on a near global

scale. Carnival offered only a temporary vacuum that permitted open homosexual activity, though

this was due to its appearance as play rather than substance.160 Nor was this carnivalistic tolerance

free of opponents. Regressive moralists, who sought to contain Carnival’s sexual permissiveness

for over a century, continued to exist.161 Whether Cologne in the early postwar period was more

 tolerant than other cities vis-a-vis homosexuals is a question that requires more research.162

Certainly, localists of earlier periods, like Peter Fröhlich, in his dialect postwar history of Cologne

denigrated homosexuals, for example, by affiliating homosexuality with Nazism.163

New generations, however, demonstrated the performative potential of Colognian

tolerance by expanding who it encompassed. Not only has Cologne become one of Germany’s

most vibrant gay centers, the city boasts the largest Christopher Street Day in Germany, and the

only one with a locally-patriotic Carnival call (Kölle Aloha!) which organizers teach celebrants to

say with a demonstrably limp wrist. Cologne has witnessed the emergence of its own gay Carnival

societies, including the Rosa Funken, who wear the eighteenth-century uniforms of Cologne’s old

imperial city soldiers–only in pink instead of red. They were both embraced by the umbrella

organization of Carnival societies and received official visits from the royal triumvirate as a sign

of acceptance.164 Localist songs celebrate Colognian tolerance vis-a-vis non-normative sexualities,

including the unofficial local anthem Viva Colonia and Tommy Engel’s Do bes Kölle, which

declares: “you are Cologne, you are super tolerant, you take each on the arm and by the hand.”165

Progressive localists have continued to appeal to Colognian tolerance to advance

immigrant integration. This has been an ongoing, bumpy process. In 1976, for example, two

controversial floats appeared in the Rosenmontag parade, one depicting Turkish immigrants
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rhapsodizing on the beauty of the Rhine while pushing a pram of children holding child-money

vouchers. The other poked fun at the “lazy” unemployed. Progressive locals attacked the floats

with eggs and paint, while Böll fumed with indignation, insisting that this violated their local

spirit. Their local tradition, he insisted, was about challenging secure authorities; vulnerable

groups were off limits.166 More tolerant voices won out in 1992, when Cologne Carnival

musicians and dialect bands held a concert in response to right-wing attacks on immigrants in

Solingen. The concert entitled “Arsch huh, Zäng Ussenander” (dialect: Stand up and open your

mouth!), attended by 100,000 participants, denounced intolerance toward foreigners.167 Some

foreign residents have noted progress, such as Raissa Orlowa and Lew Kopelew, exiled from the

Soviet Union, who declared Cologne to be a “very world-open city,” for which they developed an

unusual affection.168 Much room for progress remains, however, particularly vis-a-vis Turkish

immigrants, who often develop a sense of Heimat for city quarters, which can, contrarily lead to

ghettoization. One study has found that Heimat sentiment for Cologne is shared by both Germans

and Turkish citizens, though percentages of such sentiment is lower among Turkish citizens.169

Cologne Carnival has remained a tool to push integration used, for example, to teach immigrant

children local Carnival songs and instill them with a sense of community.170 It has recently

become a forum of the anti-racism campaign “No one is illegal,” entitled in local dialect, “Kein

jeck ist illejal.” Just as dialect was marshaled to reject anti-foreign attacks in the 1992, counter-

protests against the anti-Islamic Pro-NRW group in 2012 have likewise used dialect to assert

inclusion as a local value.171 

Conclusion

The attempt of Colognian localists after 1945 to propagate a notion of local Heimat as
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defined by world-openness, democracy, and tolerance belie arguments that Heimat is, by

definition, an inherently regressive, exclusionary, and backward concept. Through re-formulations

in historical memory and re-invention of tradition, many localists fused progressive value claims

to local identity. While the national idea remained more inflexible, the local permitted

identification with a postwar democratic project and European unification, and a shift from

perceiving their Heimat as a national fortress, to a bridge between Germany and the Western

democratic world. Cologne, however, was not alone in witnessing such developments. In the next

chapters we shall see the same trends in Hamburg, Lübeck, Bremen, and the Southwest, which

drew on quite different traditions and histories to fashion similar notions of local values.

Of course, such claimed local values remained proscriptive and performative rather than

descriptive. Rarely have Heimat enthusiasts understood this distinction, with some exceptions. In

an excerpt in a little-known pamphlet from the ninety-year celebration of the Heimat society, Alt-

Köln, for example, one localist perceived this dynamic. After listing Colognian values, including

“extensive tolerance,” he concluded: “some of it is more ideal than reality. But ideals obligate

those that have them. It is good this way.”172 The point is not that identification with Colognian

democracy suddenly made citizens adept at democratic practices and instilled with reformed mind

sets. Nor did Colognian tolerance suddenly lead to embrace of outsiders. What they did was

provide a useful rhetorical tool box for arguing for more progressive notions of community and

help promote identification with goals of greater inclusion. In the conservative 1950s and 1960s,

one need not look far to find lack of performance of such values. Amidst regressive gender norms,

when citizens were not adequately confronting their dark past, and still working through barriers

to forging a democratic culture, one of the first and most important steps, whose achievement

should not be underestimated, can be found in the realm of identification itself.
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   “Heimat is not simply about the dying past, it is               

   simultaneously the mother earth of the future”1                 

                   Quoted by R. Burke Lübeckische Blätter (1951)              

   “...Hamburg knows no boundaries, it stands at the gate of

  infinity, open to all five continents and the seven seas.”2  

 B. Meyer-Marwitz. Hamburg Heimat am Strom. (1947)  

Chapter III

Looking Out by Looking In: 

The Local Turn in Hamburg, Lübeck and Bremen, 1945-1965

In 1945, Arthur Dickens, a Yorkshireman in the British Royal Artillery, took up a post as

press supervisor in the coastal city of Lübeck. For a British soldier in early postwar Germany,

Dickens developed an odd predilection for the city. He took regular nightly walks through the

town and its ruins, meandering through the Altstadt on the Trave river, passing through the

Burgtor, over the city canals, and finally to the nearby Wakenitz Lake. Dickens often recorded

his nocturnal ruminations on local architectural styles and the local landscape. In July 1945, after

such a stroll, he wrote in his diary of his affection for Lübeck. He admired other cities, of course,

such as Florence, Paris, and Oxford–but they commanded “reverence rather than friendship.”3

Dickens, oddly enough, had been caught up in the local Heimat enthusiasm that surged in

Lübeck, as it did in other rubble cities. His position as press supervisor exposed him to the

profuse localist writings that gripped the rubble world. Dickens recounted reading Heimat

magazines like the Niederdeutsche Welt, which focused on local culture and dialect. He reacted

positively to revival of localist enthusiasm, writing that it reminded him of Yorkshire regionalists

that he knew during his youth. For Dickens, localist sentiment was not narrow, close-minded, or

Naziesque; he viewed it as representing a different vision of nation, recording in his diary: 

“No man whose heart lies truly in his local history can, I like 

to hope, be utterly lost, and whatever one thinks of political 
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regionalism in Germany, these local cults must at all cost be 

encouraged; apart from their intrinsic mental worth, they are 

the basis of a truer and better patriotism, as opposed to a state-

engineered Chauvinism...”4 

Dicken reflected Hanseatic Heimat enthusiasts’ mentalities to a stunning degree. They turned

against what they described as centralized mass-state engineering, and a totalitarian “massified

society.” Massification, Hanseatic Heimat enthusiasts often argued, dehumanized individuals by

viewing them as commodities; Heimat, in contrast, was about individual face-to-face

relationships. In many ways, these concerns reflected desires for a vernacular modernity.5 Many

Heimat enthusiasts explicitly rejected rigid traditionalism and excessive romanticism. Heimat,

they often argued, must be forward looking. It was not, one Lübecker wrote, just about the “dying

past”– it was also about the future.

Cologne and the Hanseatic cities were very different places, with quite different regional

cultures. While Cologne was inland, Catholic, and a central-western city, the Hanseatic cities

were coastal ports, Protestant, and situated within a northern German culture. While Colognians

were famous for their exuberant, humorous, and sociable natures, Hanseaten were known for the

opposite– reservedness, laconicness, and interpersonal distance. At the same time, the cities

faced many of the same early postwar circumstances: shattered landscapes of former personal

lives, a tainted national idea, tremendously dislocated communities, defeat, and loss of a unified

nation. While nationalists and later National Socialists promoted the idea of the Wacht am Rhein

in the Rhineland, they had similarly defined the Hanseatic cities as anodes of expansionary

Germanness. Both Colognians, and Hanseatic citizens, like other Germans, not only faced

overcoming such narratives of place, they further shared the daunting task of imagining a life

after death and in finding new sources of flexible identity in rapidly changing times. 
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Despite significant differences in the profile of the Hanseatic cities vis-a-vis Cologne, the

strong similarities of developments in ideas of Heimat and local identities are revealing. While

the last two chapters have offered thick description of developments in Cologne, this chapter

shuttles between the three Hanseatic cities to illustrate remarkably similar trends in a different

cultural and geographic context. Hanseatic locals not only turned to Heimat as a site of

federalism, they also, like Colognians, described local Heimat as a site of “life affirmation.” By

1945, as expansionary nationalism became ever more associated with mass death, Hanseatic

citizens, like their Colognian counterparts, increasingly turned inward toward local spaces of

home as sites of peaceful civilian existence and community solidarity. Few expressed this better

than the rubble author, Wolfgang Borchert, who wrote that for locals, Hamburg was  “more than

a pile of stones...”; it was their “will to exist.”6 They too abandoned notions of expansionary

nation as guarantor of future lives, looking instead to local Heimat as a new redemptive

geography. As in Cologne, this would redound greatly to the benefit of cultural demobilization.

The Hanseatic cities, like other West German localities, also witnessed droves of

returning evacuees recounting their strong desire for Heimat. On the Elbe as on the Rhine, a

sense of lost Heimat drove preoccupation with their local worlds. The Hanseatic cities witnessed

a similar renaissance of local culture–offering compensation for physical destruction. Most

important among the parallels, the years after 1945 saw the propagation of Hanseatic “world-

openness,” “democracy” and “tolerance” as local values. A range of Hanseatic citizens  turned to

localities to identify with a new postwar system amidst challenging times. Those promoting such

values included local Heimat societies, politicians, authors, and historians. Adding to the

similarities with Cologne, Hanseatic localists rejected nationalist narratives of their cities as

nodes of expansionary German power. They instead propagated a self-understanding as
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internationalist, peaceful intermediaries between Germany and the world.

But how did Hanseatic citizens construct such notions of local values?  Like in Cologne

or in the German Southwest, reformulating local historical memories proved crucial. They

focused on their cities’ histories as sea-faring city republics, Free Imperial cities, and cities of

trade– all histories that gave the three cities a common kinship in their local identities. As Hans

Röthel wrote: “Hamburg, Lübeck, Bremen: it sounds like an unmistakable unity, like a matter of

course that needs no justification.”7 While republicanism had long been a trope of Hanseatic

localism, after 1945, many Heimat enthusiasts re-shaped ideas of Hanseatic Republicanism to

facilitate identification with a new decentralized democracy.8 Hanseatic world-openness and

tolerance, perceived today as timeless values, were also first popularized after 1945. They

portrayed outside penetration as defining local rootedness, rather than undermining it. As

Bernhard Meyer-Marwitz, the head of a Hamburg Heimat society wrote in 1947, their city knew

“no borders”– embracing “infinity,” and “all five continents and the seven seas.” After 1945, the

very mention of “Heimat” in the cities seldom appeared without referencing “world-openness” in

the same breath. Progressive localists used these narratives of place to promote identification

with international reconciliation, European unification, and local expellee integration.

These local values, however, remained prescriptive rather than descriptive. As Matthias

Wegner argues in his study on the Hanseat concept, it is a “behavioral codex” that has varied

historically, attached at different times to being reasonable, fair, honest, distanced, pragmatic,

open, and/or transparent. Ironically, Wegner describes the Hanseat as “tolerant” and “world-

open” throughout his text without viewing them as historically recent notions.9 As prescriptive

value claims, we should again not underestimate the gap between utterance and performance. In

many cases, local identities retained exclusionary, classist, and sexist elements. Expellees and
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foreign immigrants did not find utopias of acceptance in the cities, even if these notions of local

values of world-openness and tolerance were used to encourage more inclusion.

Not all trends in the early postwar Hanseatic cities were identical to those in Cologne.

Reserved Hanseatic citizens, while describing their localities as places of life-affirmation, did not

further describe it as a specifically Hanseatic value, as Colognians did. Nor did Hanseatic

citizens turn to the kind of explosive, ecstatic performance of community like Carnival–an act

that would be at odds with their local traditions. There were also slight differences in their

postwar circumstances: the Hanseatic cities faced a somewhat smaller level of physical

destruction, while facing a much greater influx of expellees and outsiders. But what shines

through most are the similarities, in particularly the new dominant tenets of local identities that

sought to give democracy, European unification, softened national divisions, and more

permeable notions of community roots in local tradition. Such notions of place offered tools for

progressive localists arguing for outsider integration. Defining local-rootedness by outside

penetration and embracing otherness again contravenes stereotypes of Heimat as conceptually

exclusionary. Much has been made of the supposedly rigid binary between Heimat and Fremde,

and local rootedness in one’s “home town” has often been viewed as inherently exclusionary and

anti-democratic.10 Many postwar Hanseaten, however, saw cosmopolitanism and local

rootedness, and Heimat and modernity as reconcilable. Rather than the local turn representing a

sticking of their heads in parochial sands, it represented a  “looking out, by looking in.” Turning

inward to the local world represented a means to face the challenging task of imagining postwar

lives and reconstructing identities within a new ideological framework.

Recovering Heimat: Evacuee Return and Heimat Enthusiasm in the Ashes
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While dislocation and destruction in the Hanseatic cities was less extensive than in

Cologne, the devastation should not be underestimated. Hamburg was the hardest hit. Bombings

in 1943 led 900,000 of its 1.7 million inhabitants to flee, with 41,000 locals perishing in the

raids, and 44,000 Hamburg soldiers dying on the front.11 Bremen, nestled on the Weser river,

faired somewhat better. The city of around 350,000, by 1945 lost 36% of its population and 50 to

60% of its inhabitable structures, with the city buried in 8.7 million cubic meters of rubble.12

Finally, Lübeck, after a large bombing raid in 1942, had been 20% destroyed, with 16% of

abodes completely destroyed, and 41.4% lightly damaged, leaving 10% of the city homeless.

Lübeck was spared from later bombings by becoming a Red Cross hub.13 Its position near the

Soviet zone, however, brought its own challenges. East German expellees, driven from their

native regions, often sought to push just beyond the Soviet zone. In the early years, 90,000

expellees flooded Lübeck, nearly doubling its population.14 Despite the bombings, Lübeck’s

population mushroomed from 154,000 to 250,000 by 1945.15 In 1948, a Cologne citizen

evacuated in Lübeck, writing of his own desire for Heimat, drew a comparison between the two

cities. Cologne’s challenge, he argued, was to create a new city for its old citizens. Lübeck faced

the inverse problem: creating Heimat for new citizens in an old city.16 All the Hanseatic cities,

however, faced wide-spread death, dislocation, and straining circumstances, with citizens living

on daily diet of around 1000 calories.

Evacuated Hanseatic locals quickly flooded back home in precipitously large numbers,

often citing desire for local Heimat as their motivation. This sparked a crisis in Hamburg. Of the

the 900,000 Hamburger who evacuated in 1943, 615,000 returned within only a few years to a

city still covered in 43 million square meters of rubble. The British therefore blocked further

relocation to the city.17 In April 1946, the Hamburger Echo reported on how the “storm to the
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Heimat” crashed into allied relocation restrictions. The article cited a representative letter from

female evacuee who wrote: “I must, as a Hamburger, be allowed to again live in Hamburg...I

have spent my entire life there until 1943... I want to, and must go back to my Heimat.” The

newspaper reported that thousands of Hamburger felt the same.18 Precipitous return to destroyed

cities was in many ways materially irrational. Nevertheless, the newspapers reported that

evacuees continually wrote to them of their desires to return home. When locals did return, they

faced the daunting task of finding a place to live and found their sense of lost Heimat all the

more heightened.19 

As they returned to purvey the rubble of their home towns, Hanseatic citizens often had to

convince themselves that their “Heimat” was not on its deathbed. Experiencing rubble

landscapes, disappeared sites of past lives, and dislocated communities, they turned to local

Heimat feeling in response to perceived loss. The patterns are strikingly similar to Cologne, even

if rates of dislocation and destruction were lower. In 1946, one citizen who lived in the rubble for

years recounted how a Hamburg soldier returned home after six years. Landscapes of his former

life were gone, and the “city of ruins” left returnees grasping for familiar places.20Another local

wrote how, prior to seeing the rubble, he was not aware that such landscapes held such personal

significance for him.21 Like in Cologne, locals continually processed these rubble fields not as

destroyed national treasures, but in terms of disappeared individual past lives. Such descriptions

clearly evince the shifts in the geographies that, by that time, came to preoccupy the emotional

lives of lay citizens amidst destruction.

In Lübeck and Bremen, the same specter of lost Heimat is apparent. Lübecker, whose city

suffered less destruction, noted a turn to local Heimat sentiment in response to its feared loss. In

1948, the head of the Lübeck Society for Heimatschutz wrote that widespread belief that Lübeck
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was on its death bed triggered a surge of interest in Heimat and reconstruction.22 The city

witnessed a wave of foundings and re-foundings of Heimat societies and publications. These

included the Verein für Heimatschutz, Natur und Heimat, the very Heimat-engaged Gesellschaft

zur Beförderung Gemeinnütziger Tätigkeit, the Plattdütsche Volksgill to Lübeck, and the

Vaterstädtische Vereinigung founded in 1949, whose members included Thomas and Heinrich

Mann.23 New or re-established Heimat periodicals included the Lübeckiche Blätter,

Vaterstädtische Blätter, Zeitschrift des Vereins für Lübeckische Geschichte, and Der Wagen.

This societal flourishing in the early rubble world reflected trends elsewhere. Heimat

associations, of course, did not hold a monopoly on local culture, but they did much to jump-start

a local cultural renaissance that helped compensate for destroyed local landscapes. Lübecker

noted how the war’s destruction of “Heimatgut” (material anchors of Heimat) informed the

subsequent local cultural revival. Re-awakening traditions like the Lübeck city festival, they

argued, would help make up for destruction.24

Heimat societies and publications proliferated in Hamburg and Bremen to an equal

degree. Societies like the Hamburg-Gesellschaft (1945), the Verein geborener Hamburger, the

Vereinigung Niederdeutsches Hamburg, or the Historischen Gesellschaft in Bremen (1946),

responded to loss of physical landscapes of Heimat by feverishly pushing local culture, history,

language, and art.25 Locals in Hamburg and Bremen also recounted how loss, destruction, and

dislocation resulted in an unprecedented turn to Heimat sentiment. In 1946, the Hamburg mayor,

Max Brauer, addressed the sad state of their “Heimat,” and held, their “glowing love” of

Hamburg he held had reached greater heights than in times of the city’s “blossoming.” Hamburg,

he believed, “bleeding from a thousand wounds,” needed this local sentiment to rebuild,

strengthen community, and fight for their local independence. Brauer, who lived in French and
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American exile from 1933 to 1945, did not aim to repress the recent past through Heimat

enthusiasm; his speech addressed and denounced Nazi crimes against the Jews and those who did

not ideologically fall in line.26 Eighty miles to the West, Brauer’s fellow mayor in Bremen

similarly recounted a growing localist spirit amidst the rubble, where Bremen’s “Polis spirit”

fueled rebuilding.27 City quarters also emerged as strong sites of Heimat sentiment– achieving a

prominence that surpassed that prior to the bombings.28 On an even more intimate level, small

groups of localists regularly met in “Heimat evenings” to foster community and face the

challenges of the rubble world together Such Heimat evenings often adopted themes that clearly

framed the evenings in terms of overcoming the trauma of a destroyed world through Heimat.29

These same type of Heimat evenings proliferated in Cologne.

“It is our will to exist:” Local Heimat as a Site of Life-affirmation

In 1945, Hamburger evacuees returning home and purveying the rubble would find near

the city’s Außenalster Lake a fully-intact infantry monument from the mid 1930s. Ironically

spared from bombings, it consisted of a bas relief with soldiers marching in rigid, depersonalized

rows; individual faces were indistinguishable behind the austere formations. Beneath the relief,

citizens could still read: “Germany must live, even if we must die.” Nazi Germany notoriously

valorized sacrifice of individual life for national glory, and by the end of the war, expansionary

visions of nation were associated with mass death like never before. Remaining were shattered

places of home and a desire for anything but the anonymity of the soldiers in the Bas Relief and

sacrifice of their lives for redemptive visions of nation. Instead, they pined for the personal

closeness of face-to-face communities and hungered for restored local Heimat as a site of future

civilian lives. Hanseaten, as a result, increasingly described their local Heimat as life-affirming.
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In Hamburg, Bremen, or Lübeck, as much as in Cologne, local Heimat was one of the

primary geographies in which life after death was pursued. Abandoning visions of messianic

nationhood as the guarantor of a better future, citizens imagined reconstructed local worlds as the

site of future private lives. Reconstructing the local world was, to use the words of Hamburg

mayor Paul Nevermann, doing away with “mountains of death!”30 Kaisen recalled Bremen’s

reconstruction in the same vein. After a speech reflecting on Kristallnacht, he asserted that local

rebuilding represented the “triumph of life over destruction.”31 As Borchert’s 1948 prose

asserted, for him and Hamburg citizens, their rubble city was their “will to exist;” not just their

desire to live, “anywhere or somehow,” –“but to live here.” Borchert’s prose recounts tableaux of

civilian life in Hamburg that may strike the contemporary ear as mundane: screeching street cars,

dance music, ship sirens, and seeing factory chimneys, the Alster Lake, green-hooded towers, and

gray-red roof-tops, and feeling sea winds.32 The every-day nature of these local tableaux was

precisely the point. Just as a Colognian wrote in 1945 about hearing the “Heimat melodies” of a

carpet being banged-out of a window by his neighbor, the prospect of everyday life on a local

stage resonated deeply with the early postwar psyche. Lines like Borchert’s, in turn, found public

resonance. Mayor Brauer repeated them, insisting that Hamburg was more than a harbor,

economy, or place of work. It was a “life community” and a “humanitarian community.” By

clearing the rubble and maintaining local community, Brauer believed Hamburger demonstrated

their “will to live.”33 These sentiments appeared in yet other rubble cities beyond those

considered here. On the Spree, in the fractured city of Berlin, we find similar notions of locality.

One 1948 Berlin poster targeted at returnees tellingly called upon them to help rebuild the city,

declaring: “your Heimat city can show you the way to a new livelihood (Lebensgrundlage).”34

POWs and returning soldiers also looked to local Heimat as a redemptive “life affirming”
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geography, just as much as civilians. While the Nazi regime attempted to connect expansionary

goals to local places of home by arguing that soldiers were fighting for Heimat, by the end of the

war, this link was fully broken. No longer dedicated to fighting for nationalist redemption,

numerous soldiers were overcome with a desire for local places of home. In expressing this

desire, they often conflated the fate of their home city with their own future life. This is reflected,

among other places, in a dialect poem by a returning Bremer soldier entitled “Bremen: March

1945.” Writing in dialect, he recounted scenes of his local home, and his desire to leave the

violence of war for the peace (Fräen) of Heimat. Bremen, he wrote, held both his fathers grave,

and the landscape of all “which he ever experienced in life.” The desire for the intimacy of

family, private life, and familiar landscape is overt. Addressing the city as a personified

individual, Böhme’s poem turns Bremen’s fate into a metaphor for his own. The city is the vessel

of a peaceful future where he will begin life anew “without moroseness.” The thought of his

home town, made “his heart soar,” and he desired to help reconstruct it.35 Nowhere in this

account do we see plans to confront the violent past or his complicity in them. Indeed, Heimat

was not a space that forced coming to grips with the past.

Like in Cologne, locals eagerly embraced POWs in their Heimat enthusiasm and

thematized their challenges in finding Heimat. In Hamburg, locals listened to radio broadcasts of

Borchert’s Draußen vor der Tür, which depicted a former soldier returning home to find, as one

Hamburger wrote, no house, no wife, no job, and, therefore, no “Heimat.”36 In Hamburg, Brauer

called for consideration of POWs in the spirit of Heimat, and recounted how their Heimat needed

them. In Bremen, Kaisen sent his “Heimat greetings” to POWs, enthusiastically validating their

desires for “Heimat.” Even if much of their Heimat was gone, he encouraged them to “hold fast”

to it, as even the “smallest remainder” promised a “new beginning.” The new beginning, again,
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did not entail coming to grips with whatever moral crimes they had perpetrated. Kaisen instead

set up a binary of weapons and war on the one hand, and restored Heimat on the other. Now that

the weapons of war had been laid down, he argued, it was time to give POWs Heimat again.37

Return to local worlds was thus a liminal act between national war and local peace which

transformed the soldier into the citizen. Not a grandiose vision of nation, but restored local

Heimat offered future life. The move changed the public spatial imaginary, and oriented it away

from nationalist militarist fervor.

Given the focus on local Heimat as a place of “life-affirmation,” Heimat enthusiasm

fueled popular reconstruction fervor in the Hanseatic cities just as it had in Cologne. The Bremer

citizen Hans Kasten, in a poem on Bremen’s reconstruction, recounted with intensity how a “life

stream” still flowed through Bremen– a city, which he argued, demonstrated throughout its

history the ability to pull itself out of the ashes. He ardently called on their local community to

rebuild through the inspiration of their local tradition.38 By evoking historical memories of their

city rising from past disasters, Kasten reflected broader trends in historical memory in the rubble

world. Indeed, convincing themselves that Heimat was a place of life after death required not

idealistic memories of better times or a flight into the perfect world of Heimat films; it entailed

drudging up memories of cities’ worst historical moments. In Hamburg, locals emphasized

historic destructions, plagues, and disasters, including the 1842 Hamburg fire, and how their

“Hanseatic spirit” rescued them. Through such historical memories, localists assuaged fears that

Heimat had been irrevocably destroyed, and transfigured reconstruction into a local tradition.39

The same can be seen in Lübeck. An article in the Vaterstädtische Blätter, for example,

emphasized “the six historic destructions of Lübeck” from 1149 to 1945. After 1945, they

undertook the “sixth rebuilding.”40
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Notable throughout such ubiquitous references to Heimat in the rubble was that it was

used almost exclusively to refer to their locality. Of course, much work has emphasized the

relationship of local Heimat and nation; imagining a de-centered vision of nation had become

quite important after 1945. At the same time, Heimat was also about the disruption between

individuals and their destroyed places of home–an issue that went beyond strategies of imagining

nation. As one Lübecker wrote, Heimat referred to their personal connection to familiar city

streets, alleys, and squares. The landscape of Heimat was the city and the surrounding

countryside, to which “fellow citizens stood closely.” It could be found, in “homey dialect” and

was about a “familiarity” from immediate experience. The journal proclaimed that their Heimat

society promoted “Heimat-city connectedness.” Rather than focusing on Heimat and nation, the

journal proclaimed that they served the “feeling of nearness” so crucial to the Heimat concept

and closely attached to notions of Heimat as “life-affirming.”41 This did not mean that their

movement was irrelevant to nation. Heimat enthusiasts, as we shall see, often posited an affinity

between local orientations and establishing a federalist German democracy. Emphasizing Heimat

also became a route of imagining a different type of modernity that balanced change with

rootedness in local worlds.

Heimat, Vernacular Modernity, and Postwar Democracy in the Rubble Imagination

Studies of the Heimat concept have taken conflicting positions on the concept’s

modernity, with historian Werner Hartung, the American-German literary scholar Peter Blickle,

and others viewing it as inherently backwards and anti-modern. Armin Flender has argued that

early postwar orientation toward values such as community, Heimat, and tradition represented a

“protective mechanism” to battle against change.42 On the other side, scholars including Celia
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Applegate, Alon Confino, Meike Werner, Jennifer Jenkins, and William Rollins have argued for

its modernity.43 More recently, Maiken Umbach and Bernd Hüppauf, looking through the lense

of the built environment, argue that Heimat has been used to articulate a “vernacular modernism”

which balances modernity with the local.44 Though they do not consider the post-1945 period, I

argue that the term is uniquely applicable to the theories and principles of much of postwar

Heimat enthusiasm. Localists in the Hanseatic cities, I argue, rather than promoting an anti-

modern focus on intact local worlds, often articulated visions of a harmony between modernity

and local rootedness. They frequently insisted that emphasis on Heimat was crucial to both

decentralization and modern democratization. 

Many postwar Hanseatic localists candidly stated that they believed Heimat sentiment to

be neither backwards nor anti-modern. The Lübeck Senator Hans Ewer, for example, declared

that Heimat feeling went beyond medieval buildings and romantic retrospect; it should be open

to change and in tune with the present. Locals, he concluded, should link “old spirit” with “new

life.”45 Similarly, the Hamburg Senator a.D. Plate reflected at a Hamburg Gesellschaft

anniversary, that their Hanseatic tradition contained the path-blazing of the pioneer; Hamburger

should thus all work for a “future-oriented tradition.” In pursuing this goal, the Hamburg

Gesellschaft was to focus on both their local world and the broader one outside of it.46 Another

Hamburger localists, Hans Leip, fused modernity with Heimat by arguing that two of Hamburg’s

prominent values were “progress and perseverance.”47 Such sentiments, as we have seen, had

appeal in other localities in the West. In fusing local tradition with “future-orientedness,”

localists sought to answer the question posed by one Lübecker Heimat enthusiast of how

“progress can be served, without letting tradition suffer.”48 Harmonizing Heimat and modernity,

moreover, was not simply a phenomenon of urban Heimat enthusiasts. If we look just outside the
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Hanseatic cities to the surrounding rural areas of Lower Saxony, for example, we find voices like

that of Herbert Röhrig who underscored that Heimat must not be afraid of change, development,

and modernization, which could be harmonized with historical preservation.49 

Within the Hanseatic cities, attempts to harmonize local rootedness and modernity can be

seen in several realms after 1945. The first was in physical reconstruction. Heimat enthusiasts

certainly emphasized restoring local historic building styles. According to one early postwar 

Hamburg historian, this meant shunning a standard cliché model for all of Germany. Local

distinctiveness remained important, and for Hamburg, this meant keeping its “amphibian

nature.”50 Bremen’s building commissioner similarly sought to preserve local architecture and

rejected a unified national model; technical questions, he believed, should be secondary to “form

of life.”51 Many Bremer urban planners argued that they should rebuild in a way that would

encourage a feeling of local community and avoid “massification and anonymity.”52 Local

distinctiveness was equally important in Lübeck, where the building commissioner emphasized

reconstruction in a spirit of Heimat. He praised the “true love of Heimat” which protected the

city’s architectural heritage and prevented construction of soulless “boxes” in the place of

historic structures. Nevertheless, these desires did not mean narrow historicism and many

localists sought to harmonize restorative projects with a modern spirit. As Lübeck’s building

commissioner argued, rebuilding must not turn back time to some historic ideal; it had to be

flexible, critical and adaptable, and maintain the dignity of the city.53 Heimat enthusiasts

themselves argued for balancing vernacular styles with modern architecture. The Verein für

Heimatschutz in Lübeck maintained in 1948 that they must avoid  “false romanticism” in

rebuilding. The society reiterated this argument in 1956, asserting that Heimatschutz should not

fall into a romanticism and unhelpful worship of dead relicts.54 Locals at the Vaterstädtische
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Vereinigung shared these sentiments, and discouraged extremes of dogmatic “modern

functionalism” and “ingratiating Historicism.”55 The Circle of Lübecker Architects even more

ingeniously harmonized localism with modern building by arguing for progressiveness as a local

value: the Lübecker was ever the “progressive citizen” who experimented with the Gothic when

conservative groups were stuck in the Romanesque.  Lübecker, they argued, never stuck to rigid

traditionalism and false piety toward tradition; they harmoniously unified the old and the new.56

Beyond the question of physical reconstruction, Heimat enthusiasts, even more

importantly, articulated a vernacular, locally-rooted vision of modernity in the realm of politics.

They frequently argued that a locally-rooted modernity was essential to a viable postwar

democracy. Reacting to Nazism, and facing the Soviet Union, Heimat enthusiasts warned of the

dangers of an unwieldy strain of modernity that could result in a “massified society” which they

often described as leading to totalitarianism. Contemporary historians have often labeled early

postwar concerns about “massification” as anti-modern and anti-democratic, while overlooking

how Nazism and totalitarianism could be seen as containing dark sides of modernity.57 Many

early postwar West Germans referred to massification as a danger to democracy–indicating their

identification with establishing a democratic system. Hanseatic Heimat enthusiasts frequently

wrote about massification as dehumanizing individuals by treating them as commodities, rather

than discrete individuals situated within intimate communities. Critiques of massification,

informed by recent experiences under the Nazi regime, were used to critique nationalism and

militarism. Heimat enthusiasts often saw expansive geographies as hostile grounds for

democracy, believing that mass polities generated impenetrable political machines, mass

organizations, and intimidating power interests. “Comprehensible” spaces of Heimat, in contrast,

seemed to them to offer a forum where everyday citizens could participate politically.
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Articulations of a vernacular democratic modernism can be found in all three early

postwar Hanseatic cities, but let us consider in closer detail the example of Lübeck, and its

largest Heimat society, the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung (1949). Its society publication, the

Vaterstädtische Blätter was filled with elaborations on the importance of local community to

democracy.58 The society itself emphasized devotion to Heimat and their locality’s role in

promoting democratic governance.59 The first edition of their publication outlined their goals as

promoting Heimat sentiment for old and new citizens, supporting rebuilding, and breathing new

life into the phrase on Lübeck’s Holsten Gate: "harmony within, peace without.”60 The phrase

became the society motto, and reflected how members perceived their localist activities in

broader contexts.61 By tending to local traditions, forging local unity, and strengthening

neighborly connections, they believed they could promote a “new understanding of the world.”

This meant fighting forces that threatened democracy: “massification,” “technocracy,” and

“nihilism”– presumable byproducts of a dark strain of modernity. Admittedly, wistful romances

of past comprehensible worlds, and negative comments about secularization did, in limited cases,

creep into their publications.62 

Members of the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung continually re-iterated that “comprehensible

community” was a Sine qua non for successful democracy. Localities, they often argued, acted as

schools of democratic participation that gave everyday citizens political responsibilities.63

Massification, in contrast, made them susceptible to demagogic propaganda. Local communities,

as an article from the society publication insisted, made individuals more oriented to public

welfare, reigned in the dangers of mass politics, would lead citizens to become involved in

decision-making, and ultimately prevent political lethargy.64 Love of Heimat, as their society

president argued, was the opposite of “bureaucratic machinery,” operated by “unfeeling
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functionaries.” The municipality offered face-to-face relationships where politics would not be

the monopoly of demagogues, “egotistical” interest groups, and those with mega-phones.

Intimate communities, in short, would promote democracy by preventing citizens from becoming

“subjects of administration.”65 The critique was not leveled against modernity and democracy; it

advocated an alternative vernacular democratic modernity.

Locals in the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung in the late 1940's and 1950's also wrote how

emphasis on their local world contributed to federalized, de-centered ideas of nationhood. Their

society president drew on Hanseatic history, for example, to argue for a federalized “German

future from a Hanseatic spirit” instead of a  Prussian-Nazi tradition that they viewed as

subverting individualism. “Connection to Heimat” in a “Hanseatic-Lübeck disposition”

seemingly provided the antidote.66 Another article in the Vaterstädtische Blätter from the mid

1950's similarly emphasized a national idea more strongly mediated by local rootedness. The

author drew on the ideas of the Swiss Federalist Ernst von Schenk in denouncing Nazism’s

“large scale re-organization plans.” The Heimatvertriebene, the article argued, had been uprooted

from their local communities precisely because of such grandiose nationalist schemes. In turn,

the article continued, the expellees had been forcibly made into “only Germans”–massification at

its very worst.  Being “only German,” the article continued, “sounds uncanny..in our ears”– like

an existence that no longer belonged to one’s self. The author, returning to von Schenck’s

federalist theories,  argued that unitary national identity should be abandoned and replaced with a

notion of nation that emphasized smaller worlds that were both “concrete” and “human.” The

article concluded that “love of Heimat” should triumph over a “mentality of utility.” Lübecker,

he believed, were determined not to become “Einheitsdeutsche” (unitary Germans).67

Illustrating that they were not merely blocking themselves off into local worlds, Heimat
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enthusiasts frequently drew on federalist theories that originated beyond their region. The

Swabian scholar Waldemar Kurtz was among those thinkers whom Hanseatic Heimat enthusiasts

found inspiring. His writings emphasized small intimate spaces in establishing a “true

democracy,” with concrete local places acting as a “contrary force against massification and

bureaucratic centralism.” Connection to local Heimat, Kurtz believed, was among the only ways

to respect the individual and facilitate their political participation. Making massified statecraft

more humane, the Swabian federalist believed, was among the primary goals of their generation,

and this entailed giving individuals a place that they felt to be “Heimat” amidst the “mass

homelessness” (Massenheimatlosigkeit) and “uprootedness” of their times.68 Hanseatic Heimat

enthusiasts similarly welcomed the ideas of the Swiss historian and federalist advocate, Adolf

Gasser, who spoke in Hamburg and Lübeck. Gasser, who lectured throughout West Germany,

emphasized the importance of local municipalities in promoting federalism, democracy, “militant

tolerance” and respect for constitutions. “Progressive municipal freedom,” he believed, must be a

counterweight to centralization, totalitarianism, and submission to authority. A response article to

his speech in Lübeck’s Vaterstädtische Blätter praised Gasser and Swiss democracy’s

decentralization. Indeed, the freedom of local communities, one Vaterstädtische Blätter article

concluded, was the “key to true democracy” that was threatened by the “craze for the masses.”69 

Other outside theorists of federalism, including the Swiss theorist Carl Jacob Burckhardt,

enjoyed a positive Hanseatic reception. Coincidentally, Burckhardt played a key role in sparing

Lübeck from bombings by making it a Red Cross hub during the war. Lübeck, in turn, made him

an honorary citizen. Hanseaten also valued him for his federalist theories. The Bremer senator

Theodor Spitta responded enthusiastically to Burckhardt’s ideas.70 He kept among his papers a

Burckhardt speech on the republican histories of German localities. In it, Burckhardt argued that
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connection to one’s “place of Heimat,” was intrinsic to the republican principle and contained a

power of integration. Without preserving local Heimat and republican principles, Burckhardt

held, the individual becomes a cog in the machine and a “means to an ends.”71 Hanseatic localists

received the federalist theorists of the Swabian scholar Waldemar Besson with equal enthusiasm.

The president of Lübeck’s Vaterstädtische Vereinigung heaped Besson with praise for his

argument that the individual’s sinking into the masses threatened democracy.72

Localists, in short, were not simply emphasizing local worlds and blocking out larger

societal questions. Rather, inward reflection on their local world often involved a looking

outward. But, beyond abstract theories of a locally-rooted democracy, the question remains how

localists moved from theories to action. In many cases they proved lacking here. Heimat

enthusiasts had some venues for pushing a Heimat-infused federalism beyond simply placing

cultural emphasis on local worlds. In Bremen and Hamburg, one route was defending their local

independence as city-states, and for Lübecker restoring theirs after the Nazis had done away with

it. Lübecker certainly valued their historic independence. Only two decades earlier, in 1926, they

took to the streets to bombastically celebrate 700 years of Lübecker independence.73 After 1945,

localists in societies like the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung argued that they desired restored

independence– not simply to bring back tradition, but rather due to principles of federalism and

decentralization.74 Lobbying for independence began with the Lübeck Bürgerschaft’s unanimous

1946 vote for a referendum. Some histrionic voices compared Nazi dissolution of the city’s

independence to “rape” and criticized the Nazi craze for structural uniformity.75 Lübeck’s Heimat

societies themselves pushed legal challenges in the courts, with the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung

leading the fight for Lübeck’s  “Bundesunmittelbarkeit” (federal independence). The Heimat

society quickly collected the requisite signatures from 10% of the voting population to hold a
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referendum that ultimately never took place due to intransigence in Bonn.76 Opponents of

Lübecker independence privileged structural administrative questions, and charged Lübecker

localists with“petty statism.”77 Heimat enthusiasts responded by arguing that the issue went

beyond their seven-towered city on the Baltic: local independence provided the “seeds of a

healthy democratic order” that would be deeply federalist and de-centralized. The “power of

comprehensible space,” they argued, benefitted the new democracy, and pushed against the Nazi

“largeness craze.” The battle continued until the courts ruled in 1956 that Lübecker had no legal

standing. Over time, desire to carry on the legal battle wavered.78 Following the defeat, the

Vaterstädtische Vereinigung called for memorialization of their former independence in lieu of

its restoration.79

Other minor routes were also available to give dreams of a Heimat-infused federalism

structural manifestations. The Hanseatic cities, for example, like other West German cities,

witnessed the emergence of neighborhood cooperatives. These small groups, typically consisting

of double- or low triple-digit membership, brought together neighbors in common collaborative

organizations. Such face-to-face, grass-roots forums, so the theory went, would guard against

“fanaticism and radicalism,” act as a site of community problem solving, and provide a medium

of political participation for everyday citizens. Lübeck saw its own neighborhood cooperatives,

where, as the Vaterstädtische Blätter reported, one need not worry of “massifying buzzword

propaganda” and demagogues. In place of exploitive mass politics, neighborhood cooperatives

offered “comprehensible municipalities,” and a “pre-parliamentary space” for political

discussion.80 The fad, however, would not last beyond the early postwar period. Ultimately, the

power of Heimat enthusiasts to realize their visions of a vernacular modernity in administrative

systems was quite limited, and they were anything but politically adept. Postwar localists in the
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Hanseatic cities and elsewhere nevertheless made valid criticisms of the dehumanizing processes

that could result under systems that relegate individuals to mass state commodities. Early

postwar concerns about massification cannot be dismissed willy-nilly as anti-democratic, anti-

modern, or self-serving without closer analysis, nor can we lump all who used the term

massification into a single ideological category. As the local Bremer historian, Friedrich Prüser

argued, they saw local Heimat as a sphere for protecting individual freedom from “massification

and collectivism” within “small comprehensible communities.” For localists like Prüser, this did

not mean retreat from the outside world or broader issues; their “Polis” unified citizens, both

outsiders and natives, and they believed that their “feeling of the community” had a salubrious

effect on broader problems.81 Reacting against Nazism, of course, did not mean that Heimat

enthusiasts learned correct lessons from their experiences. A case in point was their frequent

aversion to party politics after 1945, with recent memories of a mass political party toppling a

democracy. Lübeck’s Vaterstädtische Vereinigung argued against mass political parities and

sought to make their Heimat society a replacements political conduit and promoter of a “true

democratic form of life.”82 Ultimately, such visions turned out to be pipe dream. The

Vaterstädtische Vereinigung noted being closed out of local politics, becoming a purely cultural

institution.83 Though not realizing structural political goals, Heimat enthusiasts proved more

effective it the cultural realm, where they fashioned more democratically-colored local identities.

Hanseatic Democracy and Usable Local Pasts

In the first edition of a new early postwar Heimat publication, the Hamburger Journal,

the editor unveiled the periodical by writing on Hamburg’s history. He held that it gave their

locality a “breadth, open-mindedness,” and “receptiveness to giving and receiving.” Most
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importantly, their history gave them constitutional freedom, he held, pointing to the historic

inscription above the Rathaus, which read: “The freedom which the old have arduously achieved,

may posterity maintain!”84 While reference to the Hanseatic cities as sites of “freedom” extended

back to the Middle Ages, after 1945, such notions would take on a new meaning as a number of

localists sought to solidify identities rooted in a Hanseatic penchant for democracy.

 The Nazis had certainly tried to shape local historical memory for their own ends. They

particularly appropriated the cities’ sea-faring tradition to affiliate Hanseatic localness with

expansionary German naval power. The Nazis later drew on Hanseatic histories to encourage

locals to fight against the advancing allies. While scholars have interrogated Hanseatic identities

and local historical memory prior to 1945, little attention has been paid to the postwar period.

Thomas Hill, in a short essay, argues that the Hanseatic idea was de-politicized in the postwar

period.85 A close examination, however, suggests instead that, after 1945, Hanseatic historical

memories offered a “usable past” and were reformulated to affiliate their localness with

democracy and decentralized federalism. But what of the local historical matter that postwar

Hanseaten had to draw from in constructing new postwar identities? What did their histories

“truly” contain and what were the local values with which previous generations identified? How

much difference was there between pre- and postwar local identities? 

A cursory view at local discourses in earlier periods does reveal description of freedom

and republicanism as local traits, even if they did not refer to freedom in a modern sense. Localist

songs since the eighteenth century included tropes of the free citizen, his rights, the “high altar of

freedom,” the “mildness” of city laws, their laudable representative institutions, and resulting

domestic happiness. In previous generations, the tyrant, magnate, and bondage appeared as foils

to local freedom.86 In 1803, Johann Curio wrote that Hamburg had  “no aristocracy, no patricians,
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no slaves, and not even subjects.”87 In the song “Hansa,” (1830) Lübeck, Hamburg, and Bremen

appear as “a league of freedom,” where a “brisk sense of freedom” resided.88 There were also

precedents to postwar claims that the Hanseatic cities were products of a federalist, de-centered

national configuration. As Garlieb Merkel reflected in 1801, the Hanseatic cities were rooted in a

“fragmented form of Germany.”89 Even after national unification in 1870, Hanseatic localists

emphasized local autonomy, with folk songs praising their cities as places where “Bismarck

should have no say.”90 In a similar spirit, the Heimatkundler Heinrich Helmers wrote in 1905

how the words “Ick bin’n Bremer Borger!” were suffused with Bremer freedom.91 While

Bismarck did actually have quite a say, affiliation of Hanseatic identity with federalism and

decentralization had antecedents. 

But despite these antecedents, notions of Hanseatic freedom from previous centuries did

not mean much by contemporary standards, signifying only local independence and freedom

from feudal lords. The cities were ruled by oligarchies for much of their history. Free Imperial

cities were also often repressive places for outsiders, Jews, and those without citizenship. As

Johann Smidt ‘s 1813 song “Kriegslied der Bremischen Hanseaten” insisted, their freedom only

applied to German men of notable stature.92 Around the same time, Johann Rambach wrote that

Hamburger were not enthusiastic about their constitution or its “principles of freedom.”93 His

contemporary, Garlieb Merkel also wrote of his disappointment at not finding Romans or Greeks

in Hamburg. Having indulged in romantic raptures, Merkel imagined that monarchies were like

regimented Dutch gardens, while the Hanseatic cities must be diverse and un-regimented forests.

He was sorely disappointed, finding a citizenry primarily focused on the acquisition of goods.94

In short, the local historical matter was a mixed bag, and historians continue to debate the

“democratic” natures of the cities’ histories.95 As a recent edited volume illustrates, Hanseatic
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histories have continually been used by different groups for different political, cultural, and

social purposes. While the volume explores the internalization and use of Hanseatic histories in

the modern period, it does not given full consideration to the years after 1945, which witnessed

significant developments.96 Here, I do not seek to engage in historical debates on pre-war

Hanseatic histories; rather, I aim to illustrate how many Hanseaten used such historical

memories after 1945 to facilitate identification with postwar democracy.

Rather than finding de-politicized Hanseatic histories, a glance at the rubble world

quickly illustrates how many evoked local histories to link a modern democracy with local

identity. Like the Hamburger Journal editor, local enthusiasts after 1945 argued they should look

to such histories to bolster German democracy through “Hanseatic freedom.” As early as 1947,

during an assembly of the Hansischer Geschichtsverein and the Verein für Niederdeutsche

Sprachforschung, a newspaper reported that locals in the Hanseatic cities were talking

incessantly about the “Hanseatic spirit” and its force in reconstruction. The article author

encouraged these developments, as did the speakers at the conference.97 Subsequent society

meetings continued to emphasize historic memory of the Hansa as “connecting people” of

different nations in peace. The application of such ideas for European integration was clear.98 In

local serial publications, we see similar uses of local historical memory. Fritz Rörig, an aging

Hanseatic historian, wrote in the first postwar publication of the Hansische Geschichtsblätter

how their histories related to the present. After the German disaster, he argued, Hanseatic history

would be different, as all works are influenced by the “spiritual and political mores” and “duties”

of a given time. He clarified that he did not mean using history for political propaganda–they had

seen too much of this in the recent past. What “present impulses” would inform their history,

Rörig argued, must be left unsaid, though he hoped to make these histories useful for the
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“gradual overcoming of their great German distress!”99 His fellow local historian, Karl Pagel, in

the preface to his work on the Hanseatic League, similarly wrote that he hoped his book would

help build a historical consciousness that would contribute to finding a “future path” for a

“downtrodden people.”100 Locals, consuming such works at a pace that demanded frequent re-

printings, supported using local histories to inspire a new modern democratic future. As one

Lübecker emphasized–drawing on Hans Konrad Röthel’s history of Hamburg, Lübeck, and

Bremen–to be Hanseatic was, a “German form of a cosmopolitan-oriented world citizenship”

(Röthel). In turn, their Hanseatic history, the Lübecker argued, must not be forgotten in the

school books. Hanseaten, he held, could be both conservative in maintaining their republican

tradition, while having a progressive sense of “thundering toward the new, the forward-looking”

when it was prudent. Lübeck localists also marshaled such histories to argue for the restoration of

the city’s independence and remembrance of Lübeck as “Germany’s oldest republic.”101 The

Lübeck Heimat enthusiast Hans Wittmack was among such advocates. He argued that their

historic local independence would prop up a German and European federalism. By respecting

republican traditions and giving democracy traditional roots, he held, national democracy would

have fewer instabilities. On the use of local history for the present, he declared: 

 “It is the Hanseatic spirit which once encompassed all of 
Europe that must be reawakened. Hanseatic spirit is more 
than simply the spirit of a single city, whether it be as large 
and world-open and bold as Hamburg. Hanseatic spirit was 
a federalist spirit that filled an entire league of cities. It 
could, today, act as a model...”102

Localist historians and Heimat societies were not the only ones wielding the Hanseatic

past to facilitate identification with democracy. Local politicians of all major political parties re-

enforced these local narratives from the pulpit of their office. In Hamburg, we see this with Max
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Brauer, the newly-elected mayor after 1946. Born in Hamburg, and active in Weimar politics,

Brauer came with impeccable democratic credentials. The SPD politician fled Germany in 1933,

finding refuge in Paris and the United States. While in exile, he made frequent presentations at

the American Jewish Congress, where he insisted in 1936 that anti-Semitism was at the core of

Nazism. After the war, he pushed against amnesty for Nazi perpetrators.103 Long before the end

of the war, Brauer saw Hanseatic federalist and democratic traditions as the inverse of a negative

Prussian militarist tradition. During his exile, Brauer argued that Germany must reject Prussian

militarism. In a 1943 speech in the United States, Brauer connected the Prussian militarist

tradition with Nazism, and argued that this must be done away with to establish a postwar

democracy.104 When he returned to Hamburg in 1946 as the city mayor, Brauer appealed to ideas

of Hanseatic democracy to promote rejection of Prussian militarism. In 1948, amidst the drafting

of the Hamburg constitution, Brauer addressed the Hamburger Bürgerschaft calling for the

creation of a federalist nation amidst the Prussian downfall. In Hamburg, he believed they could

contribute to democratization by “interweaving” their local traditions into German federalism.

Hamburger, he insisted, needed to seize the moment and profess their allegiance to their city’s

“healthful republican and democratic traditions.”105 In a later speech, Brauer touted that Hamburg

and Bremen were historically among the “few true city republics” with long histories.106 Brauer’s

promotion of such notions of localness was not aimed at repressing memory of German crimes.

Indeed, Brauer emphasized the horror of the Holocaust in such speeches while seeking to

integrate historical memory of Jewish contributions to local culture, trade, and arts.107

Brauer’s colleague on the Weser, Bremen mayor Wilhelm Kaisen also marshaled local

history to bolster a local identity rooted in Hanseatic republicanism, democracy, and federalism.

During his twenty-year tenure, the SPD mayor argued for local democratic decentralization, and
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associated centralization with a “dehumanized schematism”–one of the reasons he supported

retaining Bremer independence.108 Bremen, he believed, must remain a Free Hanseatic city for

the sake of its old republican principles, its position in world trade, and its importance to having

a federalist nation and a “federalist Europe.”109 Kaisen emphasized that local orientations and

independence were not about petty statism; rather, they served national democratic goals.

Admittedly, Kaisen’s depiction of the Nazis as interrupting a twelve year “Bremer democratic

history,” did little to help Bremer to come to grips with their complicity in Nazi crimes–brushing

over the question altogether.110 With Bremer and Hamburger politicians seeing eye to eye on

Hanseatic republicanism, they issued a joint declaration in 1946 insisting that they retain their

historic independence, which gave them particular historic “duties” of international significance,

particularly given their connections with the outside world.111

Looking to the liberal end of the political spectrum, we see the same emphasis on

democratic Hanseatic histories. The Bremer FDP Senator Theodor Spitta denounced a

“centralized uniform state;” he held that a “federalist state with significant decentralization” was

needed where Hamburg and Bremen could fulfill their unique historic duty.112 His assistant on

the statehood issue, Herbert Lampe, elaborated further on how “the spirit of republicanism and

democracy” had deep roots in Bremen. He emphasized the history of their city’s freedom against

feudalism and overlords and their membership in the Hanseatic League. Bremen, he continued,

had historic connections with the outside world which it wanted to maintain and nurture in a

spirit of international friendship. While the Nazis had abolished Bremen’s status as a Free and

Hanseatic city in 1937 (restored in 1945 by the American allies), twelve years of Nazism had not,

Lampe argued, fully extinguished centuries of local tradition.113 The Bremen Senate pushed the

same ideas of federalist decentralization, rooted in local historical tradition, which would
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strengthen national democracy and guard against “bureaucratic centralism.”114 The Hamburg

Senate contained similarly strident federalist voices. The Senator Renatus Weber (CDU) argued

that in their new democracy, Hamburg would never hover in the shadow of the national capital;

they would maintain a “federalist foundation” and loyalty to the republic where they could bring

their historic “Hanseatic experience” to the table.115 

The union of Heimat enthusiasts, localist historians, and politicians in supporting

democracy as a local value contributed to its vitality beyond reconstruction. Trends in

developments in local identity remained fairly stable and consistent from the immediate postwar

years into the 1960s. Throughout the mid and late 1950's, we see the same strength in notions of

a local democratic identity. Kurt Sieveking (CDU), at the beginning of his four years as Hamburg

mayor illustrated this in a speech on “Hanseatic Duties.” Beginning by asking what being

“Hanseatic” means, he concluded that it was something that made them unique among other

Germans, bestowing them with a distinct form of local political community with unique duties.

To be Hanseatic, he continued was to be a member of a free city. While they were previously

“reichsunmittelbar,” Sieveking argued, they were now “bundesunmittelbar”– an assertion that

refashioned a past as a republican and Free Imperial City into a modern democratic future within

a federalist state. Continuing in his definition of what it meant to be “Hanseatic,” Sieveking

argued that it meant to be a city-state, deeply democratic, and conscious of tradition.116

While re-fashioning local historical memory offered one tool in reformulating local value

sets, re-inventing ritual tradition also offered a site of action. The Hanseatic cities were not as

rich in public festivals as Cologne, nor did they have a single major ritual tradition like Carnival.

Nevertheless, postwar Hanseatic localists reformulated local ritual traditions to shape local

identities. Even smaller scale events like the Northern German holiday, “Sunday of the Dead”
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could be made to serve anti-militarist, democratic purposes. One Lübeck dialect poet used the

holiday, created in 1816 to honor the fallen soldiers of the national wars of liberation, not to

praise the heroism of national struggle, but to denounce war as a crime against humanity, arguing

in dialect: “Krieg is för de Dummen!” (War is for the stupid!) The dialect poet’s piece further

referenced the scourge of the concentration camps.117 One Heimat society demonstrated its

approval of the piece by including it in their well-circulated publication. As we shall see, the

Overseas Day tradition in Hamburg underwent its own reformulation to make it a celebration of

Hanseatic world-openness. Other local ritual traditions, however, retained clearly backwards and

regressive elements. The Bremen Schaffermahlzeit, for example, brought together–as it had for

centuries– the city’s economic elite in a resplendent banquet that excluded women. The tradition

emphasized a view of the truest Hanseat as a  kingly businessman– buttressing classist colorings

of local belonging that held sway in the Hanseatic for over a century.118 In the late 1940's and

1950's, this patriarchal system was largely taken for granted. While Bremer did not reform the

tradition, other traditions proved more effective in promoting local democratic identifications.

While one could probe several ritual traditions, close observation of one in particular proves

revealing: Lübeck’s Volks- und Erinnerungsfest, celebrated on the Trave since 1848. The festival

would be observed by Lübecker after 1945 as a local democratic tradition.

The Volks- und Erinnerungsfest, first celebrated in Lübeck by the 1848 revolutionaries,

was intended as a one-time sharp-shooter event, which Lübecker in 1849 decided to adopt as a

local tradition. As Gisela Jaacks has illustrated in a study of the festival, its meaning was rooted

in three principles from 1848 to 1870: I. desire for German unity, II. equality between the estates,

and III. enthusiasm for a local democratic constitution. From 1870-1914, the tradition morphed

into a primarily nationalist and militarist celebration, shedding many of its former democratic
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undertones. Chauvinist speeches came to pervade the festival during the Kaiserreich, leading

non-nationalist groups to reject the tradition altogether.119 Overtime, remembrance of 1848 in the

festival was restricted to its national elements, further supplemented with other nationalist

historical memories. As one Lübecker wrote of the tradition in 1901: “It is and remains a

patriotic festival in the sense of the Fatherland, a memorial festival of the freedom year 1848, a

memorial festival moreover of the great national act of 1870/71, and the re-establishment of a

powerful German Empire.”120 By the Third Reich, the Nazis sought to obliterate the memory of

1848 altogether, insisting that the festival had “ancient Germanic” and pagan roots.121

Amidst the local cultural renaissance in the rubble of the postwar city, Lübecker began

holding small observances of the old tradition. Its nationalist elements disappeared, and

remembrance of 1848 and constitutional democracy was revived. The year 1948, the tradition’s

100 anniversary offered an opportune moment to reformulate the tradition, though observances

suffered due to lack of resources. During the early 1950s, the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung sought

a more extensive revitalization of the tradition, which reached full bloom by the mid 1950's.

Perhaps due to fears that traditional sharp-shooting events, (held since 1848) would counter the

message of localist democracy and rejection of militarism, they were not revived.122 It is also

notable that, given the long history of the festival as a rallying point for national unification, this

was not a focus of the postwar tradition. At the peak of the Volks- und Erinnerungsfest’s revival,

its organizing committee distributed a pamphlet on the tradition. In the introduction, the

Lübecker Senator Martin Strack wrote that a true Lübecker tradition had been fully re-instated.

Supporting the Heimat feeling in the festival, he hoped that Lübecker would feel the tradition’s

“community forming concept.” In a gesture to the city’s outsiders, Strack invited the expellee

organizations to participate in arrangements in order to build solidarity between Lübeck’s old and
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new citizens.123 The pamphlet went on to emphasize that the tradition memorialized the

democratic revolutions of the “stormy year of 1848” and the constitution of their free city;

founded as an “enduring memorial” to the achievements of 1848.124 In the ensuing years, locals

continued to have diverse understandings of their tradition’s intended memorializations. The

majority of them had democratic overtones, including the freedom seeking of 1848,

revolutionaries’ attempts to establish a liberal nation at Frankfurt, or the issuance of the Lübeck

city constitution.125 Re-invention of local tradition, in short, had became a clear toolbox in the

reconstruction of new postwar local identities.

Hanseatic locals were the primary agents behind such shifts in local identity. However,

they enjoyed overt outside approval of their efforts–both from co-nationals and the allied

occupiers. Just as British occupiers looked positively on Colognians turning away from

“Prussian” militarism and toward “democratic” Rhenish traditions, the American occupiers in

Bremen, to take but one example, firmly endorsed a Bremer identity rooted in democratic

histories. The American occupiers issued a statement in 1946 arguing that Bremen was a free

city, and center of liberal thought in Germany. It described Bremen as a fruitful site for

international reconciliation, praising their long democratic history that allegedly had longer

historical roots than the United States.126 Prominent German figures gave the same endorsement.

Theodor Heuss, the Federal President proclaimed that Hamburg had a national duty rooted in its

local republican history. In a speech in the city, he declared that Hamburg represented a model of

German Republicanism that contained a vision of new German possibilities.127 

In aggregate, emphasis on local identities rooted in “Hanseatic democracy” strengthened

identification with postwar democratic project. These developments, however, were not without

substantial pitfalls. For one, Heimat societies, by emphasizing local unity over exclusion, made
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little effort to exclude former Nazi party members from their ranks. One egregious example

included the acceptance of the Lübecker librettist and historian, Johannes Klöcking, in his mid

60's, who was a member of multiple Heimat societies and published in their journals until his

death in 1952. He did not write on localist ideas of democracy, world-openness or tolerance and

 was anything but unburdened from the Nazi regime, having worked at the Reichsstelle für

Musikbearbeitung where he was charged with re-writing Handel’s Oratios with non-Jewish

themes.128 Moreover, while focusing on their own torn sense of Heimat, they failed to

memorialize others loss of Heimat in which many of them were complicit: the cities’ prewar

Jewish population. For over a century prior to 1933, many Jews in the Hanseatic cities had strong

localist sentiment for their home city, and expressed the wrenching feeling of losing former

places of home. Those who returned after 1945, felt largely “foreign in their own city.”129 

Though locals, at least in print, rarely discussed Hanseatic democracy and republicanism

as absolving them of Nazi crimes, such narratives of place largely ignored the need to confront

local complicity in the Nazi past. In Hamburg and Lübeck, citizens would, on certain occasion,

trumpet their having surrendered their cities to the allies without a fight. In Lübeck, some

localists even argued that Hitler had a vendetta and anger vis-a-vis Lübeck, purportedly

informing his decision to abolish their local independence. Some argued that it was a response to

the city banning Hitler from speaking there until 1932 and interfering with planned Nazi rallies.

Senator Hans Ewers raised this unsubstantiated point in court arguments in the 1950's, in efforts

to restore Lübecker independence.130 Nevertheless, historical memories that would have proven

more potent in forming a false narrative of Lübecker absolution from Nazi crimes remained

largely untouched. The Lübeck martyrs offers an example of this. The martyrs–four clerics from

Lübeck, were executed for opposing the regime, one of whom had insinuated that the bombings
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of Lübeck was God’s judgement against the regime. Memory of this resistence did not hold any

particular prominence in local historical memory after 1945. Locals instead focused on how

prewar local histories could play a role in finding a way out of the “urgency” of the period and

assist in turning away from Nazism. As we shall see, this not only included propagation of

Hanseatic democracy and republicanism, but also Hanseatic world-openness and tolerance. Such

notions were likewise discussed in terms of shaping future conditions, and in terms of

overcoming hyper-nationalist division and exclusionary notions of community.

Hanseatic Tolerance and World-Openness: Reformulating the Local Spatial Imaginary

On May 16, 1945, Rudolf Petersen, a Hamburg tradesman, became the first postwar

mayor of his home city. Petersen came from a strongly democratic and mayoral family. His

grandfather had been mayor in the nineteenth century, and his brother Carl Petersen had been

mayor from 1932 to 1933, during which time he denounced the Nazis in the strongest of terms.131

As Rudolf addressed war-torn Hamburg citizens, he drew on their Hanseatic history of trade,

maritime activities, and international contact. While the Nazis defined the city as a hub of

expansionary German power, Petersen defined it as one of Völkerverbindung (connection of

international peoples) and as a door of reconciliation between Germany and the outside world.

Their history, he further argued, made them a “mediator” between Germany and the Anglo-

Saxon world, its way of life, and notions of freedom.132 These principles would be enshrined in

the city constitution, which cited Hamburg’s duty to be “in the spirit of peace, a mediator

between all people and lands of the globe.”133 Petersen’s speech was a harbinger of further

changes in local identity that began after 1945, encapsulated in the prescription of world-

openness and tolerance as local values.
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Such perceived local values overwrote nationalist spatial narratives of the Hanseatic cities

as exit points of expansionary German power. Overwriting these narratives entailed emphasis on

an identity rooted in international reconciliation and European unity–topoi that frequently

appeared in discussions of Hanseatic world-openness. Such value claims also became prominent

in attempts to conceptually grapple with outsider influx. Early postwar Hanseaten faced a

massive influx of outsiders–particularly the expellees. Progressive localists appropriated ideas of

local world-openness and tolerance to disarm its threatening power, portraying outsider inclusion

as itself a local tradition. Of course, significant gaps remained between identification and

performance. Establishing tolerant communities is an ever ongoing process. One cannot

descriptively speak of tolerant communities but only degrees of tolerance bound to unique

temporal contexts. In the early postwar period, “tolerance” did not apply to the woman who

flouted gender norms, or homosexuals, viewed almost globally as aberrant threats to moral order.

National, ethnic, and racial difference still brought clear discrimination in postwar Germany and

Europe. The value of these new identity claims, however, came in their prescriptivism and

conceptual reconciling of tradition with outsider inclusion. They further opened up a space for

outsiders to challenge identity claims when their performance fell short. 

In demonstrating how local identities shifted after 1945, it is again helpful to take a brief

side glance at prewar ideas of localness. The Hanseatic cities for centuries were trade hubs with

high outsider contact. Previous generations, in limited cases, did see this as giving their cities a

sort of “world-openness,” even if they did not use the term. In 1801, Garlieb Merkel recorded

how Hamburg citizens’ foreign contact gave them an “uninhibited view of things,” that informed

their local psychology and gave them a “healthy stomach” that “digested” those from the

outside.134 In the same year, Johann Rambach described the city as having an unusual “love for
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the foreign.”135 Not all shared this assessment; their contemporary, Jonas Ludwig von Heß wrote

that the “true old Hamburger” had no interest in anything but their locality; when they

encountered a “foreign element,” he wrote, they stuck out their horns.136 During the heyday of

nineteenth-century Heimat enthusiasm, Hanseaten seldom prattled on about their cosmopolitan

world-connections as their postwar progeny did. If we look, for example, to Carl Wefing’s 1903

Bremische Heimatkunde, we see almost no reference to the city’s connection to the outside world

or it inclusion of foreign elements, themes which fifty-two years later figured prominently in

Friedrich Prüser’s Bremer Heimatchronik.137 Weimar brought little change. One of the few locals

who pushed world-openness and democracy as Hanseatic values was Thomas Mann., who failed

to popularize such ideas.138 After 1933, the Nazis appropriated and magnified pre-existing

nationalist narratives of Hanseatic localness.139 The Nazis also sought to infuse Hanseatic

localism with a scientific racism, radically different from anything that appeared before 1933.

Nazi publications, like one in 1940, delineated the “racial character of the Bremer”– presenting

image charts which show the Bremer’s racial traits.140

After 1945, localists frequently asserted that to be a Hamburger, Lübecker, or Bremer

meant to be world-open and tolerant–notions that continue into the present. Ideas of localness as

rooted in international reconciliation and European were promoted interchangeably by a

 host of groups, including local politicians, local historians and writers, and grass-roots Heimat

enthusiasts. A continuous trope of local identity, rather than a new one, perhaps best illustrates

postwar changes: the idea of a Hanseatic city being a “gate to the world.” The term existed since

at least the nineteenth century. Yet, being a “gate to the world” bore different meanings in

different times. Was the gate for exit, entrance, or both? In Nazi propaganda, it was the gate

through which national power exited onto a global stage.141 After 1945, the concept, as used in
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popular Heimat publications like the Hamburger Journal, was a gate of “openness,” and

“breadth” rooted in international mutuality, cooperation, and a “willingness to give and to

receive.”142 Hamburg’s first postwar mayor similarly argued that their city was a “gate” that

would reconnect the world’s peoples. His successor, Max Brauer did the same, declaring that

Hamburg being a “gate to the world” meant that they were a bridge between Germany and the

broader world.143 Local historians like Hans Röthel wrote that the Hanseatic cities being a “gate

to the world” was not just about exiting: it was also for receiving from the outside. Pointing

particularly to Hamburg, he praised the city’s acceptance of the “foreign,” and its “power of

assimilation.”144 After 1945, the Hanseatic “gates to the world” remained standing; their meaning

was inverted to attach Hanseatic localness to international rapprochement.

Appealing to Hanseatic world-openness to identify with international reconciliation was

largely a cognitive task. Applying such local values to expellees flooding into their local worlds,

however, took practicing tolerance and openness to an entirely different level. The first shock of

expellee arrival was great, with the Hanseatic cities seeing larger influx than Cologne. Hamburg

became home to 327,000 expellees, making up 18.8% of the population. The percentage in

Bremen was lower at 8.6%.145 Neither witnessed the expellee tidal wave that hit Lübeck. The

Baltic city directly bordered the Soviet zone, making it a hub of expellees pushing their way to the

West. In the first two years after 1945, expellee influx doubled the population and put a

tremendous strain on social structures. In 1945 alone, 100,000 expellees settled in Lübeck in a

matter of weeks, creating extreme housing shortages and high unemployment. Once populations

stabilized, Lübeck was a city of 240,000 people, 90,000 of whom were expellees.146 The city also

became a political nerve center of expellee politics, housing fifteen expellee societies. Lübecker

very much feared that the outsider influx would extinguish local culture. A Heimat society, which
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later became a strident voice of expellee inclusion, the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung, cited both

lost physical spaces of Heimat and expellee influx as motivating their founding. Years later an

expellee himself would sit at the head of the society. In the whirlwind of the immediate postwar

years, however, expellee influx stoked fears, even if local Heimat societies claimed that they were

not founded in direct opposition to the newcomers.147

So what of “Hanseatic tolerance” vis-a-vis the expellees? Research for Hamburg and

Bremen has illustrated the many challenges that expellees faced during the early years when

competition for resources was most pervasive. Ingeborg Esenwein-Rothe, in her study on

Hamburg and Bremen emphasizes the numerous foreign elements that expellees had to become

accustomed to, including new built environments, modes of communication, and everyday

practices. This often resulted, she argues, in an “inferiority complex” that inhibited their

integration, in addition to significant discrimination from locals. The city administrations,

Esenwein-Rothe argues, was also focused primarily on economic integration rather than

caritative action.148 In early years of cut-throat competition over housing and resources, expellee

and native relations were tense. In 1948, the American occupiers in Bremen were still quite

unsatisfied with the pace of integration and native attitudes toward the outsiders.149 Expellees met

with a host of other disadvantages and discrimination that inhibited their integration. Anti-eastern

sentiment, negative stereotypes, and anti-expellee invectives circulated throughout West

Germany. Economic disadvantages lasted for decades. As Franz Bauer points out, when expellee

residence in the West appeared to be more permanent, Westerners felt that their local and

regional ways of life were threatened. At the same time, as Klaus Bade points out, expellee

belonging to the same national group was a counterweight and tremendous boon to integration.150

In current historical debate, scholars have focused on whether expellee integration in the West
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was a success or failure. Narratives of a failed integration have been used to shape memory

politics and underscore the importance of memorialization. Though expellee hardship and

hostility toward them from natives should not be underestimated, Chapter VI will discuss the

deeply problematic aspects of a failed integration thesis that posits pervasive Western German

hatred and even racial animus vis-a-vis the expellees.151

After the shock of expellee influx subsided and competition for scant resources relented,

rather than finding a universally hostile West German populace, we find that many native Heimat

enthusiasts actively encouraged expellee embrace and integration. In the Hanseatic cities, many

locals used ideas of Hanseatic tolerance and world-openness to argue explicitly for expellee

inclusion as a performance of local tradition. Such impulses came from both above and below,

but let us first consider efforts by prominent locals, who often used events like the annual

expellee Tag der Heimat to promote more inclusive local identities. Tag der Heimat events

revealed frequent connective moments between natives and expellees, mixed with tensions over

expellee leaders’ nationally strident tones. At the Hamburg events, organizers emphasized that

the tradition should bring together natives and expellees in joint commemoration of their

Heimat.152 The keynote speaker, Senator Edgar Engelhard underscored that Hamburger Heimat

feeling should forge sympathy with the expellee plight. To disarm the perceived threat of

expellee arrival, Engelhard drew on the same local historical memories of outsider influx that

Hamburger used to fashion ideas of Hanseatic world-openness. In spite of such overtures,

Engelhard came close to boycotting the event over the nationalist symbolism permitted by

expellee organizers.153 The Hamburg mayor, Max Brauer, while also encouraging localist

tolerance and embrace of the expellees, also had trepidations about the strident national

sentiment of the expellee leadership, and used his speech at the Ostdeutsche Heimatwoche in
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Hamburg to both support the expellees while decrying an “antiquated nation-state principle.”154 

In later years, Tag der Heimat continued to reveal mixed connective moments. The CDU

Hamburg mayor Kurt Sieveking made similarly positive overtures to the expellees at Tag der

Heimat, though he was careful not to equate a right to Heimat with national territorial claims.155

In Bremen, mayor Wilhelm Kaisen acted as a staunch expellee ally at his city’s yearly events.

After the early 1950's, Kaisen removed from his speeches earlier references to expellee-Bremer

tensions, and by 1960, he declared that the expellees had become Bremer.156 At parallel events in

Hamburg, expellees sang localist Hamburger songs at Tag der Heimat, and a Hamburg senator

declared that the city belonged to both expellees and natives, who rebuilt it together.157

Though a full examination of native-expellee relationships in the Hanseatic cities cannot

be included here, let us consider in closer detail the case of Lübeck, where, given the sheer size

of the expellee influx, we should expect to find the highest levels of tension and most pervasive

rejection. Certainly much tension did emerge in housing, access to goods, and cultural mores.

Nevertheless, as Sigfried Schier’s analysis of expellee integration in Lübeck illustrates, many

strides were made fairly quickly, with native locals often playing a pro-active role. Tag der

Heimat revealed integrationist developments. One Lübecker noted that the events illustrated how

expellees were developing a “presentiment” of Heimat for Lübeck. To illustrate solidarity with

the expellees, the city of Lübeck also took up sponsorships for the regional Pomeranians, who

made up a large block of Lübeck’s expellees and regularly held Heimat meetings in the city. The

city administration further set up a Heimatorskartei for Pomerania, an index of regionalist strewn

throughout the Federal Republic. Into the mid to late 1950's, numerous prominent local figures

asserted that the Heimatvertriebene had become Lübecker, and that native Lübecker increasingly

shed resentments toward the expellees.158
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At the top, local West German politicians did have at least some electoral incentive to

make such overtures to the expellees.159 Thus, it is important to look at grass-roots Heimat

enthusiasts, with no electoral concerns, who also shaped notions of local tradition to expressly 

encourage outsider inclusion. The new Lübeck Heimat society, the Vaterstädtische

Vereinigung, for example, after brief fears over expellee influx, quickly turned toward

integration, emphasizing expellee inclusion in local traditions and practices, and instilling them

with a new sense of Heimat. Throughout the early 1950s, the society re-iterated how they aimed

to tend to the Heimat sentiment of both old and new residents. Whether native or newcomer, all

were invited to become members.160 Some Heimat society members even bragged about the

viability of their city by pointing to expellee influx and their continued welcomed presence in

Lübeck.161 Good will toward the expellees also came from other Heimat societies, such as

Wilhelm Stier’s Verein für Heimatschutz in Lübeck. The expellees, Stier argued in 1946, “will

bear their loss much easier when they have a feeling of belonging in Lübeck.” He continued that

a primary goal of his society would be to promote attachment to Heimat for both natives and

those for whom Lübeck was a “new Heimat.”162 Stier’s declaration reflected how many West

Germans came to grips with the permanence of expellee relocation earlier than the expellees

themselves. Lübeck politicians again seconded popular integrationist interpretaitons of local

tradition. The Lübeck Senator Hans Ewers held up as a Lübecker tradition the capability to make

outsiders feel as “eager Lübecker” shortly after they set foot into the city. Lübeck, he believed,

had a secret “power of attraction.”163

Many Lübeck Heimat enthusiasts also emphasized expellee inclusion in their revived

local traditions. This was quite apparent in the Volks- und Erinnerungsfest. Festival organizers

from the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung insisted that it should tie the expellees to the community
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and give them “connection to their new Heimat.” They invited expellees to take part in reviving

the festival, which they suggested could also be used to pay tribute to the expellees’ lost Heimat.

The overarching goal of the festival, the organizers argued, would be to create “solidarity of the

entire population”164 Paul Brockhaus, a prominent Lübeck Heimat enthusiasts since the Weimar

period, also insisted in 1952 that at the festival, natives and expellees would form a “celebratory

community.” Heimat, he wrote, unified Heimatgebliebene and Heimatvertriebene. Brockhaus

specifically drew inspiration from the union of natives and Heimatvertriebene in the Heimat film

Grün ist die Heide– one of the rare instances where we find a Heimatfilm evoked in lay Heimat

enthusiast discourses. He urged a similar celebratory joining of natives and outsiders through

cultural events and argued that the regional cultures of the expellees should be included in the

festival. Through such connections, he concluded, Lübeck would fulfil its historical role as a

“bridge” between the East and the West.165 Such examples should not be misconstrued to fashion

an image of a “rosy” and smooth path to integration, nor should they lead us to overlook strong

Western hostilities vis-a-vis the expellees. Nevertheless, they reveal proactive attempts by native

Heimat enthusiasts to encourage embrace of the expellees that muddles argument of a near

unified West German rejection of them.

The examples that we see in Lübeck paralleled developments in Hamburg and Bremen,

where many grass-roots Heimat enthusiasts pushed more inclusive and permeable narratives of

local tradition. In Hamburg, Rudolf Petersen’s 1945 definition of localness by referencing world-

openness proved to be equally prevalent among grass-roots locals, Heimat society members,

dialect poets and writers, Heimatkundler, and local historians. Among the Heimat societies, the

Hamburg Gesellschaft officially aimed to promote “the language, art and culture of Hamburg

and Lower Germany” and balance this with their duty of world-openness. Like other Heimat
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organizations, they also drew on a long Hanseatic past to facilitate postwar change, underscoring

the Hanseat’s “pioneering activities” as useful for the present. The society held up as one of their

most critical duties the creation of “a future-oriented tradition.”166 Forging conceptions of Heimat

as “world-open” and “tolerant” fit neatly with this vision.

The popular appeal of these local self-definitions is further attested to by the emphasis on

Hanseatic world-openness throughout the deluge of early postwar Heimat publications. In

Bernard Meyer-Marwitz Hamburg, Heimat am Strom from 1947, for example, he wrote that the

city knew “no boundaries” and stood “at the gate of infinity, open to all five continents and the

seven seas.”167 Its “openness” to the outside world was central. The local author Ernst Schnabel

similarly described Hamburg as the world contained within a local nutshell; his fellow Heimat

enthusiast in Bremen, Hermann Tardel did the same, citing two components of the Bremer–the

first revolving around house, family, city and state, and the second looking into the distance of

foreign countries.168 The Hamburg philosopher, Hans Driesch similarly wrote that being a

Hamburger was to be exposed to people from all over the world while also having pride in their

city. He wrote, that “particularism and world citizenship” went hand in hand.169

Heimat enthusiasts, in short, did not see local rootedness, embracing outsiders, and 

internationalist orientations as incompatible. In Lübeck, few reflected more concisely on this

compatibility than the local writer Gustav Hillard. In tracing the “foundational elements” of their

local community, he argued there were two “great components of the Lübeck form of existence:”

familiarity and universality. Lübeck contained an “immanent family-like structure.” It was no

coincidence, he wrote, that it was a family–the Buddenbrooks–who symbolized the city. The

solidarity of their family was ever stalwart, even in the face of “collapses and downfalls,

overthrows and shifts, migration and in-migration.” This local Heimat sentiment was embodied
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for him in the word “Übereinanderbescheidwissen”–to know one another intimately. Yet,

Lübeck, he noted, was a historic city of trade and commerce, bound up in the “charm of distant

lands and the foreign.” It was a city that had both a “feeling of landscape” and an enchantment

with the “borderlessness of the sea.” Hillard used telling dualities to describe their localness:

“family spirit and a sense for the world,” “intimateness of the city and world breadth,” and

“nearness and distance.” He depicted the dualities as complimentary parts of local natures.170

Unsurprisingly, quite regressive ideas of Heimat also continued to circulate. World-

openness and tolerance were not evoked by all localists. One highly exclusionary group, the

Verein geborener Hamburger, a Heimat society of 4000 members provides us with a case in

point.171 Unlike the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung or the Hamburg Gesellschaft, which encouraged

expellee integration, the Verein geborener Hamburg excluded both native women and those men

not born in Hamburg.172 Women’s exclusion reflected a misogynist and classist strain of local

Hanseatic identities which viewed the successful businessman as the truest of Hanseaten. The

woman, proscribe a domestic role, did not fit the bill.173 The society lexicon was filled not with

words like world-openness and tolerance, but rather with those like “Quidjes”– local dialect for

“the non-Hamburger.” The society had as its founding principle the protection of local culture

from “Quidjes.” The very word represented a strain of exclusionary Heimat enthusiasm.174

Joining the group entailed going through an aberrant process to ensure their nativeness.175 The

society drew a clear line between natives and those for whom Hamburg was “Heimat by

choice.”176 Society leaders argued that a pre-requisite for  “Heimat life” (Heimot leev) to thrive

was not letting their local culture be “pushed against the wall by newcomers.”177 They were

certainly unhappy with expellee influx. On the society’s sixtieth anniversary, a reporter held that

their society founding (1897) and re-founding (1945) were parallel years: they saw newcomer
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invasion which the society believed required a defensive posture.178 As one of their society

members wrote, those who came from the outside live well alongside native Hamburger, as long

as “they knew to conform.”179 Notably, the society did propagate Hanseatic democracy and

republicanism as local values. Their society president underscored the usefulness of their

republican tradition for Germany, and drew on Hamburg’s “liberal spirit” and historical

memories of republican forefathers, including the 1848ers. The society also declared that they

sought to bring up their children “in a democratic mind set to love of Heimat.” Their president

even claimed that their society, while being loyal to Heimat, respected those from the outside

who came to Hamburg due to its liberal spirit. Such families, within a few generations, he

believed, “became good Hamburger.”180 Pressure from without and within eventually forced it to

be more open. Their own members kept sponsoring non-natives for membership, resulting in

reprimands from above.181 Under public scrutiny, their president eventually conceded  that “one

can also be a good Hamburger, without being native,” though he re-iterated the need for

conformism to Hamburger customs.182 Only by the 1970s did public pressure lead the society to

drop their exclusion of women; it took twenty more years for the society to remove birth

restriction and rename themselves the Verein der Hamburger.183

Such exclusionary societies, however, were largely outgunned by those promoting

Hanseatic tolerance and world-openness. Local historians were particularly prominent advocates

of more permeable ideas of Heimat. They were also uniquely able to give them roots in local

historical memory. Two exemplary historical works from the early 1950's were Friedrich Prüser’s

Bremer Heimatchronik and Hans Röthel’s Die Hansestädte. Prüser’s work contained historical

theories of Bremen embodying both familiarity and openness toward otherness. He argued that

Bremen’s history forged a city with local-regional rootedness and the spirit of a “world-open
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harbor city.” Bremen, according to Prüser, maintained a “strong feeling of belonging” balanced

with “the breadth of the sea,” which exposed them to the outside world.184 The thrust of this

history, he argued, was toward embrace of newcomers. His Heimatchronik argued vigorously for

integrating outsiders into their culture and “Polis spirit,” while not requiring them to leave their

native cultures at the city gates, writing:

“It is a an essential criteria of all true living communities with 

promising futures that they attract into their orbit those people 

who have come from the outside and impress and instill in 

them their natures without completely divesting them of the 

unique characteristics that they bring with them.”

The most convinced of Bremer, he continued were “Bremer by choice” who contributed

significantly to the city’s richness and power of integration.185 Prüser appealed to local histories

of outsider integration to advance the idea that outsider inclusion was a local tradition.186 

Hans Röthel’s history of the Hanseatic cities promoted similar historical memories. His

work was infused with localist sentiment and ideas of Hanseatic “world-openness and connection

to the sea.” The cities’ histories and republican ethos, he argued, should be made useful in their

postwar distress, which Röthel’s work did by advocating “world-open” localism, and depicting

the Hanseat as the inverse of the burgher “who hides trivially behind narrow walls.” He depicted

their localness as about not projecting national power overseas, but rather maintaining their

historic internationalist connection and meditation. Their neighbors, he argued, were not simply

German villages, but London, Scandinavia, and the global community. Their historic interaction

with foreigners, he held, expanded the Hanseat’s purview and brought them the fruits of

“tolerance.” Lacking the feeling of being servile subjects, he wrote, the Hanseat had a

“cosmopolitan world-feeling and freedom” and “cosmopolitan world citizenship.”187 Just as

Rhinelanders shaped historical memories to identify their regions as a world-open bridges,
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Hanseatic historians like Röthel did something similar. Rather than insisting on their

Germanness, Hanseatic citizens continually emphasized connections to foreign cultures. Gone

was an era when the cities declared themselves “the most German of all cities.” Localness was

now supposed to be a bridge across national divisions, not a buttress that reinforced them.188

Grass-roots localists positively received such historical works. One member of Lübeck’s

Vaterstädtische Vereinigung wrote an enthusiastic review of Röthel, praising his writing on

world-openness in particular.189 Heimat enthusiasts also acclaimed local historians like Ahasver

von Brandt, whom the president of the Vaterstädtische Vereinigung quoted as inspiring a

Hanseatic-Lübecker sense of  “world-wide open mindedness and simultaneous close

connectedness to Heimat,” which they should teach their children.190 These ideas harmonized

with the society’s advocation of “political tolerance.” Indeed, their three stated goals were

promoting: openness with one another, respect of different ways of thinking, and reconciliation

within conflict.191 Tolerance, world-openness, and Heimat seemingly all went hand in hand; as

their society president argued, Lübecker and Hanseaten were never true particularists, and

“closer Heimat was never in hostile opposition to the broader world.”192 

While Heimat enthusiasts, local authors, and historians frequently encouraged

identification with local tolerance and world-openness, few had the same megaphone as

Hanseatic politicians who adopted these popular ideas and promoted them with alacrity. At least

two decades of politicians appealed to these local value claims since the Hamburg mayor Rudolf

Petersen first evoked them in 1945. After Petersen’s one-year tenure, his successor, Max Brauer,

a convinced democrat, promoted many of the same ideas of localness. Beyond speeches in which

Brauer appealed to Hanseatic tolerance and world-openness, he further sought to enshrine these

ideas in performed local tradition–specifically in the “Overseas day” (Überseetag). Begun as a
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small affair of elite tradesmen in 1920, the city resurrected the tradition in 1952. The day

memorialized Friedrich Barbarossa permitting Hamburg to become a harbor. The revived

postwar tradition was no longer an elitist affair and was declared a matter for all locals. An

article in the Hamburger Journal insisted that the tradition had deeper meanings that could be

found within the harbor itself, namely “reconciliation between peoples of the world, ”world

peace“ and the fight against “ethnic hatreds.”193 Brauer delivered annual keynote speeches at

celebration, where he discussed their local republican tradition and the role of their “world-open

Hamburg” in encouraging European unification.194 Brauer used the tradition to promote both

local community and cosmopolitanism. He insisted that his call for local sentiment was not a call

for “narrow limiting,” or rejection of national identity. Like the love of Goethe for Frankfurt,

Brauer argued, Heimat sentiment did not exclude “being a world citizen.”195

On the Weser, we see the same trends from Bremen’s SPD mayor, Wilhelm Kaisen, who

wrote of “the world-open Hanseatic city Bremen,” rooted in the “immeasurable breadth of the

sea” and the charitable nature of its citizens who valued local culture and freedom.196 As the city

looked inward during rebuilding, Kaisen argued they must also look outward to the major issues

of their time–a goal which harmonized, he believed, with their maritime histories.197 Like Kaisen,

the FDP Bremen Senator, Theodor Spitta discussed Heimat and world-openness as a unified

duality. He evoked them, among other places, in lobbying for a new Bremen university, boasting

of the city’s simultaneous “world breadth and connection to Heimat.”198 Back in Hamburg, with

the ascendance of mayor Kurt Sieveking (CDU), the Elbian metropole saw the non-partisan

consensus on promotion of such local values. Sieveking defined Hamburger as sober, tolerant,

embracing compromise, and having international orientations.199 A decade later, such narratives

still dominated. In the late 1960's, SPD mayor and Jewish Hamburger, Herbert Weichmann,
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promoted Hamburger tolerance, freedom, republicanism and liberalism. By drawing on these

traditions, he argued, Hamburger could look forward to a more promising future.200 

At the end of the period in question, as reconstruction came to an end and expellee

integration matured, foreign guest workers increasingly appeared–a new group of outsiders with

more stark cultural differences than the expellees who were often subject to discrimination and

isolation to a greater degree. In Hamburg, the foreign population eventually rose to 10%.201 Ideas

of Hanseatic tolerance and world-openness were little match for the pervasive challenges faced

by these groups, though they could offer rhetorical tools for progressive localists arguing for

inclusion. The Hamburg philosopher Rolf Italiaander emphasized Hamburg’s localness as

defined by its embrace of foreigners. The city archivist, Hans-Dieter Loose, who shared this goal,

simultaneously recognized that local historical legends of past outsider integrations were

frequently evoked in Hamburg as inspiration for integrating foreigners. Loose himself believed

that, in reality, this past did not offer any concrete models.202 Other outsider groups have been

able to insist that certain local values meant acceptance of their minority group. Hamburg’s gay

population beginning in the earliest years of gay liberation held that Hamburg’s “world-

openness” applies to them–even if notions of localist tolerance applying to the gay community

did not find the same wide circulation in Hamburg that it would in Cologne.203 In the

contemporary cities, ideas of Hanseatic tolerance and world-openness remain useful proscriptive

tools in the progressive arsenal, worthy of promotion to insist on inclusion of outsiders and

marginal groups as a practice of and not challenge to local tradition. 

Conclusion: Waning Hanseatic Heimat Enthusiasm

As elsewhere in the Federal Republic, emphasis on local rootedness waned in the
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Hanseatic cities throughout the 1960's. This was preceded by the decline of Heimat-infused

federalist visions in the mid 1950s. Heimat societies that sought to take on political functions

soon found themselves shut out by mass political parties. Lübeck’s Verein für Heimatschutz

recorded in 1958/59 that the society was officially renouncing all political activity and sticking to

cultural issues, as they had been denied a voice in a system that privileged large political

organizations.204 By the 1960s a broader cultural turn against the Heimat concept began,

informed by multiple factors, including long-term stabilization, generational divides, and

expellee use of the Heimat concept in Cold War politics. Decline in cultural valuation of Heimat

is apparent in discourses, but can also be seen quantitatively in Heimat society activities and

membership. In Lübeck, the Verein für Heimatschütz dwindled to a mere 100 members by 1965,

consisting mostly of older citizens. By the next decade, the society dissolved.205 The

Vaterstädtische Vereinigung, which grew strongly in the 1950's, declined into the 1960's, with a

much reduced 850 members by 1965, losing 5.5% of their membership in one year. They noted

little interest from the youth.206 Economic stabilization meant that Heimat was, over time, less

sought-after as a compensatory site of protection. In some sense, Hanseatic localism, by staking

out trade and industry as a pillar of local identity, was more immune to beliefs that industrial

growth invariably threatened Heimat. Nevertheless, generational differences led to a cultural

decline of Heimat with a younger generation growing up in more intact local worlds. Expellee-

society wieldings of Heimat in international politics was more likely to form their ideas of the

concept. Of course, the appeal of Heimat did not disappear completely; Heimat societies

persisted, as did notions of Hanseatic democracy, world-openness, tolerance, and affiliation of

their localness with European unity.207

On a broader level, the history of early postwar Hanseatic Heimat enthusiasm
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demonstrates the geographic breadth of the local turn after 1945 and reveals similar patterns as in

Cologne. This includes cognitive and emotional turn to the local world in order to encourage

physical reconstruction, establish positive sources of identity, and find a stage on which to

imagine a life after death. The Hanseatic cities all witnessed the same local cultural renaissance

and turn to Heimat based on a sense of its loss. Cultural practices similarly offered a means to

compensate for lost landscapes of Heimat. A profusion of Heimat societies emerged in the

Hanseatic cities during the rubble years, as it had in Cologne and other postwar cities. Locals

further demonstrated awareness that emphasis on local worlds had reached a higher point than in

earlier years when their “Heimat” had been intact. Like their other West German counterparts,

many Hanseatic localists similarly viewed cultural and structural emphasis on local places of

Heimat as salubrious to creating a decentralized, democratic order. Rather than advocating an

anti-modernist worship of the past, Heimat enthusiasts often articulated visions of a vernacular

modernism and argued that mass administrative structures shut out the individual from

democratic participation. For them, local Heimat provided a comprehensible forum that would

facilitate democratic political participation. 

Adding to the parallels between Cologne and Hamburg, Lübeck, and Bremen, Hanseatic

localists, as we have seen, reformulated the content of their specific local identities to facilitate

identification with postwar democracy. While drawing on traditions and historical memories

quite different from those in Cologne, they arrived at comparable notions of Hanseatic

democracy. A broad range of locals promoted such identifications, including local historians,

writers, politicians, Heimat societies, and grass-roots Heimat enthusiasts. Such groups sought

already in 1945 to reformulate the local spatial imaginary to affiliate their localness with

international reconciliation and attenuating national division. Rather than propagating a local
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vision of themselves as a bulwark of radiating German national power, they increasingly defined

Hanseatic localness by its mediating international connections. 

Concomitant with these developments, progressive Hanseatic localists cemented

understandings of Heimat and cosmopolitanism as harmonic, grounded in local world-openness

and tolerance. Such conceptions contradict stereotypes of Heimat as, by definition, closed to the

outside world and excluding outsiders. Rather than sticking their heads into local sands, the local

turn represented a “looking out, by looking in.” This not only applies to ideas of local tolerance

and world-openness, but also the manner in which many Heimat enthusiasts looked inward to the

local world to reflect on postwar orders, identify with a new decentralized democratic system,

and imagine the centrality of restored civilian life in such an order.

 Beyond Cologne or the Hanseatic cities, such efforts to make Heimat more “world-open”

had much breadth, appearing in yet other West German regions and even in places beyond

Germany’s borders. As the Swiss scholar and honorary Lübecker, Carl Burckhardt, declared to a

crowd in early postwar Frankfurt, “Heimat” is only made narrow through fear and distrust, but

otherwise can be a creative and constructive force that transforms foreignness into familiarity and

extinguishes hostility. The speech harmonized with Lübecker to such a degree that they re-

printed it in the local press.208 Moving to the German Southwest, we see related developments in

conceptions of Heimat in a very different regional cultural landscape. It is to an examination of

Heimat sentiment in the lands between the Black Forest and the River Lech that we now turn.
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   “The imagined forces that engagement with the Heimat gives us are     
today, amidst the collapse of so many other basic principles, all the     
more valuable than they ever were in peaceful times.”                          

 -Otto Feger, Konstanz: Aus der Vergangenheit einer alten Stadt, 1947.1

Chapter IV

Redemptive Heimat and the Regional Spatial Imaginary in the German Southwest

“It is...possible that the individual in Germany can find themselves when they take

themselves out of the vague grandiose state and bring themselves into the concreteness of the

small state.”2 So wrote the Badenese author Max Picard in his 1946 work Hitler in Ourselves.

Picard, who later received the regionalist Hebel Prize, captured a broad desire for Heimat as a

culturally and politically redemptive space. While the Third Reich underscored an abstract

grandiose nation as a redemptive geography, by the end of the war, in the areas between Lake

Constance and the Odenwald, just as much as on the Lower Rhine or the North Sea shores,

regionalists jump-started an inverse turn to local places of home in response to massive

dislocation, destruction of Heimat, and the need for new flexible sources of identity.

This chapter excavates crucial shifts in the popular spatial imaginary and regional

identities in the early postwar Southwest. It argues that, similar to Cologne or the Hanseatic

cities, Southwesterners reformulated notions of region to posit democracy and permeable

borderlands as tenets of regional identities. Secondly, this chapter argues that many Heimat

enthusiasts affiliated emphasis on grandiose abstract spatial visions with Nazism, and saw mental

and emotional orientation to local spaces of home as a democratic, demilitarizing force that

facilitated democratic participation and redounded to the benefit of postwar European unity. 

This chapter traces these developments by looking at debates that raged from 1945 to

1952 over federalism and re-thinking the regional political map. The Tabula Rasa years
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immediately after the war represented an unusual moment in their territorial history. As the

mayor of Ulm trenchantly argued: “For the first time in German history, the people themselves

have the opportunity to decide the borders of their states...”3 Many advocated creating states

based on regional Heimat feeling in order to establish a firmly decentralized and viable federalist

democracy. Yet regionalists quickly found extensive disagreement on where such spaces existed.

For over a decade, they argued over regional culture, histories, and values of their regional

Heimat, whose “acoustic color,” they argued, must be maintained for the nation.

One of the first interlocutors in the debate was the Konstanz archivist Otto Feger, who

issued his own regional vision in his 1946 work Schwäbische-Alemannische Demokratie.

Published in the same year as Picard’s description of small spaces as a denazifying force, Feger’s

program offers a unique lens into trends in the popular spatial imaginary and regional identities.

His best-seller work proposed the creation of an autonomous Swabian-Alemannic state– unifying

a region, he argued, with a democratic tradition that must determine their future. He argued for

abandoning a Prussian vision of Germanness, its militarism, large state machinery, and obsession

with expansive spaces. In a “smaller house” he argued, they could create a peace-time state,

without a military, and with no desires to conquer geographies beyond their Heimat. Their state

would be decentralized and Heimatkunde would have a place in the democratic upbringing.

Feger further articulated notions of their region as a bridge to their international neighbors,

overwriting nationalist and Nazi narratives of borderlands as bastions of German power and

points of expansion. Though Feger and his followers ultimately failed in their efforts and

deviated from other Heimat enthusiasts in seeking regional autonomy, their view of space and

regional identities proved highly representative.

From 1949 to 1952, public discussion on the importance of Heimat in a democracy
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continued as citizens faced a referendum on what states to create. Political imperatives by these

years narrowed options to recreating Baden and Württemberg or creating a unified Southwest

state. While Württemberger identified with a pan-Swabian idea in greater numbers and, as the

larger group did not fear losing their identity in a new state, visceral debates emerged in the

former state of Baden. Baden supporters were unified in viewing the old state as their regional

Heimat. The pro-Southwest state camp consisted of those who saw a unified state as roughly

corresponding to regional Heimat and others who believed that Heimat should be protected from

political exploitation, rather than infused into political structures. State boundaries, this second

group argued, should be based on financial and administrative imperatives, which were more

crucial to reconstructing local Heimat and aiding the expellees.

Those seeking a federalism of Heimat states proved the larger group, and they believed

that such states were needed to prevent power from floating to the center. Heimat states would

secure orientations to local and regional spaces, which contrasted , they believed, with a Nazi

obsession with “grand statism,” or what one Badenese Heimat enthusiast called a “Nibelungen-

like large spatial thinking.” Heimat, they argued, also offered a comprehensible space for popular

democratic participation: Within view of the “Heimat-like church tower” and the “Heimat-like

parliament” everyday citizens could exercise political responsibility, rather than being shut out by

mass administrative structures. Contrarily, a fraction of Southwest staters that opposed making

Heimat a principle of political structures often saw desire for too much fragmentation as “petty

statism” that threatened West German territorial integrity. Instead, they focused on the need to

defend against the “true” threat to Heimat from the communist East. 

In spite of these divisions, all groups converged in jointly articulating ideas of democracy,

world-openness, and bridging across national borders as tenets of regional identities. Like in
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Cologne or the Hanseatic cities,  reformulated regional historical memories proved crucial. Many

emphasized early liberal constitutions, the prominence of the Southwest in the revolutions of

1848 and in the Weimar Republic, and the region’s history of anti-Prussianism. They did not

need to purely invent such traditions: as several scholars of the region have illustrated, it did have

a stronger liberal tradition than many other parts of Germany. Nevertheless, the systematic

appropriation of such histories to identify with democracy as a regional value was unprecedented.

They also pulled on pre-national histories of an open borderland and historical moments of

foreign influence, cultural exchange, and cultural similarities across national borders to construct

notions of international reconciliation on a regional basis.

Such identifications did not suddenly make Southwesterners adept practitioners of

democracy anymore than in Cologne or Hamburg. The debates over Heimat states itself revealed

weaknesses in democratic practice, including undemocratic referendum procedures, violation of

the rules of civil debate, and use of political propaganda for campaigns of annihilation. These

only scratched the surface of the pitfalls of democratic practice in early West Germany. The

debates also revealed problems with exclusion of the expellees. The rural and conservative

inflection of the Southwest further meant that, unlike in Hamburg or Cologne, ideas of regional

values of tolerance made little headway in the region. Nevertheless, such rapid identification with

democracy, decentralization, establishing permeable borderlands, and forging a unified Europe

all represented astonishing development. Even if different sides disagreed on the role of Heimat

in federal state structures, all agreed on the importance of Heimat to postwar democracy. Many

maintained that in turning to Heimat, they could achieve popular democratic participation,

federalist decentralization, identification with a new democratic system, and re-orientation away

from war and toward local civilian lives. 
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Histories of Fragmentation and the Postwar Turn to Local Worlds

Given that discussions of these regional values came in the form of debates over different

geographical imaginings of Heimat, a cursory glance at the region’s territorial history is useful.

The Southwest, like many German regions, had a fragmented and complex territorial history that

even confused natives. The early region had been settled by the Swabian-Alemannic tribe, which

deeply influenced a host of regional cultural practices, dialects, architecture, settlement patterns,

and ritual traditions into the modern period. They bordered on the Franconians in the north, the

Bavarian in the east, and encompassed the German areas of present day Switzerland, Alsace, and

the Austrian Vorarlberg. (Figure 4-1) While the tribe was unified in a common duchy, after its

medieval break up and the shattering of the region into a score of small states, notions of a

Swabian-Alemannic region slowly receded throughout the early modern period, co-existing with

other notions of region. The seventeenth-century cartographer Matthäus Merian, for example,

provided a picture of such lost memory. In his work of Swabian topography, he provided an

extensive list of Swabian cities that “because of their hearts” felt they belonged to other lands.4

By the early nineteenth-century, Napoleon significantly reduced territorial fragmentation in the

region, creating the new dynastic states Baden and Württemberg, drawn entirely according to

power politics. The states, which pushed new regional identities, persisted through national

unification in 1870 and the Weimar Republic, later being converted into Gaus after the Nazi

seizure of power.5  Throughout this long history, their regional map had never been drawn based

on a common feeling of regional Heimat. For the first time in 1945, it seemed that the region

would have this possibility.

Rethinking the map of the Southwest after 1945, far from taking place in a vacuum, came

at a time when war-torn citizens were weaving visions of new federalist democratic systems.
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They were already living in a fragmented nation and looking to local and regional worlds as a

place to rebuild civilian existences. Like in other German regions, citizen of the Southwest

turned to local and regional community to confront postwar challenges. As the South Baden state

president, Leo Wohleb argued in 1946, after the disaster of war, they could begin anew by

“holding together on the small bit of earth that is left to us, from the earth of the Heimat, in a

small circle of the Badenese land and people.” He continued that, though, they also thought about

all of Germany, they wanted to be clear in their federalist convictions.6 

Southwesters hardly saw orientation to local Heimat as tainted by Nazi abuse of the

concept. Its positive cultural valuation was so broadly assumed that it is impossible to find

writings that even sought to defend against the a suggestion of Nazi taint. Reference to Nazi

propagandistic abuse, when mentioned at all, can be found only in cursory references. Wohleb

once mentioned briefly the importance of giving the youth a genuine sense of Heimat that was

not the engineered Heimat feeling of Nazism.7 In another case, one citizen wrote to Wohleb on

the importance of bringing Heimat sentiment to the children, given how Heimat feeling had been

neglected during the years of the regime. Expressing her love for her Badenese Heimat, a place

where she felt like “a child in its mother’s lap,” she wrote that she feared that Heimat feeling

would be lost on the youth given how it was ignored under the Nazis, who instead of focusing on

Heimat emphasized “battle, singing marching songs and similar slogans.”8 Like the Badenese

author of the letter to Wohleb, many Southwesterners desired a restored sense of Heimat not only

for themselves, but also for vulnerable uprooted children. Another Badenese woman similarly

wrote to Wohleb about the need to give children a feeling of Heimat, recounting her own

attachment to her Heimat in Karlsruhe and her elation amidst reconstruction as she saw the

Stefan’s church re-ascending over the skyline.9 The South Baden state constitution itself held that
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the youth were to be raised with respect for God and love of people and Heimat.10 

Heimat, in short, had become the object of desire from the Neckar to Lake Constance,

just as much as it had elsewhere in other war-torn German lands. The Archbishop of Freiburg, in

a 1946 pastoral letter, gives us insight into this turn. “Heimat!” he wrote, “it sounds like a song to

our ears.” Their “badische Heimat” even if it was “chopped up, in disarray, and destroyed” would

“bloom” after they cleared the rubble. The archbishop, it should be noted, presented a definition

of Heimat with a more ruralist and conservative inflection than what could often be found in

destroyed urban centers like Cologne or Hamburg. He held that Heimat was felt more strongly by

Germans and rural people. He also defined Heimat as connection to ancestry, rather than just a

place where one felt at home. But he did not appeal to Heimat to call for exclusion. Instead, the

point of his letter was to urge congregants to sympathize with the expellees.11 The Archbishop

was certainly not the only one calling on the healing force of Heimat. If we leave Freiburg and

cross the Black Forest to the litoral city of Konstanz, we find the city archivist busily preparing

his own programmatic work on the redemptive role of Heimat after the disaster of the Third

Reich. Southwesterners would read his work in droves. 

“Swabian-Alemannic Democracy” and the Redemptive Force of Regional Heimat

“Swabian-Alemannic democracy” the archivist of Konstanz argued in 1946, was a value

rooted in centuries of regional history; if postwar citizens were to build a new democracy, he

insisted, they must draw on this value and their region’s historic “striving toward freedom.” The

Konstanz archivist, Otto Feger, like many others, did not see regionalism and Heimat as tainted

by sporadic evocation in Nazi propaganda. He recounted only in passing that the Nazis had little

interest in Heimat and held Heimat enthusiast to be uninteresting, unthreatening book worms.12
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Feger believed that Heimat proved key to postwar democratization. Feverishly composing a work

that proposed a regional democratic state, Feger published his Schwäbisch-Alemannische

Demokratie in a left-leaning press in Konstanz, and it sold over 50,000 copies.13 In it, Feger

sought more than a decentralized nation; he wanted full autonomy within a new democratic

Swabian-Alemannic Heimat state based on the old Stamm borders. Those of the Southwest, he

argued, must turn toward a smaller world and away from the large machinery of the German

state. Their new autonomous Swabian-Alemannic state would not be a “formidable palace,” but a

“weather-proofed, home-like abode for a family that has become smaller.” They could not wait

for the allies to bring them democracy, he argued–they must seize the moment by turning to their

regional democratic traditions.14 Of course, Feger’s separatism deviated from most Heimat-

enthusiast visions, though he proved strikingly representative of views of Heimat as a redeeming

force in politics, culture, and private life. His emphasis on a democratic regional identity,

decentralization, and the idea of their region as a bridge to international neighbors also strongly

paralleled that of other Heimat enthusiasts, including those who vehemently opposed his vision

based on identification with a different map of regional Heimat. At least in the early years after

the war, Feger proved one of the most central figure in debates over the Southwest.

From an unassuming background, Feger was born to a middle-class family in Mülhausen

in Alsace in 1905. Having studied in Switzerland, Freiburg, Berlin, and in the United States, he

became a Doctor of Law in 1928. Active in the Center party in the Weimar years, the Nazis

banned him from practicing law after 1935 and removed him from a city job in Bad

Mergentheim. Throughout the latter half of the 1930s, he ran a cinema to finance his avid study

of history. From 1939 to 1945, he was drafted into the Wehrmacht, stationed briefly in North

Africa and spending most of the war as a translator in Italy.15 As a prisoner of war in Northern
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Italy for a short period in Summer 1945, he recalled how inactivity led his mind to “the

democratic traditions” of his “Alemannic Heimat.”16 Quickly released, Feger was given the

position of Konstanz city archivist, where he hastily composed his book, published with approval

of the French occupiers who supported German decentralization in order to prevent military

threats from across the Rhine. Like Feger, the French also saw “de-Prussianization” as crucial to

denazification and cheered regionalists along their border in turning to their regional traditions.17 

Feger’s work drew on a host of historical memories to push regional identification with

democracy. One was the Southwest’s historic fragmentation, which he held made their tradition

uniquely suited to democratic decentralization. He pointed to an era when 240 states bespotted

the Southwest–small states which he argued were not imperialist by nature, but “supranational”

and influenced by France and the West. Their historic resistence to central powers, he argued,

gave the Southwest a European outlook. He traced a history of democratic liberalism from

medieval decentralization and city constitutions to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Beyond emphasizing Southwest German involvement in the 1848 revolutions, he pointed to their

strong representation amongst the democratic leaders of the Weimar Republic, including Max

von Baden, Matthias Erzberger, Friedrich Ebert, Constantin Fehrenbach, and Joseph Wirth.18

Feger did not need to completely invent such democratic histories; the region did, as Hans

Fenske and Dieter Langewiesche have illustrated, have a liberal democratic tradition stronger

than many other regions.19 Nevertheless, Feger’s systematic marshaling of these histories to

firmly establish democracy as a tenet of regional identity was unprecedented.

Negative historical memories proved equally as instrumental. The foil to a democratic

Alemannic identity was for Feger a Prussian-Nazi tradition. Fiercely anti-Prussian, Feger drew a

direct line from Friedrich the Great to Bismarck and Hitler. The Prussian tradition, he argued,
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contained the seed of territorial expansion from Great Brandenburg, to Great Prussia, to Small

Germany, to Great Germany, to a greater German Lebensraum. Prussia, he argued, was the traitor

of the true Imperial idea embodied in the Holy Roman Empire’s decentralization and European-

orientation. He denounced Prussia as a bastion of  “militarism,” violation of human rights,

glorification of the state over the people, and hostility to democracy. Wielding statistics that

demonstrated lower voting levels for the Nazis and nationalist parties (when combined) in the

South and West of Germany, he railed against the autocratic tradition of the Prussian North and

the East. Rather than using such histories to focus primarily on re-shifting guilt for the recent

past, he was obsessed with his fears that the East and North would again lead to failed democracy

and plunge Europe again into World War. No more Swabian blood should be spilt, Feger argued,

simply because the East of Germany wants to conquer Poland.20  For Feger, expansionary

national vision was death and erasure of private civilian life, while focus on region and locality

represented exactly the opposite.

Rather than advocating vague principles, Feger outlined detailed structures for his Heimat

state. They must, he argued, overcome the failure of Weimar, with its vast state machinery that

blocked democratic participation. A Swabian-Alemannic democracy would be radically

decentralized, facilitating grass roots participation, and everyday citizens would be integrated

into administration and the legislative process. The state would have a two-chamber parliament

elected directly. There would be frequent popular votes, but to protect against past abuses of

direct democracy, non-voters would count as no-votes. The capitol was to be in a small city, like

Rottweil or Sigmaringen, to avoid the centralist tendencies of a large city like Stuttgart. State law

was to be simple so that normal people could understand it. There was to be no ministry of war,

and the economy would be oriented toward peace-time goods. In schools, Heimatkunde would be
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a part of democratic education, and their state would tend to local and regional cultural practices.

Through the nearness of local administration, democratization would emerge from the bottom

up.21 Feger left open the question of what territories would join the state. (Figure 4-3) The

Swabians and the Alemannen, he noted, were the same cultural group, and the dynastic states had

to be done away with. He would have preferred his native Alsace be included, though he depicted

it as a cultural “transition area” in order not to antagonize the French. The border in the northern

Franconian areas would need to be considered carefully, as regional belonging there proved

vague. Swabian groups to the East in Bavarian Swabia and the Austria Vorarlberg would be

welcome to join, but they needed to make this decision themselves.22

Feger’s separatism did not mean tossing out German identity; Swabians would remain

German, he wrote, and might feel even more so once they are not “terrorized in the name of

Germandom.” Germany would remain a cultural idea, but not a political union. The Swabian

example, he held, could pave the way for other German regions: though a Swabian democracy

could not be exported, other regions could turn to their regional traditions for similar purposes.23

Feger further argued that their region would serve as a bridge vis-a-vis Germany’s neighbors. A

Swabian-Alemannic state guided by its tradition, he argued, welcomed French cultural influence.

He expounded on their historical relationship to France, pointing to Badenese democrats’ French

connection. Despite a difficult occupation, he argued, their region would never hate the French.24 

Feger further articulated their crucial relationship with Switzerland, which he argued

could advise them in rebuilding, as they too had an Alemannic constitutional tradition. The

Southwest certainly had a historical connection with the Swiss, memory of which was

emphasized in early postwar discussions of federalism. Many parts of Switzerland had been part

of the Swabian-Alemannic Stamm, though notions of belonging to a common region faded
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throughout the early modern period. Feger, however, appealed to an early-modern Southwestern

history of turning Swiss– breaking away from territorial states and forming “democratic”

communal leagues. By doing this themselves, Feger argued, they would tend to their fraternal

relationship to the Swiss, while having small Heimat states would further European unification

more generally. Small states, he held, would not antagonize their neighbors, as they only wanted

to preserve their own existence;  “Small statism,” he concluded, could secure peace,

individualism and quality of life.25

Reactions to Feger’s work–both positive and negative–illustrated the resonance of his

ideas. He inspired other Heimat enthusiasts to write in the same spirit, including one Münsingen

lecturer who completed a 1947 work on Alemannic history and culture that also argued for

regionalist bridging across national borders.26 Feger’s former law teacher, Franz Beyerle,

supported many of his goals, while suggesting instead a loosely-bound federalist state with a

capitol in Frankfurt that would be true to a decentralized Imperial idea.27 Full throated opponents,

like the Badenese patriot, Karl Bader, at least held that the “slightly eccentric” book had

interesting ideas; he particularly shared Feger’s hostility to Prussian traditions.28 More than any

other figure, Feger found resonance with the mayor of the town of Singen, Bernhard Dietrich.

Dietrich promoted a similar regionalist state as part of a decentralized confederation of southern

German Alpine states, with a capitol in Salzburg. He worked briefly with Feger in a new

Swabian-Alemannic Heimat society, and proved an even more wild political dreamer.29

Bernhard Dietrich organized his own group of  “autonomist federalists” who issued a

manifesto in the late 1940s, addressed to the “Heimat-conscious people of the countries of

Europe.” They argued that they must protect their Heimat from Prussian-German militarism,

nationalism, and centralism. Rejecting national political unity, they held that individual freedom
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in Heimat could only be achieved in an autonomous, democratic, deprussianized state. These

autonomous states would be based on Stamm and common culture, and work toward a European

confederation.30 To further this vision, Dietrich created the Schwäbisch-Alemannischer

Heimatbund, which Feger also joined, though the new society was only authorized to operate in

the French zone. The society platform held that forcing the German Stämme together led to the

disaster of 1918 and 1945, and that continuation of a national union threatened renewed

catastrophe. The “South and West” had their hands forced by the “reactionary mass voices of the

north and the East.” Their platform emphasized Southwestern democratic traditions that could no

longer be subjected to Prussian desires for conquest, colonies, and Lebensraum. National unity

had been the “nightmare of the Heimat,” and they sought a “small, but free state” where

Germany was only a cultural space. An autonomous state would be founded on small communes,

facilitate tremendous citizen involvement, and promote a critical valence of Heimat– the

“warmth of the family home.” Their Heimat society, with branches across the French zone, was

to be led by uncompromising Nazis resistors, but they would not ask lower-level members about

their political past, as they needed everyone for rebuilding.31 Such was to be the integrative force

of Heimat. To create a successful democracy, they believed they could not exclude a group with a

compromised past that would work against the state. 

Despite the ultimate failure to create a “Swabian-Alemannic democracy,” and despite

separatism setting Feger and Dietrich apart from many other Heimat enthusiasts, both figures

broadly reflected early postwar re-orientation away from visions of national “Lebensraum” and

toward regional and local worlds as redemptive geographies. As Feger rhetorically asked:

“Should we (in a Swabian-Alemannic state) somehow conquer a part of Bavaria or a canton of

Switzerland as Lebensraum?” In a small Heimat state, Feger believed, war would be eliminated
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as an instrument of politics. Other non-separatist Heimat enthusiasts expressed similar arguments

about the democratizing and demilitarizing force of Heimat, its role in weakening national

borders and creating a federalist European system.32 Heimat enthusiasts in the Southwest state

debates later underscored how Heimat promoted individualism and democratic participation.33 

Dietrich and Feger also, unfortunately, reflected a chasm between identification and

practice. The underdeveloped nature of democratic practice in early postwar Germany is not

surprising, and proponents of a “Swabian Alemannic democracy ” were hardly different. Feger’s

discussion of creating a new democracy, for example, often drew on unhelpful biological

metaphors of the human body, such as cutting away tumors.34 Both Dietrich and Feger also

proved exclusionary vis-a-vis the expellees, arguing that outsiders culturally unconnected to the

region should not be enfranchised in their new state. The expellees, they feared, could destroy

democracy by bringing Prussian influences. Both expressed sympathy with the expellees and

held that they could resettle in the Southwest, but without citizenship. Dietrich additionally

added that expellees needed to conform to their Southwestern culture, and pointed to Switzerland

to justify not allowing outsiders to influence their politics. Citizenship was to be linked to

culture, and was in no way to be a racial qualification, and, at least for Feger, was not based on

location of birth.35 

The lack of democratic attitudes was further reflected in evasion of guilt for the recent

past. Even if it was not the central point of their works, Feger and Dietrich held that their region

to possess less guilt for the Nazi past. This was quite different from non-separatist Heimat

enthusiasts, who rarely made such arguments, at least in writing. Of course, both Feger and

Dietrich had been disadvantaged by the Nazi seizure of power and remained politically

unburdened from the Nazi years, but their ideas offered a route for collective suppression of
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guilt. Feger even briefly referenced a notion of Germanic freedom that he believed was lacking in

Slavic culture that had a greater influence on the German East. The Southwest had been “raped”

by the North and East, Feger argued. Dietrich felt that in their new state, they would have a new

beginning in breaking free from “collective guilt.”36 Rather than representing a center point of

their works, such evasions appeared as supporting arguments for why they should create an

autonomous state and identify with a new democracy. Far more prominent in their writings was a

feared repeat of the recent past. Feger was not interested in forgetting, and expressed concern that

forgetting the crimes of the recent past was harmful to democracy. “Today” everyone was against

war and for democracy, he argued, but he feared that in the future, they would forget “Dachau”

and “Bergen-Belsen,” and only remember Nazi parades and victory marches.37 

By 1947, their fantastical visions fell apart, with their proposals not fitting with allied

plans. The Heimatbund also made little progress in their attempts to purge the word “separatist”

of its negative connotation. Feger and Dietrich further disagreed on federalist theories. The

French finally forbade them from establishing newspapers or a political party, and the

disorganized Heimat society soon disbanded. Its supporters came mostly from the highly

educated, and failed to gain a foothold in the working-class, much of which identified with the

former dynastic states.38 As the Tübinger parliamentarian Carlo Schmid argued in the early

1950s, regional folk culture could no longer be used in fashioning state craft.39 Feger himself

soon tired of personal attacks resulting from his political involvement. But even if he gave up on

his state vision, he could still push cultural emphasis on Heimat.40 In his 1947 work on the

history of Konstanz, he encouraged readers to recognize the role of local history in creating a

new world view after Nazism. Recognition of that which was “near” he argued, would lead to

recognition of broader spheres. In earlier years, he wrote, one could hear “flowery” statements
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about Heimat as a source of protection and energy. After the disaster of the Third Reich, he

continued, such flowery speech had gained concrete reality. The “imagined forces” of Heimat

was “amidst collapse, all the more among the valuable basic principles than they ever were in

peaceful times,” and local Heimat was  a crucial source of “spiritual rebuilding.”41

Heimat, Federalism, and Redemptive Regional Spaces

While many identified with a pan Swabian-Alemannic region, the dynastic states, along

with other territorial configurations, commanded significant identification. Identification with the

state of Baden, in particular, conflicted geographically with a pan Swabian-Alemannic region.

The dynastic states, which owed their creation to Napoleon, had been randomly fashioned by

adding territories to the smaller core states. In the early nineteenth century, Baden increased five

to six times in population, while Württemberg more than doubled.42 These states had been drawn

entirely according to politics, with no reference to culture or regional belonging, leading Wilhelm

Heinrich Riehl to denounce them as “accidental states.” Common identities had been forged

throughout the nineteenth century, aided by the introduction of notably liberal constitutions in

Baden and Württemberg.43 By the twentieth century, many in the Southwest had lost all historical

memory of belonging to a common Swabian-Alemannic Stamm. The terms alemannisch and

schwäbisch also referred to different sub-dialect groups in the Swabian-Alemannic region. Many

Badenese regional patriots proclaimed that they belonged to an “Alemannic” Stamm that was not

the same as a Swabian Stamm. Correcting such views, the president of Württemberg-

Hohenzollern in the early 1950s, recounted in vain how the two words referred to the same

historical regional group–quoting a ninth-century Abbot who noted that alemannisch was the

term used by Latin peoples, while the term schwäbisch was used by non-Latin groups.44 While
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Württemberger identities proved more compatible with a pan Swabian-Alemannic idea, many

Badenese continually opposed such notions of region. 

By 1949, with the free-wheeling imaginings of the late 1940s behind them, politically

feasible options were limited to creating a single federal Southwest state or restoring Baden and

Württemberg. Feger, for his part, supported a Southwest state as a partial unification of common

parts of the Swabian-Alemannic region. The three interim states of the Southwest created by the

allies were untenable, meaning that a decision on territorial restructuring had to be made. The

Americans had earlier redrawn the regional map by cutting a border based on the Karlsruhe-Ulm

freeway, taking all counties to the north and giving those to the south to France.45 (Figure 4-2)

The north of Baden and Württemberg became the state of Württemberg-Baden. The French zone

consisted of South Baden which took on the name “Baden” while South Württemberg and

Hohenzollern became Württemberg-Hohenzollern. The allies fully understood them as interim

states and planned for the Germans to redraw them after occupation. After 1949, to deal with the

particularly problematic configuration in the Southwest, Bonn approved a new constitutional

article that would allow the three state presidents to agree to unify into one single state without a

popular vote. The staunch Badenese patriot and South Baden state president, Leo Wohleb,

however, refused, meaning a referendum had to be held and would be regulated by federal law.46

The Bundestag settled on a voting model in four districts: South Baden, North Baden,

North Württemberg, and South Württemberg, with approval in three districts required to create a

unified state. The referendum forced citizens to intensify discussions about regional values and

their cognitive maps of Heimat, particularly in the smaller state of Baden. As one pro-Badener

argued, Württemberger supported the state, as they did not fear losing their identity.47 The

referendum made Baden a lightning rod in debates over federalism and the role of local and
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regional worlds in the infant republic. An informational referendum would be held in 1950,

followed by a binding referendum in 1951. Both pro-Badener and pro-Southwest staters formed

working committees that created propaganda, including posters, leaflets, mailers, and public

discussion forums. The inner-working of these groups proved opaque, and it is impossible to

divine the “true” motivations of politicians involved.48 Wohleb certainly would have been

interested in being minister president of a new unified Baden. Some argued that state politicians

were interested more in “personal advantage” than they were in “Heimat,” while others have

taken their rhetoric more sincerely.49 Whatever their ultimate motives, discussions of federalism,

Heimat, and local values had a deep popular resonance and generated significant popular

discussion. The referendums were anything but simply politicians’ debates.

So what was the role of Heimat in a postwar federalist democracy? Several interlocutors

in the Southwest state debate provided answers to this question, but few as directly as Badenese

author Max Picard. He wrote a telling letter to state president Leo Wohleb in which he elaborated

on the redemptive role of small spaces in postwar Germany. Recounting ideas advanced in his

book, Picard argued that “small states” and “concrete” places were crucial to denazification. The

most horrible thing of their time, he wrote, was “grand-statism” rooted in the “abstract.” His

reference to “grand-statism”(Großstaaterei) was itself a neologism that evoked its precise

opposite, “small” or “petty statism” (Kleinstaaterei). Nationalists since the nineteenth century

wielded the term to harangue those they saw as its practitioners. But for Picard, expansive

geographical visions and emphasis on what he called “abstract space” were cornerstones of an

“abstract Hitler dictatorship.” He encouraged Wohleb to continue his federalist struggle to make

smaller “concrete” spaces the cornerstones of a new democracy.50 Though expressing these idea

through philosophical language, Picard reflected broader associations of emotive emphasis on
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large geographies as fascist and emphasis on small geographies as potentially democratic. This

notion could easily be found among lay citizens. In 1948, a former soldier from Heidelberg wrote

to Wohleb expressing a similar mind set. Returning from three year as a POW, he wrote damning

German nationalism, “large state bureaucracy,” and emotional investment in an expansive

national geography. Not only would a smaller state have a more personal bureaucracy, he argued,

they would also block nationalists from gaining power. He feared a renaissance of “Nazi-dom”

and a third plunge into world war, and felt that this could result from movement to a unitary

state: “Out of small federal states will become large federal states, and out of these the even

bigger brother “unitary state.” This would bring Germany back to where the nationalists wanted

them; from the grandiose state would emerge a “big snout” dictator that would bring back “one

empire-one Führer-one war-one mass grave!” Focus on expansionary nation, he argued, was not

love of “people and Heimat,” and the urban rubble proved it.51

There was a broad consensus in West Germany on the positive effects of cultural

orientation to local and regional Heimat. Structural politics, however, proved a point of

contention. The Southwest state debates revealed two dominant, conflicting positions regarding

the proper relationship between Heimat and political structures in a postwar democracy. The first

held that the decentralizing power of Heimat must be infused into political structure. Redrawn

Heimat states based on feelings of regional community would form the backbone of a stronger

decentralization that would ensure power did not float to the center. Those who held this position

included nearly all pro-Badener and those who supported the Southwest state based on the view

that it represented a common cultural region. The second view, held by the remainder of

Southwest state supporters, maintained that Heimat must be protected from over-politicization.

They emphasized Heimat as exclusively a local and personal experience, and not an appropriate
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foundation for structural politics. “Heimat will remain Heimat” many of them argued,

irrespective of state borders.

Pro-Badener articulated at length why preventing fascist relapse and embracing

democracy required stronger orientation toward smaller spaces–and many lay citizens shared this

view. In a 1949 survey on the Southwest state issue, many expressed an aversion to large

territorial entities. One teacher, age 49 recounted that she supported Baden because of her

“animosity toward large entities.” A Freiburger book binder, age 33, argued that he supported

Baden because of Heimat feeling and for “defense against centralism.”52 One woman in

Konstanz with “deep-seated Heimat feeling” felt so passionately about the issue that she created

a local “Federation of Badener.” Writing about her new society, she recounted how she believed

that Southwest state supporters were taken in by “large spatial politics.” She asked: “Doesn’t that

evoke unconsciously the unholy legacy of an unholy time? The notion inculcated by dictatorship

that you can only feel strong in the illusion of an imaged great power?” They should, she argued,

look to the Swiss who were reaping the fruits of federalist division. She defined freedom by

directly evoking Heimat, arguing that the most beautiful feeling of freedom is consciousness of

“self-supporting responsibility in a more narrow place of Heimat.”53

Few pro-Badener offered as concise a description of this spatial vision of “Heimat-like”

democracy than Walter von Cube. In a 1951 pro-Baden speech, after denouncing a “Prussian”

militarist idea of Germanness, he attacked those who saw focus on region as “post-coach

romanticism or treason.” He ascribed to such people a Naziesque view of space, in which ever

greater spaces were most German: they believed “that the Southwest state is more German than

Baden, that Bonn is more German than the Southwest state, an empire more German than the

federation, and a Führer more German than the Empire.” He argued that radicals on both ends of
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the political spectrum pushed centralism, while the federalist held the democratic middle. For

von Cube, regional Heimat was the antidote to fascism. The “germ of dictatorship,” he argued,

could be found within the “herd that has the ambition to be ever more numerous, ever more

unitary, ever more powerful.” Heimat, by contrast, facilitated democratic participation: within the

“visual range of the Heimat-like church tower” or the “reach of the Heimat-like parliament,” he

argued, citizens possessed a realm of political responsibility. Those who denounced localist

“church-tower politics,” he continued, were those that wanted to transform church towers into

“observation stations for the officers of their unitary-German artillery.” Europe had been turned

into a grave field by those who “thought in big spaces;” they “loved the colossal, the gigantic”

and labeled people who valued the “particular” as enemies of the fatherland. In the future, he

concluded, they must not view opposition to unitarism as the un-German romanticism of

regionalists who wanted their own stamps. It was a demand for federalist democracy.54 

This link between democracy and rootedness in Heimat left a clear imprint on pro-Baden

rhetoric throughout the referendums. As one Badener argued in a radio address, in an age of the

automobile and airplane, they could not let themselves be “bedazzled” by ridiculous visions of

“size” which he argued had led the German people to misfortune. The Badenese people loved

freedom, he continued, but the larger the state, the more the common people are left at the mercy

of legal clauses and bureaucracy.55 Another pro-Badener advanced similar ideas in a 1951 radio

address, arguing that large states and bureaucratic apparatuses threaten democracy, pointing to

Nazi Gleichschaltung. He further attacked the notion that orientation to smaller spaces was

incompatible with European unification. A unified Europe, he held, could not be realized by

“raping” individual states into a “coordinated monstrosity” (gleichgeschalteten Monstrum).56

Those who argued against obsession with “grand spaces” usually advocated a democracy
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built on regional Heimat states. Wohleb was among this group. In a 1948 article, he attacked

Bonn technocrats whom he argued only had an eye for technical function and viewed historical

states as unmodern and antiquated. A federalism rooted in Heimat, he held, could prevent

something like a Nazi seizure of power. He insisted that the rebuilding Germany was not simply

an economic question, it was about creating a patriotism infused with rootedness in regional

Heimat. In another piece, Wohleb argued that Southwest staters only cared about economics and

politics, and “wanted ‘bigger’ spaces.” He expressed these same sentiments in private letters to

Badenese citizens, who often wrote to him expressing their dedication to Heimat and federalism,

in some cases attaching their own Heimat songs and poetry. Wohleb responded by encouraging

their sentiments, and underscoring the importance of passing on Heimat sentiment to the youth.

The purpose of such sentiment, he wrote in one letter, was not only for the betterment of Baden,

but also for fighting against a “lethal centralism” in their new democracy.57 Grassroots supporters

echoed the same views of federalism and essentialness of Heimat. One doctor in Freiburg wrote

to Wohleb praising his support of federalism, arguing that the pro-Badener were forcing the

nation to decide whether it was serious about federalism or using it as a facade to hide

“awakening centralist and totalitarian tendencies.”58 Yet another pro-Badener, in a poem,

underscored the essential mediating force of Heimat. He wrote that Bavarians, Hessians, Pfälzer,

Badener, and Swabians alike must have their own federal states. Without them, one would have

to simply call them “Germans.”59 This sentiment strongly parallels the words we saw earlier from

a Lübeck Heimat enthusiasts who wrote of the tragedy of the expellees losing their Heimat and

becoming “just Germans”– the fulfillment of a “Prussian” idea of nationhood.60

Baden supporters therefore saw regional Heimat and state as entities that must overlap.61

As the pro-Baden author Reinhold Schneider held, “home” (Heim) must be surrounded by
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“Heimat”–“a state with a made-up name” he argued “will not become Heimat.”62 Pro-Baden

leaflets and posters asserted that the state referendum would prove if regionalists stood by their

Heimat, and depicted regional scenes with phrases like “Loyalty to the Heimat, your voice to

Baden.”63 (Figure 4-4) Not only was decentralization at stake, local sovereignty, so they argued,

also required Baden, a state of “inner- decentralization,” that contrasted with the “centralist

phantom” of the Southwest state. Baden was, as Wohleb argued, the champion of “real

federalism and true democracy.”64 The South Baden parliament advanced the same point, issuing

a statement in 1949 that declared Baden a state of inner cultural decentralization.65 

Rather than indulging in solipsistic inwardness, pro-Badener drew on broader federalist

theories to elucidate their points. Wohleb often drew on Swiss federalism and non-Badenese

theorists. Among others, he evoked the recently deceased federalist thinker Albert Kramer, and

his argument that federalism relied on a rooted feeling that a place is one’s “Heimat.” Kramer,

looking to the Switzerland, posited a federalist architecture based on the family, ascending

upward to the Gemeinde and Canton. Wohleb advanced this idea as the basis for a future interior

Badenese decentralization.66 Federalists outside of the Southwest also used debates in the regions

to advance their ideas. At a 1951 “Federalism Day” meeting in Karlsruhe, a federalist congress

denounced a unitary state as the essence of “totalitarian machinations” and held up federalism as

the foundation for respect of other peoples and a unified Europe.67 The head of the Bavaria party

also used the Southwest state debates to argue that federalism was needed to fight centralism,

collectivism, and militarism.68 Pro-Baden federalists received equal approval from lay Heimat

enthusiasts in other regions who wrote to Wohleb expressing their support. This included one

self-described “unknown” and “Heimat-devoted” Bavarian, and another “state conscious

Bavarian” who held that all “true federalists” were behind Wohleb.69
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The pro-Badener, however, were not the sole champions of federalism within the

Southwest state debates, as they so often maintained. Many Southwest state supporters were

advocates of a Heimat-infused federalism, as were others who proposed alternative geographic

visions of region. The Augsburger Ernst Vollert, for example, drafted a plan for two

southwestern states of Upper and Lower Swabia that extended to the Lech; he argued that they

must learn from the recent past and create a federalism rooted in organic regional states.70 Many

early postwar Germans, whatever geographic spaces they saw as corresponding to regional

Heimat, viewed central structures, distant centers of power, and technocratic spatial planning as

politically suspect. As one citizen wrote to Wohleb, many wanted to show their disapproval of

the center in Bonn. In turn, he wrote, the Badenese must depict a future Southwest state as a

vassal of the center.71 Badenese propaganda, drawing on these hostilities, underscored the idea of

technocrats coming to steal their Heimat– an act that could only be stopped by the down-to-earth

common man defending it.72 (Figure 4-5)

Southwest State Supporters and Emphasis of Heimat as Private and Local

A fraction of Southwest state supporters, however, did not believe they needed states

rooted in regional Heimat sentiment. Heimat, this group argued, should not be entangled in

political structures, as this would subject it to political abuse. It was to be protected as a private

concept. This attitude was nothing new; as Hermann Hesse declared in a letter to his mayor in

Calw in the late 1940s, “for me, Heimat was never a political concept, but rather a purely human

one.”73 In the Southwest state debates, this fraction reacted hostilely to Badenese claims that

losing their state meant loss of Heimat, and countered with the slogan: “Heimat will remain

Heimat” (Heimat bleibt Heimat). In a pro-Southwest state pamphlet based on an alphabetized list
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of debate keywords, we find a concise explanation of Heimat as a primarily personal space.

Under the entry “Heimat,” the pamphlet described it as an inviolable private landscape: “Heimat

is the valley, the place where the crib stood, it is the village and the city, where ancestors rest in

the cemetery.” It was  a “community of fate” where people shared a common language, cultural

monuments, and historical memories. It downplayed the regional valence of Heimat,

emphasizing instead local experience–recounting an extensive list of localities throughout the

Southwest that were sites of Heimat. The entry further outlined what Heimat was not: “Heimat is

not the state, the county, the district of some secular or religious agency.” Administrative

districts, it argued, could be changed, but Heimat endured as it came from “God’s grace” and not

from “Napoleon’s grace.” It could be the place where one was born and spent their youth, or it

could be a “Heimat of choice,” the pamphlet argued, gesturing to the expellee plight.74 

This faction of Southwest state supporters emphasized that this local and personal world

of Heimat would not disappear simply by being embedded in a different state. Reinhold Maier,

the Württemberg-Baden president asked rhetorically of locals in the interim state of

Württemberg-Baden: “Did Heidenheimer, Ludwigsburger or Heilbronner lose their Heimat

because North Württemberg was placed in a state community with North Baden?” Expellees

could claim to have lost Heimat, he argued, but not the Badenese. He further rallied against over-

politicization of Heimat, arguing: “He who loves his Heimat does not permit its political

misuse.” The only political valence of Heimat, he finally argued, was the nation.75 The Lord

Mayor of Pforzheim advanced the same arguments, arguing that the Southwest state supporters

were the true promoters of Heimat.76 Gebhard Müller, the Württemberg-Hohenzollern state

president echoed such sentiments, pointing to his own “upper Swabian Heimat” which would

remain his Heimat despite state borders. The Southwest state, he added, would also preserve
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independence of local Heimat through administrative districts.77 In harmony with such

positions–Southwest state posters declared the Southwest state a “demand of reason and love of

Heimat.” For those who did not get the message, they draped street cars with the words: “Heimat

will remain Heimat: More than ever in the Southwest state.”78

This group of Southwest state supporters thus sought to dis-embed a private and local

world of Heimat from a regional state container. The pro-Badener, by contrast, clung strongly to

the regional state as a conceptual vessel of local and personal experiences. As one pro-Badener

wrote in a Volkslied in 1950, Heimat was Baden–the place of his childhood crib, father’s house,

and natural landscape.79 Yet another Badener from Ebersteinburg composed a Badenese Heimat

lyric that pulled on the personal familial language of the childhood crib and being a son of his

local Heimat valley, placing such local personal memories squarely within a regional state

container.80 Proponents of the Southwest state, such as Gebhard Müller, rejected such coupling,

arguing, for example, that Wohleb himself had a Heimat in Freiburg, and not in the whole state

of Baden. In a piece entitled “What is Heimat,” Wohleb responded by insisting that Freiburg was

his “Heimat city” and his “Heimat” was Baden.81 Southwest state supporters often argued that

local worlds of Heimat would be best served by the efficience and economic strength of a larger

state. Posters like one in Mannheim conveyed this principle. Depicting Hermes leading the way

into a reconstructed Mannheim, the poster, calling out the name of Mannheim in local dialect,

declared: “Mannheim forward, more than ever in the Southwest state.” The poster background

appeared in the locally patriotic Mannheim colors of blue, white, and red.82 The pro-Badener

responded with a poster contrasting the dilapidated Mannheim train station with that of Stuttgart,

arguing that the Southwest state would only care about the center, with the words “Stuttgart

forward, Mannheim behind!”83 Pro- Baden posters like one in Heidelberg similarly sought to re-
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enforce the coupling between local Heimat and the Badenese state in places where it proved

weak. (Figure 4-6)

Those who emphasized Heimat as a primarily personal and local space found a prime

opportunity to vent their anger when the South Baden government invented a Heimat festival to

push the state issue. In 1950 and 1951, South Baden ordered localities to observe the so-called

“Day of the Heimat” in mid July. The state oddly took the name of the new expellee tradition,

though the Badenese tradition was entirely unrelated. South Baden funded events, sought support

from Catholic churches, and slated performance of groups in regional costume. Cultural

performers from Switzerland, France, and Austria were also invited. One event poster displayed a

woman in Black Forest costume in a regional landscape, scrolled with the words “your heart to

the Heimat”– an image unmistakably reminiscent of posters supporting a Badenese state. Several

Badenese mayors, however, refused to hold a politicized government-funded Heimat festival

based on top-down orders, and Southwest state supporters went on the attack. Gebhard Müller

argued in a speech entitled “the Southwest state as a psychological problem” that it is dangerous

to politicize Heimat festivals and make them forums of political struggle.84 In the South Baden

parliament, FDP representative Willy Stahl led a tirade against politicization of Heimat and

praised cities like Lörrach, Villingen, Singen, and Neustadt that refused to observe the tradition.

States cannot force people to celebrate festivals and sell state emblems, he argued. His fellow

FDP parliamentarian, Friedrich Vortisch, shouted in support that this evoked “fatal memories” of

totalitarian states. They did not need top-down Heimat festivals, Stahl continued: from the Tag

des Schwarzwälder Pferdes in St. Märgen, to the Hans-Thoma-Fest in Bernau, or the Bühler

Zwetschgenfest, localities throughout the Southwest had their own grass-roots Heimat festivals.

Stahl provided a contrary example of the type of positive Heimat event that they should promote,
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highlighting the new “Heimat evenings” held by the mayor of Titisee, where outsiders were

invited to learn about local traditions of their new places of home. Heimat, Stahl concluded,

could get by without politicians. Following his speech, Vortisch took to the microphone to note

that his home town refused to celebrate the tradition, not because they did not love their Heimat,

but because they were against the “abuse of the Heimat idea for political purposes.” That had

been done for twelve years under the Nazis, he argued, and he held that he had sought to prevent

such exploitation through his activities in the Heimat movement during those years.85

Few points of contention illustrated more vividly the two dueling positions on the role of

Heimat in a democracy than debates over “petty statism” and “particularism.” If we look to the

pro-Southwest alphabetized pamphlet, we find under the term “particularism,” the claim that it

was a “lethal” phenomenon furthered by those who sought excessive independence under the

guise of federalism.86 But what appeared to one side as excessive regional statism, for another

was serving the nation by de-centering it. Denunciations of “petty statism” therefore became a

heated point of debates. A significant minority of voters objected to  “petty statism.” In a 1949

poll in South Baden, 36% of Southwest state supporters justified their support for the unified

state for reasons interpreted by poll-takers as being against petty statism. One female apothecary,

age 28, held that “petty-statism is Germany’s misfortune,” while a housewife fourteen years her

elder held that: “the bigger, the better.” In a similar sentiment, one undecided female doctor, age

38, responded that she thought only for Germany and not for particular regions. Some Badenese

men expressed comparable views. A North Badenese doctor, age 42 argued that they needed to

“overcome local patriotism,” while an Offenburger businessman, age 41 opined “I find petty

statism disagreeable.” Similarly, a 62 year-old Bühler employee argued “We must think German,

and not Badense.”87 Hostility to petty statism seemed stronger higher up in the intellectual and
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economic ranks. As one professor in Heidelberg asked: What do state borders have to do with

Heimat?– He had only Heimat feeling for Germany, and held a Badenese identity to be a sham.88

 Nevertheless, it was only a minority who reacted negatively to “small-statism.” Even ten

years later, when enthusiasm for cultural federalism had already waned, opposition to

“Kleinstaaerei”  in the Southwest stood in two polls at only 28% and 40%. Southwest state

proponents were aware that they had to also appeal to those who desired a federalism based on

regional Heimat states. In the end, variations in local vote returns most strongly correlated with

factors that influenced imaginings of regional Heimat, such as dialect, confession, and

geography– indicating that desires to create something akin to a “Heimat state” proved the most

influential force in voting.89 Southwest state propaganda therefore combined arguments of

“Heimat remaining Heimat” with insistence that the new state would also unify a common

cultural region. Several advocates of the Southwest state continually argued that it would unify a

common Stamm and get rid of artificial Napoleonic borders.90 To balance conflicting positions of

Heimat as independent from state and the new state as corresponding to regional culture,

Southwest state propaganda permitted diverging readings. Several of their posters, for example,

depicted the Württemberg black and yellow flag merging with the yellow-red-yellow flag of

Baden to form the German flag.91 (Figure 4-7) It was intentionally silent on whether creating a

unified state served the nation because it created a Heimat state rooted in a common regional

culture or because it overcame petty statism.

The pro-Badener, for their part, delivered a full-throated rebuttal against charges of petty

statism and defended a strong federalism. As early as 1948, pro-Badener responded to charges

that their leader, Leo Wohleb, was a “petty separatist,” insisting that he was a “Badenese

democrat” fighting centralization.92 They continually attacked a grandiose unitary national vision,
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insisting on federalism as the optimal route for serving the nation. One pamphlet issued by the

Badenese working committee made this point through visual imagery. Alongside pictures that

touted the threat of centralization, including one of the sea-monster Southwest state gobbling up

localities, they also used patriotic images of a re-unified Germany.93 (Figure 4-8) Pro-Badener

deflected attacks of petty statism by targeting for criticism key Southwest state supporters who

had a history of investment in grandiose spatial politics. They particularly attacked the spatial

planner, geographer, and former Nazi, Friedrich Metz, who supported the Southwest state, and

was notorious for his argument that a Badenese “people” did not exist. Pro-Badener dug up a

1934 address from the geographer on the “Alps in German Space,” in which he argued against

overly regionalist orientations as damaging the nation. There was not an Austrian or Prussian

Stamm, Metz argued in the 1934 piece, but only “a German people and a German nation.”

Metz’s 1934 speech warned Alpine Germans against their tendency of excessive inwardness,

remaining crouched in the “narrowness of their valleys.” The Badenese held this as evidence of

his Naziesque focus on expansive geographies. They labeled Metz a criminal, and denounced his

“Nibelungen-like large spatial thinking” that allegedly informed his support for the Southwest

state.94 Metz was certainly not the greatest fan of federalism. He believed that “Badenese

particularists” hid their particularism behind the name of “federalism.”95

These debates over space, Heimat, and democracy further spilled into Bundestag. A

January 1951 debate proved particularly revealing, with explosive exchanges between the South

Badener CDU representative Anton Hilbert, and Ernst Mayer and August Euler from the FDP.

After Hilbert praised Württemberger and Badener state consciousness as basis of a federalist

Germany, Euler responded that the Badenese people did not exist; there was only a German

people, he argued and they invented the Badenese people. Hilbert shot back that Euler was an
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“unteachable unequivocal centralist,” and outlined how the Southwest state could create a new

trend in which smaller states would be swallowed up into a unitary state. Subsequently,

representative Mayer from Stuttgart took to the floor to denounce petty statism, arguing that the

majority wanted a unified Southwest state and thus, for the first time, were considering national

interests before regional ones. Hilbert angrily interjected, asking whether this meant that being a

Badener meant not being a good German. He received assists from other parliamentarians who

supported a Heimat-infused federalism. Representative Seelos from the Bavaria Party insisted

that a German federalism needed organic states with their own traditions. Wilhelm Hamacher, a

Rhinelander from the Center party, argued that, while he knew little about Southwestern regional

culture, they must avoid centralism at all costs and encourage culturally-founded federal

divisions. Yet others supported these sentiments, while not agreeing that this meant there should

not be a Southwest state. Kurt Kiesinger stood up to counter the argument that Southwest state

supporters were against such a culturally-rooted federalism. He asserted that he was both a

Southwest state supporter and a “convinced federalism,” and he wished that Badener would see

that a Southwest state had historical and cultural justifications.96 

In discussions over whether Heimat-infused federalist fragmentation served or harmed

the nation, consideration of Cold War imperatives surfaced. Some argued that the true danger to

Heimat came form the East–indeed, many Heimat enthusiasts in the West identified Soviet

communism as the absence of Heimat. The Soviet Union was, they often argued, a technocratic

society that treated its population not as private individuals rooted in places of home, but as a

fungible labor force that the state managed and uprooted according to state imperatives. We see

the same attitudes in the Southwest. The specter of Soviet communism could be used both to

argue for federalism and against too much decentralization. In 1947, the head of FDP in Baden
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argued for federalism by arguing that their party rejected both separatism on one hand and on the

other end a “Prussian centralism under the banner of the hammer and sickle.”97 Such lumping of

the Prussian tradition, Soviet Communism, and Nazism into one anti-Heimat pot was common in

early postwar Heimat discourses. They all seemingly violated rootedness of individuals in local

places of home by focusing on grandiose global ambitions in which local peoples could be

moved around like pieces on a chess board. On the other hand, many Southwest state supporters

argued that the Badenese should realize that Heimat was not threatened by a Southwest state, but

by the Soviets, and that maintaining a solid national structure should be the deciding factor. One

Southwest state pamphlet noted that the true threat to Heimat came from the Soviets and not the

Swabians: “The raping of our Heimat derives from somewhere completely different: From the

East! To thwart this, we need to create a tight, solid order in a healthy, strong federal state, the

Southwest state! True loyalty to Heimat means energetic help for people in our city who have

been hit hard by the war.”98

Some lay people in the 1949 poll directly cited Cold War imperatives as their reason for

supporting the Southwest state. A housewife, age 42, responded, that the state would allow for a

“strengthening vis-a-vis Russia,” while a young locksmith, age 25 responded that it would assist

in the fight against Bolshevism.99 To the dismay of the pro-Badener, the Communist party

endorsed recreating Baden, leading Southwest staters to draw cartoons of a smiling Soviet star

above Badener and Swabians sitting at a border fence.100 Some even scrawled on pro-Baden

posters “paid for by Moscow.”101 Southwest state propaganda emphasized unity in strength,

while pro-Badener bemoaned invoking geo-political imperatives to trump local democracy.102 In

the end, the Cold War proved one of the most significant factors that sabotaged dreams of a more

extensive decentralization, not only in the Southwest, but throughout the Federal Republic.
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Different groups clearly disagreed on the place of Heimat feeling in political structures.

However, as we shall see, there was much convergence on identification of democracy and

world-openness with regional identities–wherever in geographic space those imagined regions

happened to be.

Democratic, European, and World-Open: The Politics of Regional Identities

“The Swabians,” a visitor to the Southwest once wrote, are famous for their hard-working

nature; they excel at trade and science and don the clothes of war and peace equally well. The

description, from a 1512 work by Johannes Cochlaeus, unsurprisingly says nothing of their

democratic, European, and world-open natures.103 Notions of regional values evolved according

to the needs of the time. After 1945, these three regional identity tropes surged in popular

consciousness. This was already clear with Otto Feger and his supporters who later supported the

Southwest state. Pro-Badener advanced similar ideas about regional identities. They drew on

many of the same historical memories, and, like the Konstanz archivist, did so with the support

of the French occupiers. In 1949, the French endorsed recreating Baden, with the occupation

official, Francois Poncet, citing the state’s democratic traditions and federalist history.104 

Pro-Badener articulated ideas of Badenese democracy by highlighting their state’s early

democratic constitution of 1818, as well the prominence of Badenese democrats in the 1848

Revolution and the Weimar Republic. In the Bundestag, the Freiburg representative Hermann

Kopf elaborated on Baden as a “sanctuary of democratic tradition,” illustrated by its historic

constitution and democratic heros, including Struwe, Welcker, Fehrenbach, and Ebert. This

democratic line, he argued, was the common property of the Badenese people, and they must

protect their state as a “place of Heimat for our democratic freedom.”105 Common citizens forged
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similar connections on a local and personal level. One Freiburger priest wrote in 1952 that he

supported Baden, as his own ancestors fought in 1848 to advance their “true democracy of

Baden.”106 A few years earlier, regionalists observed the centennial anniversary of 1848 with

works like that of Jean Sigmann, who noted in a work on the Badenese revolutions that this

history of “Badenese liberalism” could be used to reflect on the present and the recent past.107

Wohleb promoted ideas of Badenese democracy with many of the same local historical

memories. He recounted Max von Baden leading Germany toward a parliamentary democracy

after 1918, informed by “moderate Badenese thinking,” and recounted prominent Badener of

Weimar, from Ebert, Wirth, and Fehrenbach. Pro-Badener who advanced such historical

memories rarely rallied them to deny regional culpability for Nazi crimes, but in one case,

Wohleb could not help but opine in passing that Badenese presence in Nazi leadership had been

small. He argued that Baden balanced tradition with an “open-minded progressiveness” and

revolutionary change, and, as one journalist later recalled, Wohleb believed they must keep their

state and its liberalness as a voice in the  “acoustic color” of the nation.108

Like other Heimat enthusiasts, pro-Badener drew on anti-Prussianism as a buttress of

democratic regional identity. They had an assist here from the occupying powers. In 1945, De

Gaulle delivered a speech in Baden-Baden where he insisted that if regions along the Rhine

wanted to belong to the West, they must abandon the idea of a “Prussian-oriented Germany” and

turn their hopes and orientations to the West and to France.109 Three years later, Wohleb took to

the radio to denounce how “Prussiandom” led to the misfortune of Germany through

“glorification of the principle of power,” “idealization of war,” and “deification of the state.”110

Badenese citizens also wrote letters to Wohleb denouncing Prussian values of submission to

authority and centralism that contrasted with those of Baden. Illustrating genuine belief in such
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ideas, Badenese and Bavarian politicians in private letters corroborated in opposing what they

called “Prussianization” of the armed forces.111

Southwest state supporters similarly posited democracy as a tenet of regional identity.

Gebhard Müller, who often reminded South Badener that they shared a common Stamm with

many Württemberger, argued that they should conduct debates with less demagoguery as their

corner of the country possessed a “true democratic tradition” that knew how to balance interests

objectively.112 Citizens in Württemberg, where Southwest state supporters dominated, also

looked to their own histories to identify with democracy as a local tradition. In Ulm, the Lord

Mayor argued during the Southwest state debate that Ulmer were proud of their democratic

history that went back to their city’s constitution of 1397 which made every citizen part of the

political system.113 This paralleled trends in Cologne, where citizens looked to their city’s own

1396 constitution to identify with Colognian democracy. Both groups also shared anti-Prussian

sentiment as the inverse to their regional democracy.114 

Assertion of democracy as a tenet of regional identity went hand-in-hand with ideas of

world-openness and reformulations of their self-understanding as a border region. Before 1945,

the Nazis propped up definitions of the Southwest as a fortresses of national power, useful for

national expansion. As a contributor to a 1937 work on Alemannic culture wrote, those who

belonged to their Stamm were not only in Germany but also across the Southwestern national

borders. He wrote, among other things, that they must force the Swiss to their knees and back

into Alemannendom where they belonged.115 After 1945, however, all in the Southwest state

debate elaborated on their region’s bridging function vis-a-vis their western neighbors. Pro-

Badener argued that an independent Baden would be a better agent for European unification and

bridge to Switzerland and France. One pro-Baden pamphlet conveyed this function through
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imagery. One image depicted the old borderland before 1945, with two enemies sitting across a

fortified line, while the other depicted Baden as a permeable borderland, replete with multiple

train crossings and bustling activity. (Figure 4-9) As if to defend against charges that they were

weakening the nation, they included on the pamphlet cover a full map of Germany including the

areas East of the Oder-Neiße line, with the words “it must be all of Germany.” The iconography

sent a clear message: they were patriots who were serving the nation and Europe by weakening

the divisions of the national border, but without threatening the nation’s territorial integrity.116

Such iconography paralleled popular discussion of world-openness and Europeanness as

tenets of Badenese identity. As Reinhold Schneider, the Freiburg author and Baden supporter

argued in 1950, their state was one of “transitions” and “bridges.” The “heritage of the Heimat,”

he held, sat at the “foundation of the occidental world.”117 The Heimatbund Badenerland scrolled

on the back cover of one of their pamphlets a similar quotation from Schneider that described

Baden as a “hall on the Rhine.” All of its windows, the quotation continued, were opened to the

terraces of the Strasbourg tower and the Vosges mountains; Baden was a place of coming and

going that gave and received as a point of meeting. Inside the pamphlet, the Heimatbund defined

their region as a “natural gate to the West.”118 Similar tenets of Badenese regional identity could

be heard in the halls of the Bundestag, where Hermann Kopf argued against the suggestion that

they needed a unified Southwest state to form a “block” against Bavaria. They did not need a

block, Kopf argued, they needed a “bridge” to the West with France and Switzerland.119

Pro-Badener also articulated a parallelism between a Heimat-infused German federalism

and a unified federalist Europe. The Baden supporter Walter von Cube succinctly outlined this

principle in a referendum speech. Through European unification, he argued, the duties of federal

“Heimat-like” states would increase, as the decision-making structures of Europe would be
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distant. Close-knit states would form a harmonic counterpoint, bringing the fruits of European

unification into a comprehensible space.120 Wohleb was an equally vocal advocate of this

principle. Having been a member of the pan-European movement in the Weimar Republic, the

French occupiers praised him for his simultaneous local patriotism and European-orientedness.

Wohleb argued as early as the late 1940s for a parallelism between European federalism and an

inner-German Heimat-infused federalism, and he frequently underscored Baden’s role in

European unification. He articulated these ideas, among other places, at the Hebeltag, an event of

Alemannic authors from Switzerland, Alsace, and Germany where he argued that Baden was

crucial to maintaining positive relations with their brothers across the Rhine.121

Southwest state supporters also articulated a notion of the Southwest state as a border that

would serve a bridge function. A minority added some qualifications to this argument, accurately

pointing out that the French encouraged inner-German division for their own political purposes.

Reinhold Maier even argued that they needed less an international bridge to France than states

that were solidly part of the new German state. Some regular citizens also reported supporting

the Southwest state over fears that Baden could go the way of Saar–a German border region and

French protectorate that France was openly attempting to peal away from the nation.122

Nevertheless, most Southwest state supporters went toe-to-toe with pro-Badener on the Europe

question, depicting their state vision as serving a better bridging function to the West. Posters for

the Southwest state declared that their state would be the first step in unifying Europe. Pro-

Southwest state speakers not only talked about their region as a pioneer in bringing “democratic

foundational principles” to Germany, but also their “mediating and reconciling” function in

international politics.123 Southwest staters openly challenged Baden’s function as a viable bridge,

arguing that they could not even reconcile themselves with the Swabians, much less the French
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and the Swiss.124 As the Southwest state guide pamphlet to the debates maintained, since the

Southwest state would be securely party of the new Federal Republic, they would form a better

“bridge” to France as they would not be French puppets; true reconciliation and mediation, it

argued, could only occur when France and Germany were mutual partners125 Southwest staters

also argued for the need for fewer borders rather than more. As one Württemberg professor held,

the Southwest state reduced the number of borders along a common western cultural space that

stretched from Vienna to Paris.126 The Southwest stater’s regionally-based national reconciliation

narrative received overt approval from beyond Germany. One Alsatian professor and Southwest

state supporter, for example, reported attending a presentation from a French professor from

Nancy who spoke on the Alemannic spirit as a “connective force of middle European space and

therein Europe.” The Alsatian professor recounted how such western cultural unity was crucial to

opposing Bolshevism.127 

While ideas of their region as a world-open bridge achieved wide circulation, notions of

regional tolerance never gained wide-spread traction like in Cologne or Hamburg, though it was

not entirely absent. Wohleb referenced the Badenese as a people of “acceptance,” “tolerance,”

and “balance,” while the Heimatbund Badenerland argued for a Badenese tradition of “tolerance”

and “liberalism.”128 The region’s rural landscape and the absence of a large tradition of trade and

immigration perhaps informed the weakness of these ideas. Still, the strength of a regional

identity rooted democracy and world-openness vis-a-vis a former national enemies was a major

turn-around–especially after harsh French occupation. Identification was a crucial first step in

democratization, even if identification did not equate to adept practice.
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But what is Democracy?: Chasms between Identity and Practice

So what of democratic practice? As early as 1946, commentators noted both strong

popular democratic identification and an uncertainty of what this meant. As Feger himself wrote:

“lovely...so we are all democrats; with or without intellectual reservations. But what is

democracy?”129 Identification did not suddenly make citizens adept practitioners of democracy,

even if it laid crucial groundwork for future development. The referendum campaigns illustrated

the underdeveloped nature of German democratic culture and problems of outsider exclusion.

With questionably undemocratic referendum procedures, overwhelming propaganda campaigns,  

participants in the debate further demonstrated a lack of civil debate and lack of willingness to

disagree. Instead, there was much heated slander and campaigns of annihilation.130

The democratic nature of referendum voting procedures was certainly suspect. After the

informational referendum in 1950, Southwest state supporters ascertained that they could gain

massive majorities in North and South Württemberg, a slight majority in North Baden, and a

significant loss in South Baden. They also knew that votes in Baden as a whole would reject the

Southwest state. They therefore convinced the Bundestag to approve the law which established

four voting districts of North and South Baden and North and South Württemberg, with approval

from three needed to create the Southwest state. Pro-Badener argued that this machination was a

gross violation of democratic principles and regional sovereignty. Common citizens shared this

view and wrote to their state presidents about how such actions endangered German democracy– 

often comparing these electoral tactics to the political style of Hitler.131 One Heidelberger, age

28, wrote to Wohleb on defending their “Badenese Heimat” against the Southwest state cabal

and held that if they lost the election, he would see the republic as a dictatorship.132 Pro-Badener

continually insisted that local democracy was a weighty matter that was being ignored.133
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Pro-Badener, however, proved equally egregious in going beyond the boundaries of civil

debate. Their propaganda unleashed a campaign of annihilation that depicted Württemberger as

imperialist Naziesque dictators. Pro-Baden political cartoons depicted their Eastern neighbors as

abusive house-wives or tyrants who locked the young girl Baden in the attic with a long list of

house rules.134 One Badener made a parallel between Swabian expansionary desires and both the

Prussian tradition and the Soviet establishment of satellite states.135 Their propaganda ceaselessly

evoked the metaphor of their Heimat being “raped.” While Southwest state supporters argued

that pro-Badener should abandon the rape metaphor, the pro-Baden camp firmly rejected the call,

insisting that Baden was being raped in a way that threatened German democracy.136 Southwest

state supporters like Eduard retorted that use of such metaphors was an example of undemocratic

behavior.137 Pro-Badener took little heed and continued to refer to the rape of their state through a

“sham democracy.”138 Wohleb himself made the melodramatic assertion that the question of

“Württemberg-Baden” had replaced the option of “Hindenburg-Hitler.”139 The Badenese working

committee simultaneously argued that the flood of propaganda from Southwest state supporters

reminded them of the “methods of the Hitler party of 1933.”140

The referendums also revealed exclusion of outsiders, particularly the expellees, who

were a sizable minority in the Southwest. By 1947, Württemberg-Baden took in 560,000, and, by

1952, 1,000,000 expellees lived in the Southwest state.141 In debates about Heimat, the expellee

issue was difficult to avoid. Some argued for sympathy based on analogous experience of

Heimat. The Archbishop of Freiburg had done so in his 1946 pastoral letter.142 Others encouraged

sympathy with expellees at the Badenese Day of Heimat in July, where organizers included

readings of Badenese dialect poetry that expressed solidarity with the expellee plight.143 In spite

of such efforts, one did not need to look far to find strong hostilities. As one Offenburger citizen
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wrote to Wohleb regarding the troubles of attracting expellee voters, expellees had to deal with

the hostility from natives, which made it difficult for them to find a sense of Heimat in a new

region.144 Wohleb certainly knew of such hostilities and saw them, among other places, in letters

from citizens like one former Badenese bureaucrat, Julius Glatz. In his 1951 letter to Wohleb, the

former Nazi wrote of his dismissal from the Baden Statistical Office for joining the party before

1933. Playing the regional patriot who supported recreating Baden, Glatz appealed to get his job

back, noting with anger how expellees were preferred over regional natives in such jobs. Their

Stamm, he opined, was being tainted by the expellee “infestation.” While mentioning nothing of

Badenese democracy or world-openness, Glatz illustrated his lingering racial world-view by

denouncing the “oriental” expellees as “questionable Polaken” or “disguised eastern spies” who

received state government positions. He argued that Baden was driving native Badener into the

arms of the Southwest state through their actions.145

Though this example was an outlier in its extremity, referendum voting procedures

suggested by the pro-Badener revealed ongoing hostilities to such outsiders. It was well known

that expellees overwhelmingly supported the Southwest state based on beliefs that a larger state

would deal with expellee issues more efficiently and not fragment the national strength needed to

assert their right to the Heimat. As a Sudenten German argued in a radio address, for “Heimat-

political reasons” the expellees supported the Southwest state and rejected “petty statism;” the

Southwest state issue was a “complete German” issue, and the expellees were for “stronger state

formations.”146 In a regional newspaper, another expellee repeated the frequent argument that a

larger state would be administratively and economically more efficient on expellee issues.147 In

view of such high expellee support for the Southwest state, pro-Badener promoted voting

procedures that would ban newcomers from the referendum. As one North Badener wrote to
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Wohleb, their state was full of expellees who should not be allowed to water-down native voices.

One South Badener expressed anger that the expellees with no knowledge of Badenese culture

and history were the feather that tipped the scales in erasing their state form the map.148 Given, it

was not clear to all that the expellees were more than long-term guests, though these efforts at

keeping them out of the referendum still proved both exclusionary and undemocratic.

Federal law ultimately guaranteed expellee voting rights, leaving pro-Badener to find

ways to compete for their votes. One pro-Baden poster depicted an expellee family over a

Badenese village arriving to find a new place of home.149 (Figure 4-10) Another depicted a

Badener and expellee eating at the same table, declaring “we eat from the same bowl.”150 The

message had a double-meaning: they offered solidarity, while arguing that they too had their

Heimat threatened.151 Expellees, however, reacted hostilely to Badenese claims that Badener

would lose Heimat without their own state. As the expellee politician Karl Mocker argued, by

advancing this argument, the pro-Badener illustrated that they did not understand the expellee

plight.152 Southwest state supporters, by contrast, adroitly mobilized expellee votes.

The undemocratic and exclusionary practices revealed by the referendums of 1950 and

1951 only scratched the surface of the undeveloped nature of democratic practice in early

postwar West Germany. Deficiencies extended from patriarchal views of authority, lack of a

critical press, enduring racism, and inabilities to confront culpability for crimes of the recent past,

among others. At the same time, the referendums illustrated an astonishing regionally-based

identification with the goal of postwar democracy, the deconstruction of enemy images vis-a-vis

the West, and enthusiastic emphasis on forging European unification. Such rapid shifts in

identification, overlooked by many historians of the early postwar period, laid an important part

of the ground work upon which further processes of democratization would build.
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Referendum Results and Disparate Regional Geographies of Heimat

Referendum results turned out much as expected given the 1950 informational

referendum that preceded them: over 90% in Württemberg supported the Southwest state, with

57.1% support in North Baden, and 37.8% support in South Baden, and only 47.8% in Baden as

a whole. The earlier informational referendum similarly yielded 93% support in Württemberg,

57.0% in North Baden, and 40.5% in South Baden, with a total in all of Baden at 49.1%.153 The

required majorities in three of the four voting districts needed to create the Southwest state were

achieved. The local breakdowns proved quite telling and indicated that factors influencing

geographical imagining of Heimat proved most decisive. (Figure 4-11) Differences in voting

based on political party or urban vs. rural differences proved marginal. Factors like dialect,

Stamm borders, old state borders, confessional divisions, and geography stood out prominently.

Party proved a poor voting predictor. The Lake Constance town of Überlingen (city proper), for

example, voted 77% for the Southwest state (Lake Constance was a hot-bed for the Pan Swabian-

Alemannic idea and had differently colored dialect than Southwest Baden). Überlingen was also

a CDU stronghold, having voted 57% for the party in the last election. However, the returns there

proved little different than places where the CDU had much less influence. The city of Sinsheim

in the northern Franconian area of Baden that voted only 30% for the CDU. Sinsheimer,

howeover, like citizens of Überlinen, similarly voted in the high 70's for the Southwest state.

Other city comparisons bear out this phenomenon. In terms of rural versus urban, there were

some areas in which rural places more strongly supported Baden, but the trend was minimal. In

Freiburg (city proper) support for Baden was only 5% lower than in the surrounding countryside,

while in Karlsruhe, city dwellers, whose urban identity rested on being the state capitol, voted

71% for Baden, fifteen points higher than the surrounding villages.154 
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By contrast, differences strongly cut along regional cultural borders, including the line of

Franconian vs. Alemannic areas and the geographic barrier of the Black forest in the South.

Dialect borders could also be clearly deciphered in voting returns. This was apparent in the major

outlier on the old map of Baden–the city of Pforzheim, the only area of Baden that belonged to

the Swabian branch of the Swabian-Alemannic dialect group that was  most dominant in

Württemberg. Pforzheimer supported the Southwest state by around 90%. (Figure 4-12). The

boundary between the Franconian and Swabian dialect areas can equally be deciphered, as could

the sub-group dialect boundaries that ran through the Black Forest. The dialect subgroup west of

the Black Forest voted significantly higher for Baden than those to the East. Otto Feger observed

in a letter to a reporter visiting Konstanz that those around Lake Constance are, in contrast to the

Southwest Badenese, strong supporter of the Southwest state. Perhaps, he continued, “the Black

Forest is a border after all”–a reference to his own work which insisted that it did not represent a

border between two separate regional cultures.155

Regionalists also noted confessional variations, with confession historically influencing

notions fo regional belonging. Baden was majority Catholic, while a Southwest state would be

evenly balanced. A table of Protestant versus Catholic villages in Emmendingen county clearly

showed that Catholic villages supported Baden to a greater extent.156 Southwest state supporters

were aware of this trend and targeted Catholics with leaflets that held it was not their religious

obligation to support Baden.157 What ultimately sunk the pro-Baden movement, however, was a

conglomeration of factors in North Baden that influenced regional imaginings of Heimat. The

North, of course, had a greater number of expellees–but they also belonged to the Franconian

Stamm, meaning they had different types of traditions and dialects. The Kurpfalz around

Mannheim and Heidelberg in many ways shared a common regional culture with the Pfälzer
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across the Rhine. A movement began to unify Baden and Württemberg with the intention to later

include the left-Rhenish Pfalz.158

In aggregate, debates revealed more than bifurcated imaginings of regional Heimat

between the dynastic states or a unified state. It illustrated prolific disparateness in cognitive

maps of regional Heimat. After unification, these diverse imaginings of Heimat shone through

again as the new Southwest state grappled with finding a state name and symbols that would not

injure regional Heimat sentiments. What name or symbols could encompass everyone’s feelings

of regional Heimat? What histories, geographical landscapes, or cultural legacies could be

evoked? Would they call the new state? Names officially suggested included Rheinschwaben,

Altschwaben, Großschwaben, Schwaben, Alemannien, Neu-Alemannien, Baden-Württemberg-

Hohenzollern, Zollern, Neckarland, Donau-Rhein, Südwestdeutschland, and  “Wühoba.”

Regional archives were ordered to collect petitions from experts and citizens on the question,

while panels of historical and cultural experts assembled to mull over the issue. Two large

congresses of cultural experts, historians, Heimat researchers, experts in folklore, and

geographers met in 1952 and 1953, and both decided overwhelmingly in favor of the historic

name of “Schwaben.”159 Throughout the debates, those most educated on regional culture and

history had generally seen Stamm as the strongest factor in regional Heimat. 

Lay citizens, however, some of whom supported “Schwaben,” also had other ideas. In the

Black Forest, one local newspaper reported that most wrote to them supporting the name of

Alemannien or Rheinschwaben, followed by names based on rivers.160 Some citizens wrote

arguing for names like Donau-Rhein or Südrhein-Neckar, arguing that consciousness of a

Swabian Stamm extending to the Rhine had been lost.161 Many petitioners justified names by

insisting that they facilitated “connection to Heimat.” One teacher from the Black Forest wrote
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that they should call the state “Zollern” or “Zollernland” after the highest mountain at the state’s

center–a name, he argued, with connection to Heimat. He attached an appropriate Heimat hymn

for the state of Zollern along with his letter.162 Others wrote proposing a variation of the name

Schwaben, arguing that in the word Schwaben, they found a sense of “Heimat.”163 Heimat

enthusiasts of all shades, however, reacted with horror upon hearing suggestions such as

“Wühoba,” “Bawü,” of “Bademberg”– neologisms that reflected a technocratic view of space.

One Baden-Badener decried such atrocious names, and argued that “Baden-Württemberg” would

not be much of an improvement. The name Schwaben or Alemannen, he asserted, would be a

thousand-times better, as it would not be “artificial.”164 The proposal of the name “Baden-

Württemberg” itself offended the Heimat feelings of those from the old tiny state of

Hohenzollern. Not only did the noble family of Hohenzollern protest the name, lay citizens like

one Hohenzollern woman wrote expressing the injury to her Heimat sentiment. She expressed the

hope that the choice of this name did not mean that in the new state they would follow the

principle of privileging larger spaces simply because of their size.165 

The question of a state crest as a symbol of Heimat proved no less contentious. Scores of

drafters submitted drawings that mixed and matched preferred insignia and colors from a

smattering of historical states, from the Staufer lions, former crests of Baden, Württemberg, the

Kurpfalz, Franconia, and Anterior Austria, while others took regional landscape scenes. Some

argued for deliberate exclusion of some symbols, such as those of the nineteenth-century

“accidental states” which conveyed “misunderstandings” about regional culture. When particular

drafts were released, many expressed anger that their area was not represented. State archivists in

Stuttgart, charged with collecting proposals, found the lack of consensus so amusing that they

drafted their own mock crests, including one with Badenese Griffins, Staufer lions, and
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Württemberg bucks devouring one another.166 The final adopted state crest solved these problems

by simply including nearly every proposed symbol, including the Staufer lions, and symbols from

Baden, Württemberg, the Kurpfalz, Franconia, Hohenzollern, and Anterior Austria. The name

Baden-Württemberg was chosen as the name least offensive to Badener who were already

mobilizing in the Heimatbund Badenerland to legally challenge the state’s creation.

The discourses that the referendum triggered had further revealed a plethora of different

geographic visions of regional Heimat. Some simply held that they did not need a regional state

to maintain their different imagining. As the Freiburg librarian argued during debates, his Heimat

encompassed a Southwest German-Swiss area from the northern Black forest to Zurich, Lake

Constance, and the Vosges mountains, which stretched across several administrative borders that

he never felt to be natural.167 Hermann Hesse, from Calw on the Württemberger side of the Black

forest, asserted that, for him, Heimat was on both shores of the upper Rhine.168 For one Bavarian-

Swabian man, regional belonging corresponded to separate Upper Swabian and Lower Swabian

spaces, which he believed should become states.169 Geographers imagined up different state

formulations, generating a host of variations, with different capitols and borders, based on

Stamm or other histories and geographies.170 Metz analyzed what he called the four S’s:

settlement, customs, language, and Stamm to arrive at a solution. Determining that a Badenese

people did not exist, he used these categories, combined with geography and water flow patterns,

to draft a Southwest state that included the Pfalz.171 The committee in the Bundestag on border

redrawing themselves presented a picture of a Southwest state unified by a forgotten Stamm and

the geographies of the Rhine, the Bodensee, and the Swabian core.172 But whatever methods

experts used to discipline spaces, below the surface was ever a profusion of diverse imaginings.
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The End of Debates over Federalism and Heimat

            No sooner was the new state created than it was challenged in the Constitutional Court.

Pro-Badener howled that local democracy had been violated, while Wohleb spoke of a “Morbus

Badensis” or Badenese sickness spreading through the nation that consisted of systematic

violation of regional democracy.173 The court decided in 1956 that Badenese rights had been

violated and mandated a re-vote in all of Baden as a single district. The Bundestag was to draft a

law initiating a new vote. To the chagrin of the pro-Badener, the Bundestag refused to do so for

over a decade. One Badener noted six years into parliamentary inaction that their regional “crib

of democracy” was threatened with becoming a democratic graveyard as they fought for Heimat

against the “political party and state machine.” He argued that they must oppose arguments that

global political issues should trump local ones.174 In the meantime, Baden-Württemberg

conducted secret polls through which they watched support for Baden decline each year. A 1959

poll determined that only 29% supported recreating Baden, with die-hard pro-Badener coming

from groups with a lower level of education, and from citizens over the age of 45. Rural areas of

South Baden were hot beds of the movement, with hardly any support from rural Northern areas.

Catholics still provided more support for restoring Baden than Protestants. The polling institute

told state leaders they could decrease support for recreating Baden even further if they

accommodated Badenese Heimat feeling more in state symbols, trappings, and language.175

After the SPD came to power in Bonn in 1969, the Bundestag passed the law for the

referendum, which took place in 1970. As one former Badenese bureaucrat noted, by that time,

there was no taking down the state which had proven its viability.176 Voting returns in North

Baden for recreating the old state hovered in the low teens, with votes scarcely breaking 20% in

South Baden. In all of Baden, 81.9% voted for the Southwest state.177 Pro-Baden propaganda had
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abandoned the Heimat concept wholesale. Throughout the 1960s, as in other regions, the concept

underwent an extensive cultural devaluation. Pro-Baden slogans in 1970, instead of drawing on

Heimat, called for “a modern new Federal state on the Upper Rhine.” One referendum pamphlet

drew on Willy Brandt’s slogan “dare more democracy,” emphasizing progressive newness over

tradition, while still attacking centralization, and rejecting “large spatial politic.” Their

propaganda did illustrate continuity in a Badenese identity rooted in European unification and

hostility to an impersonal administrative machine.178 The idea of the region’s Europeanness and

role in softening rigid national borders had also been maintained for over two decades. Only four

years earlier, at a regional Heimat Day in 1966 in the border city of Kehl, regionalist celebrated

with French visitors under the theme “Heimat in Europe.” Speeches at the event underscored the

harmony between Heimat and European unification.179 During the 1970 referendum, pro-Badener

still referenced the role of their region in improving relationships with France and Switzerland,

and citizens continued to describe their region as “world-open.”180 The Southwest state camp

equally depicted their state as open to all of Europe.181

The 1970 referendum also revealed the persistence of democratic regional identities. One

pro-Baden leaflet evoked regional democratic histories in attacking a Southwest state leaflet that

attacked pro-Badener for wanting to turn the clock back to the nineteenth-century. The pro-

Baden response leaflet depicted the Badenese revolutionaries of 1848, declaring their tradition to

be one of progressive democratic radicalism.182 Upon loss of the referendum, one pro-Badener

lamented that Baden, the place where democratic thought went throughout Germany in 1848, had

been defeated.183 Nevertheless, by 1970 times had changed, and nothing illustrated this better

than a bizarre leaflet of unknown origin that circulated around Heidelberg and Mannheim.

Composed by the so-called “Pfälzischen Befreiungsfront” it urged Pfälzer to break away from
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their historic domination by Prussia, Baden, and Swabia. Noting that school children were being

forced to speak High German and that Swabian policemen were knocking down Pfälzer students,

it called on Pfälzer to throw off their yokes. It compared fighting for Pfälzer independence with

struggles in Vietnam and Kurdistan, and opined that the solution could be found in Leninism and

anti-colonialism. It urged referendum voters to vote “invalid” by defacing ballots.184 The

inventive author, if in earnest, was dissimilar from his fellow 68ers, who largely saw regional

orientations as regressive and the Heimat concept as a reactionary concept. 

Conclusion

Though cultural valuation of the Heimat concept in the Southwest went into sharp decline

throughout the 1960s, the debates over Heimat states in the late 1940s and early 1950s provide us

with a unique lens into the popular spatial imaginary of the early postwar period and the

multifaceted redemptive roles ascribed to local and regional Heimat. It revealed popular

association of emphasis on broad geographical spaces with fascism and affiliation of localist and

regionalist orientations with relinquishing militarism, establishing a federalist state,

Europeanization, and fashioning comprehensible spaces where individual’s political

voicelessness in vast political structures could be replaced by the “Heimat-like parliament.” A

minority, as we have seen, did prove weary of infusing Heimat into structural politics, fearing its

over-politicization. Instead, they articulated a vision of Heimat as a sacrosanct private space that

must be protected in a true postwar democracy. This group also tended to emphasize creating a

solid national state structure that could protect against the true threat to Heimat: Soviet

Communism. In both cases, neither side even remotely perceived the Heimat concept to be

tainted by Nazi misuse of the concept, nor did Heimat enthusiasts feel the need to defend against
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such an argument, which few to none were advancing. 

 Groups with all different types of territorial imaginings of regional Heimat reformulated

historical memories to posit democracy and world-openness as explicit values of Heimat. In

doing so, they proved similar to Heimat enthusiasts throughout the Federal Republic.

Identification of their region as a “window” to the West and a cornerstone of European

unification illustrated the rapid inversion of former enemy images, the dismantling of which

proved crucial to cultural demobilization. It inverted nationalist and Naziesque notions of border

regions as bastions of expansionary national power. Voices against being a “bridge” to the West

were tepid at best, as openness vis-a-vis their western neighbors became the dominant trope of

regional self-understanding. Of course, strong regionalist identification with “democracy” did not

suddenly make citizens adept practitioners of democracy, nor did ideas of world-openness wipe

away continuing exclusionary impulses. Moreover, unlike cities such as Cologne or Hamburg,

the idea of tolerance as a regional value never gained prominence. Nevertheless, other new

identifications created a receptive regional audience for western democratization.

Bound up in this moment when citizens believed that they could, for the first time, redraw

state borders based on regional Heimat feeling, we find an intriguing dynamic that requires

further explanation: why were imaginings of the regional map of Heimat so pervasively

disparate? One could hardly even outline common agreed-upon cores and contested peripheries. 

What are we to make of such diverse imaginings of Heimat and what permitted them to exist in

such harmonic suspension for so many years? What can this tell us about the dynamics of the

Heimat concept more broadly? What can it tell us about why building a federalism of Heimat

states proved so problematic? As we shall see in the next chapter, this phenomenon was not

limited to the Southwest, nor was is its significance linked purely to geography.
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“Beware, everywhere one steps on federalist
corns–injures particularist feeling.”1

       -Heinrich Böll, “Nordrhein-Westfalen” 

Chapter V

Diverse Imaginings: The Search for Regional Heimat

In 1954, a new Bundestag committee led by Hans Luther set out on an investigatory trip

of the regions of the Federal Republic. Crossing over plains and mountain chains, moving from

state to state, committee members recalled in some places seeing regional patriots waving flags

as their train passed. The so-called “Luther Committee” undertook such excursions to gather

information for their assigned task of drafting an entirely new interior map of the republic. They

were one in a line of groups that sought to find new states whose borders would correspond, in

accordance with the new 1949 constitution, to “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit,” cultural

and historical connections, and economic and social viability.2 The term “landsmannschaftliche

Verbundenheit,” as experts, constitutional drafters, and commentators noted, was a peculiar

legalese term that referred to “heimatliche Verbundenheit”–a common feeling of regional

Heimat. In terms of regional territorial history, the period was quite unique. Never before in

German history had there been such an opportunity to conceive of the inner map as a blank slate

that could be drawn according to regional Heimat sentiment. Of course, Weimar reformers had

tried and failed to re-conceive of the map, confronting entrenched state interests. After 1945, it

was also primarily West Germany under consideration.3 But as one Kurpfälzer Heimat enthusiast

declared in a presentation to the Luther committee, democratically redrawing inner-German

borders was unprecedented.4 Such borders had always been determined by raw power politics,

with random states subsequently inventing new regional identities. In the early postwar years, the

plausibility of such a redrawing led to unprecedented public discussion of where people imagined
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regional Heimat. The constitutional provision to redraw state borders further triggered the

emergence of a massive scholarly-bureaucratic apparatus including geographers, politicians,

historians, political scientists, Volkskundler, linguists, and dialect experts who sought to find the

boundaries of “heimatliche Verbundenheit.” What they stumbled upon was radical and prolific

divergences of territorial imaginings across the map.

Examining both Heimat enthusiast proposals of Heimat states and the discourses, studies,

map drafts, and proposals of this scholarly-bureaucratic apparatus, this chapter argues that the

answer to the question of how to find the borders in regional Heimat was clear: No set of factors

forged universally shared cognitive maps of regional Heimat, whether based on geographic traits,

confession, vaguely conceived dialect spaces, regional ritual traditions, old territorial entities,

orientation to local centers, common histories, regional artistic styles, or disparate conceptions of

Stamm. They were not able to “discover” universally accepted borders of heimatliche

Verbundenheit not because of their own failings, but because such borders did not exist. Citizens

had radically contradicting cognitive maps of regional Heimat. The question went beyond centers

and peripheries, with conflicting geographic imaginings crisscrossing the core points of other’s

cognitive maps. While all the factors that experts considered could all influence geographic

imaginings, it was ultimately at the prerogative of individual groups which of these principles

outlined the spaces that they identified as their regional Heimat. In short, the disparities in

territorial imaginings of Heimat that we witnessed in the Southwest state debates were not

peculiarities of the region.

The Gordian knot discovered upon opening the question of creating new Heimat states

was one of the reasons for the ultimate failure of the project. This failure has meant that this

history has received little attention from historians.5 Despite the failure of attempts to redraw the
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federal map, I argue that they are worth closer examination as they illuminate unique properties

of the Heimat concept. As the anthropologist, Ina-Maria Greverus, has argued, “Heimat” is, in its

essence, an identification with territorial space. But what are the dynamics according to which

such belonging is projected onto geography? How do the dynamics of cognitively mapping

regional belonging differ from national belonging? What does this history tell us about the

failure to realize a federalism of “Heimat states” in the mid 1950s? Finally, and most

importantly, what does it tell us about the nature of imagining Heimat more broadly? 

Given that part of the attraction to Heimat after 1945 was that it offered flexible

identities, in contrast to the inflexibility of national ones, a comparison between territorial

imaginings of nation and Heimat is helpful. While Heimat was used to imagine de-centered and

more regionally diverse ideas of nation, the modern ideal of nation, in contrast to Heimat, was

inherently bound up in the notion that the state must constitute a comprehensive decision-making

space that mirrors national-identity space. This geographic overlap, in turn, became the

foundation of modern legitimate exercise of  power.6 When national identity borders and

decision-making borders did not overlap, the primary goal of politics became its achievement.

Decision-making in the modern nation-state, moreover, was not only about policy, but also the

symbolism of national self-definition. The unending imperative of decision-making and

insistence on overlap of decision-making and identity spaces became tightly bound to definition

and canonization of the defining principles of community. Such processes often resulted in long,

violent, and historical struggles to define the geographic and qualitative contours of national

communities.7 Struggles to define the “who” and “where” of national community often tore apart

fluid border regions with mixtures of different ethnic and lingual groups.8

Of course, many regional states pushed identity-forming politics. This left a strong
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imprint on notions of regional Heimat, in spite of such regional states often having random

borders that did not correspond to cultural practice.9  Local and regional spaces, however, had

never undergone the same pervasive and rigid processes of definition as modern nations.

Considering Heimat as a “symbolic relation to place” helps to elucidate how the concept enabled

subjective imaginings.10 Symbolic territorial elements such as dialect, practiced regional

traditions, architectural styles, memories of historical states, geography, confession, or Stamm

(including subjective and diverse understandings of Stamm), all were elements that could be

drawn upon to imagine regional and local community. In imagining Heimat, individuals had a

greater ability to subjectively privilege varying elements in fashioning subjective cognitive maps.

The result was the persistence of diverse and disparate cognitive maps and more subjective

understandings of what factors defined Heimat.11 Moving from geography to the Heimat concept

more broadly, I argue that Heimat’s geographic polysemy paralleled the concept’s crucial

diachronic plasticity. Just as the concept allowed diverse geographic imaginings, it also permitted

rapid diachronic changes in its ideological framework and the interpretations of its traditions,

historical memories, and perceived values. This trait made it particularly useful in an era of rapid

change and re-orientation like the early postwar period. 

Rather than viewing the facilitation of subjective definition as illustrating the “disturbing”

nature of the Heimat concept, as the American-German literary scholar, Peter Blickle asserts, I

argue that facilitation of different imaginings without historically forcing rigid definition was a

decidedly positive aspect of the concept.12 Ironically, however, creating “Heimat states” would

have required more disciplining to define the who and what of community. Such notions of

federalism had gained popularity among those who argued for more than technocratic division of

power. Ultimately, a technocratic vision of federalism won out, with the largely random interim
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states created by the occupiers remaining up until the present. (Figure 5-1) That is not to say that

all Heimat-infused federalisms required regional Heimat states. For many, it was about bringing

governance and democratic participation down to a more tangible and local level.

Tracing cultural federalist enthusiasm in the early postwar period, this chapter further

probes the work of experts, scientists, and spatial planners tasked with outlining regional borders

that reflected feelings of “heimatliche Verbundenheit.” Not all of these experts believed that such

border should ultimately determine state borders, with many believing that, in the end,

economics and convenience of administration should be determinative. As the federal

government, state governments, and research institutions sought out scientific geographic

experts, they inevitably ran across many with burdened Nazi pasts, including scholars who had

worked in Ost- and Westforschung–scholarly projects to make national claims on more expansive

territories. Unfortunately such individual pasts typically did not disqualify them from being

contracted to offer expert opinions. Hermann Aubin, who had been involved in such research

under the regime, was appointed by politicians as an expert in geographic analysis in the Luther

committee. Aubin himself personally objected to redrawing the map based on

landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit, preferring instead Stamm. He recognized that the odd

bureaucratic phrase was mostly about Heimat feeling, and accurately summarized the issue of

finding “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit” as answering the question: “What borders

‘Heimats’ from one another?”13 Two parliamentary committees undertook the task of answering

this question, with reports contracted from two geographic institutes and a parade of experts.

Immediately after the submission of the Bundestag committee report in 1955, a

constitutional provision took effect that opened a brief legal window where citizens of states

whose borders changed after May 1945 could collect signatures to hold referendums on new state
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proposals. Moving from technocrats’ analyses of geographies of Heimat, this chapter turns to the

proposals of Heimat enthusiasts themselves. Over a dozen Heimat societies emerged that fervidly

pushed the creation of different, albeit conflicting state visions. Even within common societies,

diverse territorial visions of regional Heimat circulated. This study focuses on the emergence of

five such movements in the state of Rheinland-Pfalz and how all manifested such the diversity of

cognitive maps of Heimat. While many succeeded in signature collections, the Federal

government blocked votes for over a decade. The diverse imaginings of regional Heimat had

proven landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit to be a problematic concept for redrawing state

borders. With the decline of cultural federalism in the ensuing years, the question of creating

Heimat states went into decline. In the end, the influence of the early postwar turn can be found

in culture and identification and less in structural realization of Heimat-infused federalist dreams.

The history of such efforts, however, laid bare a unique story of diverse imaginings that had long

lurked underneath the surface of regional landscapes.

A Nation of Regional “Heimat States?” 

The German people, an Oldenburg Heimat society wrote in the early 1950's, were meant

to live in “Heimat states” (Heimatländern). Different geographic visions of Heimat, they argued,

could not be foisted on people by pushing them into random territorial constructions. Thrusting

citizens into a new state without their consent–like Oldenburg becoming part of Niedersachsen–

they argued, would leave them only with national feeling but deprive them of the crucial feeling

of Heimat.14 Hans Ehard, the Bavarian minister president, made a similar argument in pushing

for federalism in which “Heimatlandschaften” would play a role in reigning a spirit of

collectivism that he believed left society susceptible to dictators.15 
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A federal system based on “Heimat states,” many regionalists insisted, was key to

postwar decentralization. In advancing this project, cultural federalist simultaneously emphasized

longer tradition of German federalism, while proposing a federalism that was historically

unprecedented. While all types of federalism were imaginable in the rubble years, some based on

localist federalism or even autonomous regions, by 1949, it was clear that there would be a

system of federal regional states. The random states created by the occupiers were generally

viewed as provisional, and most agreed that the inner-map needed to be redrawn.

If, as Thomas Nipperdey suggests, we view federalism simply as a system of fragmented

power irrespective of ideological context, postwar Germans could very much claim that their

imaginings drew on a long German history of federalism.16 Past systems of power

defragmentation in Germany, however, had been rooted in dynastic divisions rather than

representing a deliberate democratic distribution of power. Weimar represented a possible

exception, if not in the forms of federalism, than at least in those that many sought to establish.

As Celia Applegate has pointed out, Weimar saw astonishingly strong debates about federalism,

which she argues centered around the fundamental question of the spaces in which the “citizen

was to be made, to live, to act, (and) to flourish.” The answer for many Weimar federalists, she

argues, was “Heimat.”17  Heimat enthusiasts after 1945 appropriated long histories of German

federalist fragmentation to imagine a system of democratic decentralization in which Heimat

states would form crucial pillars. However, while shrouded in history, the idea of regionalist

coming together to form regionally sovereign self-manifest polities was unprecedented.

A slew of private citizens after 1945 enthusiastically imagined their own different

territorial and political visions for a future German federalist democracy. While postwar

historians have often focused on high politics where serious political decisions were made, a
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plethora of privately-created drafts for a new German democratic state offers an important

window into the popular imaginary that has been largely ignored. Federalist plans from private

citizens or low-level politicians varied in arguing for a federalist system rooted in the local, the

regional, or both. Robert Scholl, the Lord Mayor of Ulm, and father of Hans and Sophie Scholl,

to present but one example, drafted his own elaborate sketches for a new decentralized

democratic Germany. The key to the new system, he argued, was rejecting Prussian militarism

and centralization by turning to the local and regional traditions of West Elbian Germany. His

draft separated the country into five regional states that would consist of a series of cantons with

substantial powers.18 Somewhat more prominent figures such as Waldemar Kurtz and Adolf

Gasser advocated the Gemeinde as the breadbasket of a new democracy that would replace the

dark legacy of territorial states. Such a system of communalism, they argued, would also form a

bulwark against the vast bureaucracies of totalitarian systems.19 The frequent denunciations of

Prussian centralization pulled on and magnified prewar anti-Prussian sentiments in the West. It

also reflected strong allied statements that Germans must abandon “Prussian” traditions.20

After the late 1940s, it quickly became apparent that visions of communal federalism in

West Germany were pipe dreams. The public became increasingly aware of what decision-

makers knew earlier–that a new federalist democracy would be based on regional states. A highly

decentralized federalism of unwieldy local communes could hardly have confronted postwar

challenges and emerging Cold War threats. Not that such threats resulted in unitary convictions. 

The Luther Committee argued, for example, that a strong federalism and the resulting increase of

popular democracy would win over  the sentiments of Germans on the other side of the iron

curtain. Such a factor, they held, should be considered in recreating the interior map.21 

In early postwar federalist discourses in West Germany, two primary strains of thought
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emerged. Adherents of what could aptly be called “technocratic federalism,” made up largely of

elite policy makers, viewed the question in a purely functional light. The point of federalism,

they believed, was solely about structural division of power, and should be determined by

economic and administrative efficiency. The second strain of federalist thought, embraced by

Heimat enthusiasts, argued for a vision best described as “cultural federalism.”22 Federalism, for

them, went beyond structural concerns; they sought a federalism based on regional and local

communities that would facilitate cultural rejection of the spiritual legacy of centralization and

militarism. These two competing federalist visions surfaced among the constitutional drafters

themselves. While some argued for a federalism with states created only according to size and

function, other drafters pushed through the requirement in Article 29 that required that the new

federal system have states drawn according to landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit.23 Nearly all

noted the peculiarity of the phrase.24 Constitutional drafters, legal experts, and academics,

however, confirmed that the term referred to a common sense of regional Heimat. Hermann von

Mangoldt, who helped draft Article 29, held that the council chose landsmannschaftliche

Verbundenheit to replace Stamm, which they believed was not modern enough, too narrow, and

could convey undesirable connotations. The replacement, he argued, referred to “heimatliche

Verbundenheit,” a term that Kurt Georg Wernicke, a jurist and assistant to the Parliamentary

Council, also used to translate the constitutional legalese into the vernacular.25 Hans Evers entry

in the Bonn Constitutional Commentary on Article 29 likewise referred to the term as reflecting

connection to Heimat.26

 Werner Münchheimer, a scholar deeply involved in border redrawing, concurred with

these broader opinions, arguing that landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit was an emotional

principle informed by subjective factors and lived experience, including childhood memories,
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domestic warmth, and consciousness of the past. It was, he argued, a “superordinate term” for all

“feeling of belonging in Heimat.” Such entities, he argued, had the right to be states.27 The

Akademie für Raumforschung und Landesplanung reached the same conclusion in their

interpretation of the term as regional “Heimat.” Landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit, they

insisted, was shaped by the “forces of Heimat,” tradition, and a “feeling of belonging,” that

contained “familiarity” and “security.”28 Beyond the experts working inside the committees,

outside experts similarly translated the term into the vernacular as “Heimat.” Heinz Beckmann,

in his 1954 dissertation, argued that the concept, in its historical development was a feeling of

belonging of certain peoples based on their unique folk traditions and the forces of “Heimat.”29

Such an interpretation has persisted into th present, reflected in contemporary constitutional

commentaries which continue to describe the term along these lines. Roman Herzog, Ruper

Scholz, and Theodor Maunz, for example, refer to it as an “important inner feeling of

belonging,”– a common belonging informed by “Heimat,” residence, and dialect.30

The constitutional obligation therefore to consider “heimatliche Verbundenheit” in

drafting a new inner-map set into motion a large scientific apparatus whose task was to find the

geographic borders of such spaces, in addition to analyzing technical and economic

considerations of drafting new state borders. This apparatus produced numerous studies, map

drafts, and expert opinions from historians, geographers, spatial researchers, linguists,

Volkskundler, and art historians. Such works were undertaken both independently and under

contract from the federal or state governments. This project began with a series of failed state-

minister conferences assembled to address the question. Werner Münchheimer, a geographer,

used the opportunity to collect a slew of Weimar proposals on redrawing the national map.

Laying them onto one another, he sought to discover “core landscapes” that could act as puzzle
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pieces for putting together a new map through processes of elimination.31 The conferences,

however, failed to reach any semblance of consensus, while two subsequent Bundestag

committees were called to address the issue. The first, the Euler Committee (1949-1950), also

failed to present a map proposal. The committee merely outsourced its work, contracting reports

from two geographic institutes, the Institut für Raumforschung Bonn, and the Hannover

Akademie für Raumforschung und Landesplanung. After a year, no closer to a solution, the

committee ended its work by presenting a list of the fourteen most prominent problem areas that

proved tremendously difficult to assign to any particular state.32

The Euler Committee was replaced by a standing committee, the Luther Committee,

which was given until 1955 to create and submit a final map draft to the Bundestag for a vote.

The committee consisted of an army of forty members and associated experts. Sifting through a

widely tainted pool of academic experts in geography and geographic history, the committee 

ignored the dark past of two commissioned experts, Hermann Aubin and Erwin Scheu, who

under the Nazi regime had been involved in Ostforschung. Both were again professors at German

universities and were contracted to do studies for the committee. Aubin, an expellee from the

Sudetenland, sought to pre-empt notions that his work would reflect any “blood and earth”

propaganda, though traces of his racially tinged view of historical geography peeked through in

some reports. His colleague Scheu held that “Heimat feelings” should be spared by border

redrawing, but only in those cases when preponderant practical considerations did not indicate

otherwise.33 Among Luther Committee members, there were differing attitudes on Article 29,

with many technocratic federalists arguing that economic considerations and administrative

function should be decisive.  Nevertheless, from 1952 to 1955, the committee would produce

numerous studies of regional culture, traditions, and histories, to discover where regional citizens
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felt a common feeling of regional Heimat.

The committee assembled and examined a massive lists of past scholarly literature of

regional histories, politics, dialects, and traditions, followed by expert reports, none of which

brought clear answers on redrawing the Federal map.34 The difficulty of the question would

ultimately lead the Luther Committee to abdicate their responsibility to present a map draft,

instead arguing that border redrawing was a political decision that the committee should leave to

the Bundestag as a whole. They would add to the Euler committee’s laundry list of territorial

Gordian knots, with a list of twenty prominent problem areas, and concluded that the map

contained numerous “overcuttings and combination possibilities of the most different types.”35

Their report, which they rushed to submit by the deadline, produced a slew of different

contradictory suggestions, and allowed the Bundestag to punt on their constitutional obligations

of border redrawing by officially rubber-stamping that, legally, the current states fulfilled all the

requirements of Article 29.36 However, as we shall see, the report and commissioned expert

analyses fundamentally belied such proclamations. 

In examining the failed attempt of this scholarly-bureaucratic apparatus to discipline and

delineate the principles that should border regional Heimat in geographic space, we get an image

of the fluidity, subjectivity, and polysemic nature of the Heimat concept. In attempting to

canonize the principles that defined such territories, the committee could not simply rely on pre-

existing studies. As the Institut für Raumforschung reported, no single “usable map” existed that

reflected borders of landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit. Instead, the institute produced a

massive list of 226 historical and cultural regional maps and atlases, drawn according to different

principles. A new map, they insisted, had to be created.37 As experts set about analyzing local and

regional spaces, their descriptive geographic language itself revealed the very fluidity and
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indeterminate nature of the cognitive maps of regional Heimat that they confronted. In their

work, certain cities and “core spaces”, were frequently described as “radiating” a common

feeling of regional belonging into zones of influence. Certain localities “tended” or “were

turned” to given regional territorial constructions, while other localities and sub-regions were

described as “transitional spaces,” “overlayered,” “overlapping,” or as “in tension” between

different regional constructs.38 Stamm, dialect, confession, radiating urban influences, natural

geography, and past dynastic state borders could all shape notions of regional Heimat, but none

yielded clear and hegemonic cognitive maps.

Regional Heimat and the Concept of “Stamm”

If the drafters of a new interior map had anything to look back on, it was reformers efforts

to redraw the Federal map in the Weimar years. In this first German experience with democracy,

the constitution declared Germans to be united in its “Stämme.” While the 1949 constitution

drafters rejected Stamm as the principle for redrawing borders, the concept influenced cultural

geographies. But how did it influence landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit? In contemporary

historiographies, Stamm is often used to refer to geographically stable places that offered “ethnic

certainties.” Some have even suggested that it could act as a point of narrativizing German

history. Early postwar analysis of Stamm, however, revealed the concept’s fundamental

instability and inability to clarify imaginings of regional Heimat. Major clefts also existed

between academic and popular usage of the term. Translated as “tribe,” Stamm was often used in

historical sciences, cultural works, and linguistic analysis to refer to the ancient Germanic tribes

and the influence of their historical settlement patterns on regional spaces. The tribes’ historic

influence deeply shaped many aspects of regional culture and dialect in modern Germany. The
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translation of the term Stamm as “tribe,” however, does not properly render the fluid

connotations of the German term. It could refer to the ancient Germanic tribes but also

simultaneously to a sense of present-day regional belonging that may or may not be tied to

cultural uniqueness originating from “tribe.”39 The term Stamm was often used in popular

contexts to describe a general sense of regional commonality projected into a vague past. What

was and was not a Stamm, and to what degree different groups identified with certain notions of

Stamm were tremendously inconsistent. As Kurt Stavenhagen wrote years earlier, the Weimar

constitution referred to Germany as unified in its Stämme, “but no one can list them.” Are the

Prussians a Stamm?, he asked.  What about so-called “sub-stämme”? In defining what was a

Stamm he asked rhetorically: “to what principles should one even hold?” He pointed out that

tribal settlement patterns in many areas no longer reflected notions of community, such as that of

the Franconian Stamm that stretched from the Rhineland to the Oberpfalz. In such areas, he

argued, citizens had no notions of Stamm as referring to the ancient tribes. Stämme he concluded,

quoting M.H. Boehm, did not lay side by side with one another, rather, it was a structure of

“entangled touching, overlapping, and penetrating.”40 Conflicting territorial histories, vagueness

of early histories, and divergences between cultural commonality and ideas of belonging all made

Stamm impossibly fluid. Its influence on regional Heimat was therefore not to bring more

agreement. It made such imaginings all the more complicated and divergent.  

The team of postwar historians, politicians, and experts who sought to come to grips with

how Stamm influenced imaginings of regional Heimat came to a similar conclusion. Aubin

recollected that in Weimar no one seemed to have any idea “who these Stämme were.”41 The

ideological bent of the Stamm idea seemed equally variant. While Werner Hartung and Martina

Steber hold that the concept was “anti-modern” with racial overtones, its Weimar history
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illustrated how it was viewed at different times by different people, as a wholly unpolitical

concept, a federalist democratic concept, or– among the nationalist right and the National

Socialists–a racial term.42 Prior to the Nazi seizure of power, it should be noted, racial

interpretations of Stamm encountered substantial scholarly denunciations.43 

Among those who interacted with the Stamm idea in Weimar was Hugo Preuß, who

reflected its potential to be integrated into democratic federalism. Germany, Preuß argued,

consisted of a diversity of regional Stammesarten, that the nation should recognize by not

pushing “reckless centralization.” By disrespecting the rights of the Stämme, he argued, they

would in the end hurt national unity, best preserved in regional diversity. But where could the

Stämme be found in geographic space?  Preuß offers no answer, though he is clear that they are

not the dynastic accidents of birth which he insisted had no place in a decentralized democratic

state.44  This was in spite of the fact that many old dynasties also deeply informed cognitive maps

of regional belonging. 

While democratic federalist notions of Stamm placed more importance on consciousness

of regional belonging, nationalist scholars were more likely to take an ancient view of Stamm as

based on the original Germanic tribes that was often more ethnic and even racial in nature.

Joseph Nadler, a nationalist Weimar literary scholar, presented a particularly primordial

interpretation of Stamm. Nadler argued for two groups of Stämme, one being a “German-Roman”

group (Thüringen, Bayern, Alemannen, and Franken); the other being a German-Slavic group

(Sachsen, East-Middle Germans, and East-Lower Germans). While some forces, he noted, may

appear to have broken up these Stämme, such as the geography of the Rhine, carving

Rheinländer out of the Franconian Stamm, Rheinländer remained, he concluded, part of the

original Stamm. The Swiss, moreover, remained Alemannen, and Austria, he argued, belonged to
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the Bavarian Stamm. While many in modern Germany continued to identify with some of these

old Stamm designations, his schema deviated from popular notions of regional belonging in

numerous respects. But consciousness of belonging was, for Nadler, unimportant.45 Other

Weimar experts, like H. Schrepfer noted these same inconsistencies of identification with

“Stamm feeling.” He believed, in contrast to Nadler, that it should only be a force in redrawing

state boundaries when it remained in popular consciousness.46 The Weimar scholar Friedrich

Hertz similarly argued that the concept proved flexible and immensely difficult to delineate.47 

Experts after 1945 continually found the same inconsistency, slipperiness, clefts in usage,

and uneven identification of Stamm as experts in Weimar.48 Furthermore, as the postwar scholar

Wolfgang Bolten pointed out, in the face of nationalist and racial usage of the term in the Third

Reich, after 1945, they had turned from Stamm to “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit” to

avoid evoking any ethnic overtones–appealing instead to “connection to Heimat.”49 Reports to

the Luther committee reflected maddeningly diverse visions of Stamm. In Ahasver von Brant’s

Luther Committee report on Lübeck, for example, he reported that the city culturally belonged to

the same Stamm as the surrounding region, but that they did not identify it.50 This deviated from

yet another committee report which held that the areas around Schleswig-Holstein did not even

belong to a common Stamm, but rather were shaped by different Stämme whose vague borders

could be seen in fuzzy zones of regional culture, dialects, place names, and building styles.51

Curiously, one report noted that an area around Lippe was part of the Westphalian Stamm (an

ancient “Westphalian” tribe never existed). The report concluded, however, that Lippe did not

identify with this Stamm, having developed a separate “Heimat feeling.”52 The situation in the

German Southwest reflected the same indeterminacy. While the committee determined that the

region was unified by a schwäbisch-alemannischen Stamm, they noted how consciousness of this
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had been blurred. The identification with Baden with a separate Alemannic Stamm particularly

illustrated disparities between scientific designations and popular identification.53

In the end, the vocabulary that postwar experts used to talk about Stamm conveyed its

imprecision, indeterminacy, and fluidity. They invented new terms such as “partial Stämme,”

“young Stämme,” “new Stämme” and “intermediate Stämme.” Through these categories, they

sought to include fragmented and historically recent regional creations to deal with frequent

inconsistencies.54 Throughout Aubin’s reports, we see this imprecision. Regional Stämme, he

argued, are formed and reshaped continually throughout history. They had unclear borders, often

overlapped, and did not correspond to old borders of the Germanic tribes.55 Given the conflicts

and disparities revealed in such studies, the Luther Committee’s final report referred to the term

inconsistently when describing landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit. Regarding the state of

Rheinland-Pfalz, for example, a state that a host of Heimat enthusiasts were desperate to tear

apart, the committee signed off that the state fulfilled the constitutional requirement of

landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit by all its territories being within the boundaries of the old

Franconian Stamm.56 In Hessen, they argued that the state was unified by the closeness of two

separate Stämme, the southern Franconians and the northern Chatti.57 Despite such inventive

rubber-stamping of existing artificial states, Stamm brought little clarity to attempts to “discover”

the peoples’ cognitive maps of regional Heimat. 

Dialect, Geography, Confession, and the “City-Gedanke”

If Stamm proved little help, a broad tool-box of other categories could be used, such as

dialect, natural geographic borders, confessional borders, maps of regional architectural and

artistic styles, and influences of urban centers. All of these factors influenced how Heimat could
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be sensually experienced. Dialects, natural landscapes, and regional architecture acted as

personal and communal sites of memory that influenced local and regional “symbolic relation to

place.” In turning to such concepts to discover borders of regional Heimat, however, they proved

equally slippery and imprecise. The example of dialect provided an excellent example. As Luther

Committee reports held, dialects did not have clear borders, separated by broad segue areas.

Linguistic analysis merely bundled together diverse but related varaitions to establish simplified

categories.58 For linguists, literally thousands of dialect borders of different gradations could be

found, many but not all of which were recognizable by citizens of varying degrees of education.

Moreover, appropriation of dialect spaces as a territorial marker of regional Heimat proved

inconsistent. 

As the Luther Committee set out to determine the role of dialects in belonging, they drew

on Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl’s partition of Germany into three broad cultural and dialect groups:

Lower, Middle, and Upper German. (Figure 5-2) At the same time, they noted tensions of such a

model in public conception. The nineteenth-century Prussian influence throughout the North, and

historical memory of Southern resistance had, in some areas, they argued, shaped a binary notion

of Southern and Northern German cultures.59 The relationship between Stamm and dialect

families also proved a controversial issue. A study commissioned by the state of Hessen, for

example, claimed that Hessian dialect borders corresponded with Stamm borders that came close

to state borders. However, a committee expert, Heinrich Landahl, in his study of Hessen, rejected

the general notion that Stamm borders follow dialect borders. The southern half of the Hessian

state, he pointed out, spoke a west Franconian dialect that was shared with areas around

Aschaffenburg, that, for over a century, shared dynastic histories with Bavaria. Did this

difference of dialect tear the areas of Frankfurt away from a notion of regional belonging with
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Hessen? Did the same apply to Aschaffenburg? The areas around Aschaffenburg did not speak

the same East Franconian dialect that could be found in other Franconian parts of the Bavarian

state. The Spessart mountain chain directly east of the city formed a significant dialect border

within the Franconian dialect family, separating Rheinfränkisch and Moselfränkisch from the

Ostfränkisch dialect spoken in the areas of the Bavarian state around Nuremberg. Such a border,

however, did not register consistently in notions of regional belonging. Common dialect was not

enough to pull Aschaffenburg solidly toward a common feeling of belonging with areas around

Frankfurt. Bavarian state identity, the report ultimately noted, made tremendous inroads in

Aschaffenburg over the course of a century.60

Other disparate relationships between dialect borders and notions of regional Heimat

emerged throughout the Federal Republic. Franz Steinbach, for example, presented a study on

dialect spaces in the Middle and Lower Rhine, in which he demonstrated that the Vinxtbach river

represented a relatively sharp dialect border within the Rhineland that separated the Lower Rhine

from the Middle Rhine. This difference was noticeable to all speakers of the dialects. Steinbach

also pointed out that Trier, in the Middle Rhine, was very much connected to the Saarland to the

west.61 However, in attempts to re-establish a unified Rhineland, we shall see the ambiguous

effect that such a dialect border had on notions of regional belonging. The area around the city of

Ahrweiler, north of the Vinxtbach border showed a stronger desire to unify politically with the

Lower Rheinland with which they shared a more similar dialect. This contrasted with those areas

immediately south. Nevertheless, the city of Trier, one of the cities geographically and dialectic-

wise most far apart from the Lower Rhine showed an astonishingly strong desire to unify with it

based on a concept of common regional belonging–far outstripping votes to do so in areas closer

to the Lower Rhine in both geography and dialect. In short, no clear rule could be established on
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dialect and notions of regional Heimat. It at once played a role while proving unstable in how it

shaped and interacted with other factors that informed cognitive maps of regional Heimat.

Beyond fuzzy dialect spaces, another tool that attracted several adherent was natural

geographic borders. Geographic features informed not only the experienced landscape of Heimat,

it also contained physical features that shaped historical, cultural, and linguistic development.62

Physical geography seemingly provided a means around which many different factors that shaped

understandings of regional Heimat could be aggregated. Wolfgang Bolten’s study thus argued

that natural geographies could be a way of finding the borders of “heimatliche Verbundenheit.”

Bolten outlined the importance of geographic influences by arguing that rivers and drainage

divides did not constitute geographic borders but rather “axles of collection basins.” In plain

areas, he argued, forests and lowly populated agrarian spaces acted as natural borders.63 The

Institut für Raumforschung similarly emphasized natural borders in shaping  “core landscapes.”64

Scheu shared this position, arguing that geographic core landscapes represented central points of

influence that radiated out to “border fringes.” Scheu similarly insisted that rivers were

inappropriate borders, with water drainage divides only being appropriate when accompanied by

large mountains. Valleys, he argued, generally made good borders.65 

Others were more critical of the power of geography in shaping regional culture and

belonging. Werner Münchheimer argued that drawing regional boundaries according to common

geography was a “Sisyphean task.” Nevertheless, when geography is taken into account, he

advised long mountain chains as useful borders. The flow of water, Münchheimer argued, never

determined “organic political borders” in Central Europe–though tributary systems, he held,

could be collective points of common regional cultures. He pointed to the Neckarland as

representing such an example.66 One wonders that Münchheimer did not mention the Rhine as
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shaping regional culture, though proponents could be found who argued that, even if modern

states shaped common identities along the Rhine, cultural similarities developed across the river

and not along its length. Ultimately, the final Luther Committee report held that states should not

be drawn along natural borders. Instead, they emphasized cities as natural crystalized points of

influence that tied together different geographic landscapes. The committee report concluded that

the idea of “natural borders” was itself a culturally constructed notion and that the influence of a

sea, mountain chain, moor, heath or forest landscape on developments of regional culture was

always situational. They agreed, however, that rivers were not proper borders, as they disrupt

organic state foundations and regional orientation toward urban centers. Instead, they advised,

borders should be placed in lowly populated areas.67

Scientific analyses of geographic features’ impact on regional culture often contradicted

empirical observations of regional Heimat sentiment. In the Luther Committee report on Baden-

Württemberg, for example, they argued that the Black Forest did not represent a boundary

between a Swabian and Alemannic regional culture–categorizing both sides as belonging to a

single cultural space.68 Nevertheless, as we witnessed in the previous chapter, the Black Forest

indeed represented a border in the minds of many regionalists. The dynastic state border that it

represented, for many regional Heimat enthusiasts, fused with a weak dialect border, becoming

the basis for imagining a new Stamm. In the Southwest, we find yet other contradictions between

outlined effects of geography and feelings of regional Heimat. While rivers were touted as

“collection points” of common regional cultures, for example, this did not always leave a clear

imprint on notions of regional belonging. The river Lech, for example, constituted a particularly

strong dialect border between the Bavarian and Swabian dialect families. Areas on both sides of

the river divide, however, belonged to the Bavarian dynastic state. Nevertheless, feelings of
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belonging in the area were decidedly split. Other geographic features brought the same

ambiguity. Peter Schöller, a scholar conducting research on border redrawing two decades later,

would find a similar problem in his detailed study of the Westerwald. He found it to be a

tremendously fluid geographic area. While it would not be conceivable to rip the Westerwald

into multiple spaces, the forest seemed in tension between Rheinfränkisch and

Moselfränkisch dialect spaces, with Colognian influences in the north in tension with the

influences of Trier and Mainz in the south. The Luther Committee had referred to the area as one

whose “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit” were strong enough in any direction to permit

unification with any state.69  

Some geographic features forged more cultural diversity than unity. In Olaf Klose’s

Luther Committee report on Schleswig-Holstein, for example, he pointed to how the isthmus

state acted as a “bridge land” bordered by both the North and Baltic seas. It historically acted as a

thoroughfare of different peoples, giving it a diverse cultural history. The resulting diversity, he

argued, could be found in an array of indicators including different building styles and place

names. But despite these regional cultural differences, the geography gave the people a common

sense of belonging as the people “between the seas.”70 Indeed, an early-nineteenth century song

proclaimed pride of the state as being one surrounded by the sea (Schleswig-Holstein

meerumschlungen).71 Geography, like dialect, in short, seemed to both register in notions of

regional belonging, without forming cohesive and commonly agreed regional Heimat borders. 

A separate approach to discovering the spaces of heimatliche Verbundenheit, was the so-

called “City-Gedanke,” which conceived of regional belonging as revolving around “radiating”

urban influences. Such an approach not only revealed the fluidity and variance of regional

identifications, but local ones as well. Cognitive maps of local Heimat were often rendered fuzzy
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by spasmodic orientation of surrounding areas to a center. What did it mean for local identity, for

example, to reside within the city, or to be within its zone of cultural influence? For those drawn

in by the influence of the a city, such centers would themselves represent a familiar and

sensually-experienced space. But did this imply belonging? Did it collectively shape clearer

contours of regional Heimat? Different individuals having different personal radii of movement,

based on different occupations and lifestyles, complicated this question. An inherent fuzziness in

local orientations resulted from unpredictable exchange of population between urban centers and

its Umland, and the conflict of different urban influences in certain areas. The influx of expellees

into the cities, displacement of urban evacuees to the countryside, and varying level of postwar

destruction of the cities also problematized this approach. While geographies of regional and not

local Heimat were at the center of the discussions, the same problems and fluid imaginings of

local Heimat came through during the 1970s Gemeindereform.72 

The Luther Committee supported the City-Gedanke as a useful point of departure in

finding approximate borders. Their report held that cultural spaces were not “isolated, full

spaces” but rather “radiating areas” that emerged from primary points.73 This argument

confirmed that zones of belonging were fluid, even if they used the City-Gedanke to delineate

clear territorial structures, such as the state of Hessen, which they posited as embodying the

radiating influence of Frankfurt, Kassel, Wiesbaden, and Darmstadt.74 In measuring the radiating

influence of cities, a number of tools could be used. Scheu suggested looking at the subscription

of city newspapers.75 In some areas, one could have drawn upon local food and drink. Rural

identification of North Rhenish towns with Cologne or Düsseldorf has been long been affiliated

with patterns of local beer consumption. Nevertheless, the “City-Gedanke” was deeply

problematic. Peter Schöller’s study of the Middle Rhine demonstrates many of these problems.
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The area, he pointed out, had no true center point. In the Westerwald in particular, we see the

crisscrossing and overlapping of orientation toward different valences of local influence. (Figure

5-3) Other areas, such as the German Southwest, proved equally difficult to conceive in terms of

the City-Gedanke. Here the Luther Committee, determined that the Southwest was not oriented

to radiating urban influences, but toward three geographic radiating zones that were centered at

Lake Constance, the Upper Rhenish lowlands, and the “Swabian core area” (they left undefined

precisely where this core area can be found).76 The City Gedanke was also unable to explain

cognitive maps of regional Heimat that stretched across large territories, unconnected to common

urban centers. Other large urban conglomerates, moreover, contained interior clefts in regional

belongings. The population conglomeration of the Ruhr and Northern Rhine, including Essen,

Dortmund, Duisburg, Bochum, Düsseldorf, Cologne and Bonn provided a prime example of such

a phenomenon, straddling divisions between Rhenish and Westphalian regional identities. The

need to define a border between the two was obviated by a consensus that they could share a

common state while maintaining separate identities. In spite of such a consensus, the idea of

what constituted the “Rhineland” and “Westphalia” remained tremendously unstable. 

Beyond looking to Stamm, geographic borders, or urban orientations, other factors could

be used to tease out geographic maps of heimatliche Verbundenheit. Confession, for example,

had fundamentally shaped the German map for much of its history. Regional enthusiasts of

Bavaria, the Rhineland, Oberschwaben, and Baden often affiliated regional natures with

Catholicism, while many northern German territories identified regional culture with

Protestantism. Nevertheless, Confession proved of limited usefulness, given that nineteenth-

century regional states mixed confessional populations, while population movements and arrival

of the expellees variegated confessional geographies.77 Yet other cultural tools for border
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drawing included regional food and drink, regional dress, flora and fauna, or regional art styles.78

The geographic borders of private societies, institutions, and publications could also influence

cognitive maps of regional Heimat. The Luther Committee recognized such possibilities,

drawing up a forty-page list of private organizations and their institutional borders.79 Others

found more creative ways of analyzing space. Peter Schöller later fashioned regional maps of

how butter is processed (at home/in dairies, using modern technology or traditional methods) and

maps of the spread of the American holiday Mothers’ day.  The theory held that both provided

lenses into what areas embraced technological development and international influences.  

Dynastic States and Regional Decision-making Spaces

One factor proved quite influential in shaping cognitive maps of regional Heimat: modern

regional states and historically recent regional decision-making spaces. Such spaces, including

dynastic states, provinces, and independent city-states all proved capable of shifting territorial

imaginings of Heimat. At the same time, such entities failed to create hegemonic cognitive maps.

The inconsistent identifications left by such states quickly became apparent to postwar experts.

At Luther Committee meetings, experts bickered on the historical influence of states. While

some equated state belonging with Heimat, others posited them as parallel, or as only partially

overlapping. Debates extended to how the “psychological facts” of identification could be

observed. Were identifications openly and consciously expressed, or were they, as one suggested,

hidden within “layers of consciousness” that could emerge spontaneously?80 The committee

posited six periods of territorial history that influenced regional belonging: the period of tribal

states, a period of splintering 1250-1648, a period of confessional statehood, an era of territorial

consolidation under Napoleon and the Congress of Vienna, a period of dynastic state building
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(1815-1918/1945), and finally, the postwar period. But what historical periods were most

influential? Constitutional drafters recognized that territorial histories conflicted, leading some to

argue that the constitution should stipulate that new states be drawn according to “living”

historical connections.81 To simplify the “monstrous” territorial history of Germany, the Luther

Committee created a six-page fold out chart giving a rough, convoluted, sketch of which

territories went to which state in respective periods. They ultimately privileged two periods as the

most influential on regional community: the period of tribal duchies, and the nineteenth-century

history of regional dynastic states. (Figures 5-6) They did note that conflicting identifications

with different historical states could exist simultaneously in the same regional communities.82

The early nineteenth-century creation of sprawling territorial states had historically

reduced the tremendous fragmentation of German territories. Such states, however, were drawn

with no regard for historical tradition or culture. As Werner Münchheimer argued, the years from

1789-1949 was the period of German territorial history when “landsmannschaftliche

Verbundenheit” was shaped in “historically coincidental relationships.”83 Such states have often

been labeled as “brackets” by bringing together diverse populations. Dynastic states used their

political prerogatives to solidify their legitimacy by pushing regional state identities via

propaganda, education, and the invention of new traditions. These actions forged some new

regional cultural similarities. In other cases, local cultural particularities were simply projected

onto the cognitive map of the state itself. 

Given the randomness of such states, many postwar experts argued that dynastic borders

should be rejected in favor of ones based on rational cultural principles. The Akademie für

Raumforschung und Landesplanung held that such dynastic territories must be ignored when

considering landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit, as they were based on random principles, such
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as marriage politics, inheritance, seizure, annexation, and military dictates. The inner-German

map, they argued, should not be “burdened” with such state legacies.84 Yet, in spite of such

random histories, postwar mental maps of regional Heimat often drew on dynastic state

traditions, without forging a consensus on regional Heimat. A closer examination of the

territories of the former dynastic states of Bavaria, Baden, and Hannover all display such

territorial disparities in identification. The same can be said of the territorial legacies of former

Prussian provinces.

While few suggested tearing apart the Bavarian state, the territorial ambiguities of

belonging in the former dynastic state was quite apparent to the committee. When the subject of

regional Heimat sentiment in Bavaria arose, there was little consensus. Jakob Kratzer, a Bavarian

jurist, presented the state as a place that developed a common “feeling of belonging” that crossed

different lines of Stamm– bringing together Franken, Schwaben, and Altbayern. He argued that

the Stämme did not have their own sense of “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit.” Hans Luther

rejected this view, arguing that there could be a “double feeling of belonging.” Such “double

feelings” he held, could also be seen in places like Osnabrück. Hermann Heimerich, who had

been Lord Mayor of Mannheim until 1933, subsequently pointed to the limits of dynastic state

feeling in determining regional Heimat. The city of Mannheim, he opined, felt no feeling for the

dynastic state of Baden to which it belonged, and only felt connection with the neighboring Pfalz

across the border. The current inhabitants of this area, he insisted, simply wanted unity with one

another, whatever state construction they ended up in.85 Such conflicting statements revealed the

diverse imaginings of regional Heimat that could coexist. Of all of them, Luther’s assessment of

overlapping proved most insightful. The state of Bavaria certainly represented an important map

of upon which regional belonging was projected. Such sentiment was demonstrated in Lindau on
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Lake Constance. After belonging to Bavaria since the nineteenth-century, the city was placed in

Baden-Württemberg after 1945, linking them with a larger groups who shared a common

Swabian dialect. Nevertheless, the residents of the city pushed strongly for reunification with

Bavaria, which the committee endorsed, and which was achieved shortly thereafter.86 At the same

time, postwar separatist movements in the Bavarian state existed based on Stamm.87 A new

postwar institution, the Fränkische Arbeitsgemeinschaft, brought together those with a regional

Franconian identity. They denounced hypocritical Bavarian advocacy of national federalism that

contrasted with the “crass centralism” exercised within their own state, resulting in inequality

between the Stämme. The group called for greater cultural autonomy and expressed anger over

Altbayer conflation of their Stamm with the entire Bavarian state.88 For them, the state did not

represent the region that they viewed as Heimat.

The influence of over a century of dynastic state borders, in short, had not created

consensus; they added more ambiguity. This was not only true in places like Baden, but also in

Lower Saxony, based on the dynastic state Hannover which pressed identification with the state

and their dynastic house, even as territorial imaginings of Heimat failed to fully coalesce around

the state map. A broad sweep of territories in the west of the state stood in fluid tension between

the idea of being Lower Saxons or being Westphalians. (Figure 5-7) Karl Alfred Hall, in his

work analyzing the Lower Saxon-Westphalian border, argued that the idea of “Westphalia” had,

throughout its history, corresponded to five different regional maps whose borders fluctuated

tremendously. Those redrawing regional borders, he insisted, needed to “redefine” where

Westphalia was in geographic space–particularly vis-a-vis Lower Saxony.89 The city of

Osnabrück, proved a perfect example of the conflicting notions of regional belonging. As the

Luther Committee reported, there was a long identification in the town with Westphalia in terms
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of Stamm.90 They speculated that this was perhaps better kept alive in the state of Hannover,

which had frequently referred to the areas around Osnabrück as the “Westphalian part of the

Kingdom.” The committee described the ambiguity of regional sentiments in Osnabrück as

“over-laid.”91 Georg Schnath, a native of Lower Saxony argued that in many areas, the state was

too big to represent “Heimat.”  Frisian, Harzer, Hadler, and Eichsfelder, he argued, seldom

identified with the state as their regional Heimat. However, such areas could maintain their own

sense of Heimat while belonging to a different state. The good citizen of the state, he concluded,

was always a good friend of Heimat, even when state and Heimat did not overlap.92

    Historical memory of nineteenth-century Prussian provinces, which had historically less

power and had not utilized propaganda to the same extent, similarly proved highly influential on

mental maps of Heimat. The Luther Committee noted how both the Rhenish and Westphalian

Prussian provinces supported  private societies, institutions, publications, and social events that

informed landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit.93 Adolf Süsterhenn, a committee member from

Cologne, asserted that throughout the Rhineland, a common feeling of regional belonging

emerged after 1815 that corresponded to the borders of the old Rhine province. He compared the

phenomenon to the influence of dynastic states. Süsterhenn certainly noted separating histories

and dialect borders between the North and South of the Rhineland.94 The state of Rheinland-

Pfalz, by contrast, argued that the unity of the Rhineland was a historical fiction, insisting that the

South had always suffered under the hegemony of the North. The area of the Mosel, which

included cities such as Trier, belonged, they opined, to a separate regional culture.95 Many

Heimat enthusiasts, however, often held opposite opinions, as the 1956 referendum movements

demonstrate. Even if politically separated after 1945, a prominent institution, the newly-formed

Rheinische Heimatbund, argued for the cultural unity of the North and South Rhineland. As
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Adolf Flecken, the president of the institution argued in a speech in Trier, their society fought for

a vision of the Rhineland that stretched from Cologne to Mainz and Trier. He insisted that they

would vigorously fight the notion that the Rhineland included only the cities of the Northern

Rhine. Nevertheless, he noted that the borders of their Heimat society did not entirely overlap

with the old Rhine province, leaving out certain areas and adding others. Mainz and Worms, for

example, belonged to their Heimat society though they had not belonged to the Rhine province.96

While the committee privileged nineteenth-century states, they also found ambiguities in

cognitive maps of regional Heimat that resulted from states in other historical periods. This was

well illustrated in Schleswig-Holstein. The state on the far northern national border existed in a

similar territorial form since the Middle Ages. As Deyn reported to the committee, regional

identity in this area was founded upon the medieval unity of the two states, with the phrase

“forever unified” (up ewig ungedeelt) being key to regional self-understanding. Klose’s report to

the committee agreed, and argued that this unity was strengthened during the nineteenth-century

Danish struggles to annex Schleswig. Klose argued against dissolving Schleswig-Holstein into a

larger state, as it would loosen the sense of regional bonding between the states which

maintained the integrity of the national border. In spite of the long history of statehood, however,

cognitive maps of regional Heimat turned out to be anything but stable. A great source of

ambiguity arose from the role and influence of the Hanseatic cities Lübeck and Hamburg. The

former had just become a part of Schleswig-Holstein, while the later represented a crucial urban

center point. Deyn and Klose’s reports to the Luther Committee differed strongly on how this

influences regional belonging.97 The Hanseatic cities and the surrounding territories certainly

shared common dialects and cultural practices with the surrounding territorial states. At the same

time, they differed in their long histories as independent decision-making spaces, that were
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additionally oriented toward maritime trade networks. Ahasver von Brandt, in a Luther

Committee report on the Hanseatic cities, wrote the high degree of trans-territorial identification

with one another was “baffling.” It contrasted, he argued, with a weaker notion of common

regional feeling with areas immediately surrounding their individual cities. He traced the cities’

diverging regional identification to the cities’ histories as separate decision-making spaces. The

lack of Lübecker Heimat sentiment for Schleswig-Holstein, Brandt, argued, was manifested by

the attempts of the Schleswig-Holsteinische Heimatbund to establish themselves in the city–to no

avail. While not advocating a return to independence, Brandt argued that landsmannschaftliche

Verbundenheit required giving the Hanseatic cities a special status.98  

The Luther Committee also recognized such ambiguities in regards to Heimat sentiment

in Hamburg. They reported that most living in Hamburg came from surrounding areas that were

similar in terms of culture and Stamm. The city’s history of political independence, however, had

often given them a separate sense of local belonging that could repress regional belonging. The

same phenomenon, they held, could be seen in other Hanseatic cities. They classified it as a

“special form of city-state feeling of belonging.”99 The Hamburg Senate, in turn, insisted that

Hamburger had a common feeling of belonging based on “Heimat and tradition.” All three of the

“emotional principles” according to which border redrawing was to take place, they argued,

required maintaining their statehood.100 Similar sentiments could be found in Oldenburg which

had a long history of independence. The new Heimat society, the Oldenburgischer Landesbund,

protested the British decision to dissolve the city into Lower Saxony.101

In short, historical regional decision-making spaces–weak as opposed to comprehensive

decision-making spaces–proved their ability to shape geographical imaginings of regional

Heimat. They could create a sense of regional belonging in areas with different landscapes,
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regional cultures and dialects, without fully being able to extinguish identifications with common

cultural areas outside state borders. As the debates on border redrawing drew to a close, Schnath

reflected on this abstract relationship between Heimat and state. The definition of state, he

argued, was defined by its great clarity, while Heimat seemed to have a lack of clarity. It could be

any type of space that was experienceable. No general rule, he argued, could be found on whether

Heimat or state converged or diverged, though states could influence notions of Heimat through

cultural sponsorship.102 Just as dialect, natural geographies, Stamm, and other factors proved

inconclusive, recent histories of statehood proved equally incapable of “revealing” the

boundaries of where people collectively imagined their regional “Heimat.”

Rebellion of the Heimat Societies 

The public release of the Luther report in 1955 generally confused and befuddled the

public.103 It increasingly became clear that a government-led re-bordering was unlikely to occur.

But shortly after the release of the report, a time-regulated constitutional clause was triggered

that allowed citizens a one-time opportunity to petition for referendums to change federal borders

in states whose borders were changed after May 1945. This sparked the creation or expansion of

an array of Heimat societies whose primary goal was to push for different visions of new states

based on regional Heimat feeling. These societies included, among others, the Vereinigung

Rheinland, Verein Kurpfalz, Heimatbund Hessen-Nassau, Heimatbund Badenerland,

Oldenburgische Landesbund, Bayern und Pfalz, the Bund Rheinland-Pfalz and the Rheinhessen-

Bund. Strategic considerations influenced the type of states that Heimat enthusiasts advocated.

Constitutionally, such referendums, if successful, were not legally binding, and merely required

that the Bundestag examine the proposal.104 Such societies thus sought to achieve at least semi-
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practical states that would either reflect regional Heimat sentiment, or simply do away with

borders that separated co-regionalists. (Figure 5-1)

The subsequent flurry of Heimat-society proposals demonstrates that the Luther

Commitee’s inability to discover the borders of “heimatliche Verbundenheit” was not a result of

its own failures. Heimat enthusiast state proposals conflicted, overlapped, and diverged from one

another. Even within societies seeking common borders, a closer examination reveals interior

diversity and fluidity in territorial imaginings. In February 1956, thirteen Heimat societies

submitted petitions for referendums, only seven of which were approved. The Interior Ministry

turned down petitions from the Southwest based on the justification that Article 118 of the

Grundgesetz had already regulated borders there. The ministry rejected three further petitions,

including one to unify Geesthacht with Hamburg, one to restore Lübeck’s independence, and

another submitted by sixty-two villages of the Bergstraße to leave Hessen and join the culturally

related Franconian areas of northern Baden-Württemberg. The ministry rejected these on the

grounds that their state membership had not been altered after May 1945. A further petition to

make the small town of Lindau on Lake Constance into an independent state was withdrawn by

its applicants.105 Such a petition was perhaps tied to the city’s status as a Free Imperial City prior

to becoming part of the state of Bavaria in 1806. Simultaneous movements in Lindau also sought

reunion with Bavaria. Yet other documented movements to redraw regional borders did not

submit official petitions by the deadline.106

Given the stringent rules on referendums and the wide-held view that Bavaria and North-

Rhine Westphalia were functionally stable states that the Bundestag would never eliminate,

referendums were centered in Rheinland-Pfalz and Lower Saxony. Two petitions were approved

to restore the statehood of Oldenburg and Schaumburg-Lippe. In spite of regional cultural and
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dialect similarities with surrounding areas, long histories of independence forged a strong sense

of local belonging in these areas that suppressed a regional valence of Heimat. Five petitions

emerged from Rheinland-Pfalz, including two separate petitions to reunify the Pfalz enclave with

Bavaria, drawing on its historical union with the state after 1815. Contrarily, another petition

sought to unify the Pfalz with Baden-Württemberg, in order to unify the Pfalz with the Kurpfalz

around Mannheim and Heidelberg. These areas, in addition to being adjacent to one another,

shared a common history stretching to the Middle Ages and similar regional dialects. Subsequent

Heimat societies, moreover, emerged that promoted continued unity of the Pfalz and Middle

Rhine. In short, the Pfalz became the scene of at least three competing imaginings of region.

A separate petition, pushed for a unification of the Middle Rhine with the state of North-

Rhine Westphalia. Though sharing little or no sense of regional belonging with Westphalia to the

far north, such petitions drew on a notion of common regional belonging based on the history of

the Rhine Province from 1822 to 1945. Another petition drawing on the historical Province of

Nassau also came from the areas surrounding Montabaur which sought to unify with Hessen in

order to reunite the former Prussian province of Hessen-Nassau. The seventh and final petition

called for the unification of the former Hessian province of “Rheinhessen” (the areas of Mainz,

Bingen, Worms, and Alzey) with Hessen. For all of these petitions, a so-called Volksbegehren

was initiated in which Heimat societies had two weeks to collect signatures from 10% of the

voting population–a daunting task made worse by the requirement that signatures be made in

person at city halls during limited hours.107 

The Pfalz Question

Looking at each of the regionalist movements, we see consistent diversity of imaginings
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of regional Heimat. Nowhere was this more apparent that in the Pfalz. As the Luther Committee

entered the Pfalz in 1954, they recorded seeing from their train windows citizens waving

Bavarian flags. Their report on their Pfalz travels surmised that it was likely the older generations

who regionally identified with Bavaria–as they would be the only people who could remember

past unity with the state.108  Winding their way through the Pfälzer landscape, the committee

arrived at the city of Neustadt, a town on the famous “Wine street.” In Neustadt, the committee

granted an audience to two conflicting Heimat societies. The first, the Kurpfalz Verein, sought

unity with the adjacent Kurpfalz, a part of Baden-Württemberg. The grassroots society existed

since 1949.109 The second society, the Bund Bayern und Pfalz, pushed unity with Bavaria based

on a “common history” and state loyalty. As Ludwig Reichert, the representative of the Kurpfalz

society addressed the committee, he insisted that the Left and Right-Rhenish Pfalz had been

ripped apart by Napoleon based on politics and the desire not to have a strong state on the Upper

Rhine. With this separation, he argued, their region had lost their “Middle point”– Mannheim

and Heidelberg. This unity, which stretched from 1329 to 1797, he argued, must to be restored.

As the hearing went on, heated debates over regional belonging emerged, with Reichert strongly

denouncing the notion of common regional belonging with Bavaria. Their Bavarian overlords,

Reichert held, had been hated by Pfälzer, as displayed at the Hambacher Fest and in the 1848

Revolutions. To speak of landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit between the two groups, he

insisted, would be equally absurd as to speak of such a connection between Pfälzer and

Rheinländer. Inventing a new Stamm concept, Reichert insisted that the Pfälzer were uniquely

“Oberrheinfranken.”110

 The Bund Bayern und Pfalz, however, held that the Pfalz was “at the Heart of

Bavaria.”111 Their Bavarian sister society, the Landesverband der Pfälzer im Rechtsrheinischen
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Bayern supported this notion–lobbying Konrad Adenauer to support Bavarian union with

exaggerated claims of medieval historical connections with the Pfalz.112 The argument that

nineteenth-century dynastic belonging had shaped regional Heimat sentiment was more

believable. As Anton Keim, a Mainz professor, intervened in the debates, he drew on the

writings of Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl, who had dubbed the dynastic states “accidental states,” but

had argued as early as 1853 that areas of Franken and the Pfalz were increasingly feeling regional

connection with Bavaria.113 Certain members of the Luther Committee were persuaded by such

arguments. The Hamburg Senator and committee member, Heinrich Landahl pointed to the 9000

members of the Bund Bayern und Pfalz and estimated that as many as half of Pfälzer wanted

union with Bavaria. Attachment to the Kurpfalz idea, he argued, was primarily a phenomenon in

the Southeast of the Pfalz that immediately bordered the Kurpfalz.114

The magazine of the Kurpfalz society made clear what the entire debate was about. It

was, it argued, a question of Heimat: whether their Heimat would be politically unified or

politically fragmented.115 Pfälzer on the right and left of the Rhine, they pointed out, spoke the

same dialect and had the same regional natures. For this reason, the Pfalz must join Baden-

Württemberg so that all Pfälzer are unified.116 Geographic experts such as Adolf Scharpff backed

up their state vision, arguing that rivers are not cultural borders and that a common regional

Pfälzer culture existed on both sides of the Rhine. Identities based on later political entities, he

argued, forged “border errors.”117 However, pro-Bavarian Pfälzers argued that the Kurpfalz 

society claims were bogus and called on them to cease their efforts. Kurpfalz Heimat enthusiasts

responded with a virulent refusal, denouncing the Bavarian dynastic tradition, and calling all

Pfälzer to consciousness of this belonging by proclaiming: “PFÄLZER: IHR SEID EIN VOLK.”

The emphasis of such an assertion underlined, however, that not all were conscious of such a
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notion of regional Heimat and needed to be taught to recognize what enthusiasts believed was

present beneath the level of consciousness.118

 While Kurpfälzer Heimat enthusiasts could point to common cultural practices and

dialects, the Bund Bayern und Pfalz had Bavarian state support to press its propaganda and

advance its cause. This state-supported propaganda represented precisely the type of identity

promotion that had historically forged common identification in dynastic states. Bavarian

financial support facilitated several projects, including the formation of a Bayern und Pfalz youth

group.119 The moles of the president of Rhineland-Pfalz reported that Bavaria was pushing

considerable propaganda and using aggressive politics to support reunification with the Pfalz.120

The Bavarians also formed their own society, the Bund der Pfalzfreunde in Bayern, an umbrella

organization which sought to unify all groups fighting for the reunification of the Pfalz and

Bavaria.121 The Bavarians further created a Pfalz committee in their state Landtag, outraging the

Rheinland-Pfalz government as the committee began touring the Pfalz. During their tours, they

even held Heimat evenings with Pfälzer, such as one in Bergzabern supported by the city’s

mayor, who supported reunification.122 

A close examination of the arguments of both sides, however, reveal even further

disparities in imaginings of regional Heimat. It went beyond two straight-forward maps.

Divergences coexisted within the same societies. If we examine a poster of the Kurpfalz society,

for example, it depicted a map of the Pfalz and the Kurpfalz in unity. By not including the rest of

the Southwest state, the image was clear in proclaiming common regional identification only with

the Kurpfalz, even though joining Baden-Württemberg would unify them with other territories.123

Another society member, however, went beyond arguing that there was a common Pfälzer

regional culture. He additionally argued that they were part of a Rheinfränkisch Stamm that was
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shaped under Alemannic influence, orienting them toward the Southwest.124 Other statements

from the Kurpfalz society proved equally ambiguous. One article in their magazine held that the

Pfalz shared a common regional culture not just with the Kurpfalz but with all the Upper Rhine. It

was a land of wine with confessional tolerance, the article held, and not a Bavarian beer land of

centralism, Catholicism, and conservativism.125 In yet another article, published before the

existence of Baden-Württemberg, an article in the society publication argued that the artificial

imaginings of pro-Bavarians stood in contrast to the “ethnographic reality” of the Rheinschwaben

idea.126 This idea held that Württemberg, Baden, and the Pfalz should form a common region.127 

The Bavarian side demonstrated equal ambiguity and fluidity in ideas of regional Heimat.

In 1954, for example, in the Stimme der Pfalz, a publication pushing for unity with Bavaria, an

article appeared arguing that a unified Pfalz and Kurpfalz was a fiction that no one identified with.

The citizens of the Kurpfalz, it continued, looked jealously on the Left-Rhenish Pfälzer who had a

strong sense of “Staatsheimat” in Bavaria.128 The assertion that Bavaria was their “Staatsheimat,”

however, reveals the geographic instability of cognitive Heimat maps. It asserted, on the one

hand, that the aspect of Heimat informed by state feeling unified the Left-Rhenish Pfalz with

Bavaria. At the same time, the qualification of “Staatsheimat” implied that other valences of

Heimat existed which geographically corresponded only to the Left-Rhenish Pfalz. Indeed, the

non-adjacent Bavarian state, with its substantially different dialect spaces, natural landscapes, and

regional practices, could hardly have evoked the same feelings for native Left-Rhenish Pfälzer as

those seen, felt, practiced, and spoken in their immediate surroundings.

Making things even more complicated, the question arose whether Rheinland-Pfalz, drawn

according to random principles, could come to represent regional “Heimat.” Its borders were no

more random than states such as Baden which later came to represent regional Heimat for many.
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While the Luther report, in order to avoid a legal crisis, officially certified that Rheinland-Pfalz

fulfilled the constitutional requirement of “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit,” a prominent

committee member insisted that the state had no center points, that its parts were historically more

oriented to other states, and that committee findings were anything but an “enthusiastic hymn of

praise” of the state.129 However, a new organization created in 1956, the Bund Rheinland-Pfalz,

argued that the state represented a common Middle Rhine area and that other visions promoted

inorganic solutions based on ducal histories. Supporters argued that the state represented

“Heimat,”while arguing for further union with the Saarland. Had such a suggestion reached a

more serious stage, it would, no doubt, have sparked debates over the Saarland’s regional

attachment to the old Rhine Province. Whether the idea of Rheinland-Pfalz as regional Heimat

had popular appeal, however, remains questionable, with the institution becoming embroiled in

debates over whether it was simply a state-funded puppet organization.130

In the brief two-week window for signature collections, both sides on the Pfalz question

narrowly failed to acquire the required signatures from 10% of the voting population. Those

supporting unity with Bavaria were hindered by their inability to collect signatures from Pfälzer

living in Bavaria. They pointed to the number of former Pfälzer bureaucrats who still lived in

Bavaria, who they insisted viewed the Pfalz as “Heimat” (perhaps beyond the mere valence of

Staatsheimat?).131 The official rules, however, held that all over 21 who resided in the area for

over six months could sign referendum petitions and vote.132 The pro-Bavarian side acquired

58,144 signatures, reaching 7.6% of the voting population, compared to the 71,447 signatures for

unity with the Kurpfalz, which reached 9.3%. Signature collection proved mostly stable across the

counties of the Left-Rhenish Pfalz, with some disproportionally large numbers for the Kurpfalz

along the Rhine. Germersheim, in the Southwest corner, collected four times more signatures for
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union with the Kurpfalz than with Bavaria.133 Geographic proximity certainly played an important

role in cognitive maps of Heimat. For those living closest to the Kurpfalz, no doubt a sense of

common regional Heimat was less an imagined connection, corresponding to regular movement

across both sides of the Rhine. 

Koblenz and Trier

A different result emerged in the districts of Trier and Koblenz, which fulfilled the 10%

requirement for a referendum to become part of North-Rhine Westphalia. Unlike Bavaria, North-

Rhine Westphalia had not offered material support to the Rhenish regional movement. Yet, the

concept of what belonged to the “Rheinland” proved equally fuzzy. As Beate Dorfey points out,

the use of the plural term “Rheinlande” often demonstrated the very fuzziness of the regional

concept.134 Heimat enthusiasts who drew on the memory of the Rhine Province were quite aware

of ideas of the Rhineland as consisting only of the Northern Rhine around Düsseldorf, Cologne,

Bonn, and Aachen. As a former mayor of Trier, Heinrich Weitz argued after 1945, there should be

“no Rhineland without Wineland,” asserting that the “Rhineland” concept must always include

the wine-growing areas of Koblenz and Trier. 135 Earlier attempts at reunifying the Rhine province

immediately after 1945 had failed, in spite of having received support from the French occupiers,

and prominent politicians such as Hans Fuchs and Konrad Adenauer, who saw the Rhine as an

important region that formed a bridge between Germany and the West.136

Before the Rhenish referendum movement, the Luther Committee failed to reach a

consensus on how the borders of the old Rhine Province corresponded to Rhenish identity.

Committee reports noted differences both in dialect and regional culture between the north and the

south. Moreover, as Lutz Röhrich insisted, clear borders of regional folklore did not exist in the
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region. Borders were only traceable for specific individual practices. Röhrlich held attempts to

create political borders according to regional cultural practices to be absurd, as such connections

went in every which direction. At the same time, the Luther Committee noted in their travel

reports a strong sense of regional Rhenish affiliation with the former province stretching into the

Saarland.137 There were a number of cultural and regional societies whose private borders crossed

the Nordrhein-Westfalen and Rheinland-Pfalz border including the Eifelverein, the Rheinischer

Verein für Denkmalplfege und Heimatschutz and the Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichte.138

Franz Steinbach, a historian of the Rhineland, insisted to the committee that in spite of historical

diversity and fuzziness of its borders, the areas of the North and South Rhine from

Düsseldorf/Uerdingen to Speyer represented a common cultural area.139 In a contrary opinion,

Heinrich Landahl, a member of the committee, argued that common feeling of regional belonging

did not so much follow the flow of the Rhine as cut across it.140

A new Heimat society, the Vereinigung Rheinland, emerged in 1956 and presented a map

of regional Heimat that defied Landahl and others’ assessments, pushing unification of the

Koblenz and Trier districts with the North Rhine. As one of their leaflets rhetorically asked,

asserting a geographic basis for regional belonging: “Where does all the water of the Saar and

Mosel flow? To Cologne and Düsseldorf.” The southern areas of Koblenz and Trier, they insisted,

shared a common cultural tradition, dialect, social networks, and economic systems with the

North Rhine.141 Their arguments found public resonance, acquiring signatures from 14.2% of

eligible voters. Yet, geographic distributions of signature collection reveals disparities regarding

such a cognitive map of regional Heimat. The first related to the so-called “Vinxtbach border”–a

noticeable inner-Rhenish dialect border that separated the north and south ends of the old Rhine

province. The cities of Altenkirchen and Ahrweiler, both in Rheinland-Pfalz, were, unlike the rest
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of the Rhenish areas of the state, north of this dialect border. Ahrweiler was also oriented to the

urban center Cologne-Bonn. Signature collection in these two areas reached nearly 26%–more

than five times that of counties immediately to the south of the dialect border, such as Cochem

which reached only 5.3%. In several villages around Ahrweiler and Altenkirchen, in contrast,

collection exceeded 75% of the voting population.142 

Yet dialect was not the only factor that influenced imaginings of regional Heimat, with

unusually strong support for a unified Rhineland in certain areas far to the south of the dialect

border. Geographic proximity to the North Rhine seemed to be an imperfect standard against

which to measure imaginings of regional Heimat. In the district of Trier, signatures were collected

from 17.7% of the population, while the government district of Koblenz, geographically much

closer to the North Rhine, reached only 12.7%. This reflected anecdotal accounts from several

quarters on the unusual enthusiasm for the old Rhine province among Trierer. Confession proved

an equally poor predictor of signature collection patterns–a surprising result given the historical

association of the Rhenish regional idea with Catholicism.143

Montabaur and Rheinhessen

Movements in Montabaur and Rheinhessen equally displayed disparities in geographic

imaginings of regional Heimat. Like many other areas, the landscape had been subject to massive

territorial fluctuations and possessed fluid dialect spaces. In the areas around Montabaur, the

Heimatbund Hessen-Nassau emerged to push unification with Hessen. The areas near Montabaur

and territories directly across the Hessian border had been unified under the Nassau Duchy, from

1806 to 1866, when it became the Prussian province of the larger Hessen-Nassau. This resulted in

internal vacillations within the new Heimat society in territorial imaginings of regional Heimat.
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Did it correspond to a greater Hessen, to a smaller idea of Nassau, or to both simultaneously?

Their official goal was to unify the people of Nassau as a people with a unique culture and

geography. At the founding meeting, however, one attendee, a local postman, raised the question

of the larger state of Hessen itself. Was the modern state of Hessen not just as artificial as

Rheinland-Pfalz?144 As Heimat society poster printed in local dialect, held “We are and remain

NASSAUER!” (Mer senn und bleiwe NASSAUER!).145 Here reference to being Hessian was

absent. In a letter seeking support from local teachers in their movement, however, the opposite

was true. Rather than focusing on the idea of being Nassauer, Helmut Pohl of the Heimat society

wrote that the regional idea of Hessen had within it the “spirit of progress and tolerance”

(certainly this was not the first time that postwar ideas of Heimat had facilitated such value

claims).146 Disparities of identifying as Hessian, Nassauer, or both, pulsated throughout the

movement. The Nassauer Land argued that it was Heimat sentiment for old Nassau territories that

separated them from the Rhine.147 A forester who belonged to the Heimat society, however,

argued that he was a “Hessen-Nassauer” as opposed to merely a Nassauer. Another supporter of

the movement, a housewife, argued that she was oriented to the city of Wiesbaden and therefore

wanted to become part of Hessen. Yet another local citizen, who decried Rhineland-Pfalz’s

artificial nature argued: “As a Nassauer I am Hessian and will remain Hessian.”148 Ambiguities in

the belonging of these areas, moreover, were further obscured by being in dialect zones of fluid

transition, as reflected in a study contracted by the state of Rheinland-Pfalz.149  

While the state of Hessen expressed its support for the movement and promised full

cultural support in a unified state, it declared official neutrality.150 Signature collection around

Montabaur proved tremendously successful, reaching 25.3%. In Mainz, Alzey, Bingen and

Worms, the areas of the former Rheinhessen province, signature collection had equal success,
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securing signatures from 20.2% to join Hessen.151 However, the geographic spaces where citizens

of Rheinhessen felt a sense of regional Heimat proved equally ambiguous. Experts debated over

whether Rheinhessen, which unlike the rest of Hessen, lied on the left side of the Rhine, were

oriented more toward Hessen or other left-Rhenish areas. In committee presentations, travel notes,

and in their final report, the Luther Committee noted an orientation of many Rheinhessener,

historically and culturally, toward territories on the left of the Rhine.152

The newly founded Heimat society, the Rheinhessen-Bund, however argued that the

territories of Rheinhessen felt a sense of regional Heimat with Hessen. The society strongly

denounced Rheinland-Pfalz as an “accidental state” of French creation.153 Such a statement was

not without irony, given that the province of Rheinhessen itself had been drawn randomly by the

Congress of Vienna. A Luther Committee expert, Hermann Brill, who embraced the Heimat

society position, put his weight behind the notion that Rheinhessen and Hessen shared a common

feeling of belonging.154 As an advertisement of the Heimat society asserted, they believed: “We

are Rhenish Hessians”...“Our name tells us to which state we belong. For us there is no question

that we must again return to our Heimatland Hessen.”155 Others, however, questioned what was

meant by the idea of “returning” to their true regional Heimat–pointing out that the greater unified

Hessian state for which they were arguing, had historically never existed.156 Moreover, regional

notions of belonging in Hessen were in a constant state of flux both in the north as well as the

south of the state. The north of Hessen around Kassel also showed ambiguity toward such

imaginings of regional belonging.157

Federal Intransigence 

The success of Volksbegehren in Rheinhessen, Koblenz and Trier, and Montabaur, were
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joined by tremendously successful signature collections in Oldenburg and Schaumburg-Lippe,

which reached 30.9% and 39.6% respectively.158 This success, however, was for naught, as the

Federal government refused to pass legislation facilitating referendums. Court action to force their

hand proved fruitless. After vituperative debates about territorial imaginings of Heimat, much

enthusiasm for such border redrawing projects declined over years of waiting. Some Heimat

societies continued to push their own visions of region. As Adolf Flecken argued at the

Rheinischer Heimattag in Trier, his society, the Rheinische Heimatbund, sought to maintain the

idea that the words “rhenish” and “Rhineland” did not shrink to refer only to the North Rhine.159

Two decades later, the votes would finally be permitted in many of the areas that had petitioned

for them. With desires for Heimat states long deflated, the areas of the South Rhine voted only  

13.1% for union with North-Rhine Westphalia.160 Oldenburg became somewhat of an anomaly,

with the referendum becoming a proxy vote for anger with Lower Saxony over recent district

reforms that had done away with historic counties. All agreed that it was a mere protest vote and

would not result in the reconstitution of the city-state. Thus, while the entire episode of these

debates tells us volumes about territorial imaginings of Heimat, it proved, ultimately to be a failed

vision.

In subsequent decades, federal considerations of redrawing state borders illustrated the

abandonment of the idea of Heimat states as the structural basis of German federalism. In the

1970s the “Ernst Commission,” would take up the question of state borders again, jettisoning the

principle of “landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit” from serious consideration.161 Peter Schöller,

during his work for the commission, pointed out that there had still been no cartographic map

created that displayed the borders of regional belonging. Landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit he

held, was free to be formulated in different ways and was imprecise.162 The 1970's, even if a
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decade where Heimat found niches of restored popularity, still suffered under negative

stereotypes. Had there been a push to discover spaces of regional Heimat in these years, it would

no doubt have been further problematized by growing mobility, modern communication, and

solidification of the new postwar “accidental states.” However, as Helmut Quaritsch held in a

1968 presentation on the “unfulfilled constitutional mandate” of border redrawing, regional states

were no longer “entities of feeling” but rather, “entities of utility.” He insisted it was a positive

development, viewing those seeking states based on Heimat as people fearful of modernity who

wanted to climb into a post coach and return to the Biedermeier.163 He reflected common derisive

attitudes of the period toward a cultural federalism that emphasized comprehensible spaces in the

face of anonymity, alienation, mass bureaucracy, and instability.164

Conclusion

In spite of its failure, the attempt to redraw the federal map based on heimatliche

Verbundenheit demonstrated crucial dynamics of the Heimat concept, its plasticities, and its

ability to hold diverse imaginings in suspension. Rather than positing stable territorialities of

regional Heimat, we must consider how subjective imaginings in both spatial and qualitative

terms could be held in harmonically within Heimat  without forging rigid principles according to

which the matrices of communities are canonized. Rather than viewing the ability of Heimat to

permit subjective definitions as “disturbing,” I would argue that it allowed for greater diversity

and greater sovereignty of individuals to construe their own notions of belonging. This was

apparent in how different symbols of place–dialect spaces, confessional identities, historical

memories of past territorial states, diverse notions of Stamm, practiced traditions, and so forth,

could be drawn upon freely in shaping individual cognitive maps. Though Heimat had historically
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been involved in imagining a more interiorly diverse idea of nation, at the same time, imagining

regional and local Heimat differed from imagining nation. The modern demand for an overlap of

national-identity spaces and comprehensive decision-making spaces made processes of rigid

national definition unavoidable, often becoming entangled in long, violent processes of national

self-definition. In contrast, after 1945, as a scientific-bureaucratic apparatus of geographers,

politicians, linguists, parliamentary committee members, state president conferences, geographic

institutes, historians, and art historians sought to “discover” spaces of heimatliche Verbundenheit, 

it became increasingly clear that such commonly agreed upon borders did not exist. Notions

overlapped or conflicted, while in other cases dual notions of regional Heimat emerged. The core

of certain cognitive maps, represented, for others, the border of their imagined regional Heimat.

The question arose, moreover, whether certain identifications lurked below the level of

consciousness–dormant identities that could rise at given moments under different circumstances.

As Ahasver Brandt representively concluded in his analysis of Lübeck, feelings of regional

belonging were too complicated to enshrine in any single regional map, while Stickrodt concluded

that landsmannschaftliche Verbundenheit was a “non-ascertainable fact in a positive sense.”165

Meanwhile, contemporary constitutional commentaries of the concept have determined it to be a

“subjective feeling of belonging” that does not have to be founded upon “rational criteria.”166

The monochronic flexibilities in territorial imaginings of Heimat, I argue, reflected similar

flexible diachronic properties of the concept that made it tremendously useful in re-fashioning

postwar local and regional identities. This contrasted with the stubbornly inflexible idea of nation

after 1945. Not only did Heimat allow diverse notions of where local or regional Heimat lied in

geographic space, it also permitted rapid and significant reformulation of its traditions, historical

memories, perceived local values, and the conceptual relationship between locality, nation and
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foreign neighbors. While many Heimat enthusiasts’ goal of establishing a federalism rooted in

Heimat states was never realized, they could use Heimat’s plasticities in other arenas to more

successfully reformulate local and regional identities. 

By the middle to end of the 1950s, the prospect of redrawing the federal map according to

Heimat feeling increasingly receded into the background. The stabilization of the existing

technocratic federalist system, emerging Cold War realities, and the end of the Tabula Rasa spirit

of the rubble years, all rallied toward the decline of free-wheeling political imaginings. Certainly

the disparate imaginings of Heimat made it difficult to create a federalism of Heimat states,

though this did not impede other forms of Heimat-infused federalism. By the end of the 1950s,

however, it became increasingly apparent that a more technocratic and functionalist federalist

system had won out. Perhaps, as Theodor Heuss, argued “landsmannschaftliche Heimatseligkeit”

and lofty early postwar ideas of federalism were impractical as the basis for a modern state.167

Still, the positive cultural valuation of Heimat would continue through the end of the decade. The

later cultural turn against the concept that grew over the course of the 1960s proved more

complex. It involved, among other factors, shifts in generational memory profiles, the long-term

effects of economic growth, growing mobility, the 68er movement’s emphasis on thinking

exclusively within broad cognitive spaces, and the growing notion that the private must be

political. As the next chapter will illustrate, these factors combined with the increasing aggressive

political use of the concept by the expellee movement in a way that could potentially threaten

global politics. No studies, however, have looked at the convergences and divergences of the

expellee movement and western Germans on the concept of Heimat. It is to this question that we

now turn.
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“What we don’t understand here is why you are all so divided? Hold 

yourselves together! Why all of these state parliaments?  Be German

and not Bavarian or Hessian, or God knows what else...”1                  

       Letter from a Silesian to the Union of Silesians in Bavaria. (1949) 

Chapter VI 

Strident Nation as a Redemptive Geography: The Expellee “Tag der Heimat,” 1949-1970

Not everyone in early postwar West Germany had home towns where they could return,

rebuild, and reawaken local cultures. For millions of expellees, there was no “local geography” to

turn to. Nor could they transplant old communities to new places, with the allies intentionally

dispersing local communities to convey to them the permanence of expulsion.2 For both

expellees and West Germans, Heimat was a personal experienced space, a site of lost community

and past life narratives, and a location of intimate civilian life. What differed was their postwar

circumstances. While westerners sought to recreate lost Heimat in their home towns and typically

viewed Heimat as a means of de-centering the nation, for many expellees, a more assertive

national idea figure more prominently into confronting their loss. Only through an assertive

vision of nation could they either recover lost Heimat or maintain the symbolic territorial claims

that offered recognition of their plight. Nationality had been the reason for their expulsion, and

afterwards, it became a means of demanding solidarity from their co-nationals.

Different circumstances and experiential profiles led to substantial divergences between

West German Heimat enthusiasts and the expellee movement on understandings of Heimat. No

events can offer us a crisper picture of this than expellee Heimat reunions– in particular, the

expellee tradition “Tag der Heimat” (Day of the Heimat). As this chapter argues, the tradition

revealed the funneling of lost local Heimat into assertive nation, while demonstrating West

German and expellee society divergences on the Heimat concept. It further revealed some of the
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key factors that informed the cultural devaluation of the concept in the 1960s. 

On an annual basis, the Federal Republic witnessed massive expellee reunions on the Tag

der Heimat and in other Heimat meeting that mixed personal reunion, sensual replication of lost

local worlds, and strident national politics. In West Berlin alone Tag der Heimat saw upwards of

100 to 200 annual town and regional reunions. Attendance at some Heimat meetings reached into

the hundreds of thousands. Expellees converged on event halls, where they peppered their former

townsmen with questions, asking if anyone knew if their house was still standing, how their city

now looked, or if they knew the fates of others.3 They exchanged photograph, talked about

memories, and participated in cultural evenings. Events were simultaneously saturated with

nationally-strident symbolism and language. Events were organized around the principle that it

was about more than personal reunions: it was about using Heimat to express their “national

political will.” With substantial attendance and scores of cities holding events, the tradition gave

the expellee societies control of a national political megaphone.

Heimat is at its core an experienced space that has been described as being “prior” to

politics.4 It is a personal world of immediate surroundings, community, and sites of personal life

narrative. How it is related to nation and politics is flexible. While many western Heimat

enthusiasts turned to local spaces to decentralize and moderate nation, expellees relied on

precisely the opposite: an assertive redemptive nation capable of rescuing lost Heimat or pressing

theoretical claims as a route of recognition politics. This divergence led to the failure of Tag der

Heimat in becoming a national tradition as its originators intended. Instead, it remained an

expellee affair. Few offered as poignant a description of such divergent visions of redemptive

geographies than one Silesian in a letter to his regional expellee organization in 1949.

Denouncing decentralized regional orientations of West Germans, he wrote: “Be German and not
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Bavarian or Hessian, or God knows what else....” The regional expellee society shared these

feelings so much that they publicized the relation in the press.5 Similar expellee voices could be

heard at Tag der Heimat, with the tone of speeches ranging from the nationally-strident to

nationalist. Expellee speakers used the tradition to both lecture West Germans on national

consciousness and to project an image of their societies’ political influence. At the same time, the

tradition became a discursive forum on the Heimat concept. To give the tradition a national feel,

organizers acquired West German political speakers, using their societies’ electoral influence to

ensure they delivered supportive statements. Nevertheless, many West German speakers chaffed

at nationalist displays and went off script at events by emphasizing regaining Heimat through

emotional integration into the West. West German speakers further angered the expellee societies

by defining their tradition as primarily about personal reunion. Protests at events and reaction to

the tradition in the press further made Tag der Heimat into a discursive site.

Probing the Tag der Heimat as a discursive forum on Heimat, this chapter first examines

recreation of local personal worlds through early postwar Heimat meetings that later became part

of Tag der Heimat, formally invented in 1949/50. Both before and after this date, Heimat

meetings large and small funneled lost personal worlds of Heimat into assertive nation. The

chapter then examines the tradition’s formal invention, and its nationally-strident language and

symbolism. The chapter concludes by illustrating how aggressive expellee wielding of the

Heimat concept against rapprochement informed its cultural devaluation. In the 1960's, the

tradition became the site of attempted neo-Nazi appropriation, 68er protest, and political

spectacle that included vociferous anti-Tag der Heimat propaganda from the Eastern bloc. A new

generation of youth who had never faced the ruptures and destruction of the immediate postwar

years associated Heimat primarily with expellee societies’ Cold War politics. The growing turn
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against Heimat was discussed at Tag der Heimat beginning in the early 1960s, growing

throughout the decade. To achieve rapprochement with the West, some on the political left

sought to discredit expellee claims of a right to the Heimat by appropriating histories of Nazi

abuse of the Heimat concept.

This study refers to the “expellee movement” as the collection of cooperating expellee

societies, their members, and non-member supporters. While this study traces divergence

between this group and West German Heimat enthusiasts, consideration of the relationship

between the expellee movement and non-vocal lay expellees goes beyond the framework of this

study. This relationship remains an area of needed research. In a recent work, Andrew Demshuk

suggests a broad gap between lay expellees and expellee societies– a conclusion he reaches partly

by underestimating the importance of lay expellee’s lack of vocal criticism of the societies and

their failure to form alternative organizations. Demshuk, who argues that many lay expellees

privately gave up early on the idea of return, also underestimates the complexity of the expellee-

society agenda, which, rather than systematically pursuing policies that could realize return, often

held up theoretical rights as a form of recognition politics. They seldom offered details on how

return could be achieved.6 Whether lay expellees privately entertained hopes of return or not,

after expulsion based on nationality, expellees often responded by insisting on their regions’

Germanness, turning to the national idea as a force that could secure either literal return or

recognition of injustice through symbolic territorial claims. As Ulrike Frede notes in her study of

expellee Heimat books, such books differed from West German Heimat books in their

emphasizing the message: “Our Heimat was German!”7 

Whatever divergences may have existed between the expellee movement and non-vocal

lay expellees, the societies possessed the megaphone that shaped West German images of
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expellee ideas of Heimat and most informed the Heimat concept’s cultural devaluation. Expellee

discourses on the concept could be heard much more loudly than the intra-local conversations

that took place in the rubble of postwar cities. Their message proliferated in the media and could

be heard in the national and international halls of power. At Tag der Heimat, the expellee

societies sought to acquire the largest international audience possible. For West Berlin events

alone, expellee leaders sent press invitations to 140 institutions, one-third to foreign countries.8

While a tremendously dynamic tradition, Tag der Heimat remains almost entirely

unresearched.9 Its complexity means that not all of its facets can be considered here. Issues of

cultural performances, regional cultural preservation, and passing on eastern Heimat feeling to

children all surfaced at Tag der Heimat, and are worthy of further consideration. This case study,

however, seeks to greatly expand our knowledge of the tradition in it own right. Our current

knowledge comes from limited directives published by expellee leaders–sources that do not tell

us what was actually said and done at events. This chapter looks at a host of new sources,

including speech transcripts, letters, fliers, directives, an extensive newspaper collection, and a

collection of Heimat meeting programs (strewn across several libraries) from events that ranged

from small town reunions to mass gatherings. They tell a story of a complicated, contested

tradition in the earliest phases of invention.

Inventing Tradition: Channeling Lost Local Heimat into Redemptive National Convictions

One hardly need dig deeply in expellee reports to find descriptions of lost personal worlds

of Heimat. The personal meaning of these lost places of home is difficult to overestimate. This

could be seen, among other places, in expellee funerals, often filled with songs and signifiers of

their local Heimat.10 Trauma from its loss was pervasive, with expellees suffering higher rates of
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morbidity and psychological illness.11 Amidst this trauma and isolation, expellees had deep

desires to recreate elements of Heimat in expulsion. Personal reunion was the most crucial. As an

expellee from Königsberg wrote, while surroundings, landscapes, households, routines and so

forth were all parts of Heimat, its center was “first and foremost people.” “He who has lost

Heimat” he argued, “has lost...people among whom your life took place.”12 Expellees remained

uncertain about the fates of those from their lost worlds and used several strategies to reconnect.

Small groups established Stammtische (regular private meetings), while others turned to new

Heimatblätter, circulatory letters, Heimat calendars, and Heimat books. Indexes of former

inhabitants of a city or region, often located in Western German patron cities, allowed

individuals to investigate other’s fates and contact lost friends and family.13 No form of personal

reunion, however, could rival the simultaneity and critical mass of a Heimat reunion, where

entire communities could be temporarily reconstructed and signifiers of Heimat evoked. Such

Heimat meetings preceded the invention of the Tag der Heimat in late 1949/1950, though many

of them would later willingly join the tradition. Villages often arranged their own reunions. The

East Prussian villagers of Gerdauen, for example, held annual Heimat reunions since 1945; at

their fourth meeting in 1948 they observed their town’s 550 anniversary. The Upper-Silesians of

Falkenberg observed their ninth annual meeting in 1954, indicating that they too began reunions

in 1945.14 At Tag der Heimat several year later, an organizer noted how such earlier Heimat

reunions were filled with grievance, protest, and “melancholic retrospect.”15

 These ad hoc meeting emerged from grass-roots desires for personal reunion. As a

Sudeten German recounted during his town’s first reunion in 1949, many made great financial

sacrifice to attend in order to see family and friends.”16 Such accounts of personal sacrifice for

reunion continued after ad hoc reunions were subsumed into Tag der Heimat and the meetings of
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the Landsmannschaften. During a meeting in Hamburg in 1951, few expellees could afford

accommodations, leading organizers to rent a straw-filled bunker where visitors could sleep. At

the 1953 Danziger reunion in Kiel on Tag der Heimat, thousands slept on straw pallets in

gymnasiums; reports held that “the joy of reunion with old friends could not be inhibited through

discomforts or the gushing rain.” Danziger broke out in jubilation when they exited the main

station to find a replica of the Krantor, a medieval Danzig city gate and site of personal life

memory for many. During the event, Danzig dialect filled Kiel’s streets–sounds that similarly

evoked memories of a lost place of home.17

With such strong desire for Heimat meetings before 1949, it is perhaps more accurate to

refer to Tag der Heimat as an appropriated tradition rather than a fully invented one. This did not

mean that these earlier ad hoc meetings were first politicized from above–they were often filled

with political and nationally-strident rhetoric. The official creation of a federal-wide Tag der

Heimat, however, was to marshal, strengthen, and streamline the channeling of personally lost

Heimat into politics. Plans for the new tradition emerged in 1949, with Paul Wagner, an East

Prussian expellee functionary and former Neidenburg mayor, often given credit as its

originator.18 The original proposals have never been found, though one expellee functionary later

recalled how Wagner approached his fellow expellee leader, Ottomar Schreiber, with the

proposal in 1949. Both agreed that such a tradition would be an excellent means to mobilize

against the Soviet threat, upkeep memory of Heimat, and protest the Potsdam treaty.19 Personal

loss of Heimat, in short, was to be funneled in a more disciplined and organized fashion into

national conviction and global politics. As an internal Bund der Vertriebenen (BdV) document

made clear, private remembering of Heimat at observances was not enough: “political

commitment to this Heimat must be at the center (of events).”20 Society leaders did not force the
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project down local throats. While giving extensive suggestions and guidelines, they left

organization entirely to local expellee groups who decided how to arrange it, or whether to hold

observances at all. Beyond the tepid voice of elite expellee intellectuals, few lay expellees ever

vocally objected to such national politicization of this loss of private worlds of home.

Expellee leaders issued the first guidelines for Tag der Heimat in October 1949. They

held that the tradition should impress on West Germans and foreign countries the expellee

situation, their “rootedness in the Heimat,” and their vitalness for the Eastern economy. Lay

expellees targeted West Germans with this same message in Heimat books.21 At Tag der Heimat,

the expellees were to underscore their region’s Germanness as stretching back nearly 1000 years,

and insist on Heimat as a human right. Events were to be held in as many cities as possible in

similar form, and include church services of both confessions. Local groups should aggressively

advertize events, issue extensive press invitations, and invite a representative from the occupying

powers. They must also encourage churches to include sermons on lost Heimat and use East

German liturgies. After church services, open-air meetings were to be held that opened with

Heimat songs, poetry reading, and speeches based on appropriate themes. To give an image of

national unity, and perhaps to submit politicians to a litmus test, Western mayors or other

prominent locals were to be invited to give a key speech. Finally, the tradition was to be above

confession and political party. The guidelines largely remained the same in later years, with

minor revisions.22 Expellee leaders secured federal subsidies for observances, while local groups

sought subsidies from West German cities with varying degrees of success.23 

October 1949 saw the first trial-run observance, with main events in West Berlin and

Regensburg, and smaller events elsewhere. Twenty-thousand gathered in Berlin, where the West

German mayor spoke, labeling Berlin their “temporary Heimat.”24 The tradition’s full unveiling
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came the next year in 1950, with expellee leadership issuing their founding document, the

“Charta of the Expellees” to an audience of 150,000 in front of Stuttgart’s palace ruins.25 Framed

as a “solemn declaration to the German people and to the entire world,” shaped by consciousness

of their “German origins,” and dedicated to a “free and united Europe,” the document declared

expellee renunciation of “revenge and retaliation.” It further insisted to a “right to the Heimat.”26

Historians have viewed the document as either a genuine declaration or as a sham, and have yet

to consider how its language was used in different ways by different groups.27 The charta

structured the primary vocabulary of Tag der Heimat, used in disparate ways by speakers as

distant as the SPD reformer Willy Brandt to Linus Kather, who later joined the Neo-Nazi NPD. 

From 1950 to 1954, Tag der Heimat took place in the first week of August, coinciding

with the Potsdam Treaty anniversary–a symbolic rejection of its legitimizing expulsion. Other

Heimat meetings of similar form took place annually throughout the months from May to

October. The meetings of the “Landsmannschaften,” societies organized according to East

German region, often held concentrated reunions on either Pentecost, Tag der Heimat, or an

alternative date. With entire former German regions converging on a single city, the meetings of

the Landsmannschaften made for impressive events. The 1953 Silesian meeting in Cologne

attracted 400,000, while 300,000 Sudeten Germans met in Frankfurt. They came not only for

personal reunion, but also for political speeches. In Cologne, the spacious Messegelände could

hardly facilitate the crowds seeking to hear political speeches. Afterwards, the Rhenish metropole

was blanketed with reunions of cities, towns, and a smattering of occupational groups, schools

and so forth.28 The historian Matthias Stickler, in a brief consideration of such reunions,

incorrectly places these meeting and Tag der Heimat in separate categories, arguing that the

former was a reunion, while the other about politics. Both were very similar in principle and
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format. Stickler overlooks how Tag der Heimat included extensive reunion, and how many

Landsmannschaft meetings were highly political and often took place on Tag der Heimat itself.

Nor did they attract more attendees overall than Tag der Heimat, as he argues. They only

appeared larger through concentration in a single city.29 The Tagesspiegel estimated that eight

million attended Tag der Heimat in 1952. Though this estimate seems high, attendance far

outstripped the two million expellee organization members.30 Tag der Heimat events covered the

map each year. Between 1952 and 1954, for instance, more than fifty-six cities held large annual

events. Newspapers reported prolifically on observances.31 

Early observances quickly became a magnet for ad hoc village reunions. Organizer of

such reunions were free to hold events on their own terms, to hold them on a separate day, or

have purely non-political event. Many chose, however, to hold events on Tag der Heimat, and

those that did not almost never chose to divorce personal reunion from national fervor and

politics. Many towns opted to hold reunions on West Berlin’s Tag der Heimat, a symbolic site

that also facilitated attendance of expellees from the Soviet zone.32 Expellees in the GDR had

themselves attempted to hold their own covert Tag der Heimat reunions in Leipzig and Halle

beginning in 1950. The GDR government briefly turned a blind eye, but by 1953, they shut down

such events and made mass arrests.33 Elsewhere in the West, scores of events were held in patron

cities, which took up a cultural and caritative sponsorship for East German cities and regions.

Lübeck, the patron city of Stettin, saw 20,000 Stettiner come to the city for Tag der Heimat each

year throughout the 1950's. In 1951, they shared the city with 25,000 Danziger, the Lübecker’s

fellow Hanseaten, who always held their reunions on Tag der Heimat– often near a large body of

water that would have indulged illusions of being in their old coastal city.34 Other West German

towns witnessed similar scenes. To present a few examples, in 1953 on Tag der Heimat, 40,000
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Südmährer converged on Geislingen, 20,000 Danziger on Kiel, an unspecified number of

Carpathian Germans on Munich, and 50,000 Egerländer on Würzburg.35

Event programs reveal the extent of reunion at these politicized meetings, with main

events followed by breaking down into smaller reunion groups. While some small villages

simply held a single reunion, others broke down into sub-units. At the Heimat meeting of the

Silesian city of Waldenburg in their sponsor city Dortmund, for example, reunions were

scheduled for the city’s former teachers and students, administration officials, employees of

former local businesses, public workers, members of past local societies and political parties,

former churches, old Waldenburger soccer teams, and a reunion of the town garrison. The

Waldenburger then partitioned a large Dortmund arena into sixty-two geographical districts.

Larger Heimat meetings for entire regions, such as the West Prussian, Silesian, Upper-Silesian,

or Sudeten German Day, plastered their host city with small level reunions. In the case of the

1952 Sudeten German Day on Tag der Heimat in Stuttgart, the plethora of scheduled reunions

even included one for survivors of the Neurohlau concentration camp. Programs included maps

and lists of where social networks would be reconstituted.36 (Figures 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4)

Expellee leadership embraced reunion, while seeking to channel it. As a Berlin Tag der

Heimat program held, the tradition offered a “time and place to meet old friends and

acquaintances.” At the same time, organizers at all levels repeated the argument that the tradition

must be about more than personal reunion. This can be seen in model speeches that expellee

leaders drafted and distributed to planned speakers as examples of an ideal speech. They were to

act as inspiration, but not copied. Model speeches openly aimed to guide the Heimat of “trusted”

private human relations, and “lived memories” into full-throated national politics.37 At Tag der

Heimat in the Hessian village of Kirchhain in 1951, one article in the program emphasized that,
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while “reunion and memories” were the “beginning motives” for Heimat meetings, out of this

grew an “obligation” to “fight!” and declare the battle cry “give us back our Heimat again.” The

article argued that they should not come just for reunion, and must ever remember their broader

political obligations.38 

National leadership led by example through the circulated model speeches and the Tag

der Heimat mottos first introduced in 1954. They further set up the Berlin observances as their

mouth piece by pushing events on the Spree one week earlier than the rest. The power of

example remained the primary means to influence observances given the scattered nature of local

organization, which was impossible to control from above. Typical organizing groups for a

particular event included the profusion of expellee groups, the German Youth of the East, hiking

and nature societies, local religious authorities, the Society of Returning Soldiers, the Society of

German Soldiers, the German Saar Union, and the German Singers Society.39 Tag der Heimat in

Heidelberg was typical for having a list of organizers that included fourteen groups–primarily

expellee organizations.40 Lack of central organization makes the strong overlap of personal

reunion and aggressive national politics all the more stunning. This fusion could be found at

meetings large and small, rural and urban, whether held on Tag der Heimat, Pentecost, or other

dates. This is well illustrated in the Heimat reunions of the Pommerian village of Marienburg.

Held neither on Tag der Heimat or Pentecost, their reunion was a grass-roots affair that became

ever more political and nationally strident over the 1950s. The Marienburg Heimat newspaper

recalled the earliest “reunion scenes” from 1949, and concluded that their Heimat meetings were

about more than personal reunion, they were to make a political statement about their “robbed

Heimat.”41 The redemptive geography was not the local places of home for which they pined–it

was the nation as political actor that could redress their loss. The national category further proved
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central to expellee strategies for making sense of their postwar plight.

Nation as a Redemptive Geography: Tag der Heimat and National Sentiment

In an event program from a small reunion of the Oberes Adlergebirge in 1955, organizers

printed a telling poem that sought to make sense of expulsion. After recalling personal spaces of

Heimat–from possessions, to one’s house, yard, cities, and villages–it asked: “Why have we been

abandoned?” “What have we done?” “Why did one drive us out onto the streets; treated like

criminals?” It concluded with the answer: “Because we were born as Germans, and held true to

our Fatherland; thus revenge was sworn upon us; driven to the edge of the grave.”42 Expulsion

disturbed expellee’s relationship to Heimat in a way qualitatively different from West Germans

facing destroyed cities. Inherent to the expellee experience was loss of Heimat based solely on

nationality. After 1945, they relied on the nation to rescue their lost Heimat or to secure symbolic

recognition of injustice. One model speech for Tag der Heimat noted this: the expellee’s

“disturbed relationship to Heimat,” it held, produced “compensational energies” useful for

“awakening of a complete-German consciousness.”43 Expellee functionaries did not single-

handedly maintain the link between lost Heimat and strident national fervor; lay expellee loss

based on nationality made them inclined to view their personal fates in national and political

terms. As Michael Engelhardt has illustrated in a study of expellee private life narratives,

expellees, more than other groups, could not come to grips with their personal biographies, nor

gain an image of their future, without simultaneously confronting societal history at large.44 

The national idea, in turn, proved a more central medium in understanding and redressing

their plight. West Germans, secure in their ability to stay and rebuild places of home, could cast

overboard obsession with touting their region’s Germanness and weave notions of their regions
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as international bridges. Expellees, by contrast, had to double-down on emphasizing their

region’s Germanness. Though expellee societies were fragmented and heterogeneous, they were

largely unified by their emphasis on national fervor. As Stickler argues, they saw themselves not

simply as interest groups, but as the avant garde of the nation.45 Most expellee society leaders fit

within a spectrum that ranged from the “patriotic middle” to full nationalism.46 Looking at

expellee Tag der Heimat speeches, some rejected nationalism altogether, while others only

rejected “exaggerated nationalism”– implying embrace of lesser forms of nationalism.47 

The framework of Tag der Heimat deeply underscored national sentiment. This included

observing the tradition on the anniversary of the Potsdam treaty. After the uprisings in the GDR

on June 17, 1953, several organizers argued for moving the tradition to this date to bolster its

national symbolism and help make it a national holiday. Higher-ups rejected the suggestion,

believing it would reduce the centrality of the expellee issue. Beginning in 1955, they reluctantly

moved the date to early September to overlap with the school holiday to bolster attendance.

Organizers insisted that the tradition was still a symbolic rejection of Potsdam and an event of

“German self-assertion.”48 Though never becoming an official holiday, expellee societies sought

to maintain its national significance by lobbying the government to forbid other functions during

observances and to require schools to teach about lost eastern territories.49 Where symbolic

observance dates stumbled, other national symbolism took up the slack. This included holding

events at nationally-charged locations, such as the Paulskirche at Frankfurt or at the Deutsches

Eck in Koblenz. Lay expellees also held provocative town reunions on the Eastern border. Others

labeled the tradition as the “Day of German  Heimat”–with “German” underlined to make clear

that Heimat was a national space. In politically crucial years, expellee leaders held West Berlin

events under the title “Tag der Deutschen” (Day of the Germans), with an added “complete-
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German pre-parliament” that underscored the provisional nature of national borders.50 All

observances were to include nationally symbolic music and poetry, ending with communal

singing of the third verse of the Deutschlandlied. This symbolism was re-enforced with yearly

themes such as “East and West- German Heimat!,” or “Self-Determination also for Germans.”51 

National expellee leaders certainly did not have to push national fervor down local

throats. For one, the same provocative national sentiments can be seen at the ad hoc small village

reunions prior to the invention of Tag der Heimat. “Be German!”– so read a poem in the program

of the Gerdauen village reunion from 1948, perched adjacent to another poem soaked in national

fervor, recounting how they must have full loyalty to Germany, honor Germany, and build

Germany.52 After the invention of Tag der Heimat, it was often those meetings farthest from the

center where national ardor was strongest, often outstripping that of national leaders. The

Neudeker village reunion on Tag der Heimat offers us one example. Events emphasized

preparedness for eastern resettlement, included a torched processions to a new monument, and

had in its program statements such as: “Our old German Heimat is worthy of the last drop of

blood!”53 The East Prussian Heiligenbeil village reunion revealed much of the same; attendees

heralded the “hard core of the German border peoples,” who protected against the Slavic danger

for eight centuries and would continue to fight until East Prussia was again German.54 At the

Isergebirger reunion in 1952, one local wrote in full defense of nationalism. Rejecting claim that

Sudeten Germans were too nationalistic, he argued: “our nationalism was nothing more than a

defensive battle, a battle for the assertion of our regional culture and of our German Heimat

plowed by our ancestors.”55 Old nationalist songs that praised their border regions’ Germanness

were easily dusted off and sung at reunions. Expellees at West Prussian Heimat meetings

frequently sang the “West Prussia song,” which emphasized their “German efficiency, German
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work-ethic, German strength and science, German character, and German nature.”56 At the

Weichsel/Warte meeting, organizers included the “Song of the foreign Germans,” which

recounted “chord of German blood ” tying co-nationals together.57 Some small groups ignored

national expellee leader’s directions to only sing the third verse of the Deutschlandlied, instead

of the nationalist first, considered tainted by Nazism. At one event in Goslar, local expellees not

only sang all three verses, but also included military marches among the music numbers.58 In the

same year, attendees in Passau sang the first verse, as did the Pommeranians and Brandenburger

at their Heimat meeting, accompanied by readings of the nationalist poet Ernst Moritz Arndt.59 

Yet, all of this national symbolism at both national and small-scale events represented

only the frame for nationally-strident language that repeatedly hit home how personal Heimat

should feed into national fervor. The word “gesamtdeutsch” (complete-German) proliferated–a

word notable for both its ubiquity in expellee discourses and its near complete absence in

Western Heimat discourses. More surprising was evocation of national Lebensraum by both

national and grass-roots figures. At the 1954 Tag der Heimat in Landshut, for example, an upper-

Silesian addressed their “völkische” right to “a common German Lebensraum” for which both

expellees and West Germans were obliged to fight.60 Expellee elites like Theodor Oberländer, the

West German minister for expellee affairs, used similar language. His words of greeting and

speeches at the West Berlin events referred to the “right of a people to its Lebensraum which it

developed over thirty generations.” Eleven years of capriciousness, he argued, could not do away

with 800 years of “East German work and sacrifice.” The return of these territories would remain

a “complete-German demand,” he argued, even after the expellees were no longer living.61 He

evoked the right to Heimat not as a claim to a personal rootedness in space; rather, it was an

irredentist trans-generational claim to territory.
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Definition of Heimat as a primarily national space could be seen at federal-wide events.

Tag der Heimat exhibitions, like one entitled “German land without Germans” were based on

ideas of Heimat as a national geography irrespective of personally experienced locality.62 As

local expellee leaders in Bad Kreuznach insisted, the center point of Tag der Heimat was to be

the “restless efforts for that German space, that is and will remain German Heimat.” Expellees,

they held, must be an “inexhaustible admonishing conscience” for the national idea. They further

wrote words of greeting in the program that insisted on a right to “German Lebensraum.”63

Expellee youth leaders involved with children without memories of the East, used similar

language. The head of the League of East German Youth at Tag der Heimat argued that his

society targeted their message at both Eastern and Western youth, with the message being: “the

German Lebensraum in the East is a matter of the entire German people.”64 

Illustrating the popular breadth of such mentalities, this type of nationalist language can

also be found at lower-level Heimat meetings beyond Tag der Heimat. A particularly disturbing

relation could be heard at the 1957 regional Heimat meeting for Danziger and West Prussians

who lived in Hessen. Here, a local leader offered a garbled quotation from the early-nineteenth

century Friesenlied, which was supposed to read: “He who does not love Heimat and does not

value Heimat is a rogue and not worthy of the happiness of the Heimat.” Instead, he wrote: “He

who does not value Heimat is not worthy of life!” The program further emphasized again and

again proving their love of Heimat and the “German cultural achievements” of West Prussia.65

The next year, highly disturbing language could be found at events in Kronach, where a local

leader discussed forging a new “Volksgemeinschaft” between all Germans who would fight for a

restored nation.66 While such vocabulary was almost no where to be found in West German

Heimat discourses, in expellee-society rhetoric, it proliferated.
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This rhetoric stood alongside the ubiquitous language of the expelle charta, repeated in

formulaic fashion. This included renouncing revanchism, dedication to peace and a unified

Europe, and insistence on a right to the Heimat and national self-determination. In repeating their

dedication to peace and democracy, frustrated expellee speakers frequently attacked how their

critics labeled them as hard-core nationalists, militarists, and revanchist. In spite of the

internationalist language of human rights, Tag der Heimat almost never thematized the plights of

other refugees or self-determination of other nationalities.67 Emphasis on their own national

fervor was the tradition’s true staple. But if the nation was to be the redeemer of lost Heimat and

if they were to acquire recognition for their suffering, expellees could not act unilaterally.

Preaching National Fervor to the West

“The Landsmannschaften alone cannot win back their Heimat if it doesn’t become a

complete-German issue. The West German population must be shaken into consciousness

through every means of propaganda–through the press, radio, and at every opportunity.” So

argued the Sudeten German Landsmannschaft president, Rudolf Lodgman von Auen at the Tag

der Heimat. A profusion of expellee speeches at events in the 1950's and 1960's conveyed the

same message. As von Auen put it, West Germans were, “obliged to advocate” for the expellee

cause.68 Of course, national organizers sought and failed to attract West German attendees,

though they loudly trumpeted the presence of the few who came.69 Still, they did not have to give

up their soap-box; events were covered extensively in the press. Shortly after the tradition’s

invention, one expellee newspaper clearly outlined how the tradition gave expellees a pedestal

for preaching to West Germans about their national duty: “Through the Tag der Heimat we

wrestle amongst our own people for true understanding of our difficult fate, and we will not stop
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struggling until the entire German people values the expellee fate as a complete-German matter.”

The paper continued that West Germans were not conscious of how essential the German East

was to the nation, and must be taught that its reacquisition was an act of “self-preservation” for

“all Germans” (emphasis in original).70 As the head of the Bund vertriebenen Deutschen (BvD)

wrote in a letter to the Interior Minister, by founding Tag der Heimat as a national tradition “the

expellees in particular have made themselves into the mouthpiece of this complete-German

issue.” It was the duty of all Germans, he argued, to fight for expellee return.71 

Both local and national leaders used meetings to preach this message to West Germans.

National leaders were more guarded in their delivery. One in 1951 spoke in mild tones about how

“winning back Heimat” cannot be an expellee duty, but must be a “complete” German one. Local

organizers in Kirchhain in the same year packaged this message in a more aggressive tone. Their

event program read: “We demand also, that this German West makes our issue into one of their

own and that they do everything to ensure that the German East as a settlement region of the

entire people is never given up.”72 Scores of other examples can be found. In Koblenz, attendees

were lectured on the need to continually remind themselves that they are German, and that the

German East was not an expellee matter, but a “vital matter of the entire nation.”73 Illustrating

the presence of this national missionary zeal among many grass-roots expellees, small-town

Heimat meetings unaffiliated with Tag der Heimat saw the same preaching of “common German

solidarity” and the need to convince their West German brothers that the lost East represented a

complete-German issue.74 One local pastor from a small Silesian village argued at his village

reunion that expellees must ensure the entire German people stand together. After all, he argued,

the spiritual impulses of their region was ever closely tied to their nation.75 

Not limiting themselves to the press to project their message, reunion organizers sought
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to etch their message to West Germans in stone by unveiling admonishing monuments. Jeffrey

Luppes has illustrated that expellee gatherings like Tag der Heimat were frequently used for such

purposes.76 The unveiling of such a monument on Theodor-Heuss-Platz in West Berlin on Tag

der Heimat in the mid 1950's presents us with an image of what they looked like. It began with a

torched procession of East German youth from the main observances to the shrouded monument.

As it was unveiled, the head of the Berlin expellee organization explained that the monument

was an admonition directed toward the West German people.77 The expellee societies were frank

about their strategy of using all routes available to get their message to West Germans. As a press

release from national expellee leaders on Tag der Heimat in 1956 held, they used city

sponsorships and advocacy of education on the German East in schools to make “their issue into

an issue of the entire German people.”78

The lecturing tone toward the West German public only increased over time. The 1958

events, held under the title “Heimat obligates,” reflected this, chosen to emphasize all Germans’

duty to help expellee rights to Heimat to “victory,” while eastern regions and the Soviet zone

were described as at risk of losing its character as “German Heimat.”79 Expellee leaders used the

tradition to denounce “West German rump state disposition,” and to remind West Germans that

they had lost a constituent part of their nation.80 As one national leader wrote during the

tradition’s observance in the mid 1950's, expellees must demonstrate that not only they were

robbed of Heimat, but that Westerners had “a piece of their Fatherland ripped away, that for us

must be won back as ‘living space,’ and for the others as a crucial part of an inseparable

Germany.”81 To reinforce mental maps of Germany as including the East, speeches and exhibits

frequently thematized the East German economy, agriculture, and historic cultural production as

vital to the nation. They also actively reminded West Germans how many authors, poets,
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scientists, artists or past Nobel prize winners came from the East.82 To get this message to non-

attendees, national organizers introduced a Tag der Heimat book program. Attendees were to

purchase books about the German East from a list and give them as gifts.83 This became all the

more pressing with the coming of a new generation who had no mental maps of a Germany that

extended to the Memel. For this reason, they argued, Tag der Heimat must impress the youth

with “love of Heimat and Heimat loyalty to the complete-German Fatherland.”84

Even more telling than the argument that West Germans lost a part of their nation was the

additional argument that by losing the German East, West Germans had ipso facto lost Heimat as

well. This argument required a definition of Heimat not as private, local, and personally

experienced space, but as national territory at large. At one event in the mid 1950's, the national

expellee leader, Heinrich Zillich argued: “It is above all necessary to sharpen the consciousness

of interior Germans that not only East Germans have lost their Heimat, but rather they as well,

because German Heimat has been robbed from all of us.”85 This same argument can be found in

model speeches. One held that Bolshevist robbing of the German East deprived Germany and all

of Europe, of parts of its “Heimat earth.”86 The national expellee leader, Alfred Rojek similarly

insisted at events in West Berlin that, by definition, since Germany shrank, West Germans lost

Heimat.87 Such an understanding of Heimat contrasted with that evoked by citizens in early

postwar rubble cities who reflected chiefly on Heimat as local places of private life and desire for

civilian existences in reconstructed localities. For expellee society leaders, West German’s idea

of Heimat was not adequately oriented toward an expanded national geography. Tellingly, one

Badenese newspaper on Tag der Heimat in the mid 1950s clarified to its West German readers

how the concept was used at events, reporting: “a spatially-large Heimat concept circulated.”88 
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Shared Views of Heimat: Life-affirming, De-massifying, Anti-Communist, and European

The expellee societies preferred that their tradition only be a microphone with a unified

message rather than a discussion forum. This proved difficult. Others could protest or respond in

the press, and West German town mayors often went off script.89 The expellee societies relied on

their electoral influence to keep western politicians on message. Some remained on script, while

others lightly cloaked their own messages hidden between the lines of seemingly sympathetic

utterances. As Ostpolitik approached, West German speakers went ever more blatantly off

message. As the head of the Berlin BdV argued with frustration at Western mayors going off

script: “The Tag der Heimat is not a discussion event. It never has been.”90 At least he wished

that it never had been. In reality it became a discursive forum that revealed both divergences and

convergences in popular West German vs. expellee-society understandings of Heimat.

 Before embarking on the differences in understandings of Heimat that the tradition

revealed, there are several points of overlap that are worthy of consideration. They included a

shared sense of lost Heimat and use of the Heimat concept to insist on the continued existence of

their community–one amidst the bombings and dislocation and the other amidst expulsion. While

Colognians in the rubble, for example, used Heimat feeling to tie dislocated locals to their home

town and to insist that their locality would continue to exist, as one expellee wrote, at Heimat

meetings, they sought to convey to all that they “remain across time and space a connected

community.”91 Western speakers at Tag der Heimat often evoked a shared sense of lost Heimat

to unify natives and expellees. The deputy mayor of Karlsruhe in 1953 used his speech to argue

that natives understand what it is like to lose Heimat, given their experiences of the bombings.92

West German Heimat enthusiasts in other rubble cities often evoked the same argument.

Expellees, however, were less likely to see such parallels, often referring to West Germans was
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“Heimatverbliebenen” (Heimat-stayers).

One could also find parallels in expellee Heimat meetings to West German Heimat

enthusiasts association of Heimat with “life-affirmation” and a resource in facing postwar

challenge. One Sudeten German in 1949 addressed at his village meeting their community’s

“life-affirming and life-building” nature. At the same event, the former village mayor wrote

about how recreation of Heimat and reunion would give them energies to face a difficult future.93

A Silesian newspaper similarly described Tag der Heimat as providing “new energies to hold

through.” An Upper Silesian described his town’s Heimat meeting as about “strengthening” and

“collecting energies.”94 Still, unlike West Germany, expellees did not have a common place for

rebuilding and permanently reconnecting communities. Reunion at meetings was but fleeting.

While West Germans in shattered home towns came to feel themselves a part of a community of

rebuilders, expellee attempts to replicate this were limited to symbolic actions like one exhibition

at a 1950 Silesian Heimat meeting, entitled  “Silesian work far from the Heimat.”95

Another shared view on Heimat between expellees and West German Heimat enthusiast

was the role of Heimat in rallying against dangerous processes of “massification.” Local and

national expellee organizers described Tag der Heimat as a bulwark against massification.96 By

tending to their regional traditions at Heimat meetings, they were, as one Gablonzer noted,

pushing against “uprootedness and the threat of massification.”97 The West German and

government expellee minister, Peter Paul Nahm, similarly addressed concerns with massification

in his Hamburg Tag der Heimat speech. He tied massified technocratic society to expulsion,

where people could be uprooted enmasse in the name of technical progress. While Heimat should

not be a romantic concept, he argued, it could help push against massification. Heimat was

personal individualist freedom and therefore impossible in massified systems of communism,
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totalitarianism or nationalism, the final of which he labeled “falsely led and abused love of

Heimat.” He described the duties of Heimat as democratic engagement and concern for those

globally who lost Heimat.98 A divergence still existed, however, in many West German Heimat

enthusiasts’ association of massification with the Prussian tradition. Former residents of Prussia,

by contrast, used Tag der Heimat to praise Prussia as a positive force in German history.99

This consensus on Heimat as anti-massification and anti-communist shone through at Tag

der Heimat. Speakers of many different backgrounds argued that communist and totalitarian

governments, by disrespecting individuals’ rootedness in places of home and by moving them

around like pieces on a chessboard, were essentially anti-Heimat. Model speeches continually

lambasted Bolshevism and the GDR as anti-Heimat forces. The 1956 model speech broke down

Germans into three categories: West Germans who kept Heimat, expellees who lost Heimat, and

Germans in the Soviet bloc who lived in the same place but lost Heimat because they lacked

freedom.100 The expellee minister Ottomar Schreiber similarly set up the Eastern bloc as an anti-

Heimat by elucidated a theory of democracy as a sine qua non for Heimat, arguing at Tag der

Heimat that: “The people rooted in Heimat are in this dispute the core troops of the free world. In

them are collected the powers that sets the total claim of free peoples against the total claims of

the state.”101

Finally, West German Heimat enthusiasts and expellee societies converged in viewing

Heimat as harmonious with European unification, though often for different reasons. Expellee

societies frequently described European unity as a means to confront the Eastern bloc and rescue

a constituent part of lost Europe. A unified Europe that included the East also offered hope for

return. National expellee leaders depicted Europeanness as going hand in hand with national

stridency.102 Using a different argument, the West German Ernst Lemmer at Tag der Heimat
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argued that rootedness in “close Heimat” (local Heimat and not Heimat as the nation) should be

the foundation of a unified Europe.103 Despite overlaps in Heimat as harmonious with European

unity, and contradictory to Communism, totalitarianism, and massification, Tag der Heimat  also

revealed explosive divergences. In some cases they could only be seen behind the image of unity

propped up by organizers. In other cases, they emerged into full view.

 

West German participants, the Expellee Movement, and tensions over Heimat

On an overcast day in September 1954, crowds of expellees gathered in Hamburg’s city

park, Planten un Blomen, to hear political speeches on Tag der Heimat, largely unaware of the

drama taking place behind the scenery of the events. Flag processions were followed by expellee

speeches and a keynote by the head of the Hamburg Senate, Edgar Engelhard (FDP). The senator

delivered what, on the surface appeared to be a sympathetic speech. Briefly touching on the

theme dictated by the organizers (East and West - German Heimat), his speech conveyed his own

Heimat feeling for Hamburg. He addressed the Hamburg evacuees and recounted their desires to

return to their city. Engelhard further appealed to Hamburgers’ “sense of Heimat,” which should

facilitate understanding with the expellee plight. Drawing on Hamburg’s past as a “world open

and old democratic community,” he portrayed expellee integration as a practice of Hamburg

tradition. Further underscoring Hamburg’s Europeanness, the senator insisted that Tag der

Heimat must not become a nationalist event. Notably, his speech never referred to return to the

East. Instead, he focused on the need to give expellees Heimat in the West. Despite the outwardly

sympathetic tones, his speech was controversial. Local expellee leaders described it as a “slap in

the face,” and illustrative of their need to keep tighter control over events.104 Far worse than this

were the dramatic tensions that had preceded events of which the audience was unaware. 
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What visitors did not know was that, at the last minute, the Hamburg senator nearly

boycotted the event over its aggressive national symbolism. Expellee organizers went to great

lengths to give festivities a “complete-German meaning.” Beyond securing a West German

speaker and local funding, they sought to attract western attendance by appealing to Hamburger

Heimat sentiment and lecturing them on the “complete-German duty of all Germans.”105 Finally,

they invited a series of groups to participate, among them two military groups: a society of

former Wehrmacht soldiers, and the Bund der Frontsoldaten, known as the “Der Stahlhelm”–the

paramilitary society that helped undermine the Weimar Republic. The Hamburg senator, upon

learning of their planned attendance in uniform with banners, threatened to withdraw.  The

Stahlhelm flag proved a particular concern, depicting an iron cross with the years 1813, 1870,

1914, and 1939. The two societies were ultimately forced to appear in normal clothes without

flags. The heads of both military organizations fumed with anger. Expellee organizers did not

share Engelhard’s view, but acquiesced to maintain the illusion of national unity.106

Much evidence points to a cleft between the expellee movement and West German

Heimat enthusiasts in their understandings of Heimat. Even after twenty years of living side-by-

side in West Germany, in one poll, nearly one-third of expellees agreed to the rather strongly

worded assertion that “Heimat feeling and connection to Heimat is something that the West

German knows nothing about.”107 Some expellee Tag der Heimat speakers said as much. In the

Bavarian town of Hof in 1952, one speaker argued that only the expellee truly knows what

Heimat is, while the West German, whom he claimed never lost Heimat, was not conscious of

the true meaning of Heimat.108 Ernst Lehmann, a national expellee leader gave a more detailed

explanation of why West Germans understood Heimat incorrectly. At a Heimat meeting, he

argued that West Germans were too regionally oriented, and disappointed expellees who
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emphasized national solidarity. Expellees, he insisted, were unlike western Heimat organizations,

as they aspired to being far more than mere “tradition and socialization societies”109 Notably,

while such western societies often promoted focus on locality as crucial to federalism, expellees

were almost nowhere to be found among federalist enthusiasts.

 Such clefts resulted in the type of conflict witnessed in Hamburg in 1954 and in the

absence of West German attendees. The tradition offered West Germans no connection to their

own personal worlds of local Heimat. Attempts to attract them with appeals to national duty and

insistence that they too lost Heimat in the East proved unpersuasive. The failure was apparent

already in 1949. One paper reporting on the eve of the first observances in Regensburg, held that

thousands of expellees would gather and hopefully many West Germans. The next day, they

reported only the attendance of 10,000 expelles.110 In 1954, an expellee publication lamentingly

noted this ongoing failure, reporting that Tag der Heimat found only “weak resonance” among

West Germans who viewed it as an expellee event. Over two decades, organizers frequently

wrote of the need to redress the problem.111 After a decade of trying to get other Heimat societies

to sign up as co-organizers, they acquired very few. The Deutsche Heimatbund, a loose umbrella

organization of Heimat societies, was one of the few to join. In signing joint statements

supporting the tradition, however, they insisted that politically charged passages be removed. If

their regional branch, the Rheinische Heimatbund, was representative, they couldn’t even get

their members to attend. The branch noted members absence at Tag der Heimat, recording that

many of them objected to expellee politics and would rather stick to cultural activities.112

To find further clefts between West Germans and expellee societies on Heimat, we must

look beyond elite national politicians who felt most threatened by expellee electoral influence.

Even Willy Brandt’s Tag der Heimat speeches as Berlin mayor took up expellee-society rhetoric
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to an astonishing degree. He never missed a year speaking, and evoked the “right to the Heimat,”

German self-determination, the provisional nature of the Oder-Neiße border, and rejected

labeling the societies as nationalist or revanchist. Only close analysis of his rhetoric reveals that

he did not explicitly interpret the right to the Heimat as a right to return. Not until the early

1960's did he insert subtle references that they could not turn back the clock.113 As Pertti

Ahonen’s study of the expellee societies shows, their political pressure led West German

politicians to adopt rhetoric vis-a-vis the expellees that conflicted with their actions.114 The

societies took full advantage of their leverage, inviting national politicians to offer sympathetic

words and provide an image of national unity.115 When politicians did not fall into line, Heimat

meetings offered a platform to blast them.116 National politicians preferred to issue generally

supportive statements. Adenauer continually avoided Tag der Heimat, but issued friendly words

of greeting. At the Silesian reunion, he promised the expellees that return would come. When

Ludwig Erhard spoke at events, he rejected the Oder-Neiße border, affirmed a right to Heimat,

and praised expellees for not giving into “false nationalism.”117

Local politicians of all political parties delivered speeches that were far more interesting.

Expellee electoral influence was more solidly placed on politicians with a national profile and

those with the reigns of foreign policy. Of course, some town mayors, like the SPD mayor of

Northeim were eager not to create tensions, simply welcoming visitors, offering words of support

for their mutual “tending to the Heimat concept,” and expressing hopes that someday they would

be able to return.118 Others, like the Hamburg Senator Ernst Weiß (SPD) made overtures to an

expansive Heimat idea, arguing that on Tag der Heimat, the Heimat concept “exploded” out of

its normal narrow borders into a “common avowal to Germany.”119 On the whole, however, West

German mayors more often appealed to Heimat as a personal and chiefly local world. Two years
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after Senator Engelhard caused a ruckus in Hamburg, the Lord Mayor spoke, laying on a very

thick definition of Heimat as a world of relatives, friends, and everyday personal life. Rather than

calling for national action, he held that Tag der Heimat would allow them to keep Heimat in

memory. Leaving open that someday return would be possible, by that day, he held, many will

have found a second Heimat in the West; he held that the world prior to expulsion could not be

restored.120 A few years later, the CDU Justice Minister of NRW and native Westphalian, though

not a speaker, used the occasion of Tag der Heimat to aggressively advocate for Heimat as a

strictly personal space. Using mass rallies for politics, he argued, was the “bad style of

dictatorships,” and Tag der Heimat should be about “personal contact with the old Heimat.”121

Many West German town mayors similarly frustrated national expellee leaders by

portraying Heimat meetings as primarily about personal reunion. From Rhenish villages like

Hilden, to the North Saxon town of Hameln, mayors underscored personal reunion and how most

people attended for “joy of seeing each other again and discussions about the old Heimat.”122 The

contrast between Western emphasis on events as about personal reunion vs. expellee society

emphasis on politics could be seen side-by-side in programs. At a Heimat meeting of the

Adlersgebirge in Darfeld, the program included greetings from the mayor and district authorities

who depicted it as a “reunion event” which they hoped would give expellees new “bravery to

live.” On the same page, the Sudeten German society president wrote of politics of territorial

reacquisition.123 A Heimat meeting of the Falkenberger held in Peine in 1954 saw similar

contrasts. A statement from the Peine district administrator in the program noted that expellees

waited years for a return that never came. His hinted that they should come to grips with their

fate, contrasting with the statement of the Landsmannschaft president, who emphasized

“complete German will to live” and how “German land and German cities” had been ripped
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away from the “Motherland.”124 

National expellee leaders pushed back at the idea that people attended simply based on

desires for personal reunion. Purely political expellee rallies without reunion–which could attract

up to 100,000 expellees–offered a prime opportunity make this point. Expellee societies bragged

that crowds did not simply show up when personal reunion was involved; they attended rallies to

express their “unshakeable Heimat- and social-political will.”125 West German mayors couching

their tradition as about personal reunion certainly proved a nuance. But what irked them even

more was contrarian suggestions on how expellees were to restore a lost feeling of Heimat. 

Heimat Re-Gained: Private versus Political Visions of Reacquiring Feelings of Home

“Integration is the precondition for return.” So argued the expellee functionary Linus

Kather on Tag der Heimat, 1952. In his speech, the right to Heimat was not a personal right to

places of home; it was the nation’s right to territory. The youth, who had never lived in the East,

he argued, must be impressed with Heimat feeling for the East, as they would have to realize

these rights. Integration into the West was to be purely material. Emotional integration seemingly

meant giving up their rights and the national struggle. Promotion of purely material integration as

a stepping stone to return can be found in dozens of expellee event speeches.126 Many West

Germans on Tag der Heimat, however, offered a contrasting vision of Heimat regained through

emotional integration into new localities in the West. The West German author and state minister

for expellee issues, Harald von Koenigswald offers a salient example. In a pamphlet issued on

Tag der Heimat, he defined their tradition as about personal reunion and memory and

underscored that the past could not be restored. He depicted Heimat as a local space in which

individuals develop, rather than touting the national idea. Finally, he pushed directly against a
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politicized Heimat concept, arguing that Heimat lies “entirely in the personal,” and that political

struggle destroyed it. He finally encouraged integration into a new Heimat in the West.127 

There were two vision of Heimat re-gained that revealed different approaches to the

Heimat concept. One focused on national-political assertion and territorial claims while the other

emphasized reacquisition of a personal and local Heimat in a new place. West German speakers

that defined Heimat meetings as about personal reunion simultaneously promoted the latter route.

On the other side was the bulk of expellee speakers and West German national politicians who

largely towed the national-assertion line. If we break down integration into five categories, as

Thomas Grosser does, we find that expellee speakers at Tag der Heimat generally rejected one of

them. They embraced “systematic integration” (legal integration), “cognitive integration”

(acquiring knowledge of surroundings), “structural integration” (economic integration), and to

some degree, “social integration” (creating new social networks). Anathema to most expellee

leaders was “identificational-emotional integration”– positive emotional affiliation with new

places of home.128 They believed that such integration would lead them to cease to exist as a

people and recognize the legitimacy of expulsion. It would decouple personal loss from national-

political struggle, a link that they sought to maintain at all costs.

Maintaining this link required a vigorous “politics of self-delusion,” a term applied to the

expellee society agenda by youth protestors in the 1960's.129 This consisted of conveying to

themselves and lay expellees, far beyond the early years, the patent illusion that return was

possible through national-political assertion. Tag der Heimat proved an ideal venue to push this

message. The vision of the expellee societies, however, was more complicated than simply

territorial reacquisition and return. They never had concrete plans or detailed visions of how

either could work in practice. They satiated emotional desires for recognition of injustice by
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asserting theoretical rights to territory. Insistence on such theoretical rights constantly fluctuated

between illusions of return and symbolic recognition politics. Notably, the cascades of Tag der

Heimat speeches about their right to the East demonstrate an astonishing silence: they almost

never offered the slightest detail about what territorial reacquisition and return would look like or

how it could be achieved, beyond qualifying that it would not be through armed conflict. While

achieving actual return would have required elaborate planning, simple assertion of theoretical

rights was sufficient to pursue symbolic recognition of the expellee plight.

Questions of a right to return were deeply intertwined with questions of integration into

the West. Expellee integration was a complex affair, with a conflicting historiography. In the

early years, cut-throat competition between West Germans and expellees over resources was a

constant source of tension, but softened after the late 1940s following greater material

integration. From the Economic Miracle to the 1980s, both scholars and the West German public

touted a rapid successful integration.130 Subsequent scholars, partly by changing conceptions of

what constitutes “successful integration,” have challenged this thesis, rightly pointing to

continued economic inequalities and ongoing cultural tensions.131 Such works, however, have

rarely offered concrete definitions of successful integration, referring to any tensions as evidence

of failure. In 1945, many West Germans measured failed integration against fears that such an

occurrence would topple their infant democracy. Some contemporary scholars, however, have

openly asserted the thesis of failed integration.132 Andreas Kossert, a key proponent of expellee

memorialization, advances this notion; he points to the “hard-heartedness” of West Germans as

the key explanatory factor, with West Germans, he argues, filled with pervasive hatred and even

racial animus toward expellees. Expellees, by contrast, he argues, were “ideal” figures of

integration and if anything exhibited an exaggerated conformism.133 The existence of mixed
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hostilities from West Germans has been clearly established, though other works offer more

balance. Michael von Engelhardt separates expellees into young eager assimilators and the

middle-aged to elderly who maintained double identities or rejected integration.134 Other scholars

hold that prolonged hopes for return inhibited integration.135 No consensus exists on when

“successful integration” occurred, with positions ranging from the 1950s to the 1970s and

beyond.136 

Tag der Heimat cannot provide a full picture of integration, but it does provide a cross-

sample of the rhetorics on integration and illustrates contrasting positions on how expellees were

to regain a sense of Heimat. National expellee leaders like Oberländer took to the microphone on

Tag der Heimat to promote an image of Heimat regained through anything but emotional

integration into western localities. Expellees must not melt into the West German population, he

argued, they must propagate their “East German substance” to demonstrate that the German

people cannot live without the East.137 Local society members mimicked such arguments. One

expellee city councilman at the 1954 Coburg Tag der Heimat rejected emotional integration into

the West, declaring integration a short-term goal that would facilitate the long-term one of

“winning back the old ancestral Heimat.” For him, a right to Heimat extended to their progeny

who only experienced local places of home in the West, but who would be responsible for the

reacquisition of the East.138 Expellee society leaders’ “integrate in order to return” argument had

long duration, continuing into the mid 1960's. After two decades of expulsion, the Sudeten

German expellee leader, Ernst Lehmann still argued that the two expellee goals were achieving

“the right to live in the West” and “the right to Heimat in the East.”139 

In order to maintain illusions of possible return, expellee society leaders used a rigidly

legalistic language of rights that brushed over the human complexities of what return would look
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like. Leaders pushed abstract visions of return in model speeches into the mid 1960s. They

warned lay expellees against becoming comfortable in the West, which could destroy them as a

people, and swung at those who dared argue that expulsion was permanent.140 Even for lay

expellees who may have privately decided against return, such assertion of theoretical rights

satiated deep-seated emotional desires for recognition. As the psychologists Ebermann and

Möllhoff concluded in a 1957 study based on treating expellees, the most prominent cause of

neurosis amongst expellees was lack of recognition.141 Whether particular lay expellees privately

knew that they did not want to return often proved irrelevant, as maintaining theoretical territorial

claims became a symbolic route to insist on the injustice of their fate. The symbolic recognition

politics behind such claims perhaps explain the high percentages of expellees who claimed desire

to return for several years–statistics that expellee leaders frequently touted in their speeches.142

Unlike expellee leaders promoting theories of Heimat regained through laying claim to

rights to Heimat in the East, many West German speakers throughout the 1950s carefully

sandwiched between words of sympathy a vision of Heimat regained through emotional

integration into the West. Some went further and hinted that expulsion was permanent. Local

speakers often encouraged expellees to see their Western cities as “familiar,” “heimatlich,” or as

a “replacement Heimat” in which they were “new citizens.” Local officials in Kirchhain in 1951,

for example, took to Tag der Heimat to tout improving expellee-West German relations and their

union in a common community. The mayor subtly doubted return and said that natives and

expellees should view West Germany as their common Heimat.143 The Lord Mayor of Trier at his

city’s events similarly encouraged acquisition of a new local Heimat. Their city could not truly

replace their lost Heimat, he argued, but they could offer them a “Heimat of choice.”144 In the

same year, the mayor of Bielefeld emphasized natives and expellees becoming one, while the
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state president of Baden-Württemberg at the meeting of the Donau Swabians touted their

people’s common culture.145 West German speakers often presented lay expellees with an image

of themselves as having already put down new roots in the West. The Bundestag president used

his speech in 1956 to assert that, while he supported a right to Heimat, many had put down roots

in their “new Heimat.”146 

A host of other West German small town mayors at events from Schleswig-Holstein to

Bavaria declared that expellees and natives were overcoming divisions and that expellees were

developing a love to a “second Heimat.”147 In Lübeck, a city whose population was nearly one-

third expellee, the mayor declared at a Heimat meeting in the late 1950s that expellees were no

longer viewed as a burden but as new citizens and “as Lübecker.”148 President Theodor Heuss,

one of the few national politicians more distant from electoral pressure, similarly pointed to

Heimat regained through emotional integration. Heimat, he argued, should not be about historic

romanticism, but rather about integrating expellees into a “new Heimat of choice.”149 Expellee

society leaders, usually without calling out names, denounced such insistence on full emotional

integration and coming to grips with “realities” of expulsion. As Ernst Lehmann insisted at the

Sudeten German Heimat meeting, he heard many westerners ask what expellees wanted to

achieve with their Heimat meetings. Wasn’t their old Heimat already lost, and were they not

illustrating their “insufficient preparedness” to accept their situation and integrate into the new

environment? Lehmann vociferously rejected such calls to give up the national struggle.150

Some West German Heimat enthusiasts directly challenged expellee functionaries’

funneling of Heimat into asserting national territorial claims. One Heimat enthusiast in a

Lübecker Heimat journal, for example, blasted Theodor Oberländer for insisting on Heimat as

about the nation’s right to territory; he took particular issue with Oberländer’s defense of Hitler’
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Munich treaty incorporating the Sudetenland. The Lübecker Heimat enthusiast referred neither a

“right to the ancestral Heimat” nor a “right to the Heimat;” but rather to the “right to Heimat”–

the most flexible formulation that did not imply irredentist territorial rights. The right to Heimat,

he argued, has nothing to do with deciding national borders–it was the right of people not to be

driven out of their homes. Pulling on memories of a pre-national world with ethnic mixing, he

laid responsibility for expulsion at the feet of modern nationalism and argued for supranational

thinking.151 Such chaffing from West German lay citizenry can be found elsewhere. One local

study of expellee integration in Heilbronn notes a tension between locals and politicized

expellee-society Heimat activities. Tag der Heimat became a fixture of local cultural life in

Heilbronn, but natives were ambivalent about event politics.152 Cultural preservation proved to be

more palatable than aggressive politics, with 296 West German cities and regions taking up

cultural sponsorships for former East German communities by the end of the 1950s.153

Of course, a complex web of factors inhibited lay expellees from acquiring an emotional

sense of home in new places, including the foreignness of new landscapes and cultural practices,

hostility from locals, and economic disadvantages. The degree to which expellee-society

emphasis on regaining Heimat through national assertion inhibited integration remains an open

question. Different expellee population segments realized diverging levels of emotional

integration. This is reflected, among other places, in the profusion of terms for their new places

of residence. Terms like “temporary Heimat,” “flight Heimat,” “place of flight,” “place of

residence,” “new living environment”, and “forced Heimat” suggested temporary and/or non-

emotive relationships to such places; those suggesting a degree of affinity included “Heimat

place,” “replacement Heimat,” or “second Heimat.” Among many expellees, an emotional

integration anxiety was discernable. This extended beyond the early years, in which expellee peer
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pressure not to integrate was embodied in the phrase: “beware he who unpacks his suitcase.”154 In

the late 1950's, the expellee folklorist, Josef Hanika, writing on the “process of changing

Heimat” (Prozeß der Umheimatung) noted the tensions of “double-heimatedness” in which many

expellees incorrectly viewed acquiring a second Heimat as rejecting the old one. Hanika held that

after over a decade, far too many expellees still saw their expulsion as provisional.155 As the West

Prussian, and editor of Die Welt noted on Tag der Heimat, as expellees increasingly found a new

existence, they feared this meant forgetting their Heimat. The West Germans, however, he

argued, had long since accepted them as fellow citizens.156 

As the years dragged on, West Germans became increasingly impatient with expellee

societies’ politically dangerous emphasis on rights to return. Some regional states even began

bypassing expellee Heimat meetings altogether by holding their own pan-Heimat festivals to

instill expellees with a new feeling of Heimat in the West. The state of Hessen arranged such a

yearly event, followed by Baden-Württemberg, whose festival sought to promote a “free,

pluralistic, and Heimat-connected democratic life form” that they argued would contrast with the

Communist East.157 The expellee functionaries were outraged and denounced such events.

Taking a direct shot at West German Heimat enthusiasts, one model speech years later insisted

that they understood those who wanted to go on foot to Cologne, see the North Sea waves, or

sing about their Heimat in the Westerwald. But West Germans, they insisted, “for heavens sake,”

must understand desire for Heimat in the mountains of Silesia and the dark forests of East

Prussia. Finally, the speech depicted expellees as the true “advocates of the Heimat concept.”158

Throughout the 1960s, with prospects of rapprochement with the East growing, illusions

of return seeming ever more absurd, and expellee children coming of age in the West, many

formerly sympathetic West Germans cringed at the ever more strident national tones coming out
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of Tag der Heimat. Expellee rhetoric at the tradition succeeded in provoking a new generation of

West German students, the Soviet propaganda machine, and even older generations of West

Germans. As one West German wrote in a letter to the editor in the Saarbrücker Zeitung on Tag

der Heimat in the mid 1960's–he supported and sympathized with the expellees, but was

increasingly concerned about the harsh, threatening tones of events which rejected

compromise.159 Subtle critiques in mayoral speeches quickly become more blatant. The mayor of

Biberach, for example, frustrated at expellee insistence that their children had Heimat in the East,

asked rhetorically in his speech what Heimat truly means if it is a place that one never

experienced? A local expellee subsequently wrote to national leaders to report that the mayor was

not on their side.160 As Ostpolitik took center stage, so too would the heated conflicts that had

formerly been concealed behind nuances and event scenery.  

Heimat in the Cross-hairs of Cold-War Politics

In the iconic year of 1968, Tag der Heimat did not lack for drama. In West Berlin, it

began with false rumors that the allies would ban events. With national elections looming,

observances were to emphasize national stridency even more thickly. West Berlin events were

titled the “Day of the Germans,” opening with an “entire-German pre-parliament.” It did not

begin well. Parliament participants included fifteen Neo-Nazi NPD members whom organizers

refused to ban. They were only blocked from speaking by other participants who showed up early

to fill the speaking list. The turmoil, however, was just beginning when attendees converged on

the outdoor auditorium for the main events. As the rain poured, leftists students and Neo-Nazis

crashed the event and broke out in fist-fights. As expellees waited for speeches to begin, the

West Berlin mayor, Klaus Schütz, a supporter of Ostpolitik, took to the stage. Neo-Nazis then
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unrolled a large sign declaring they would “never betray the Heimat;” leftists students began

shouting down the speaker, and fist-fights again ensued. Mayor Schütz denounced radicals on

both sides from the podium, while the German Youth of the East chanted to drown out the

protestors. Neo-Nazis shouted “Sieg Heil” while leftists students sang the “Internationale.” After

police separated the groups, the NPD distributed party literature. As if nothing more could go

wrong, a bomb exploded in a West Berlin apartment. Police suspected that it was intended for

Tag der Heimat, with leaflets protesting the event found at the scene. When all was said and

done, the Soviet ambassador lodged protests with the western powers. As per tradition by that

year, the Eastern propaganda machine churned out a slew of attack articles which regularly

described Tag der Heimat as a Nazi military meeting led by SS-functionaries, orchestrated by the

CIA, and resembling a Sabbat.161

Throughout the 1950s, expellee politics at Tag der Heimat rarely caused such an uproar.

Prospects of return did not seem so patently absurd in these earlier years. By the 1960's, things

were changing. Not only did return seem absurd to westerners, making the assertion of

theoretical rights all the more tenuous, expellees also felt more palpably that the state might

renounce these theoretical claims to the East. In turn, political tones became more virulent as

expellee societies fiercely wielded the Heimat concept against rapprochement with the Eastern

bloc. By bringing Heimat more firmly into a sphere of international political struggle, the

concept became embroiled in a discursive arena different from the intra-local discourses found in

early rubble cities. The Colognian or Lübecker dialect poet writing about Heimat as lost personal

memories, intimate communities, and destroyed local landscapes could hardly be heard in other

German cities, much less by leaders in Moscow, London, or Washington. Nor did they prove a

threat to global stability, as did expellee society claims to a “right to the ancestral Heimat.”
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Moreover, by the mid 1960's, West German desires for Heimat had been satiated by

reconstruction, stability, and restored communities. A new generation of youth emerged that had

never lost Heimat and associated the concept increasingly with its loud, political, and nationally-

strident use by expellee organizations. The intersection of these developments strongly informed

the concept’s subsequent cultural devaluation.

Though Cold War politics had always been a part of Tag der Heimat, it first provoked a

strong response from the Eastern bloc beginning in the mid to late 1950's, after which the

tradition slowly became an international political spectacle. In earlier years, the Eastern bloc

occasionally reacted to events. One communist newspaper in 1951 labeled Tag der Heimat the

“Day of the Wehrmacht,” denouncing expellees’ “crocodile tears.” Expellee integration in the

GDR, the paper opined, had already been solved.162 Three years later, a communist group

threatened to invade events in Oldenburg, though event crashing was rare in the 1950s.163 The

1955 events in West Berlin, held for the first time as a “Day of the Germans,” was the first to

attract serious attention from the bloc. Seven-hundred communists protested, while the eastern

press denounced it as a Day of “Brown Pan-Germanism,” led by Nazi mass murderers. The SS-

organizers, the Eastern press argued, were led by the capitalists elite, salivating over the eastern

resources; the event was, they reported, also orchestrated by the CIA to acquire spies in the East.

That year, the bloc also reacted to “border meetings,” Tag der Heimat reunions of eastern

villages like the Sudeten German Dreisselberger, held in towns on West Germany’s eastern-most

border. Czech police that year lined the border with machine guns.164 

From 1956 to 1959, such propaganda attacks grew into a permanent feature of the Tag

der Heimat. The GDR even distributed fliers at events on forged expellee-society letterhead,

depicting speakers as exploitive militarist capitalists who subverted social justice.165 The eastern
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press continued to attack the tradition as an SS- and capitalist, militarist, and “fascist meeting” to

prepare for a military conquest. GDR citizens could read about how expellee leaders pushed on

their tear ducts, rattled their sabers, and pushed Hitler’s goal of a “re-ordering of East European

space.” By the end of the decade, the tradition had become a full-fledged international problem.

The GDR press noted that the events in West Berlin complicated ongoing negotiations with the

United States, while the West German government even arranged to have Heimat meetings

delayed and moved so as not to complicate diplomatic negotiations.166

Throughout the 1960's, bloc propaganda reached absurd proportion, with Tag der Heimat

article titles reading: “Strauss and Brandt mobilizing SS murder-groups in NATO-Headquarter

West Berlin” or “Witches Sabbat in West Berlin.” Political cartoons depicted Willy Brandt as

West Berlin mayor pouring money onto SS soldiers beating drums of revenge, while another

following Ludwig Erhard’s Heimat meeting speech, depicted him parachuting into Silesia with a

skull military uniform, and a rifle, breaking a Polish flag, with a German eagle beladen with

missiles. The GDR further distributed leaflets in West Berlin during events calling the people to

arms against the “clique of reactionary Prussian Junker and industrial barons” responsible for the

tradition. It concluded that if organizers were honest about their intentions, they would put up

swastikas and chant things like “Jews, Negros, Bolshevists, it is time to get rid of you.”167 The

Eastern press heard expellee voices that depicted the bloc as an anti-Heimat, and did not leave

the challenge unanswered. During Tag der Heimat in 1960, an East Berlin newspaper wrote of

how the West was the real anti-Heimat. The Heimat concept, the paper argued, was a “beautiful

and intimate word of the German language, but the imperialists have poisoned it, and have

abused it for purposes of military conquest.” The article equated expellee ideas of Heimat with

Nazi conceptions, abusing the concept for expansion plans. It concluded that those who truly
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love Heimat should turn away from “false prophets” and “rat catcher melody” of the capitalist

Tag der Heimat organizers who wanted to conquer eastern industries.168

The shrill voices from the Eastern bloc raised allied concerns, and attracted added

Western press scrutiny to nationally strident tones at Tag der Heimat. Both London and Paris

expressed misgivings about the tradition, while the British had to reassure eastern bloc countries

that the events did not threaten their territorial integrity.169 In London, The Times reported on how

Tag der Heimat was “designed to keep irredentism alive,” and the paper denounced Adenauer’s

address at another 1960 Heimat meeting as fueling the flames of irredentism, calling such

meetings a “disturbing a reminder of latent German nationalism.” Several months later, in the

days before Tag der Heimat, The Times re-iterated denunciation of the tradition as a survived

nationalist bastion, charges that the expellee leadership angrily rejected.170 The allies, however,

found themselves in the awkward position of defending expellee rights to hold the event based

on freedom of speech, as the Eastern bloc protested by blocking West German travel to East

Berlin and rolling out tanks onto the street. Walter Ulbricht also delivered an address on Tag der

Heimat denouncing use of West Berlin for “revanchism and preparation for war.”171

The Eastern bloc was not the only emerging political problem at Tag der Heimat.

Expellee organizers were at a loss as to how to deal both with increasing Neo-Nazi attempts to

appropriate their cause and how to deal with growing acerbic criticism from leftist students. Both

groups kept showing up at events. By the 1960s, they also faced the added problem of growing

opposition from mainstream politicians and West Germans. NPD event crashing made for

particularly poor optics and frustrated expellee society attempts to portray themselves as the

patriotic avant garde that eschewed exaggerated nationalism. At events like one in Frankfurt in

1964, Neo-Nazis distributed nationalist leaflets, interrupted speakers, and drowned out the third
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verse of the Deutschlandlied, by singing the nationalist first. The NPD conducted a similar

invasion in West Berlin in 1966. That year, the expellees had difficulty differentiating themselves

from the NPD, given expellee speakers’ emphasis on the need for “purified national feeling” for

Germany to assert itself between “Soviet patriotism and Gaullistic national state politics.”172

Organizers again struggled to keep Neo-Nazis at bay after the Brandt government cut off

subsidies to the tradition after deciding it was a political rally against Ostpolitik. The NPD 

stepped in and offered to fund the event. Though the BdV rejected the offer, the spectacle gave

the NPD an opportunity to declare their solidarity against the “robbing of primordial German

Volksboden.”173 Still, the BdV refused West German politicians’ calls for their organization to

ban NPD members. West Berlin Mayor, Klaus Schütz, made such a plea in his 1969 Tag der

Heimat speech, arguing that “reorganized National Socialism” was a betrayal of their country.174

The failure of the BdV to heed such calls further damaged their self-proclaimed position in the

hard-fought “patriotic middle.”175

Compared to their tepid response to the NPD, expellee leaders used Tag der Heimat to

vociferously attack leftist students. Students protesters opposed the societies based on Ostpolitik

and their failure to connect expulsion to Nazi crimes. They regularly crashed all types of expellee

events, including the “Germany Rally” in Bonn against rapprochement in May 1966. Fist-fights

broke out between students and police, while students chanted that they wanted to give up the

East. Long-haired students reportedly confronted a group of Eastern Prussians calling out: “Have

you ever read reports from Auschwitz?” One article on the rally labeled the expellee groups a

“questionable Heimat cult.”176 Student protestors again showed up that year at Tag der Heimat,

where Wenzel Jaksch denounced how the student movement took up the “political vocabulary”

of the Eastern bloc. Jaksch was partly justified in criticizing the student movement for charging
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the expellee societies with bizarre crimes, including a recent bombing in the South Tirol.177 A

student-movement newspaper shot back, arguing that Tag der Heimat inflamed the Cold War

and that the expellee societies supported the Americans in Vietnam.178 The next year, student

protestors showed up again denouncing expellee “politics of self-delusion,” and picketing an

exhibition on German achievements in East that left out the years 1939 to 1945. They called

boisterously for recognizing the new border. One student pamphlet argued: “By demanding your

right to Heimat, you deny the same right to the Polish people;” it continued: “We will relinquish

Silesia – and a new Auschwitz. We will relinquish East Prussia – and a new Stalingrad.”179

Conflict with the student movement, as such examples demonstrate, were inflected with

historical memory battles. Tag der Heimat events, as Luppes argues, inadequately recognized

expulsion as a result of Nazi crimes. Nevertheless, some mention of Nazi crimes appeared since

the earliest observances. This can be seen throughout the 1950s, when, for example, an East

Prussian exiled in 1933 caused a scandal not over his substantial discussion of Nazi war crimes,

but because he praised the allies.180 At 1955 events, Jakob Kaiser, without scandal, assigned

responsibility for expulsion to German war crimes and genocide.181 Mayors from Hamburg to

Mainz similarly used speeches to reference Nazi crimes. As such speakers simultaneously

maintained expellee rights to Heimat and the injustice of expulsion, no outcries ensued.182

Others, like one Schleswig-Holstein parliamentarian discussed at Tag der Heimat Nazi crimes as

the cause of expulsion, but turned this around to attack the Eastern bloc. He argued that the

Soviets were guilty of equal crimes and labeled the GDR a large concentration camp.183 Attacks

from the student movement regarding the Nazi past, however, were more explosive, as they

argued for renouncing claims to the East and seemed to argue that Nazi crimes not only caused

but also justified expulsion. The student movement also brought up the Nazi past more
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frequently. As the Berliner Morgenpost in 1960 noted, at Heimat meetings, it often seemed like

there was never a Hitler, invasion of Poland, or concentration camps. The paper caused a scandal

by printing the article with a cartoon depicting Tag der Heimat participants dancing on the graves

of Lidice–a Czech village summarily murdered in for the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich.

The evocation of this particular history did come out of the blue. One expellee letter to the editor

argued that, indeed, they must remember Lidice, and nothing at Tag der Heimat suggested

otherwise.184

With expellee societies wielding the Heimat concept in ways that ever more antagonized

the bloc, alienated the allies, won the radical right’s applause, and stymied rapprochement, local

politicians on the left and center opposed the societies more strongly from the podium. Few

equaled the theatrics of Klaus Schütz’s mayoral speech in West Berlin in 1969. A few months

before, he spoke at a Landsmannschaften meeting where he called for recognition of the new

border, arguing that “life has relocated.” The crowd called him a traitor, and the West Berlin Tag

der Heimat organizers considered uninviting him and ending their tradition of mayoral addresses.

After Schütz’s Tag der Heimat speech weeks later, they regretted their hesitance.185 In strong

terms, he recounted Nazi crimes, the invasion of Poland, concentration camps, the annexation of

Czechoslovakia, and depicted expulsion as solely the result of Nazism, without mentioning

Soviet actions. He gave up a right to the Heimat by talking instead about the expellee “right to

memory,” arguing that twenty-five years could not artificially be reversed. He concluded that

they should not talk about revising national borders but rather overcoming them in the East.186

The expellee crowd reacted angrily and tried to drown out the speech with denunciations,

including “traitor,” “swine,” “charlatan,” “prolific liar,” and calls for him to step down. One man

jumped up on the stage declaring: “You should be ashamed of yourself. How much has Poland
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paid you for this betrayal?” They also did not react well to his call to block NPD members from

expellee societies. Directly after his speech, the BdV president took to the microphone to applaud

the booing, and rejected outright his call for an NPD member ban. The drama ended with the

entrance of a procession in full regional costume marching to the tune of “Prussia’s Gloria.”187

Such incidents led cities like West Berlin to revoke funding for Tag der Heimat, labeling

it a political rally; by the next year, the new Brandt government followed suit, restoring funding

later only for cultural aspects of the event. The West Berlin government further considered

banning the tradition due to its use by right-wing extremists. Meanwhile the West Berlin public

was outraged at the treatment of the mayor.188 Other local politicians also increasingly dropped

their pandering language at events. A CDU mayor of Stuttgart even lectured the expellees in his

speech that the Heimat concept must not be “abused as a vehicle of nationalist goals.”189

Different local politicians underscored that they could not deprive the Poles of their Heimat after

living in former German regions for many years.190 Others, like the mayor of Munich, rejected

invitations to speak altogether, arguing that the event was simply an anti-Ostpolitik rally.191 In

Bonn, the mayor refused to even take on the title of event patron as its theme “Danger for

Germany, Danger for Europe,” denounced Ostpolitik. He agreed to speak, and emphasized

integration and how lost Heimat must not cause embitterment.192

These battles over Ostpolitik increasingly soured West German attitudes toward Tag der

Heimat. With most West Germans having accepted expulsion as permanent, such inflamation of

Cold War politics seemed pointless. Public opinion turned decidedly in favor of recognizing the

new border, with West Germans (including the expellee population) approving by 46% to 35% in

1967, shifting to 58% to 25% three years later.193 The BdV president, who decried “left-

intellectual shallowness,” saw this as a West German “de-solidaritization” with the expellees.194
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West German criticism of the tradition mushroomed in the press and letters to the editor. The

political coordinator of Deutsches Fernsehen argued that the tradition was a “frivolous festival,”

with a vocabulary from the “dictionary of the brutes,” organized by ahistorical societies that were

not representative of most lay expellees who had found a new Heimat in the West. He further

denounced the societies for making the Federal Republic look like a “revanchist juggernaut,” that

would destroy Europe.195 Citizens wrote letters to the editor denouncing heckling of mayors and

the BdV’s refusal to ban NPD members. Other letters rhetorically asked: “Who really wants to go

back?” or “Do you all want another war?” One letter writer, perturbed at insistence that expellee

children had Heimat in the East, asserted that those under thirty were not expellees. Yet another

argued that a new generation of youth was growing up in a new Heimat, and they should not

have national peace threatened every time the expellees held a Heimat meeting. One of the few

letters in defense did note that youth protests, foreign calumnies, and party politics made expellee

societies look more radical than they truly were.196

One group, however, remained suspiciously absent in the chorus of critics of the expellee

societies’ bellicose rhetoric: lay expellees themselves. What of claims that the societies did not

represent lay expellees? The question is in need of more research, but in regards to Tag der

Heimat almost no lay expellee voices of opposition can be found beyond a small group of elite

intellectuals.197 Given, expellees showed up in decreasing numbers over the course of the 1960s,

perhaps due to progressed integration and temporal distance from expulsion.198 By the end of the

1960's, one journalist reported that lay expellees at events were just beginning to realize that

society leaders dangled illusions of return in front of them for years.199 Private reunion still took

place, though to a lesser extent, and lay expellees disagreed whether the event was primarily

about reunion or about full-throated national politics. Two contrasting expellee letters to the
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editor responding to the 1969 Tag der Heimat in two Berlin newspapers illustrated this. The first

denounced views of the tradition as primarily about reunion: the national political message was

key. Two days later, an expellee woman’s letter denouncing left-wing students, argued that they

misunderstood the event; it was, she held, primarily unpolitical, devoted to memories and tending

to their local and regional cultures.200 Whatever views or private conceptions of Heimat may have

quietly circulated amongst lay expellees, it had little bearing on the spectacle seen by West

Germans, the allies, and the Eastern bloc. The societies’ claims to a right to the “ancestral

Heimat” inflamed the Cold War in an era of nuclear weapons, while their nationally-assertive

tones won them few friends beyond the radical right.

Conclusion

While, after 1945, many West Germans turned to local spaces as sites of civilian life,

restored communities, and flexible identity, for the expellees, a turn to a local redemptive

geography proved impossible. Tag der Heimat and Heimat meetings demonstrated the

channeling of such worlds into redemptive visions of nation as the sole force capable of either

literally re-acquiring Heimat or securing symbolic recognition of injustice by maintaining

theoretical territorial claims. This not only meant that expellees were largely absent from the

Heimat-infused strains of federalist enthusiasm that spiked in the early postwar period, it also

meant that in arranging common Heimat events, the expellee societies and many West Germans

were often on different pages. West German Heimat enthusiasts found little to attract them to the

tradition, which offered them nothing in the way of a personal world of Heimat. Nor were they

attracted by lectures on their “complete German duty” or the notion that they too had lost a

national Heimat in the East. Beyond elite national figures who cow-towed to electoral influence,
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local West German speakers often went off script, objected to aggressive national political

symbolism and language, and presented visions of Heimat regained through emotional

integration into new places of Heimat in the West. Expellee societies chaffed at both Western

emphasis on emotional integration into new places of Heimat and many West German’s

definition of their tradition as primarily about personal reunion. Instead, they sought to ensure

that lost personal Heimat remained strongly connected to a strident vision of nation and

theoretical territorial claims. 

With expellee societies ever more forcefully insisting on their right to Heimat in Cold

War struggles, therein threatening international stability, the Heimat concept entered into a

discursive arena very different from local community discourses that took place in early postwar

rubble cities. Expellee-movement evocations were heard by a national and international

audience. Attacking claims to a right to Heimat and the Heimat idea, in turn, became a tool for

arguing for a policy of Ostpolitik. These political developments, along with the emergence of a

new generation of youth and changing material conditions, would all inform cultural devaluation

of the Heimat concept throughout the 1960s. 
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  “Superficial knowledge of the world and languages, gained   

through tourism and business trips, is no compensation for   

home. The barter proves to be a dubious one.” -Jean Améry 

“How Much Home Does a Person Need?”1

Coda: Decline and Tepid Re-valuations

“Heimat Heimat Heimat – again and again it provokes sentimental-recalcitrant impulses

that do not allow any thoughts of peace without ‘Heimat.’” These lines appeared in 1964 in an

essay entitled “Heated Words,” published in an edited volume of authors against the atom bomb.

The student movement likely forgave its author, Gabriele Wohmann, born in 1932, for being ever

so slightly beyond the age of thirty. Still, she reflected their generational profile. Heimat for

Wohmann was not a lost personal local world. Twenty years earlier, civilians in the rubble

discussed Heimat as the very essence of “peace.” Wohmann saw precisely the opposite; her essay

was consumed with expellee rhetoric at Tag der Heimat. Expellee-society wielding of the

concept led her to associate it with “visions of war,” that mixed love, honor, “and a bit of

aggression.” In order to counter expellee rhetoric on their right to the Heimat, Wohmann sought

to tie the concept strongly with Nazism. Illustrating little knowledge about the concept’s history,

she opined that Heimat in Weimar Germany was a word on its death bed, until it had a

renaissance under the Nazis, who were the ones, she claimed, to have invented all kinds of

compound words with Heimat that had not previously existed. Now, she argued, it had been

taken up by the “Heimat manipulators” at the Tag der Heimat, which she argued was a “Festival

Day for revanchists and those out of touch with reality.” It was a tradition filled with “search for

revenge” and “impertinent tempers.” Whatever a “commitment to Heimat” was, Wohmann

wrote, she hadn’t a clue. What it was not, she concluded, was an action against war. If there must

be a “Tag der Heimat,” which she doubted, they must conduct some historical-political research
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about the past to make the day one of facts, shame, guilt, and desire for peace.2 

Wohmann reflected the decline of cultural valuation of the Heimat concept throughout

the 1960s and the many factors that informed it. On the one hand, expellee wielding of the

concept in Cold War politics proved crucial. The youth generation most clearly associated

Heimat with the expellee societies’ aggressive political use of the term. However, this came

together with a range of other factors, including long-term economic stabilization which meant

reduced need for local solidarity to confront early postwar challenges. Increasing mobility also

played a role. Generational divergences proved crucial, with the youth not having the same

experiences of lost Heimat as their parent’s generation. They often grew up in a time of greater

stability in which their parents deeply emphasized Heimat, Heimatkunde, local culture, and so

forth. As the Württemberg author Margarete Hannsmann described her youth growing up in the

Swabian Alb in the Heimat-saturated early postwar period: “Albverein, Bund für Heimatschutz,

Schwäbischer Heimatbund, Naturschutz, Vogelschutz, Amt für Denkmalpflege, Museums- und

Altertumsverein, Volkskunstvereinigung, Höhlenforsche”— she had been “fattened up” with

“Heimat”– a word she could no longer stand to hear. Tired of the nearness of home, she wanted

to go far way–to France, Belgium and Greece.3 The new youth generation had experienced

neither the jarring ruptures of destruction and death, nor forced dislocation. The greater

intactness of their local worlds ultimately meant less concern and reflection on Heimat.

Stabilization from rebuilt cities, repaired communities, and new material security also led

obsession with Heimat to plateau amongst their parent’s generation

Decline in cultural valuation of the Heimat concept, particularly among the youth, first

began to be noted in the early 1960s. At the turn of the decade, the state minister for expellee

issues of NRW, an expellee himself, noted in a Tag der Heimat pamphlet that “suddenly” they
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were surprised to hear West German voices that were asking what Heimat means in the twentieth

century. Though he noted that growing mobility and economic growth likely contributed to this,

he held that many did not want anything to do with the expellee organizations as they were

viewed as dangerous for foreign politics.4 Around the same time, the state minister president of

Schleswig-Holstein noted in a Tag der Heimat speech that the youth increasingly viewed the

Heimat concept with disinterest–as something out of the “moth box of the national and romantic

past.” He held materialism and growing technocracy to be prominent factors, but asserted that

such attitudes against the concept were still minority views.5 

 In the first half of the 1960s we also see other early signs of the decline of the Heimat

concept. The turn away from Heimat films and Heimat novels began. The same applied to

Heimatkunde, which several regional states began to abandon at the beginning of the decade,

with full abandonment and replacement by “Sachkunde” fully achieved by 1969. In 1963, the

name change of the Bundeszentrale für Heimatdienst (Federal Center for Heimat Service) to the

Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung (Federal Center for Political Education) was also reflective

of declining cultural valuation of the word. Heimat enthusiasm was never a part of the

institution’s activities, with the term merely delineating that its duties were only within the

nation’s borders.6 It was decided that the new name better reflected their activities and did not

sound as antiquated. Some noted that it would likely increase the standing of the institution.7 The

term Heimat in its name, in short, had become more of a burden that a benefit. 

Still, in the first half of the 1960s, critique of Heimat would not reach the fervid pitch that

it would in the second half of the decade. In 1963, in a radio program where twelve German

authors took a position on the Heimat concept, we see both the beginning cultural devaluation

and remaining positive views of the term. The program, held by the Westdeutsche Rundfunk on
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the occasion of Tag der Heimat, asked the authors to take a position on the word Heimat, with

particular reflection on the expellees. The West German authors Paul Schallück and Marie Luise

von Kaschnitz-Weinberg both conveyed sympathies to those who lost Heimat, but argued that if

they had lost their own Heimat in an age of nuclear weapons, they would not risk global peace by

insisting on return. “Heimat” Schallück further argued, could no longer be considered the “value

above all values” and hinted that the expellees were capable of finding a second Heimat in the

West. Another West German author, and avid localist, Norbert Johannimloh emphasized Heimat

as a private rather than politicized term. In spite of expellee political drum-beatings on Heimat,

Johannimloh argued that he would never stop viewing the concept as a purely private space.

Heimat, he argued, was like bread and water–essential, but not to be talked of incessantly.

Werner Bergengruen, the German-Baltic author, took a similar position, arguing that Heimat was

not Vaterland, with the former an experienced landscape and not a state. Other West German

authors argued for finding a new Heimat in Europe or outside of geographic spaces. As the

expellee author Willy Kramp argued–noting that they could not stop the youth from ripping

themselves away from the roots of Heimat– they should redefine Heimat as inter-human

solidarity absent of “social or geographic prejudice.”8 In these assessments, Heimat appears as

adaptable and changeable, if damaged. Few were arguing for tossing out the concept altogether. 

Voices against Heimat first reached a fervid pitch by the second half of the 1960s, closely

paralleling debates over Ostpolitik. Again, Tag der Heimat offered a lense into this growing

process. One could hear voices on the “crisis of Heimat consciousness,” while the head of the

Berlin BdV argued at the Tag der Heimat that “pessimists” now viewed Heimat as an “expired

sentimental anachronism.”9 The expellee societies would often denounce groups as anti-Heimat

when they disagreed with expellee-society politics. When representatives from the Evangelical
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Church, for example, wrote their famous 1966 Ostdenkschrift, in which they advocated

abandonment of Eastern territorial claims, expellee functionaries used Tag der Heimat to attack

them as people against the Heimat concept who saw it as a mere “antiquated, sentimental

anachronism.”10 The 1967 events in West Berlin proved even more revealing. Students brought

protest signs, where, intermingled among placard calling for recognition of the Oder-Neiße line,

one could find others that read: “Stop with the Heimat-LIES,” and “Instead of Heimat, I’ll take

changing the world.”11 At the Berlin mayor’s speech that year, he regretted that people who used

the word Heimat were increasingly accused of revanchism. He articulated Heimat as a personal

experience of space and recognized the complexities of the situation by arguing that the Poles in

Eastern regions had already found Heimat in former German territories.12 Other speeches at

events noted forces beyond the Cold War that challenged the Heimat concept, including

increasing mobility and the problem of “modern nomadism.” As one pastor explained at the 1968

events, those alienated from their surroundings by increased societal mobility needed a feeling of

“Heimat and protection.”13 Observers of the growing cultural trend against Heimat could be

found at a range of venues beyond Tag der Heimat. At meetings like the Rhenish Heimat Day in

1968, for example, celebrants observed the festival under the theme: “Heimat today, duty or

anachronism?”– a question that hovered ever more prominently in public consciousness.14 

The philosophical outlook that dominated the 68er movement promoted new attitudes

toward space, politics, and personal life that informed the turn against the Heimat concept. Often

advocating abstract global visions in which locality and region had no place, many followed the

mantra that the personal must be political. In contrast to earlier Heimat enthusiasts who posited

space for harmony between local rootedness and cosmopolitanism, over the course of the 1960s,

many youth protestors jettisoned such notions. Only focus on vast and global geographies above
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the personal realm could, they often believed, possibly be progressive. 

These mentalities are perhaps most concisely conveyed and critiqued in a subsequent

cinematic portrayal by Edgar Reitz, a former 68er, in his series Zweite Heimat. Here, Reitz traces

the life of a striving musician who leaves his Heimat in the Hunsrück, and finds himself in the

rebellious student scene of the University of Munich. In one of the final episodes from the year

1968, Reitz offers us a scene that is particularly telling. Here a young girl, fresh from the

Hunsrück, is caught up in the enthusiasm of the 68er rebellion in Munich. Told that she will join

her “comrades” to fight their “reactionary professor,” she arrives amidst students denouncing

authoritarian paternalist structures and demanding open discussions. Stepping up enthusiastically

to participate in the discussion, the newcomer declares her solidarity with the working class by

talking about her family’s working class background in her home town. Heckling and hurling

insults, the crowd of 68ers denounces her for unscientific terminology, leaving out economics

and abstract analysis, and finally, for presenting them with “privatist shit.”15 Here, Reitz critiques

the lack of space for personal life and home in the political movement for which he retains

significant sympathies. Unlike many of the “anti-Heimat films” of his time which depicted

spaces of Heimat as inherently repressive places, Reitz sees Heimat as something that can and

should be re-shaped and reformed. He sought openly to encourage his viewers to view Heimat

and personal lives seriously.16 Reitz’s films, however, would only appear over the course of the

1980s and 1990s. Throughout the 1970s, the tabooization of the concept had fully ripened. Many

noted in the 1970s how the very use of the word “Heimat” put one under the suspicion of being a

right-wing radical, and how their age of “growing mobility” lacked desperately needed  “powers

of rootedness.”17
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Re-valuations of Heimat

By the late 1970s and 1980s, with Ostpolitik behind them, many gradually noted

surprising reappearances of the Heimat concept. Some spoke of a “Heimat renaissance,” “Heimat

boom,” or “Heimat discussion.”18 In 1981, the literary scholar Hans-Friedrich Foltin and the

political scientist Wilfried von Bredow composed a work describing the growing view of

localities and regions as “ambivalent refuges.” The “renaissance” was ambivalent, in that they

were conscious of past abuses of the concept and its “prostituting” for political ideologies. Foltin

and von Bredow embraced Heimat, while criticizing its misuse for exclusion. They argued for an

“enlightened Heimatkunde” which taught about the local, but emphasized the possibilities of

balancing preservation, change, and development. It would not praise the local for its own sake,

but rather create a feeling of “critical loyalty” to their surrounding world.19

The unprecedented taboo that preceded and intermingled with staggered up ticks in

valuations of Heimat made the revivals of the concept all the more eye-catching. With the

novelty of breaking a taboo, these contested re-valuation have found their way into narratives of

the Heimat concept’s cultural vicissitudes. While the tendency has been to overstate the degree of

the “Heimat renaissance,” it represented only a tepid and contested revival. After the 1960s, we

would never again see the same positive cultural valuation of the Heimat concept reached during

both the Heimat movement of the late nineteenth century and the local turn in the two decades

after 1945. Still, at the end of the 1970s and during the 1980s, the upturn in its cultural valuation

was apparent in a number of areas. It became a new point of emphasis and discussion in radio,

literature, and the press.20 Other indicators included renewed interest in dialect poetry, village

renewal projects, regional histories, and city festivals.21 These years also saw a rise in foundings

of Heimat museums.22 Notoriously, environmentalists appealed to the Heimat concept to
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advocate for greater protection of the landscape, including at the earlier protests against building

a nuclear power plant at Wyhl. Attraction to locality and region could be seen in other places,

including in France, where it was strong amongst the Greens.23 During these years, there was

even a turn to localist folklore in the GDR.24

But what factors informed this partial turn back to locality, region, and Heimat? A much

forgotten 1978 volume of young regional German authors from the Southwest proves helpful in

answering this question. Writing on a re-awakening of regionalism in Alemannic literature, the

contributors, mostly in their early 30's and themselves participants in the regionalist awakening,

noted a shift in views of Heimat among a significant fraction of literary figures in their region.

Heimat, dialect, and regionalism were emerging from the shadows of tabooization, in part as a

reaction to “plundering” of the geographic landscape, but also due to a range of other factors.25

Reaction against the hostilities of the 68er generation certainly played a role. One contributor,

Manfred Bosch, recounted his experienced as a 68er in Munich. The 68ers, he wrote, repressed

dialect and pined for the “outside” as a means of liberation. He did not see the 68er movement as

negative, but saw the regional push back as a positive means of making the world

“experienceable” amidst bureaucratization, centralization, and the rule of functionaries.

Regionalism, he believed, was a response to emotional needs and was generally resistant to

ideology.26 Others turned to Heimat reacted against their own previous hostility to the concept.

Margarete Hannsmann, the author who had recounted being “fattened up” with Heimat in her

youth and turning against it, wrote of how she later shed her abhorrence of the concept. She

wrote that her generation’s reaction to their parent generation led to its own problems, including

exploitation of the landscape, refusal to talk about nature, and dismantling the “green Heimat”

through commercialism. She felt a desire to return home and noted that many of her
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contemporaries were beginning to feel the same: “Heimat” she wrote “is no longer scorned.”27

Forces that traditionally inform desires for Heimat also began to surface in the 1970s. It

was, as scholars have pointed out, a decade of turbulence and deflating confidence, and revealed

contradictions and problems of the utopian political ideologies of the 1960s.28 Here, a range of

different factors converged that informed revaluation of Heimat, including industrial take over of

the landscape, growing insecurities in society, and reaction against anonymity, functionalism,

uniformism, and centralization. Others have pointed to reaction against growing

bureaucratization and growth of technocratic planning– such as the Gemeindereform, as well as

destabilization of identities, and general desire for “comprehensible spaces.”29 Building projects

of the period also reduced the “Heimat quality” of the local lived environment, often generating

feelings of alienation.30 Albrecht Lehmann has briefly noted that the return to Heimat was a

reaction from below against the “self-righteous and dogmatic theories” of a fraction of the 68er

movement, with individuals unable to situate their private lives within its abstractions.31 Foltin

and von Bredow, while advocating a harmonious unity between internationalism and Heimat,

argued that the turn to Heimat was also informed by disappointment with the internationalist

euphoria of the 1960s and utopian projects of re-shaping the globe. They noted that students,

Greens, and leftists were important to the revival, though not the only participants.32

Mixed progressive groups, in short, sought to re-claim a concept that many had hastily

abandoned in the 1960s. Some public figures like Hilde Domin believed that progressives must

push back against the monopoly that the expellee societies had gained over the Heimat concept.

Heimat, she insisted, must not be a taboo word after the “odium of militancy” that the expellee

societies had given it.33 In 1980, one young Heimat enthusiasts described it as a new emerging

part of “leftist identity,” with Heimat becoming a progressive rally cry.34 While not recognizing
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the many early postwar precedents, several revived notions of world-citizenship and Heimat as

harmonious and potentially re-enforcing.35 Some took up Heimat poetry as a venue of critique

and arguing for a more human and tolerant notion of Heimat.36 Several noted how, in turning to

the concept, they were altering the dominant spatial imaginary of the 68er movement, revising it

so that the world around them could again “be experienced as Heimat.”37 One young budding

Konstanz author in his early 30's candidly discussed the shift. Describing the growth of Heimat

amongst the German left, he argued that it resulted from the “debacle of a political, cultural, and

geographic departure.” Return to Heimat, he argued, was the desire of people for

“comprehendibility” that had been missing from the 68er movement. Heimat, he believed, could

be the source of emancipation and solidarity with one’s fellow man that would extend not merely

over the “garden gate” but across different skin colors, ethnicities, and histories.38

Yet, revival among progressive groups was only ever partial. Ideas that only orientation

toward vast and abstract spaces could be progressive lingered in significant quarters of the

German intelligentsia and the broader public. Throughout the “Heimat Renaissance” of the late

1970s and 1980s, certain groups continued to harangue the concept. In 1979 Hermann Bausinger

noted that, amidst the revival of Heimat, when using the concept, one still had to watch over

one’s shoulder to see who might be listening.39 The next year, one writer noted how the word

Heimat was slowly re-emerging in a rather “shy” manner.40 Throughout the 1980s, figures like

the songwriter Walter Mossmann still refused to use the term Heimat, as he saw it as too tainted

and full of “sweet lies.”41 The ambiguities also appeared in Heimatkunde, which started to

reappear in some states, while stagnating and continuing its decline in others.42 In the mid 1980s,

the German journalist Dietrich Strothmann wrote on how there was a new “Heimat fashion” that

could be seen in works like that of Günther Grass or the television series Heimat by Edgar Reitz.
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He insisted that people of good conscience could never join this revival of the concept.43 This

ambiguity in progressive appeals to the concept continue into the present. While some still refer

to an ongoing “Heimat-boom,” others have rightly noted that, in contemporary Germany, the use

of the word Heimat is, by some groups, still considered as “suspect.”44

Heimat, its cultural valuations and potential progressive uses remain prominent issues.

Heimat remains a question in areas diverse as immigrant integration and urban planning. Are

urban planners, for example, to build cities primarily as “throughway stations” or as places that

can be felt and experienced as “Heimat”?45 While Heimat cannot simply be “built,” different

architectural frameworks can facilitate greater engagement between fellow citizens and between

citizens and the local landscape.46 Alexander Mitscherlich and others have been among those

who strongly advocated constructing cities that could become “Heimat” for its citizens.47

Regarding integration of immigrants and newcomers, the possibilities of the Heimat concept

have long been neglected. As Bausinger argued during the early years of immigrant influx,

foreign workers should be given a sense of Heimat in their new places of home, and the concept

of Heimat must be promoted as a “life possibility” rather than as a “proof of origin.”48 

Nevertheless, contemporary stereotypes of local rootedness as inherently regressive has

inhibited the harnessing of Heimat for outsider integration. In many ways, the experienced

worlds of local Heimat offer newcomers something that the broader space of nation cannot:

“walkability.” While the nation is laid claim to through mastery of elaborate national cultural

practices and native command of national languages, often difficult to acquire for non-nationals,

local spaces of Heimat can be more easily laid claim to as a comprehensible space that can be

experienced. Increasing mobility and economic compulsion to be uprootable will also both likely

sustain concern with Heimat and local rootedness into the future. Zygmunt Bauman has
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described a movement toward a “liquid phase” of modernity in which he argues society must

accommodate to greater fluid changes in norms, standards, and institutions, and the weakening of

interhuman bonds that are becoming “increasingly frail and admitted to be temporary.”49 Yet, he

does not address the question of how certain cultural and structural interventions could mediate

the harsher contours of such developments. Here, strategies of place-making that can facilitate

Heimat and rootedness again become significant. Of course, some have argued for having

multiple places that they can call Heimat.50 Certainly the acquisition of new places of Heimat is a

necessary reality amidst movement. However, the idea of continual reacquisition of a new feeling

of Heimat in new places must take into account the considerable time necessary for acquiring

orientation, social networks, and community feeling.51 The ivory tower notion of Heimat being

possible anywhere and everywhere and rapidly capable of being recreated offers few solutions. 

Others have argued for “deterritorializing” Heimat, finding it in “language” or attaching

feelings of Heimat to “mobile objects.”52 Yet, one could argue that such strategies miss the point

of Heimat, which is about human solidarities and communities in addition to traditions, familiar

objects, and landscapes.53 Of course, as Peter Sloterdijk has noted in a Spiegel article on Heimat,

with increased movement, Heimat will decreasingly be found in one’s place of origin. The result

is the need to find Heimat through forging new social networks and recreating Heimat

elsewhere.54 This presents significant challenges, and requires specific strategies to be developed.

Promoting notions of local tolerance and the possibility of a harmonic balance between

local rootedness and cosmopolitanism seems to offer a more realistic path forward. This strategy

has continued into the present, even if its early postwar precedents have been lost from public

consciousness. In 2000, Rüdiger Görner wrote in the Stuttgarter Zeitung that tolerance is a

prerequisite for many to experience a place as Heimat.55 Others over the past few decades have
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continued to espouse a notion of Heimat infused with “world-openness” and “tolerance.”56 With

increasing experience of uprootedness, realizing tolerant ideals of local “Heimat” will remain an

ongoing priority. As the author Heinz Pionthek argued in 1963 in a long forgotten radio

broadcast, Heimat is not something that is instilled by birth. Rather it is a “task” to make places

of residence more human as a “harborage” and “Heimat for everyone.”57 
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Chapter I

Figure 1-2. Cologne, Groß St. Martin,

1945/48, Hermann Claasen. From: Klaus

Honnef and Walter Müller, eds., Hermann

Claasen: Nie Wieder Krieg!. Bilder aus dem

Figure 1-1. Grosse Budengasse, Köln, 1945.             Zerstörten Köln (Cologne: Wienand, 1994), 

Source: Heinrich Schroder, Colonia Deleta               24.

(Cologne: Pick, 1947), 49.
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Figure 1-3. Rubble of Cologne 1945/1948, (Photographer: Hermann Claasen), Source: Klaus

Honnef and Walter Müller, eds., Hermann Claasen: Nie Wieder Krieg!. Bilder aus dem

Zerstörten Köln (Cologne: Wienand Verlag, 1994), 14-15.

Figure 1-4. “Patentwohnung für evakuierte Kölsche,” Barrell apartment of the Colognian evacuee,

with Catheral picture, and Tünnes and Schäl figures. Kölner Rosenmontagszeitung, Fastelovend

1954.
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Figure 1-5. Cover, Heinz Paffrath, Ech Kölsch direk vum Faaß (Cologne: Greven Verlag, 1949).
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Figure 1-6. Kölle

Bliev Kölle Plakat

(1946). Text Supertitle

(rhyming local

dialect): “He who with

thrift turns stone upon

stone, builds the

foundation of a new

Cologne.” Source:

Robert Frohn, Köln

1945-1981: Vom

Trümmerhaufen zur

Millionenstadt,

Erlebte Geschichte 

(Cologne: J.P.

Bachem, 1982), 141.

Text (rhyming local dialect): “Colognian men, Colognian Women! Boys and Girls large and

small: In order to rebuild Cologne we need bricks. Buried for years in the rubble, they lied there

waiting to be animated, as, after all sorrows, we rebuild Cologne. Therefore, do not despair,

collect stones! For each piece we will give you two pennies and something else for good luck.

Everyone must set their hands in motion, Aunt and Child, Grandfather and Market woman, now

lay stone upon stone so that Cologne may be beautiful once more. If laughing will be done

seldom : Indeed, sunshine will come at some point, our Cathedral will quietly guard Cologne,

our Father-City on the Rhine.”
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Figure 1-7. Rote Funken membership

card, 1945/46. Above text in local

dialect: “The war is at an end, we of

Cologne will go to. Carnivalists, spit on

your hands and rebuild!” Source:

Heinz-Günther Hunold, Winfried

Drewers, and Michael-Euler Schmidt,

eds., Vom Stadtsoldaten zum Roten

Funken. Militär und Karneval in Köln

(Cologne: Greven, 2005), 13.

Figure 1-8. Spontaneous

postwar Colognian Carnival

procession (1947),

Photographer: Walter Dick.

Source: Das Neue Köln,

1945-1995: Eine

Ausstellung des Kölnischen

Stadtmuseums in er Josef-

Haubrich-Kunsthalle Köln

22. April bis 18 August

1995 (Stadt Köln:

Selbstverlag, 1995), 127. 
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Figure 1-9. “Nüngzehnhundert Johr

Kölle am Rhing,” Rheinische

Zeitung, Feburary 18, 1950.

Figures 1-10 (left), 1-11

(next page left), and 1-12

(next page right). 

Hermann Claasen, photos

of first official postwar

Cologne Carnival (1949).

Source: Hermann

Claasen, Nichts erinnert

mehr an Frieden: Bilder

einer zerstörten Stadt,

eds. Hans J. Scheurer and

Jan Thorn-Prikker

(Cologne: DuMong

Buchverlag, 1985), 144,

146, 148.
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Figure 1-13. Cathedral Jubilee, Cologne, 1948. Source: Kölner Metropolitan-Kapitel, ed.,

Kölner Domjubiläum 1948: Dokumentenband (Düsseldorf: Verlag L. Schwann, 1950), 14.
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Chapter II

Figure 2-1. “Tünnes wird entnazisiert.” Rose Monday Carnival Float, 1950. Introduction float to

parade section on Colognian history: “the thousand-year empire” Source: Rosenmontagszeitung,

1950.
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Figure 2-2. Leisten appliances advertisement. “For Happiness at Home” Cologne, 1951. Source:

Kölner Almanach 1951/52, 187.
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Figure 2-3. Cologne Carnival Float, 1961. “Tradition wonder-children.” 1945: Under-developed.

1961: well-developed. Source: Karl Heinz Schmitz, 50 Jahre Kölnische Karnevalsgesellschaft,

1945-1995 (Wermelskirchen: Bernhard Medien, 1995), 132. 
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Chapter IV

Figure 4-1. Draft of important historical states and borders of “Stamm.” Bold black lines
represent the borders of the Tribal Duchy of Schwaben. The shaded area represents the
Alemannic dialect area. All areas within the bold border in white and below the dash line
represents areas of Swabian dialect. The dashed line represents the border between the Swabian-
Alemannic dialect region with northern Franconian areas. The dotted line represents the proposed
unified Southwest state borders. Source: Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart, EA 99/002 Bü 43,
“Schwaben als Überwölbungsbegriff des Südweststaats,” 1.
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Figure 4-2. Provisional occupation states and their territorial sub-units. South Württemberg and
the small territory marked in bold within the state formed the state of Württemberg-
Hohenzollern. This state, along with South Baden was in the French zone. Württemberg-Baden
in the North was in the American zone. The shaded borders represent the borders between the
four voting districts in the 1950 and 1951 referendums. Source: Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart,
01/35 Bü 819, Generalsekretariat der Arbeitgemeinschaft für die Vereinigung Baden-
Württemberg, Freiburg-Heidelberg, eds., Südweststaat-Fibel: Zur Staatlichen Neuordnung im

südwestdeutschen Raum (Konstanz: Verlagsanstalt Merk & Co, 1951).
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Figure 4-3. The Swabian Alemannic Space. Note the lack of reference to Feger’s native Alsace–
a clear attempt to prevent upsetting the French. Source: Otto Feger, Schwäbisch-Alemannische

Demokratie: Aufruf und Programm (Konstanz: Curt Weller, 1946), front leaf.
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Figure 4-4. Postcard with theme
that also appeared on posters.
“Your loyalty to Heimat, your
voice to Baden.” (1950-51).
Source: Dokumente zur Entstehung

des Südweststaats: 50 Jahre

Baden-Württemberg [CD-ROM],
ed. Staatliche Archivverwaltung
Baden-Württemberg (Stuttgart:
Landesarchivdirektion Baden-
Württemberg, 2002).

Figure 4-5 (Left). Pro-Baden poster “Keep our your hands
off of Baden.” Note the technocratic suited hand that is
stopped from grabbing their Heimat state by the arm of a
common man. Source: Stadtarchiv Mannheim,
Plakatsammlung Nr. 554, reproduced in “Mannem vorne,

erst recht im Südweststaat:” Plakate und ergänzendes

Material zur Entstehung Baden-Württembergs [CD-ROM],
eds. Ulrich Niess and Barbara Wilderotter,
eds., (Mannheim: Stadtarchiv Mannheim, 2002).

Figure 4-6 (Right). Pro-Baden poster that sought to
strengthen the link between local Heidelberger identity
with the state of Baden. This link was much weaker in
Heidelberg or Mannheim in the Kurpfalz than it was in
Freiburg or the former capitol Karlsruhe. Source:
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Plakatsammlung, Nr.3276,
reproduced in “Mannem vorne, erst recht im

Südweststaat:” Plakate und ergänzendes Material zur

Entstehung Baden-Württembergs [CD-ROM], eds. Ulrich
Niess and Barbara Wilderotter, eds., (Mannheim:
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, 2002).
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Figure 4-7. A pro-Southwest state poster that depicts
the yellow-red-yellow of the Badenese flag combing
with the red-black flag of Württemberg to form the
German flag. Other variations of this poster also
appeared prior to the 1951 election.  Source:
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Plakatsammlung Nr. 3275,
reproduced in “Mannem vorne, erst recht im

Südweststaat:” Plakate und ergänzendes Material

zur Entstehung Baden-Württembergs [CD-ROM],
eds. Ulrich Niess and Barbara Wilderotter,
eds., (Mannheim: Stadtarchiv Mannheim, 2002).

Figure 4-8. Sea monster Southwest state
devouring Badenese cities from its center in
Stuttgart. Source: Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart,
EA 1/106 Bü 183, Landesverband der
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Badener, “An alle
Haushaltungen! Baden oder Südweststaat.” 
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Figure 4-9. Depictions of the transformation of a postwar Baden from a militarized rigid
borderland to an international bridge. Note the changing of the Rhine from black to white, the
removal of military figures, and the trains crossing bridges over the Rhine to Switzerland and
France. This strongly paralleled arguments of Badenese world-openness vis-a-vis their national
neighbors. Source: Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart, EA 1/106 Bü 183, Landesverband der
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Badener, “An alle Haushaltungen! Baden oder Südweststaat.” 

Figure 10. Pro-Baden poster aimed at the expellees, “The
old Heimat lost, a new one won. Expellees, vote for
Baden.” Source: Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Plakatsammlung
Nr. 560, reproduced in“Mannem vorne, erst recht im

Südweststaat:” Plakate und ergänzendes Material zur

Entstehung Baden-Württembergs [CD-ROM], eds. Ulrich
Niess and Barbara Wilderotter, eds., (Mannheim:
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, 2002).
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Figure 4-11. Breakdown of the 1951 referendum results by county. Note the area of Pforzheim, a
former part of Baden, with overwhelming votes for the Southwest state. Pforzheim was the only
Swabian-speaking area of Baden. Excepting Karlsruhe, whose local identity as former Baden
state capitol was closely tied to the state, Franconian areas clearly diverged from the Soutehrn
Alemannic portions of Baden. Badenese areas around Lake Constance, east of the Black forest
and a hot bed of earlier Swabian-Alemannic state activities brought a poor showing for Baden.
Source: Hans Schadek, ed., Badens Mitgift: 50 Jahre Baden-Württemberg (Freiburg: Stadtarchiv
Freiburg, 2002), 447.
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Figure 4-12. Important dialect borders with the Swabian-Alemannic dialect space. Note the few
minor lines that converge through the Black forest. The strongest line, however, are in the north
vis-a-vis Franconian areas and in the East at the river Lech that separated Bavarian Swabia from
Bavaria proper. Dialect borders vis-a-vis Switzerland and the former German-speaking Alsace
are negligible. Source: find page number from book - recently checked out.
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Chapter V

Figure 5-1. A limited
list of popular
initiatives for border
redrawings. Dark lines
represent current
German state borders;
heavy dotted lines
indicate prewar state
borders. Light dotted
lines indicate the old
provincial borders
within the Prussian
state. Source:
Reinhard Schiffers,
ed., Weniger

Länder–mehr

Föderalismus?: Die

Neugliederung des

Bundesgebietes im

Widerstreit der

Meinungen

1948/1949-1990, Eine

Dokumentation

(Düsseldorf: Droste,
1996), 182. 
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Figure 5-2. Luther Committee Report. Approximations of West German dialect zones. Source:
Bundesminister des Innern, Die Neugliederung des Bundesgebietes: Gutachten des von der

Bundesregierung eingesetzten Sachverständigenausschusses (Cologne: Carl Heymanns, 1955),
Anlage 6 zu C, Nr.3.
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Figure 5-3. Map of the cities and their spheres of influence in the Westerwald. The purple lines
represent the zones of influences of larger cities, while the dark brown lines represent the
influence of middle-sized cities.  Source: Peter Schöller, Neugliederung: Prinzpien und

Probleme der politisch-geographischen Neuordnung Deutschlands und das Beispiel des

Mittelrheingebietes (Bonn: Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde und Raumforschung, 1965), Karte
37.
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Figure 5-4. Luther Committee Report, Map of the Stämme and Tribal Duchies of the Middle
Ages. Source: Bundesminister des Innern, Die Neugliederung des Bundesgebietes: Gutachten

des von der Bundesregierung eingesetzten Sachverständigenausschusses (Cologne: Carl
Heymanns, 1955), 151.
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Figure 5-5. Luther Committee map of Stamm according to the building styles of cities. Source:
Bundesminister des Innern, Die Neugliederung des Bundesgebietes: Gutachten des von der

Bundesregierung eingesetzten Sachverständigenausschusses (Cologne: Carl Heymanns, 1955),
Anlage 6 zu C, Nr.5.
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Figure 5-6. Luther
Committee Report.
Influential Territories and
Provinces of the
Nineteenth Century.
Source: Bundesminister
des Innern, Die

Neugliederung des

Bundesgebietes:

Gutachten des von der

Bundesregierung

eingesetzten

Sachverständigenausschus

ses,(Cologne: Carl
Heymanns, 1955), Anlage
6 zu C, Nr.9.
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Figure 5-7. Contested areas of belonging between Westphalia and Lower Saxony are depicted in
the red zones in the middle. Source: Hermann Brill, ed., Die Bundesländer: Beiträge zur

Neugliederung der Bundesrepublik (Frankfurt: Institut zur Förderung Öffentlicher
Angelegenheiten, e.V., 1950), Detail, Kartenbeilage 4. 
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Chapter VI

Figure 6-1 and 6-2.

Schematic plans for local

reunion at the Waldenburg

Heimat meeting in the

Westfalenhalle in

Dortmund, 1955. Source:

Patenchafts-Arbeitskreis

Waldenburg-Dortmund,

ed., Festschrift zum 4.

Waldenburger

Heimattreffen in der

Patenstadt Dortmund am

23 Juli und 24 Juli

1955 (Leer: Gerhard

Rautenberg, 1955), 10-11
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Figures 6-3 and 6-4. Schematic plans for small village reunions at the Day of Heimat events in

Schwäbisch Gmünd, 1952. This year, Schwäbisch Gmünd hosted the Heimat reunion of the

Isergebirgler from the Sudenteland. Source: Heimatgruppe Isergebirge, ed., Festschrift zum

Heimattreffen der Isergebirgler, Kreis Gablonz, in Schwäbisch Gmünd (Schwäbisch Gmünd:

Alfons Urban, 1952), 10-13.
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